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Summary

Pjo and related fandoms E rated M/M drabbles. There's a list of those written so far and a short summary in the beginning of the 1st chapter, since the summary section allows a limited number of characters. Currently taking requests!
1-Nico/Percy (bottom!Percy/top!Nico, mpreg, merman/siren/incubus!Percy, heat)
2-Paul/Percy/Poseidon (an overdue request, teacher-student, feminization of Percy, after Sally's death, Paulercy and first than Poseidon joins)
3-Chiron/Percy (Percy tried to get together with Chiron on a lonely Valentine's day and fails so he make tries again by getting the centaur jealous by pretending to date Jason and it works)
4-Luke/Percy/Octavian (Luke and Octavian are pirates that save Percy when he's accused of practicing witchcraft)
5-Charles/Percy (Charles is depressed after Silena's sacrifices her life to save his, Percy 'helps' him through it, mpreg, matchmaker/ghost!Silena)
6-Percy/Poseidon/Triton (Triton is jealous of Poseidonercy)
7-Percy/Nico/Will (Nico manages to get both Percy and Will pregnant)
8-Nico/jason (they can't decide who's top and things become even more complicated when Nico develops a new power that he can't yet control and switches their bodies, complicated sex positions)
9-Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)
10-Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, bdsm, light sexual slavery)
11-Hermes/Apollo/Percy (Apollo and Hermes watch Percy while he practices cheerleading in a skirt, they fuck before the game and the sea prince gets marked)
12-Percy/Grover (Percy seduces Grover who's down because of his break-up, light ivy vine bondage)
13-The big three/their sons(6-some, sex dreams, bottom!demigods)
14-Ares/Percy (crossdressing, orgasm delay/denial, spanking, gag, mpreg, light bondage)
15-Part one of a 2 chaptered drabble: Percy/Poseidon (double mpreg, food sex, spanking). Nico/Hades (crossdressing, chastity, spanking, double mpreg)
16-Part two of the previous chapter: Leo/Hephaestus (wax play, food play, double mpreg), Will/Apollo (sex while driving), Luke/Hermes (baby play)
17-Jason/Octavian (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift, plushophilia, cum in food, foot fetish)
18-Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico)
19-Dionysus/Percy (When Theseus is reborn Dionysus and Ariadne make a deal...) 20-the big threesome (Percy, Jason and Nico move to Italy when Nico finds out that one of his cousins is still alive, mpreg, double penetration, bottom!Jason)
21-part 1 on 2 chaptered drabble: Zeus/Poseidon/Percy (150 yrs since canon on Zeus' birthday, lap dancing, crossdressing, mpreg, chastity, double penetration...)
22-part 3 of the previous chapter: Hades/Jason/Nico (secretly pregnant Jason, Percy being a mom to Jason, wedding, bottom but dom!Jason)
23&24 Leo/Tyson (in the first chap Leo gives Tyson the talk and afterwards 'demonstrates', the second is a sequel to show how their relationship and sex life develops)
25-Nico/Percy/Theseus (Theseus is accidentally possesses Percy and Nico resurrects
Percy was the powerful son of Poseidon and Hecate. He were formed out of his father's blood and the witch's magic.

He had raven hair which he wore in a longish length on the side fringe do, pale skin, a sharp chin, rosy, bow shaped lips, big, green eyes with long eyelashes, round eyebrows, a button nose and an
azure merman tail. Funny thing about the tails. Most land people think they are from the waist down but it's actually from the curve of the butt down. The bare parts are covered by unisex pencil skirts made of fish scales. When it came to powers he could control water, turn himself into water, talk to fish and horses, siren sing and the most dangerous one of them all the feeding. Empousae drank blood, Mormos ate flesh, Lamiae ate children and Percy fed off sexual energy. He didn't need it to survive, though it was just said that it would happen when he has sex with someone so Percy promised himself to stay a virgin for the rest of eternity. But the Fates had other plans.

When he turned sixteen everything changed. He was constantly horny, his lips were always swollen as were his nipples and he didn't even wanna start with his dick and entrance. Apollo had come to the palace of Atlantis to examine him and told him that his body was telling him to get pregnant. He was in heat. Percy always knew that there was a chance this might happen, fertility of the sea and all that and prayed that it wouldn't. But the past was in the past so he had to focus all his energy on ways of finding a way around this.

He first found a solution that was very simple. He couldn't have sex with the gods because despite their immortality it could still sent them to Tartarus but monsters were a whole other story.

One night he found the minotaur around the sea shore and hypnotized him with his song. He created a bubble around them, took off the skirt and impaled himself on the monster's dick. He rode the creature, hitting his prostate very time and moaning shamelessly. Soon he came and his ass tightened around the minotaur. But before the monster could blow his load he turned into dust. The creature had died before it had had the chance to impregnate the merman.

Percy was not really disappointed, he would just have to find another monster and make sure not to cum first. That proved to be impossible. Apollo did some research and told him that the feeding didn't accompany his orgasm, instead it was the other way around.

But then Percy started thinking outside the box and it hit him. He got some random person and siren sang him into giving him a vial of his semen. He then rubbed it inside his ass but when he pulled out his fingers were bloody. And then there was blood dripping out of his ass.

"Apollo what's going on this time?"

"When you were rubbing the sperm inside you your body saw it as a sign that you were having sex so it tried to feed but seeing as there was no-one to feed from it saw the semen as an intruder and started bleeding to force it out."- explained the sun god.

"Well that's just great! What am I suppose to do now?"

"Don't worry I'll start looking for heat suppressants."

"You won't find any, you know as well as I that there's nothing that can tame the fertility of the sea."
"It still doesn't hurt to try!"

"OK while you're doing that I'll go to the shore where demigods have fun, it's kinda become my thinking spot." he said and headed out for Camp half-blood beach. He swam to the shallows and got in a half-sitting position, He stared at the sea as a volleyball landed in his lap.

"Oops, sorry"- said a handsome, olive skinned boy with an athletic build, black eyes, a chiseled jawline, amazing cheekbones, prominent dimples and wavy shaggy hair.

"Hey Nico we're taking a break"- said a blond guy.

"OK here you go the ball!"- said Nico and threw him the ball.

"Now tell me what's such a beautiful thing like you doing here all alone."

"To answer you that I'll have to tell you the truth about what I am and trust me you wouldn't even come near me if you knew."- said the merman.

"Hey I don't care what you are I only care about who you are"

"Thanks, Nico!"

"Well don't keep me waiting!"

"Oh right I'm Percy"

"Nice to meet you Percy!"

<break>

Over the next month Percy practically lived on the beach. He often felt the need to talk to Nico. The
boy just made him forget about everything and he could relax when he was around him. They knew almost everything about each other. Percy had told Nico everything except about the feeding and the heat. Other than that Nico even knew that Percy can get pregnant.

So today like any other day they were at the beach talking when Nico decided he had waited long enough and out of nowhere kissed the merman. Percy started melting into the kiss and then he remembered. He immediately stopped the kiss.

"Percy what's the matter. Don't tell me I'm the only one of us who feels this way!"

"No, Nico but my love comes with a death sentence. You see Nico I'm in heat and my body yearns to get pregnant but there's one problem. Whenever I have sex I feed of my lover's sexual energy, always killing them before they have the chance to impregnate me. I don't want to kill you!"

"So that's what's been so off about you"- said the Italian and initiated another kiss. Percy pulled off again and said: "Nico didn't you hear a word I said?"

"I'm not gonna die Perce, trust me on this one!"

"Nico this is suicide!"

"If that was the case I would die a happy man, but it's not, just trust me, please!"- he said and resumed kissing Percy. His tongue explored the warm wet cavern while his hands explored the merman's strong but lean body. All of sudden Nico ripped the skirt and got Percy in his lap. He took off his swimming trunks, the only article of clothing he'd been wearing so his thick, 9 inch monster was free. Knowing that the merman's entrance would be slick from the heat he immediately slid it in making the raven-haired boy whimper as he started riding him at a rabbit-fast pace making sure to hit his prostate every time. Nico also began slapping Percy's heart shaped ass so by the time they'll finish it would be a nice crimson red. Percy was letting out wanton moans that Nico was sure all of camp could hear. The assault on his prostate made him see stars and the spanking was terrific, as much as he hated to admit it Percy could feel that he was close, One more thrust, one more slap, one more hit on the prostate and he came, screaming Nico's name. He was surprised when he felt Nico spill his seed inside him only a moment later. Percy collapsed on top of Nico.

"How?"- asked the son of Poseidon.

"I'm of the Underworld, your trick doesn't work on me"- explained the son of Hades in between
"Nico, I love you!"

"I love you, too Perce and I wish I could spend all eternity with you." - said the Ghost King and felt something strange happening to him while Percy's tail turned into a pair of long, lean legs.

"What happened?"

"You know the legends don't you? The one who steals the heart of a mermaid or in this case merman could make a wish that would come true, then the mermaid would be in human form when dry. You made yourself immortal so you could spend all eternity with me. Isn't that what you want?"

"Yes it is. I'll spend forever with you Percy and our child."

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Here are the ideas for the next drapples. Once I'm out of ideas I'll ask you for requests. For now you can vote about what you wanna re next.

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c)Luke/Percy/Octavian (Percy likes blond, older men)

d) Paul/Percy/Poseidon (an overdue request, teacher-student, feminization of Percy, after Sally's death, Paulercy and first than Poseidon joins)

e) Charles/Percy (after Silena's death, crossdressing, top!Charles/bottom!Percy, matchmaker!Silena ever from beyond the grave)

f) Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g) Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)
h) Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)

i) The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
   j1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
   j2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
   j3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons (6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom!demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent (4 chapters)
   l1-Nico/Hades
   l2-Percy/Poseidon
   l3-Apollo/Will
   l4-Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) Zeus/Percy/Poseidon

o) Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p) Brotherly (2 chapters)
   p1-Triton/Percy
   p2-Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r) Leo/Tyson

s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

t) Percy/Poseidon/Triton

u) Percy/Nico/Theseus

v) Apollo/Hermes/Percy

w) Hades/Nico/Jason

x) Chiron/Percy
41- Percy gets cursed! To be free, he has to give Luke, Jason and Nico blowjobs and swallow their seed. Even if he is with Annabeth and thought to be totally straight, he enjoys the situation a lot.
42- Nico/Anubis: Nico is a slave in ancient Egypt
43- Hephaestus/Ares: During a recent fight on the subject of who likes Aphrodite better, things get out of hand.
44- Percy/Hermes/Apollo: Hermes and Apollo like Percy, they watch him swim, but they want him both and when they are going to tell Percy they arrive at the same time. They are about to fight Percy interrupts them and they have great sex
45- Nico/Percy: Ancient Japan AU, Percy is a river kitsune trying to find a kitsune that can help him talk to his recently deceased mother. He get that and a lot more!
46- Percy/Grover: Grover liked Percy,since he had defended him in school. But Grover was afraid to admit his feelings for Percy. Then after Percy's bachelor party they end up in bed with each other and Grover can no longer continue to hide his emotions.
48- Percy/Jason/Nico: Leo sneaks something into Jason's breakfast turning him into a bitch in heat.
49- Frank/Jason: they've been dating and they still haven't had sex with to the surprise of everyone else. Then they end up fighting for the last praetor spot? Like instead of Jason just giving his position to Frank, they end up fighting over it. But then it ends up making them realize that maybe they're fighting not just over the praetor spot but maybe who gets to be top.
50- Percy is frustrated because Annabeth don't want to sleep with him and they have an argument in front of everyone at camp. That night, he receives two visits. First is Jason who wants to help his bro and who succeed to convince Percy to sleep with him to get his release (Percy tops). Second is Nico and Luke who come a little after Jason is gone with the same idea. This time no need for a long speech before they all end up naked.
51- Percy/Atlas: Percy really caught Atlas' eye when the boy took the burden of the moon goddess. Mnemosyne is forced to rewrite Percy's memories to think that he's the wife of Atlas.
52- Anubis/Carter/Nico/Jason/Percy - way too complicated for a summary
53- sequel to 48
54- Charles/Percy/Leo: Percy's car breaks down on the road. He has to push it to the nearest car repair shop. There he will meet some sexy mechanics
55- Apollo/Nico - all the gods choose demigod lovers. Apollo chooses shy, virgin Nico
56- Nico/Percy-Percy has to make a deal with Nico to marry him so that his mom would live
57- Jercy wedding smut, bottom Jason, sissification of Jason
59- Nico/Poseidon Nico is Jail for killing Zeus. Poseidon recruits him.
60- Percy/Lycaon Percy stars getting weird dreams and sleepwalking after getting scratched in the woods.
61- Part 1: Luke/Ethan in an AU where everyone is dating the wrong Person.
It was the saddest day of Percy's life - his mom's funeral. His mom had been killed by a drunk gambler the night before. Percy was currently at her grave with Paul crying. He was wearing a short, black, a-line, lace illusion neckline dress and black stilettos. He had started crossdressing after the war, it just made him relax. As a girl he no longer had to take shit from anyone and he didn't have to feel the pressure of being the hero of Olympus.

"Come on Percy, it's getting late, let's go home, we'll come back tomorrow"- said the salt and pepper haired man.

<later that day>

Percy had fallen asleep early, really early like nine a clock. Paul on the other hand was lying in bed in his white tank top and black boxer briefs, staring at the ceiling. It was not easy sleeping alone in such a big bed after so long. Then he heard something coming from Percy's room. He got up and went there immediately. He found Percy in his blue nightie, crying with his head between his knees.

"Percy what's the matter? What a stupid question! Do you need someone to talk to? "- said Paul and sat on the edge of the bed.

"It's just that I finally thought it was over. There was always something I had to fear: Smelly Gabe, monsters, titans, giants, Gaea, Tartarus and I finally thought it was over. I thought when mom turned Gabe to stone at least she was safe and now she gets killed by a drunk. The fates are cruel. I wish I could just go back to being me even sad me but I'm scared Paul!"- explained Percy.

"Shh, Percy It's perfectly alright to be scared, but I'm here, whenever you need me."- said the middle aged man and hugged the sea prince.

"Paul that's not it, I'm suppose to protect not be protected!"
"Oh, Percy. I can take care of myself and you protected the whole world it's time someone returns the favor."

"Paul can you stay here tonight?" - wondered the son of Poseidon.

"Sure" - he said and lied down beside the demigod. Percy clung to the man as he drifted off into the realm of Morpheus. After a while Paul feel asleep as well.

<a month later>

Percy had no idea what to do. He was attracted to his step-father, well former step-father but that didn't matter Paul was his mom's husband. Then again Percy was a Greek demigod but still. He always asked the man to sleep with him even though he knew there was no need anymore. So today he decided to solve this problem. He IMed Nico and told him to shadow travel over while Paul was still teaching his last class for the day.

"Hey Perce, what's up?" - said the son of Hades as he appeared out of the shadows.

"Nico I need you to summon my mom"

"Percy do you have some unhealthy reason you want me to do this?" - asked the Ghost King.

"Kinda but it's not what you think!"

"Unhealthy is still unhealthy!"

"Hey don't you dare turn your back on me now, if it wasn't form me you wouldn't have been fucking Jason's ass every single day. Now summon my mom!"

"Fine!" - Nico said and did the summoning ritual.
"Once you're done talking to her she'll disappear into the Underworld." - said the son of Hades and disappeared.

"Percy what's going on? Why did you made Nico summon me?" - asked the woman.

"Mom I don't know how to say this in a way that wont seem weird so here it goes: I'm attracted to Paul!" - said Percy. Sally started laughing.

"What's so funny?"

"I'm sorry, It's just we're so much alike, like two peas in a pot!"

"Seriously, that's all you got from what I told you? Mom what should I do?"

"It's your life Percy do whatever you want!"
"But this is your husband we're talking about!"

"Sweetie I know it's hard to accept, but I'm dead."

"OK so you're cool with all this?"

"Percy we don't chose who we fall for and besides Paul's a good man. If you wanna go for it you have my full support."

"OK Thanks mom!" - said the sea prince.

"Alright then, bye I guess!" - said Sally and disappeared.

<that evening>
Paul came back home half an hour later. He had 100 essays to grade by the next week so he intended to start immediately. But he saw Percy waiting for him at the dining table so he went there instead.

"Hey Paul I ordered pizza."- said the sea price.

"We really should be eating more healthy food!"- said the teacher.

"But we won't!”- added Percy.

"Well let's eat quickly I have essays to grade!"

"I'm afraid after you hear what I have to say you'll be in no condition to grade essays."

"Try me?"- said the man confidently.

"Paul, I'm attracted to you! What started as comforting each other turned into sex dreams and those turned into jerk-off session and now even that's not enough!"- said Percy making his step-father's confidence fade away in a moment.

"Oh! Well Percy to be completely honest I've been having sex dreams about you, too. What do we do now?"

"How about we start a relationship?"

"Um won't that be weird with me being your step-father, your teacher and a few decades older than you?"

"Paul first of all never use the word weird when talking to a demigod, second I talked to mom's spirit and she told me to go for it, third imagine all the naughty stuff we could do around school and fourth age is just a number!"- said the sea prince.

"Well I know when I'm beat"- joked Paul.
"Oh poor you!" - said Percy sarcastically. He got up and sat in the man's lap. He started making out with Paulo while the man groped his heart shaped ass. But Percy soon stopped.

"How about we wait until detention, tomorrow?" - winked the sea prince.

<the next day>

Percy got ready for school. His uniform a white collared t-shirt and a short, black and turquoise, checkered, creased skirt. He also wore white stockings and black heels. He put on Mist perfume so that no-one would notice the lack of boobs or anything similar. He practically slept through all his classes and his mind only registered the bell ringing so he could go to detention. He went there and found Paul sitting in his chair. He was wearing his fitted, salmon colored dress shirt and slacks. He got up and locked the door.

"So Ms Jackson I hear you've been naughty again! At this rate you will get expelled soon" - said the teacher.

"Oh, please Mr Blofis, I can't afford to switch schools again! Please I'll do anything! Pretty please!" - begged Percy and plinked a few times to show off his long lashes.

"Well, then I suppose that firstly you should be punished!"

"Oh yes! Please Mr Blofis! Punish me! Make me learn my lesson! Please!"

Paul sat back on his chair and order Percy to get on his lap. He lifted the skirt to see that Percy was going commando. He smirked and initiated the first hard slap. Percy only moaned. Encouraged the slat and pepper haired man continued with Percy only moaning and whimpering. Each smack was harder and quicker than the previous one but Percy sounded like he was in Elysium. By the 30th slap the pale ass cheeks were a nice, dark, purplish red. Paul decided he'd had enough and ordered him to get underneath the desk. The man undid his belt and zipper setting his 8.5 inch long, 2 inches in diameter monster free. Percy's mouth dropped. He'd always noticed that Paul had quite the bulge but he hadn't expected this. He took the huge member in his mouth almost choking before he took every last inch in. He started giving Paul a blowjob while his hands sneaked inside the teacher's pants to play with his huge, hairy, sweaty balls. The moment Percy started deep throating the large member and licking the vein on the underside Paul realized he was closed and pushed Percy off of his dick. The sea prince then got on the desk and sat on Paul's face. The man started licking his pink, puckered entrance making him moan. The very sneaky tongue went inside Percy's hole and licked
around tasting the pungent ass juice and hitting various nerves stimulating Percy. The sea prince soon got off his lover's face and sat on his lap. He impaled himself on the hard monster while ripping Paul's shirt apart. He started fucking himself making sure to hit his prostate every time. He was seeing stars as his lover groped his still very sensitive and red ass. He could feel that Percy was close and started stroking his 6 inch dick. Percy came within minutes all over Paul's defined chest screaming "Oh, Daddy!". His walls tightened around his lover who soon spilled his seed deep inside his ass. Percy kissed Paul while panting like there was no tomorrow and got up. He could barely stand but that hadn't stopped Paul from inserting a thick butt plug inside his ass to keep the seed from spilling.

The following few weeks had been amazing. Percy couldn't think of a place he and Paul haven't had seen in. At the moment he was taking a shower to clean himself off from sweat and hardened cum. In the middle of the showering he realized the water was groping him.

"Dad!"- he said unimpressed. The water materialized into the sea god who was completely naked.

"What are you doing?"- asked the sea prince.

"Reclaiming what's mine"

"What's that suppose to mean?"

"Before you lost your memories prior to the Giant war you and I had one amazing, passionate night. I made sure you didn't regain your memory so it wouldn't complicate your life, but looks like you've done that all on your own"

"He has and he's very happy!"- said Paul who opened the shower door. He was also naked. The two started arguing. Things like "I had him first" and "I've been in his life a lot more than you have" were said while Percy sneaked out of the shower. A few minutes later the two realized what he had done and went to the bedroom where they found him lying on bed.

"Percy we've decided you would choose who you wanna be with and we'll support you 100%"- announced the two.
"In that case I choose both of you"

"WHAT?!"

"You said to choose who I want to be with and I did. So if you really support me here's how this is gonna go. Dad you're gonna go to Atlantis to get the herb the fisherman took to become immortal so you can give it to us, make Triton king and move in with us. But before that you're gonna fuck me while Paul fucks you." - said Percy, got on all fours and wiggled his ass. The two nodded finally seeming to agree on something and got onto the bed. Poseidon inserted his 7 inches long, 1.5 inch in diameter shaft inside his son's already loosened entrance while Paul got his monster in between the god's juicy, bubble ass cheeks and then through his tight entrance. Poseidon and Paul started thrusting. The pace was merciless and all three were moaning and seeing starts. Percy from having his prostate assaulted by his dad's member, Poseidon from being both on the giving and on the receiving end and Paul from having his dick practically devoured by the god's tightness. After a few minutes Poseidon was the first to blow his load inside Percy than Percy on the bedsheets and finally Paul came last. The three laid in bed panting until Percy initiated a three-way kiss. After that he fell asleep in his dad's arms. He had never felt so safe in his life.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Here are the ideas for the next drapples. Once I'm out of ideas I'll ask you for requests. For now you can vote about what you wanna red next.

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light
sexual slavery)

c)Luke/Percy/Octavian (Percy likes blond, older men)

e)Charles/Percy (after Silena's death, crossdressing, top!Charles/bottom!Percy, matchmaker!Silena ever from beyond the grave)

f)Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g)Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

h)Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)

i)The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg

j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades

j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus

j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons(6-some, feminization, mreg, bottom!demigods)

l)Demigods/their godly parent(4 chapters)

l)1-Nico/Hades

l)2-Percy/Poseidon

l)3-Apollo/Will

l)4-Hermes/Luke

m)Ares/Percy

n)Zeus/Percy/Poseidon (mpreg, pregnancy kink,waxplay, Zeus' birthday)

o)Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p)Brotherly(2 chapters)

p)1-Triton/Percy

p)2-Hercules/Jason

q)Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r)Leo/Tyson

s)Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

t)Percy/Poseidon/Triton

u)Percy/Nico/Theseus (Theseus and Percy look exactly alike)

v)Apollo/Hermes/Percy

w)Hades/Nico/Jason

x)Chiron/Percy
As you can see the list is gonna have some changes from chapter to chapter
It was Valentine's day so camp was lonely. Chiron sighed. It was like this every year. He spent this day mourning after his dead wife. She had been a nymph, a mortal one but he always though he would persuade her into accepting immortality but that's not what happened. The centaur was lost deep in thought when he heard something coming from the Poseidon cabin. He went there and opened the door. He was surprised when he saw Percy inside.

"Percy what are you doing here? It's Valentine's day, shouldn't you be with Annabeth?" - asked the centaur.

"Why would I be with Annabeth, it's not like we're dating!"

"You're not?!" - asked Chiron surprised.

"No, college gives Annie no time for a boyfriend."

"Oh, I see! Now what are you doing here?"

"Hating this holiday. The day of love, yeah right, more like the day couples get to judge single people. But enough about me what are you doing here?" - asked the sea prince.

"Missing my wife"

"Oh Chiron I'm so sorry, it hadn't crossed my mind. Tell me, what was she like?"
"Loving, caring, nurturing, passionate, bold... You know you remind me of her, a lot!"

"Really?"

"Oh yes, both physically and psychologically. She was after all the granddaughter of Poseidon." - said the centaur and sobbed.

"Oh no, Chiron I didn't mean to make you sad!"

"That's quite alright Percy"

"Let's talk about something else. Have you ever had a male lover?" - asked the sneaky demigod.

"Why do you ask?"

"Well didn't Greeks believe that having a male lover makes them stronger?"

"Yes, Perseus I have male lovers: Hercules, Theseus, Achilles ..." - he was cut off by the kiss he received from Percy. He pushed the demigod off.

"Percy what's the meaning of this?"

"There's another reason Annabeth and I broke up and that's the fact that i think you're hot and all those great heroes were your lovers why should I be left out like a black sheep?"

"Percy I'm sorry but this isn't happening!"
Percy got Piper and Jason go get to camp.

"Oh Percy it didn't happen did it?"

"No"

"Don't worry I have a plan! I just need to make a deal with Cecil aka the biggest gossip in camp and get Jason psychologically ready while you get used to shaving your legs."

It was the first day of summer. Chiron was going around camp, watching the campers with a prideful smile until he saw Percy. The sea prince was wearing really short, really skinny, blue denim shorts that showed off his long, smooth, lean hairless legs, leather flip flops that left his trim ankles bare and a sleeveless, v-neck version of his camp shirt that was just and inch too short leaving his arms, collarbones and the lowest parts of his stomach and back exposed. He was also in the middle of making out with Jason. Chiron had never stopped thinking what could have happened if he hadn't rejected Percy that day. Blinded by the sight the centaur bumped into Cecil.

"Hey Chiron!" - said the son of Hermes.

"Cecil, hello, tell me are Jason and Percy dating?"

"Oh hey, they started like a week ago after Jason broke up with Piper! Guess relationships based on false memories don't last."

"Alright get back to your camp activities!" - said Chiron.

Over the course of the next week Chiron had to go though watching Percy getting kissed, groped, rubbed against, bitten and spanked by Jason. He was now in the big house really regretting rejecting Percy.

"Just go to him and stick your dick in his ass!" - said Dionysus.
"Don't be disgusting Dionysus!"

"I'm serious! It's not like he'll be able to resist you after his hole has had a taste of your horse dick!"

"We're not having this discussion!" - said the centaur but noticed that the wine god was too busy starring at the window to hear him. He turned around to face the window and saw the son of Jupiter kissing Piper.

"Go to him or I won't stop nagging!" - said Dionysus.

The centaur didn't have to be told twice. He immediately got out of the big house and rushed to the Poseidon cabin and knocked on the door. Percy answered it wearing nothing but his shorts which looked a lot more like denim boxer briefs.

"Hey Chiron what's up?" - asked sea prince.

"Perseus I'm afraid I saw your boyfriend kissing Piper!"

"Oh man! Jason's cheating on me?!"

"I'm afraid so!"

"With his ex?!"

"Unfortunately yes"

"How jealous were you?"

"A lot! ...Hey that was a dirty trick!"
"This whole this was a dirty trick! Do you think If Jason and I got together we would be such a lovey-dovey couple?!!" - explained the son of Poseidon.

"I see! In that case, Percy if you ever find it in your hearth to forgive me I would really like it if we could start over."

"Chiron! Of course I forgive you, I caught you having a bad day, I get it! Now how should we seal the deal?" - smirked the sea prince.

Chiron took Percy to his 'room'. It was basically a huge room deeper that the ground so it could have stacks of hay as a floor. The centaur walked in and so did Percy.

"Percy do you know what the best part is about having a centaur as a boyfriend?"

"What is it Chiron?"

"This!" - said the centaur showing his erect 40 inches long, 5 inches in diameter horse dick.

"Wow Chiron how is that gonna fit inside me?!"

"With this! It's a potion which the ancient Greeks designed for exactly this purpose." - he said and Gave Percy a small vial. The sea prince drank the potion and was instantly hard.

"The potion might also have aphrodisiac effects" - explained the centaur but then Percy kissed him. This time Chiron kissed back. While the centaur was exploring Percy's mouth the demigod rubbed himself off Chiron's body. When Chiron broke the kiss to catch his breath he noticed that sneaky Percy was completely nude. There was a thick liquid oozing out of his heart shaped ass that was the same purple color as the potion. Chiron realized the boy was prepared. He told Percy to get on all fours and spread his ass cheeks. The boy did as he was told and felt the tip of his lover's monster at his entrance. He slowly thrust in making the sea prince yelp. He let him adjust and then continued going inside. He rubbed against the prostate and kept going stopping every now and then to let Percy's insides adjust. The frequency of the boy's yelping was decreasing which was a good sign. When 30 inches of Chiron's dick were inside Percy he stopped. He knew that's about as much as the boy could take. He started thrusting slowly and gradually picked up the pace. Slowly Percy's yelps
were turning into moans and whimpers. There was no more pain only pleasure and boy was bing constantly rubbed on the prostate way better than having it hit. It was like he was in a whole other word. And Chiron's dick was so deep inside him it was stimulating so much sensitive spots Percy hadn't known he had. Withing minutes the sea prince came. His ass became so tight around Chiron that the centaur emptied his huge balls deep inside Percy. He pulled out and lied down on his side. He spooned his lover.

"Chiron that was amazing!" - said Percy in between pants.

"Percy I'm gonna ruin your ass so that no-one else will fuck you at least not if you don't get it magically healed anyway."

"Say what you want Chiron, but you were wrong. Getting fucked by a monster dick is the third best thing about having a centaur for a boyfriend."

"What're the first two?"

"Sleeping in hay and horse riding" - smirked the seas prince.

"Sounds like something we should do on a date!" - said Chiron but then his facial expression saddened.

"What's wrong?"

"Percy I can't do this again! In 60 years you like Chariclo will also be dead, I don't want to go through that again!"

"And you won't Chiron! The next time I'm offered immortality and I'm pretty sure there will be a next time I'll accept it." - replied the sea price. The centaur kissed him and they fell asleep in each other's arms.

Chapter End Notes
Hope you enjoyed! I did not expect that you guys liked this ship that much. I had to think of this storyline in the last minute! Here's the list for the next chapter. Have fun voting!

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c) Luke/Percy/Octavian (Percy likes blond, older men)

d) Dionysus/Percy (The wine god realizes his wife has feelings for Theseus even after all that time so he decided to bang his half-brother Percy)

e) Charles/Percy (after Silena's death, crossdressing, top!Charles/bottom!Percy, matchmaker!Silena ever from beyond the grave)

f) Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g) Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

h) Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)

i) The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons (6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom!demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent (4 chapters)
l)1-Nico/Hades
l)2-Percy/Poseidon
l)3-Apollo/Will
l)4-Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) Zeus/Percy/Poseidon

o) Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p) Brotherly (2 chapters)
p)1-Triton/Percy
p)2-Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)
r) Leo/Tyson
s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)
t) Percy/Poseidon/Triton
u) Percy/Nico/Theseus
v) Apollo/Hermes/Percy
w) Hades/Nico/Jason
Percy could not believe his luck. He was born in Marseilles in 1575. Well if you count coming out of a whirlpool in the sea as being born. All his life he had been in foster homes. In other words he's been through hell. During all those times he had been beaten, tortured, starved etc. he has only had one friend - the water. It was crazy but the water always made it better and pretty soon he discovered that he can manipulate it any way he wanted. Initially he was afraid, not of the power though, but of the secret he had to hide. If he ever got caught he would be accused of witchcraft and be burned at stake for sure. He already had one secret. He liked boys which was against the law and specifically blond older boys. Despite all this there was also the promise of forever being one with the water. Percy knew he did not belong on land. He was born out of the sea and had every intention of returning to the big blue. So could see the irony when he got caught using his powers only hours after escaping the dreaded foster home. He was immediately imprisoned and was waiting to be burned.

A few hours later two guards had tied Percy the stake. People were there saying something that Percy didn't really care about and then all he remembered was seeing a gorgeous, blond guy with a sword before the fire had been started.

Percy woke up. There was a blond boy next to him who had his hand which were emitting some weird, yellow light near his body.

"Am I dead?" - asked Percy.
"No!"

"Then where the hell am I and who are you?"

"You are at the pirate ship of Captain Lucas. You see you're not alone. There're others like you, gifted people, children of the god. You Percy are a son of a sea deity, I myself am a son of a sun deity so I can bend the light and heal. Once we heard of your prosecution we had to come to your rescue, in the end we take care of our own. I'm Will by the way!" explained the healer.

"Pirates, the sea, gods, adventure's that sound like a dream!" - said the raven haired boy.

"Well then pray that we get out of here alive because our ship is getting fired at with cannons by the people that just tried to kill you."

"Why pray when I can do something better?" - said the green eyed boy and went to the deck. He heard a blond girl with gray eyes saying that the ship can't handle any more cannonballs. Percy immediately went to the stern. This didn't go unnoticed and the crew who curiously followed him. He raised arms summoning a huge tsunami wave that he launched at the enemies' ships.

"Impressive, It would have been a shame to let this beautiful, untamed power be lost!" - said the same gorgeous blond who Percy has seen before the fire had started.

"Welcome to my ship Percy! I'm captain Lucas but my people call me Luke. Let me introduce you to my crew!"

A few hours latter Captain Luke was bringing Percy to his new cabin. It had been a few hours but Percy already felt like he had known him his whole life. He had introduced him to the crew of of which one person had caught his eye, the first mate - Octavian, a prophetic grandchild of the solar deity. He looked a lot like Luke with the longish, blond hair and blue eyes but his skin was paler and he was lankier while Luke had a golden skin tone and lean muscles. His personality, however was something Percy could find words to describe. Percy had also noticed the way Luke and Octavian looked at each other. Anyway besides meeting the crew Percy had also had a lot of fun singing song with them, dancing and drinking, life as a pirate was amazing. If Percy had to choose between living one more week as a pirate or a century in Marseilles he would chose the first one without any second thoughts. He and Luke had finally reached his cabin.
"Luke can I ask you something? Octavian and you are you..?"

"Not yet. We tried but we're both... dominant. Tavy bottoms sometimes but we decided to look for someone truly submissive. Anyway Percy here's the deal. You use your powers to give us a save journey to Ogygia and I will drop you off there. Everyone there is like us, living normal, peaceful lives. Do we have a deal?"

"No way in hell!"

"Why not?"

"Not important! Here's my offer: I will be your submissive if you let me stay with you guys as a pirate." - said Percy.

"What? You want to stay?"

"It's my biggest dream."

"So big you'd sell your body to achieve it?"

"I don't think it can be qualified as selling since older blond men have always been my type."

"Well why didn't you say so?"

"Does that mean yes?"

"Yes, on one condition!"

"I accept"
"You haven't even heard it!"

"Don't care!"

The next day there was a wedding ceremony on the ship, pirates were quite noble if when you think about it. Luke and Octavian were wearing white, silk, ruffled, bishop sleeved shirts, black pants and leather boots along with red sashes. Percy on the other hand was in a white, long, pleated lace, off the shoulder dress with a big train. That had been Luke's condition. Percy practically dozed off at the ceremony but his consciousness returned the moment Luke and Octavian pulled him toward the captain's cabin. He was thrown on the huge bed and the two climbed by his sides.

"So what do you want sea princess?" - asked Octavian.

"Well let's see, we can start by Luke giving you a spanking then you giving me a spanking than you riding Luke while I watch and finally you two doubling me!"

"That can be arranged. He got you there Tavy!" - smirked the captain making the other blond frown. The three of the shed their clothes and the Octavian got in Luke's lap. The son of the thief god initiated the first hard smack making the prophet yelp. He slapped again and again, each slap harder than the previous one. Octavian, however somehow got used to his husband's smacks and even gave out a few whimper. By then Luke realized he might have gone a bit too far and stopped. The Brit's round ass was bright scarlet red and burning. All the while Percy was playing with his nipples.

"Come here, you!" - ordered Octavian. Percy got on all fours and wiggled his heart shaped ass. The Brit slapped with full strength and was truly surprised to hear the boy moan. He continued slapping constantly quickening the pace with Percy's moans only getting louder. By the 50th slap the blond had given up. He realized he wasn't gonna make the raven haired boy, whose ass was a dark crimson red and super sensitive, yelp. He got up and impaled himself on Luke's 8 inch shaft like Percy had asked. He started fucking himself making sure to hit prostate every time. He was seeing stars and moaning and then all of a suddenly he noticed that Percy was playing with his nipples again. It turned him on so much that he instantly came all over Luke's chest. His husband followed only a moment later emptying his balls deep into the tightness. Octavian pulled off.

"My turn!" - said Percy and impaled his virgin hole on Luke's dick with no trouble at all. Octavian then smirked and suddenly thrust his 7 inch member down the already occupied whole of the green eyed boy. Percy yelped, he hadn't been expecting it that quickly and was pretty sure Octavian was grinning. The blonds thrust in and out of their lover. They thrust in and out at the same time making
sure to hit his prostate with each thrust. Percy was letting out loud, wanton moans and whimpers. Octavian could feel he was close so he got his dick to stroke it. But the moment he touched it Percy came. His ass tightened around his two lovers as they both spilled their seed inside him, yelling 'Arrgggh'. After that they slowly pulled out only to be pulled by Percy who then initiated I threeway kiss. It was so sloppy and wild and passionate and full of tongue.

"I love you guys!" - said the green eyed boy once the kiss was over.

"We love you too, Percy! Don't we Tavy?" - said the captain.

"Yeah we so do!"

"Tomorrow I'm so having you two woken up by blowjobs and we're so having sex in the ocean!" - said Percy and fell asleep in his husbands' arms.
"Hope you enjoyed! I know this the romance in this drapple is weird but according to research that's how it was in the middle ages! Here're the suggestions for the next chap!

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c) Jason/Nico (they can't decide who's top and things become even more complicated when Nico develops a new power that he can't yet control ad switches their bodies)

d) Dionysus/Percy (The wine god realizes his wife has feelings for Theseus even after all that time so he decided to bang his half-brother Percy)

e) Charles/Percy (after Silena's death, crossdressing, top!Charles/bottom!Percy, matchmaker!Silena ever from beyond the grave)

f) Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g) Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

h) Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)

i) The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
j1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
j2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
j3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons(6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom!demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent(4 chapters)
l1-Nico/Hades
l2-Percy/Poseidon
l3-Apollo/Will
l4-Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) Zeus/Percy/Poseidon

o) Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p) Brotherly(2 chapters)
p1-Triton/Percy
p2-Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)
r) Leo/Tyson
s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)
t) Percy/Poseidon/Triton
u) Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)
v) Apollo/Hermes/Percy
w) Hades/Nico/Jason
Months had passed since the titan war. Things seemed to be getting better, but not for Charles. The son of Hephaestus had died in the explosion of the princess Andromeda but feeling responsible for his death his girlfriend Silena made a deal with the lampades. She gave her own life to resurrect him. But there was a problem - Charles no longer wanted to live. He would spend every day avoiding people, sleeping as much as possible and trying to ditch camp activities. However now that he was single the Aphrodite cabin wanted to find out what their former counselor has seen seen in him, so the boy was getting hit on frequently. To make matters worse ever since coming back from the dead he had been able to manipulate fire, when he wanted and didn't want to. His rage and fear triggered the power and at the moment that was two thirds of what was going on in his head, the other one being sadness.

Something had to be done! So now wherever Charles was Percy was around there as well. Being a son of Poseidon he could put out fires and calm Charles down. The sea prince had one problem though. He himself wasn't even sure what it was but whenever he saw someone hitting, teasing or being mean to the son of Hephaestus he himself got insanely mad while trying to calm down the fire bender and extinguish any flames. At first he hadn't paid much attention to it but as time passed by it was getting out of control so he though who understood Charles and feelings the best and the answer was: Silena!

After a few days of putting it off the son of Poseidon realized he had to ask Nico for a favor. He went over to the Hades cabin. He heard moans, whimpers and many other thing coming form the inside but knocked on the door anyway. After several minutes the door opened and there was a half-naked, messy haired son of Hecate in front of Percy.

"What do you want Jackson?! Can't you see we're busy?!”- asked Alabaster.

"Al be nice to him, he did lift your banishment from camp!”- said Nico as he was getting dressed.

"Anyway I need you guys to summon Silena. Please! It's for Charlie.”- said the green eyed demigod.
"Alright Perce, let's meet after dinner at the beach." - said the son of Hades.

Like planned after dinner the three came to the beach. Nico did the summoning ritual and the two let the raven haired demigod have some time alone with Silena's spirit. He told the daughter of Aphrodite what was going on.

"So can you give me some advice?" - asked Percy.

"Well, Percy the only thing I can tell you is that it will all make perfect sense soon! If I tell you anything more I might ruin what's about to come." - said the blond girl.

"Alright thanks for listening Silena! I'll get out of your hair now." - said the son of Poseidon and headed to his cabin. He told Alabaster and the Ghost King that he was done. The two went back to send Silena back to Elysium but it wouldn't work.

"What's going on?!" - wondered the olive skinned demigod.

"It turns out I have some unfinished business, boys!" - smirked the daughter of Aphrodite and teleported to somewhere.

The son of Hephaestus was lying in bed desperately trying to fall asleep and the he smelled something. It was Silena's perfume. He instantly opened his eyes and saw his former girlfriend with her arms crossed looking unimpressed.

"Silena!?" - the dark skinned demigod said happily.

"Wipe that smile off! I'm furious with you!" - said the blond demigoddess.
"Why?" - wondered the fire bender.

"Because if you keep doing what you've been doing so far it would turn out that my sacrifice was for nothing!"

"Did you ask me if I wanted to be revived?"

"So what you wanted to stay dead and hope that I might die in the war, too so we can be together?!!" "No, of course not!"

"That don't make it seem as if I gave up my life for nothing! This is my destiny, but you have your whole life ahead of you, don't spend it waiting for Thanatos! I could even be reborn until then."

"But I love you! You're the one for me!"

"Charlie, Aphrodite's my mom but not even I believe that 'the one' exists. There're more than one 'ones'. It's too late now, but if it's we're meant to be we'll meet again, in another life!"

"But if the's all true how am I supposed to live. The only ones I attract are phonies!"

"Percy's no phony!"

"Percy isn't attracted to me!"

"And my name isn't Silena! Of course he is Charlie, but not even he know's it yet! Honestly you two are so slow, you're perfect for each other! Bye Charlie and don'y you dare hesitate to make the first move!" - said the demigoddess and disappeared.

<break>

The next day Percy walked to the Hephaestus cabin to check if there were any signs of fire. He found the fire bender seating on his bed looking at one spot. He got closer and started shaking him
"Charles! Snap out of it!" - he yelled. This startled the son of Hephaestus.

"Sorry Perce, lost in thought" - explained Charles.

"Thank Gods, you scarred me so much, I thought..." - the sea prince was interrupted by Charles' lips pushing against his. Instinctively he gave in and the other demigod got to explore his warm, wet cavern. This lasted for a few minutes as they eventually had to separate for air.

"What a nice way of telling me to shut up!" - joked the sea prince. For the first time since the war Percy saw Charles' gorgeous smile.

That day was uncharacteristically cold, but noting could bring Percy down. Charles had invited him to the beach in the evening for their first date. Because of his happy thoughts he hadn't noticed Silena who was in the middle of his cabin until he was right in front of her.

"Wow Silena you scared me! What are you still doing here?"

"You tell me! Something keeps bringing me back here, specifically to your cabin!"

"Oh, well this is awkward!"

"What?"

"Um, Silena, do you know what Charlie likes in bed?"

The ghostly demigoddess smirked.
The date was absolutely perfect. They sat at the beach eating chocolate covered strawberries, stared at the starry sky, cuddled all while being warmed by the fire the dark skinned demigod had started (on purpose). But the real fun started after the date, after Percy invited Charles to his cabin. The moment they were inside Charles threw Percy on the bed and stripped him of his clothing only to find him wearing white fishnet stockings, white lace panties that showed off his hearts shaped ass and a matching bandeau bra. It got the son of Hephaestus rock hard. He shred his clothes and started making out with his boyfriend. He soon flipped the sea prince and spanked him with his heavy hand. So far Charles was hitting all the right buttons. Percy whimpered as he received the hard slaps. After 30 slaps his ass was a nice cherry red beautifully contrasting the white lace. Then Charles told his lover to get on all fours which the pale skinned demigod did. The fire bender spread Percy's legs, removed the panties and licked his ass crack a few times. Then suddenly he thrust his 9,5 inches long, almost 2 inches in diameter monster into the tightness making the sea prince yelp. He started thrusting, assaulting Percy's prostate which his monster found impossible to miss. The green eyed demigod was in ecstasy, he was seeing stars while letting out loud, wanton moans that all of New York could hear. The sound of his boyfriends big, heavy balls hitting against his ass turned him on even more and soon he came seed all over the sheets, screaming: "Charlie!". His ass became tighter milking Charles' seed from his member. At that moment there was so much cum in the sea price's stomach it looked swollen. Put that had not stopped him from inserting a butt plug in once Charles pulled out. Percy then turned around and licked his lover's hairy dick and balls clean. The laid in each other's embrace panting. 'I love yous!' were exchanged.

<9 months later>

A lot of thing can happen in less than an year. Camp Half-Blood had become a city, Charles had opened up a mechanic shop which is why he almost constantly wore a suit which Percy found sexy, he and Percy had gotten married but the most excited thing as happening right at this moment. The moment his and Percy's baby came out of his mommy's womb. Turns out fire and water are a perfect match when it comes to creating life. Charles was currently holding his daughter as he asked Percy: "How will we name her?"

"Silena"- answered the sea prince.

"Silena Jackson Beckendorf, sounds nice"
"Hope you enjoyed! I didn't decide what to write about by the comments this time. The reason: this week has been crazy, 4 hours of sleep sound like luxury at the moment and this was the only pairing I had the storyline thoroughly thought of. Here're the suggestions for the next chap! Now gotta go catch up on my sleep!

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c) Jason/Nico (they can't decide who's top and things become even more complicated when Nico develops a new power that he can't yet control ad switches their bodies)

d) Dionysus/Percy (The wine god realizes his wife has feelings for Theseus even after all that time so he decided to bang his half-brother Percy)

f) Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g) Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

h) Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)

i) The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg

j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades

j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus

j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons(6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom!demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent(4 chapters)

l)1-Nico/Hades

l)2-Percy/Poseidon
l) 3-Apollo/Will
l) 4-Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) Zeus/Percy/Poseidon

o) Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p) Brotherly (2 chapters)
p) 1-Triton/Percy
p) 2-Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r) Leo/Tyson

s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

t) Percy/Poseidon/Triton

u) Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)

v) Apollo/Hermes/Percy

w) Hades/Nico/Jason
Triton was busy deep in thought. He was trying to figure out how it could all go so wrong so fast. Percy was now immortal and living in the palace, Poseidon was always favoring him and his mother got kicked out of Atlantis. Something was missing here and Triton had to find out what it was or he might not be the prince of Atlantis for much longer. When he talked to one of the guards and also his best friend and uncle Delphin in case he might know something the guy couldn't stop laughing and told the god to wake up a little earlier and stand in front of Poseidon's room. So the next morning Triton got up at six AM, went to the door of his father's bedroom. He hid behind a big column in the hallway and waited, and waited, and waited, and... zzz.

He was later awakened by loud moans. That sounded a lot like Percy's voice. He put his ear on the door to listen better and heard:" Oh, yeah, cum inside me, daddy!"

The merman was not expecting anything remotely like this. He quickly got back to his bedroom where Delphin was laughing like a hyena.

"A warning would have been nice!"- said Triton.

"What did you want me to tell you? -Triton be careful you might wanna tear out your eyes later?!!"

"OK, fair enough! But I think I got more and I mean a lot more than I bargained for!"

"You think?!"

"Alright fine, but what do I do now?"

"Join them"
"What?! Are you crazy?! Did you just tell me to join them?! You've gotta be out of your mind!..." - the merman was yelling but Delphin was looking unimpressed.

"What's that look suppose to mean?" - asked Triton.

"Nothing I'm just waiting for you to drop the facade!"

"What facade?"

"Oh come on, Tri! The only person you are fooling is yourself! Why do you despise Percy in the first place? -Because you are jealous that your father likes him better!"

"That's so wrong!"

"Is it Tri? Is it really?"

"Alright, if it hypothetically wasn't what should I do?"

"Well your father is not gonna be in the palace tomorrow all day because Zeus called him at Olympus, so Percy's gonna be needy giving you the perfect chance to fuck him. Once that's done I'm pretty sure Percy will take care of the rest."

<break>

The next morning Percy wasn't just needy. He was way past that, he was desperate. So desperate that just the look on his face could have spilled the beans at any second. To be honest Triton hadn't expected that which wasn't good. It mush have meant that Percy and Poseidon are that serious. He had to make his move fast. So with really no thinking at all when he found Percy close to a wall he put his hand around him and before Percy knew it kissed him. To Triton's surprise the boy didn't resist, instead he gave the god access to his mouth. Triton explored it with his tongue. This lasted maybe half an hour seeing as they both could hold their breaths for a really, really long time. Once they separated Triton said: "I know you've been fucking dad!"
"Well actually it's the other way around."

"You know what I mean!"

"So you want in?"

"Actually yes!"

"Cool! I'll tell dad he's always wanted to be fucked!"

When Poseidon returned it was quite late, meaning Percy was probably in the bedroom waiting for him. His suspicion turned out to be right. Percy was there in bed naked, all lubed up, waiting for him. Poseidon shred his clothes and jumped onto the bed. Percy was lying on his back which was weird, they didn't usually do the missionary position but the god didn't question it. He immediately thrust his 8 inches long, one inch thick dick into Percy's ass. The sea prince barely moaning. Poseidon started thrusting making sure to be as fast and as rough as possible. He never missed his lover's prostate which made the boy see starts. Percy started kissing his father when Poseidon felt a long, thick member being slid into his own bubble butt. "Happy early father's day!"- smirked Percy. The god turn around to see Triton fucking him mercilessly. The king of Atlantis has secretly had dreams about this moment for a long time. Triton was thrusting hard, fast and rough and hitting Poseidon's prostate with each and every thrust. This made Poseidon go even rougher on Percy who the king only now noticed was wearing a cock ring. Triton was sensing that his father's orgasm was approaching so he squeezed his balls hard making the god yelp. In a few minutes Triton came inside the tight ass.

Then unexpectedly Poseidon was pushed on his back by Percy. The former demigod took off the cock ring and got back on his father's dick. He impaled himself on it and started fucking himself. Then Triton slid his longer, thicker member inside Percy's already occupied hole, making the boy whimper. He was no longer in control. As they were fucking him the two gods changed their tactic so sometimes they were both trusting in and out all the same time and other time they were doing it sequentially. Percy was in ecstasy. He let out several wanton moans before cumming on his father's strong chest. His ass tightened around his two lovers making them spill their seeds at the same time. Then they pulled out.
The three laid in bed panting.

"Sooo, are we doing this again?" - asked Percy in between pants. He only got eager nods from his lovers.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! In case you were wondering merman anatomy works the same in this chapter as in chapter 1. Anyway before I type the list, let's make this voting thing a little more interesting! Each chapter I will write a question about me and hints. If you think you can guess the answer write it in your comment and then I'll count it as two votes. The current question is: "Who's my celebrity crush?" and the hints: "He's British, has a short name and a unique/unalusual surname." Here's the list.

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c) Jason/Nico (they can't decide who's top and things become even more complicated when Nico develops a new power that he can't yet control ad switches their bodies)

d) Dionysus/Percy (The wine god realizes his wife has feelings for Theseus even after all that time so he decided to bang his half-brother Percy)

f) Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

g) Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

h) Nico/Percy/Will (Nico accidentally gets both his boyfriend and his crush pregnant)
i) The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
   j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
   j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
   j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek

k) The big three/their sons(6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom!demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent(4 chapters)
   l)1-Nico/Hades
   l)2-Percy/Poseidon
   l)3-Apollo/Will
   l)4-Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) Zeus/Percy/Poseidon

o) Grover/Percy (Percy tries to seduce Grover!)

p) Brotherly(2 chapters)
   p)1-Triton/Percy
   p)2-Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r) Leo/Tyson

s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

u) Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)

v) Apollo/Hermes/Percy

w) Hades/Nico/Jason

-Also expect weirder, more complicated sex positions (Kama Sutra)
Will was sitting on the armchair patiently waiting for his husband. He remembered when they first got together 4 years ago. The blond always knew that they’d eventually get married and have kids, yet his pregnancy came as a shock to everyone. What was even more surprising is the way it affected Will. He was no longer only a healer, now he was also a light traveler (opposite of shadow traveler) so he could manipulate and merge with the lights, an honorary siren and a honorary banshee and a prophet which is why he was so anxious at the moment. He had a terrible feeling in his gut, something was just not right. Then the door opened and through it came the Ghost King. By the look of things he was doing the walk of shames.

"Nico, what happened?"- asked the blond curiously.

"I screwed up, baby. I was in helping out Hazel buy furniture when we ran into Percy. He invited us over to his apartment to have a drink and we didn't see a reason not to go. Then as we were drinking Hazel said that she had to go home. I should have gone with her but I guess I was drunk since I wasn't thinking clearly and after she left Percy and I, we..."

"Slept together!"- the son of Apollo interrupted.

"Will I'm so sorry! I know you're mad..."

"Neeks I'm not mad or disappointed, just jealous. Look I agreed to be with you knowing that you had strong feeling about Percy. You were drunk and you had the chance to sleep with the boy you
love, so you took it. It's OK, I know that even though your heart beats for Percy I still have a special place in it."

"Babe you're the best!" - said the son of Hades.

"As long as it doesn't happen again, at least without me being part of it." - said the blond. Nico chuckled but Will was deadly serious.

<three weeks later>

Will was in his office waiting for his next patient when someone knocked on the door. It was Percy.

"Hey Will!"

"Hello Percy, look let's not be awkward about this, there's no reason for it."

"Really there's no reason?"

"Perce I'm a son of Apollo and all but don't push it!"

"Fair! Anyway, I haven't been feeling well lately, I vomit, I get dizzy, my eyes are dry and my vision is blurry, I pee alot and I eat a lot of stuff that I used to consider to be disgusting."

"Oh, no!"

"What's wrong?"

"Come here!" - ordered Will. He then touched Percy's stomach and got a vision.

"Well this is awkward!" - commented the blond.
"What is it Will?"

"You and Nico obviously hadn't used protection!"

"What? Oh!"

"Come on!" - said the blond and teleported to Nico's jewelry store.

"Will, Perce! This can't be good!"

"We'll I don't think it's OK to say it's bad" - said the healer.

"OK, What's going on?" - asked the Ghost King.

"Percy's pregnant!"

"Oh! Percy how do you feel about this?"

"I'm keeping the kid, now let's talk arrangements!" - said the sea prince confidently.

"How about you move in with us?" - suggested will and had the other demigods stare at him blankly.

"What?! Why are you two expecting me to react like a typical, clingy bitch? - I mean come one how dumb do you think I am. Sure Percy and I don't look the same: he's pale - I'm tanned, he has green - I have blue eyes, he's raven haired - I'm blond, he's slim - I'm curvaceous, but we're both bubbly, hyperactive, adventurous, open-minded, caring... you get where I'm going with this? - And I married Nico being aware of all this!"

The two were simply amazed.
Percy had been living with the two for 5 weeks now and things were amazing. The sea prince worked as a scuba diving guide so most of the time he was at home which was good seeing as Nico and Will practically had to hire a hotel staff to keep the house in check. He also helped Will buy a lot of things for the babies. The nursery was now had light blue walls, a golden ceiling and a shiny, black, wooden floor. Everything was perfect. More specifically: Percy was perfect so the blond saw why Nico could not forget him. Not that Will thought he himself had flaws but Percy was also Nico's first love, you don't just forget things like that. On the dirtier side of things Will started to get turned on by Percy. Who wouldn't? -The boy spend a lot of time in an undershirt and underwear. He could also see how careful Nico was not to let out any sign of his love for the green eyed demigod. So he decided that maybe an affair wouldn't be an affair if it was mutual. So once he got back home that day he decided it would be a perfect time to talk to Percy since Nico wouldn't be back until later.

"Hey Will! How was work?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Like work! Percy can I talk to you? It's a serious subject!" - replied the healer.

"Sure Will what is it?"

"Perce would you like to be in a threeway relationship with Nico and me?"

"What?! Will were did this come from?"

"It's no secret Nico like's you and I've been getting turned on by you for some time."

"Will I don't wanna wreck your marriage!"

"Perce you can't wreck it if both Nico and I want it."

"Are you totally sure about this Will?"

"Yes I am!"
"Then OK, yes! Now who's gonna tell Nico?"

"Actually I was thinking we could show him!" - smirked the son of Apollo.

Nico finally got home. He was rather surprised when no-one welcomed him.

"Will?! Perce?!" - the called curiously.

"In the bedroom!" - the blond answered. The son of Hades smirked. This usually meant Will had something special in store for him. He got to the bedroom and opened the door. He instantly got hard when he was both Will and Percy, obviously naked under the covers.

"Um, what's going on?" - asked the son of Hades, both confused and excited.

"Well after having it though over a couple of million times I've decided it would be best to let Percy in our relationship." - said Will.

"If you want to, of course!" - added Percy.

"I told you not to say that!" - said Will.

"Why not?" - they both asked.

"Because you owe me! Both of you!"

A few minutes later Percy was on all fours. He moaned loudly as Will's 6,5 inch member entered him. At the same time he started sucking Nico's 8 inch dick. The Italian was in the hardest position compared to his lovers. He was being supported by his knees and shoulders while Percy was giving him a blowjob he himself was rimming Will. The sex was amazing. Nico was moaning into Will's ass from being sucked by Percy which was causing the blond to whimper and thrust harder, hitting the sea prince's prostate which would have caused Percy to moan but instead his moans were turning into vibrations on Nico's dick. The olive skinned demigod sneakily squeezed and slapped his love's ass. This caused Will to increase the pace very suddenly as he yelped. The impact was too much for Percy who then blew his load, staining the sheets. Will came second due the the tightness of Percy's heart shaped ass and his husband licking his own bubble butt. Nico was the last to spill his seed as Percy started fondling his balls and licking the vein on the underside of his dick.

"I'm giving you two fifteen minutes! Than we continue"- said the blond in between pants.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This was long overdue. Anyway I have a ton of exams right now, so until the 20th of June I will only let you choose from a few suggestions that I have a full concept of what I'm gonna write, but I can not promise that I will post during that time. Also since there was only one guess on my celebrity crush in the comments I decided not to do that anymore and If curiosity won't let you go to sleep my celeb crush is Zayn Malik. Here's the short list:

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

c) Jason/Nico (they can't decide who's top and things become even more complicated when Nico develops a new power that he can't yet control and switches their bodies, complicated sex positions)

l) Demigods/their godly parent(5 chapters)

l) 1-Nico/Hades
1) Percy/Poseidon  
2) Apollo/Will  
3) Hermes/Luke  
4) Hephaestus/Leo  

*I will also add a new suggestion to the list once I'm done with exams. I will be Demigods/their godly parent for Romans and Asgardians and it will be very different from suggestion 1.*
Chapter Notes

Annabeth and Luke's fates are switched in this drabble. I was hoping to avoid writing this note and let your imagination find the reason Luke's alive but it didn't work out.

See the end of the chapter for more notes.

10 years had passed since Gaia's demise. A lot of things had changed yet everything was somehow still the same. Seven years ago Jason had broken up with Piper for unknown reasons. The Native American had been surprised to be relieved. She told everyone that she no longer had to worry that the false memories that their relationship was based on would destroy it. Rayna had been intrigued. After a few months the two had started dating. Five years ago Hazel had left Frank. Everyone thought it was for some handsome, Latino, newbie demigod son of Vulcan named Sam. Only Nico knew that there was a lot more to it than that. Both of Hazel's demigod and witch heritage had grown over the years. She could see things other's couldn't. This particular thing, though Nico was no stranger to. Hazel was able to recognize Sammy Valdez' reincarnated soul inside Sam. A few months later Frank had found comfort in Leo. Then 2 years ago Percy and Luke had gotten married. It was short notice and the reason for that had been to help out most of the time. Over the years he had developed feelings for the son of Hades. A couple of months ago had been their one year anniversary. But they had a problem. A problem that was stopping them from having sex. They couldn't figure out who should be on top. So at the moment they were having the most awkward conversation of their lives.

"Alright Jason, tell me why you should be on top!" - said Nico.

"I'm more muscular than you! Now tell me why you should be on top!" - replied Jason.
"Well my ass is manly, toned and sculpted while you have a big, fuckable, spankable, juicy, fat, peach, bubble butt! And we are never gonna have sex, are we?"

"I don't know! How about we call Percy, Luke, Leo and Frank tomorrow and discuss it with them."

"That's so stupid it might just work!" - said Nico.

"Well in the meantime wanna make out?" - that's all the Italian needed. They started kissing. Their tongues were battling for dominance like always when something weird happened. They both immediately separated. Then instead of his lover's face Jason saw his own.

"What the Hades?"

"We switched bodies" - said the fake Jason/Nico.

"How?" - asked Jason.

"It's a new ability I've developed. However my dad says that until I can fully control it whenever I kiss someone I care about it would happen."

"Well in that case..." - He kissed Nico getting back into his own body.

"Now how are our sleeping arrangements for tonight?" - asked Jason

"Jason this is ridiculous, we live in the same house, for Gods' sakes!"

"Nico I refuse to sleep with you without having sex. I don't wanna spend the whole night wishing you were a few inches closer."
The next day the two called their friends who were currently sitting in the living room, chatting as Jason and Nico served the wine and cheese trays the Italian had prepared.

"Thank you all for coming especially you two" - said Jason looking at Percy and Luke.


"Well guys Nico and I called you here to discuss something awkward. Nico!" - said Jason sneakily signaling for the Ghost King to take over. Nico sighed.

"Um guys Jason and I haven't had sex, like ever."

"Wow! Why and how?" - asked Leo trying to wrap his head around it.

"Well we couldn't decide who should be on top so we though you all might help us come up with a solution" - explained Jason.

"OoooK, well I don't know how much help we can be, Percy bottoms I top, that how it's always been." - said Luke.

"Well why don't you guys switch? -Leo and I do it all the time!" - said Frank.

"Because it's the first time we'd do it together, we don't know how to start and on top of that I've gotten this new ability that until I learn how to control every time Jason and I kiss we switch bodies" - said Nico.

"There's your answer start by kissing a lot and making out hard! That way you will constantly be switching bodies while doing the whole thing. You can also buy ancient sex guides with lots of complicated positions where you can't really tell who's dominating and I think there's also this position where you can simultaneously fuck each other. And one more thing: how does a double dildo sound?" - said Percy.
"Wow, OK this is really... helpful, Perce but suppose we start with the kissing thing whose thing goes into who?" - asked Jason.

"Nico's thing into you, obviously! With an ass like that I'm surprised you hadn't already figured it out by now" - smirked Luke. Nico grinned.

Jason and Nico had spent the afternoon researching sex online. They had all they needed now. They were both in the bedroom now, stripping. They admired each other's bodies for a moment. It was ironic comparing their genitals. They were both above average around 8 inches and about 1.5 inch in diameter, Nico's was a little longer but Jason's was a bit thicker. The funny thing was their balls. Jason's balls were quite small, the size of wallnuts while Nico's were rather big, all three of them. Anyway, Jason removed the big, thick butt plug from his hole. He had been wearing it for a few hours now in order to prepare himself. Nico sat on the armchair and Jason in his lap. He and Nico started making out as the blond impaled himself on the Italian's member. Their souls quickly began constantly interchanging bodies as Jason's prostate was being assaulted by Nico's dick. They were moaning into each other's mouths and Nico's hand started smacking Jason's ass increasing the pace. Each smack was harder that the previous one so now yelping, whimpering and even screaming could be heard. Jason, or at least his body was getting closer. Nico/the soul in his body could sense this and shadow traveled them onto the bed. With one final thrust Jason blew his load. His red ass became tighter, milking Nico's dick. They pulled off and laid in bed panting.

"Wow Nico that was awesome! It was like I was completely lost in the aether but wherever I ended up it was amazing." - said the blond in between pants

"Um, Jason, we're in each other's bodies again" - realized Nico. Jason quickly worked up the energy to move his(Nico's) body and kiss Nico who was in his body (wow, how messed up can it get?).

"Ten minute break and we're doing it again!" - said Jason.

<10 min l8r>

"Are you sure about this?" - asked Jason.

"It's the easiest position in this manual and besides we have to start somewhere"
Nico stood up and Jason used his power over air to make him levitate in a sitting position. Then he rotated him horizontally. He thrust his dick inside Nico and the Italian crossed at the back of Jason's thighs. He pushed the top of his body forward and hugged Jason's legs before shadow traveling them onto bed on their sides. Jason started thrusting. His thrusts were short but powerful. The assault on his prostate drove Nico so crazy he started licking Jason's legs. This got the blond even more aroused and he started thrusting harder. Soon Nico couldn't take it any more and came all over Jason's legs. The sensation of Nico's semen on his legs and the tightening of his lover's ass was enough to make the blond spill his seed deep inside Nico.

They were once again laying in bed panting.

"How long?" - asked Jason.

"I'd give it 15 minutes!" - said Nico.

<15 minutes later>

"Nico are you crazy?" - asked Jason looking at the position Nico wanted to try.

"Come on, It's not more dangerous than fighting Gaia!" - said Nico.

"No!" - replied Jason.

"Then I will deny you sex!"

"You wouldn't, would you?!"

"I think you know the answer to that"

"Fine but if your dick gets broken it's your fault!"
Nico grinned. He lied on his back and spread his legs and bent his knees. Jason placed his ass in between Nico's knees with his back facing Nico's face. Nico brought his hands to hold Jason's ass cheeks and support his body. He also clenched his knees as much as he could to take off some weight. By moving his knees and arms he started impaling Jason onto his dick making the blond moan. At first it was a little difficult but soon they got used to it and Jason's legs were in the air his whole body being supported only by Nico's knees and hands. He started fucking Jason and a super fast pace. The blond never knew it was possible to get impaled on someone's dick and removed from it than fast, he was letting out wanton moans. He felt like he was bouncing on a trampoline, only better since Nico did all the work and he got to see stars due to his prostate being constantly hit. Jason felt he was close so the clenched his cheeks making sure to make Nico spill his seed first. Once this happened Jason used the wind to quickly propel himself into the air, turn around and cum all over Nico. When he was done Nico yelled: "Did I said you could do that?! -This little stunt of yours will come back to bite you in the ass when you least expect it!"

Jason gulped and fell onto the bed.

<several minutes later>

"Please Nico, come on!"- begged Jason.

"Why should I? You haven't been very obedient!"- said Nico sharply.

"Oh come on!"

"Fine but keep in mind what I said about your little stunt coming back to bite you in the ass."- before Nico could even finish the sentence Jason had gotten into position. He was lying on his stomach. Nico laid on him with his feet near Jason's head and his face near Jason's feet. He slightly lifted his torso and thrust his dick into Jason's hole from that angle. As Nico started thrusting the blond moaned like never before. If he thought getting his prostate hit was hot than poking it into this walls was amazing. With each thrust Jason felt closer and closer to Elysium. After several minutes of thrusting Nico could feel that Jason was close so he slapped the big ass cheeks making the blond moan and blow his load. A few seconds later Nico came as well. He grabbed the butt plug and a really small cock ring he had bought without Jason knowing. He plugged Jason's ass and placed the cock ring on his small balls.

"What gives Nico?"

"Better get used to it! From now on you're sleeping like this so you'll be prepared for my morning wood!"- said Nico with a tone Jason was afraid to deny.
"Hey guys thanks for coming. Nico is gonna be back any minute so I have to talk to you about this quickly!" - said Jason to Luke and Percy.

"Sure Jace!" - said Percy

"Have you ever felt like throwing up after sex?" - asked the blond.

"No except when I was in the early stages of my pregnancy. Wait! Did you and Nico buy any chance use a sex manual with a purple cover and god patterns?" - replied Percy.

"Yes!"

"Did you actually read the manual?" - asked Luke.

"Of course not!"

"Well that's a fertility position manual! There are instructions on what you should do to prevent getting pregnant!" - said Luke.

"Jason's pregnant!" - said Nico who happened to appear out of nowhere.

"Aw, Kai's gonna have a cousin. Come on Luke, let's give these two a little privacy" - said Percy and left with his husband.
Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Sorry for not posting but ... EXAMS ...! I hope this being the longest chap yet makes up for it!

The mini-list:

a) Nico/Frank (Frank 'helps' Nico forget about Percy, top!Nico/bottom!Frank but Dom!Frank/Sub!Nico, chastity, edging, crossdressing, mpreg)

b) Kronos/the sons of the big three (Kronos has turned the sons of the big three into his animal hybrid sex slaves, bunnyboy!Percy, catboy!Nico, dogboy!Jason, mpreg, light sexual slavery)

l) Demigods/their godly parent(5 chapters)
l)1-Nico/Hades
l)2-Percy/Poseidon
l)3-Apollo/Will
l)4-Hermes/Luke
l)5-Hephaestus/Leo
Frank/Nico

Nico knew he shouldn't have been doing this. Making a deal with Frank was worse than making a deal with the devil, a son of Hades should know. But the Italian was desperate to get over Percy so when Frank offered to help get over the sea prince he couldn't refuse. He knew that Frank had feeling for him and the whole thing with Hazel was a cover but he didn't really care.

"OK, Nico sign this contract"- said the Canadian.

The son of Hades carefully read it. It basically said that Nico gives his consent to any of the methods Frank uses as long as it's not life-threatening and/or dangerous and Frank would give him one chance to back out before it is too late. Nico knew it would come back to bite him in the ass but he signed it anyway.
"Alright Nico here's the address, meet me there tomorrow at noon." - said the Roman.

The next day Nico went to the address Frank gave him. It was a nice cottage. He went inside and then the door closed and locked behind him. The son of Hades tried to shadow travel but he couldn't. Then a hologram of Frank appeared before him.

"I am gonna kill you!" - said the Italian.

"We'll see about that!" - said the Canadian and then Nico felt weird in his bikini zone.

"I had to pull a lot of strings but I did it. Now you have a nice thick vibrating plug in your ass and a cock ring on your ball that only lets you cum when I allow it. And if you try to remove them you'll faint before succeeding. There's enough food in the fridge for about four days. After that the door will be unlocked and you'll regain your powers. The plug is also spelled into disintegrating any fecal matter it comes into contact with so it wouldn't have to be removed for bathroom purposes."

Frank could not believe what he was doing right now. He had made Fama, the spirit of gossip tell him all of Nico's kinks and now he was getting ready to put his plan into action. The door was about to unlock any minute so before Nico could shadow travel away he would see Frank in the super sexy costume he was wearing. It consisted of a black cape, purple corset with black filigree, black, tight, leather panties that made the Canadian's big, bubble butt stick out and black thigh-high, leather, heeled boots, black, winged eyeliner which looked amazing on Frank's almond eyes, dark red, almost black lipstick and the shape-shifter's very real, vampire bat fangs.

When the door unlocked Nico was about to shadow travel away and then he saw Frank. His mouth instantly dropped. Frank uses Nico's distraction to his advantage. He pushed the Italian onto a chair and shred his clothes away. Nico had a thick, reddish-purple, 9 inch boner. The Asian smirked.

"You look like you could use some help with that" - he grinned and grabbed the middle part of his panties, pulling it to the side to expose his crack. Nico was too confused, shocked, surprised and horny to react. The Canadian impaled himself on the olive skinned boy's throbbing erection.
"Gods Zhang you're so tight!" - screamed Nico.

"And you're so big baby!" - said Frank and started fucking himself on the Ghost King's dick. The pace was merclessly fast, making Frank realize that he should have lubed up thoroughly (oh, well). To his own surprise, Nico was loving this. As he started becoming more confident he gave Franks pale moons a hard smack.

"Oh yeah That's it baby! Spank me!" - said Frank. Encouraged Nico started spanking harder and harder making sure that the Roman's huge ass would be cherry red by the time he was done while the said Roman was making sure to hit his prostate with each and every intense thrust. At one point it all became too much for the son of Mars.

"Nico if you wanna back out this is your last chance!" - yelled the Asian.

"No. this is hot!" - relied the son of Hades.

Then Frank came all over his lover's well defined abs. After that, almost instantly he bit Nico's neck creating one hell of a vampire hickey. The Italian was now super-aroused, he found this extremely erotic. Between the bite, the plug and Frank's now even tighter ass, he couldn't take it anymore. He then felt the ring loosen and the spilled four days of accumulated seed deep inside the Canadian's tight bowels.

The son of Mars felt his belly swollen. There was a gallon of cum inside him for sure. Before he even got off of Nico's lap the creamy, warm, white, thick liquid started oozing out. Then a very dirty idea popped into the Roman's head. He got up and practically sat on Nico's face. The son of Hades got the idea quickly. He thrust his tongue inside the velvety entrance and started rimming his now lover. It took a while to get all of his own salty semen out the tight hole and once he was done Frank sat on his lap again and pulled him in for a kiss. It was a passionate, warm, sloppy kiss that included mouth exploring, tongue war, spit and semen exchanging... After what seemed like an eternity they separated for air.

"Now Zhang get this ring and plug off/out of me!" - said the Ghost King.

"Sorry Nico but that's staying. That way you'll be way too horny too think about Percy and we could fuck all day long!"

"Zhang you know you're playing with fire here, right?" - said the Italian.
"Oh Nico now is that any way to speak to the possibly future bearer of your child?" - asked the son of Mars.

"What?"

"Well you know that descendants of sea deities can get pregnant, right? I mean Percy's almost gonna give birth to his and Luke's son. It would be a lot harder for me to get pregnant, though but not impossible and with the amount of sex we'll be having..."

"You sure I can't kill you?!"

"You can't but that does not mean you can't punish me!" - smirked Frank making Nico grin.
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One of the worst nightmare of the Gods had come true. Minutes before Luke could have killed himself he was all of a sudden immobilized. Then the lord of the Titans appeared in front of him, smirked and then he was gone. The news of his actual return had spread chaos. The Greeks and the Romans were finally reintroduced, seeing as they were fighting a common enemy. But even the best of their efforts were no match for the Kronos this time. This is why the big three had a private meeting. They decided to make a peace offering to the Titan Lord. So basically one of them had to go over to mount Othrys and ask Kronos for what he wanted in exchange for leaving everyone alone. This was of course Hades, since he could easily shadow travel away if thing got tough. So the king of the Underworld shadow traveled over to his father's palace while his brothers waited to hear Kronos' response. Not long after Hades reappeared in front of them.

"What happened?" - asked Zeus.

"You're not gonna like the answer!" - said Hades.

<a short chat later>

"I say we agree!" - said Zeus.
"Are you out of your bloody lunatic mind?! This is our children we're talking about!" - replied Poseidon.

"True but if we agree then the laws would no longer affect our relationship with them since they'll no longer be mortal." - said Zeus.

"Shouldn't we first tell them before we make anything stupid?" - asked Hades.

"Fine by me! Let's bring them over here!" - answered Zeus.

"Are we seriously considering this?" - said Poseidon.

Nico had shadow traveled Percy and Jason to Olympus.

"Dad what's this all about?" - asked Percy.

"Ask your uncles!" - said Poseidon clearly not in the best mood. Percy wouldn't be surprised if there was a sea storm later.

"As you know we had offered Kronos a peace offering. He had requested the three of you as his concubines" - said Zeus leaving the three demigods shocked.

"Straight to the point, I see" - commented Hades.

"What is that suppose to mean?" - thundered Zeus.

"Oh I don't know, maybe a suggestion to add something in the lines of: 'It's your choice'!" - replied Hades.
"Is it? Is it really?!" - said Zeus.

"Did you hit your head or something?" - asked a clearly enraged Poseidon.

"Guys we'll do it!" - said the three demigods.

"What?" - asked the Big three in shock.

"If it'll get Kronos to leave everyone alone even temporarily, than we'll do it. Who know it might work out for the best. And if it doesn't the three of us will come up with something he won't be expecting."

The three demigod were soon at mount Othrys thanks to Nico's shadow travel. They were greeted by a polecat who turned into a beautiful woman with long, honey colored hair and blue eyes. She was wearing a blue, Greek style dress.

"Hello demigods, we've been expecting you!" - said the woman.

"If you are who I think you are, you better run!" - said Nico.

"Is it smart to threaten me. You know who I am so you also know what I am capable of. And besides you're in Kronos' territory." - she said.

"You know I could just shadow travel to Hecate and tell her that you are the one who's helping Kronos, Gale!" - replied Nico.

"My magic is nothing compared to hers, true! But what can she do, turn me into a polecat again, kill me? -Firstly, Kronos never truly turned me back into a human, he's not a wizard. But he has been around for a long time so he taught me an ancient skill that allowed me to shift back into my human form. And secondly, since I'm not really human, I retained my immortality. Mow let's get you ready for your new master!" - she smirked and raised her hand.
For a few seconds the demigods felt immobilized. Their clothes disappeared and their dicks were now in tight cock rings and their nipples in nipple vibrators. Also they felt something weird around their lower backs, on their palms, near their ears and on their faces.

"Kronos will be here any second, I'll go welcome him, you three can take a look in this mirror" - she said conjured a big mirror and vanished.

When the demigods took a look in the mirror they were shocked. Nico had a got, black velvety, cat tail and similar ears, fangs, whiskers, black narrow pupils with grayish white irises (the whites of his eyes not being visible). His nose and hands were also modified but not fully turned into feline body parts instead something in between human and cat. He also had Kronos' name on his right ass cheek and a black collar with a bell. Jason had the pale yellow tail of a baby golden retriever, matching ears, fangs and whiskers. The whites of his eyes were no longer visible. His hands and nose were also partially modified and he also had Kronos' name on his right ass cheek and a blue collar with bell around his neck. Percy had a blueish-gray bunny tail, matching ears and whiskers. Like Jason and Nico the whites of his eyes were no longer visible, his front teeth were longer and his nose and hands were also partially modified. Like the others he had Kronos' name on his right ass cheek and a turquoise collar with a bell around his neck. All three demigods were missing their body hair. Then the Titan lord himself walked in with the witch who conjured a table.

"I see you've done a nice job with my sluts, Gale. Now pets, one by one you'll bend over that table so I can check your... um... purity." - smirked Kronos. Nico was the first one to bend exposing his bubble butt. Kronos spread the cheeks and grinned. He saw that the boys' new animal sides were making their insides produce slick. He thrust his finger inside it making Nico yelp and felt the virgin tightness.

"Virgin!" - he said and signaled for Nico to get off the table. Next was Percy showing off his heart shaped ass. The result was the same. Then it was Jason's and his thick, round ass' turn. Kronos stuck his finder inside him and smirked.

"Tight, really tight, but not a virgin! Who deflowered you pet?" - asked the titan. Jason didn't answer.

"Master should I force it out of him?" - asked Gale.

"Nah, that won't be necessary. Pet, tell me who popped you cherry or no cumming for two months!" - yelled Kronos. Jason mumbled something.
"What was that?!" - yelled Kronos.

"Jupiter" - Jason finally answered. Kronos couldn't help but laugh while Percy and Nico were standing there with their mouths wide open.

"Gale, you know what to do!" - said Kronos and she clicked her fingers. Three long, thick vibrators appeared in Kronos' hand and Jason felt something weird on his entrance.

"Um, what was that?" - asked the blond.

"Excuse me?!" - said Kronos.

"Master" - added Jason.

"That was your entrance being stitched up so I can force open it." - said the titan making the Roman gulp.

"If you don't need anything else I'll be going now" - said Gale and seeing as Kronos didn't request anything else vanished.

"Now my pets the follow me to the bedroom.

Kronos bedroom was huge. It had an enormous bed and a lots of 'toys'. It was basically decorated like a dungeon, a sex dungeon.

"You pup over there!" - Kronos ordered Jason and pointed towards a weird pillory-like device. When Jason got over there he realized that it was actually a pillory for the waist. Not really keen on arguing with the Titan lord he positioned himself as Kronos locked him up. The titan then grabbed a pair of cuffs and attached one end to the blond's balls and the other to a bowling ball. Jason was trying really, really hard not to scream. Kronos signaled for Percy to come over to him. Once the bunny-boy did he ordered him to get on all fours and put a humbler on him. He then ordered the boy to follow him around and lick his feet. Then he focused back on Jason. He told the blond to pick a
"Twenty seven smacks on the ass it is"- smirked Kronos. He raised his strong hand up in the air and a moment later a loud smack followed by yelping could be heard as the Titan's hand landed on the blond's ass. And then again, and again, each time harder and faster than the previous one. After the 10th slap the Roman's yelps and screams slowly turned into moans and whimpers so that at the last slap he didn't even move. His ass was a nice bright red, sensitive and stinging. Kronos then unlocked him and focused his attention on Nico. He ordered the cat-boy go get in the smotherbox. He then ordered Percy to go give him a rimjob and Jason to sit on his face. Percy had no trouble getting Nico's soft, tight velvety hole wet but the same could not be said about the Italian. Since Jason's entrance was stitched up he could only lick around it, use a lot of spit and hope to stimulate the blond's recently gained self lubing mechanism. Once Jason was done Kronos freed Percy from the humbler and told him to get rimmed. For Nico licking his crush's pink, puckered opening was no problem at all.

Then the titan got all three of them on his huge bed. He shed his robes and revealed his 10 inch long, 2 inches in diameter member. Jason was ordered to rive his master a blowjob while Percy and Nico sucked his balls. The titan was quite amused. He could tell that Percy and Nico were inexperience but the blond was sucking like a pro. It was clear that the thing with Jupiter/Zeus was not a onetime thing. Before long he had to pull out because one more second in Jason's apparently slutty mouth and he would have came right there and then.

"Please master, let me cum, I need to release since your big, skilled, gorgeous monster is driving me crazy, pretty please"- he begged shamelessly.

"Well since you asked so nicely, here's the dial: you'll all get to cum tonight but I expect to wakeup to a fantastic blowjob."- said the king of the titans. That's all Percy needed and came all over the titan's abs. Kronos ordered Jason to lick it all up and came deep inside Percy's tightened ass. He put a vibrator inside the boy to keep all that cum from spilling.

Now it was Nico's turn. Kronos ordered him to lie on his back and raise his feet towards his shoulders which was no problem for flexible Nico. Then the Titan thrust in with no warning. The olive skinned boy screamed but that only seemed to make his master go faster. Tears were dripping from Nico's eyes and then his prostate got hit. He saw stars and just like that no pain. Once he became fully aware of his surroundings again he realized he had blown his load all over his chest. Jason was about to lick it up when Kronos told him to leave it and a moment later Nico felt the titans
warm seed inside him.

Finally it was Jason's turn. The son of Jupiter gulped and got on all fours just like his master ordered. Without a second thought Kronos pushed forward. The stitches were no match for his well endowed member as they were soot ripped apart and Kronos entered the blond's tight ass. Jason had tears on his face but unlike Nico relaxed a lot once the 'unstitching' was over. He moaned as Kronos assaulted his special spot. Normally the titan would have punished one of his concubines for acting so relaxed but he was finding this rather amusing. Soon Jason came, staining the sheets which he had to clean up in the morning and then Kronos came as Jason's walls tightened around him.

All four laid panting and Kronos surprised his three eromenoi with long French kisses. The tatan then started snoring. As he was sleeping the demigods started talking.

"Guys was I the only one that though that was amazing"- asked Percy and only got head-shaking as a response from his cousins. The three soon fell asleep as well.
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Percy was currently in the locker room feeling strange. By strange he mean like being watched which was not really strange considering his current outfit. He was wearing a girl's cheerleading uniform which included a really short skirt and a black lace thong and did little to hide his perfectly heart shaped ass. Why? -Because New Rome was hosting its first sports event against the Egyptians and Percy although knew nothing about field hockey, he still wanted to show his support. The thing was the children of Aphrodite/Venus had designed the cheerleading uniform and insisted that all cheerleaders had to wear the same thing. So Percy knew that every gay guy was gonna be staring at him, but this was different, it was almost like being watched from afar.

Then he came up with an idea that he would probably regret later. He prayed to Apollo. He was the god of foresight so he would know who's been watching him. To his surprise the god of the sun appeared in front of him along with Hermes. Both were naked as the day they were born. Percy stared at them shocked.

"Um, ... Um, ... What are you doing?"- the son of Poseidon somehow got the words out of his mouth.

"Well you wanted an answer and here it is, right in front of you!"

"You two have been spying on me?! Why?!"

"Have you've seen your self in a mirror with your new image?"- asked the god of music.
"Pervs! Wait a minute, that still doesn't explain why you are naked!" - said the demigod.

"Isn't it obvious?" - asked the god of merchants.

"If it is I don't get it!" - replied Percy.

"Percy do you think us gods would settle with just watching someone the want in their beds?" - said Apollo.

"And what made you think I'm gonna let you fuck me just like that?" - asked Percy almost angrily.

"How about your sex life or lack of?" - pointed out the god of medicine.

"What do you two know about my sex life?" - asked Percy, almost instantly cursing himself for asking.

"How about all the vibrators, butt plugs, nipple massagers, dildos, sexy costumes, cock rings and paddles you've been buying, all the porn you've been downloading, all the fanfictions you been battling with your dyslexia to read and all the R-rated art blogs you've been visiting." - smirked the god of thieves.

"You do realize if you keep answering like this the only thing you two will be bedding is your hands, right?" - said Percy with red cheeks.

"Oh come on Percy you know you want too!" - replied Apollo.

"The game is in two hours!" - said Percy.

"OK then it look like we don't have a problem" - said the blond god making the sea prince roll his eyes.

Hermes got a few benches and put the by their sides making a wider object. Meanwhile Apollo started making out with Percy. There was practically no battle for dominance since Percy submitted
to the his lover almost immediately. Apollo got to explore the sea prince's warm, wet cavern with his mouth. Him being a god an Percy being able to hold his breath mean no need to separate for air. So they continued making out with Apollo now lying down on the benches and Percy on top of him. Hermes sat beside them and started licking and biting the demigod's neck. The sea prince began moaning as Apollo was kissing him. The sun god's hands made his way to his lover's nipples and started twisting them increasing Percy's moans and whimpers. Just then the son of Poseidon felt his skirt being lifted and his ass being smacked by Hermes' large hand. And then again, and again, each slap harder and faster than the previous one. Percy began moaning shamelessly, no longer caring about anyone hearing him.

The god of thieves slowly removed his lovers panties in order to prepare him. But he realized that there was no need when the saw the thick butt plug inside the sea prince's tight hole. He removed it and couldn't resist giving the puckered entrance a few licks making the sea prince let out several wanton moans. Then Percy felt Apollo's muscular arms lifting him. He was then impaled on the sun god's long, thick member causing him to yelp. Then he felt Hermes' shorter but thicker dick at his entrance as well. He thrust in as well, but by now the son of Poseidon got used to the feeling and was indifferent.

Knowing that their lover wasn't the fragile type the two gods started trusting at a really fast face, constantly changing the rhythm so that one minute they would thrust simultaneously and the other one asynchronously making sure to hit the special spot with each and every thrust. Percy was whimpering like a harpy, his face reddened and sweat started to be produced my his porcelain skin. He didn't last long and blew his load all over Apollo's abs. His walls tightened around his lovers who both spilled their seeds at the same time deep inside the sea prince.

As Apollo and Hermes pulled out and put back the butt plug where it belongs Percy began panting as if he'd been exercising for 5 hours. He felt Apollo's slender fingers on his left ass cheek. They moved as if something was being written. The weird thing was that even though Percy was beyond hot he seemed to feel a trail of warmth apparently left by the sun god's fingers. Then he almost jumped as something square shaped was pressed into his left ass cheek. He looked at his lovers to see them snickering like alley cats. He checked his backside at a mirror and was shocked at what he found and quickly realized that shock was definitely not the right reaction. On his pale, right ass cheek there were tanned spots in the shape of the word 'Apollo' and on his left there was a stamp of Hermes' name. The demigod turned to face his lovers.

"Get rid of these!"- said Percy pointing to his butt.

"They're actually permanent"- said Apollo.

"What?! The game is in about an hour!"- yelled Percy.
"Look's like everyone will know that they'll never have you!" - smirked Hermes.
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"Hey man, here's your beer" - said Percy and gave the beer bottle to the satyr who looked worse than Achlys. He was really depressed, Juniper and him had broken up that day. The sea prince didn't know any details yet. He just heard knocking on the door of his cabin and once he opened it he saw Grover crying a river. At the moment the satyr was drinking his beer and refusing to respond. This worried Percy a lot. This is how usually Gabe would behave before he beat the crap out of Percy. Then an idea popped into the demigod's head. He sneaked away from Grover being so quiet as if trying to get pass the radar of the harpies after curfew. He then Iris messaged Nico. The Ghost King was not at all surprised when he heard Percy's request to get some vegetarian, cheese enchiladas for him.

"Grover and Juniper finally broke up?" - Nico guessed.

"Yup!" - nodded the son of Poseidon.

"Oh don't give me that sad puppy/kitty look! I know that you're not as sad as you're trying to get people to believe!" - smirked the son of Hades and shadow traveled. A few minutes later and he was in front of Percy with a bag of enchiladas. The green eyed demigod took the bag and then served the enchiladas on a big plate. The Italian took one before shadow traveling back to his cabin. Percy took the plate of enchiladas to his friend.

"I have something that'll cheer you up!" - said the raven haired boy.
"Unless it's more 'poison' or Juniper I don't want it.

"Are you sure?"- asked Percy making the satyr look over to the enchiladas.

"Perce I am in no mood for enchiladas!"- said Grover but that had not stopped him from devouring one and then two, three etc.

"These are actually really good!"- commented the satyr after he ate about 10.

"For your mood maybe, but I'm not sure about your stomach. Now that you're a bit better can you tell me what exactly happened?"- asked the demigod.

"Juniper has this weird idea that I might be questioning my sexuality"

"Seriously!"

"I know right!"

Percy really meant what he said. If Grover had been questioning his sexuality he would have given some sign over the countless time Percy had tried to seduce his this month. Percy could remember clearly. One time he wore micro shorts, then a speedo, then a jock strap, then a thong, he ever managed to get his hands on the sluttiest dress in the Aphrodite cabin and still nothing.

"I mean where could she get that idea from? I never felt attracted to another man besides you but everyone's attracted to you!"- said Grover.

"You're attracted to me?"- asked Percy.

"Did I say that out loud?"- asked Grover.

"Did you?"- Percy raised an eyebrow.
"Oh come on, it's not that big a deal like I said everyone's attracted to you!"

"If it's not that big a deal than why didn't you said it straight away instead of asking me it you said it out loud?" - asked Percy.

"You're a lot smarted than people give you credit for, you know that?" - replied Grover.

"Stop trying to change the subject! This is important!" - said Percy.

"I really don't see why you're making such a big deal of a crush. I mean I have a crush on you, it happens, it'll pass!" - said Grover.

"What if I don't want it to pass?!" - said Percy loudly even though he felt like Phobos had possessed him.

"What?!"

"Look G-man, I like you and I've been selfishly trying and failing to seduce you for the past month." - Percy said kinda relieved.

"Like when?"

"Oh how about the time I wore micro shorts or the time I wore that tight speedy or when I wore a dress or even now!" - said the son of Poseidon and pulled down his pants to reveal that he was wearing a fake cheetah skin loincloth. Grover instantly had a tent in his... fur.

"Um G-man what just happened?" - said the son of Poseidon nervously.

"I don't know. It can either be a breakthrough or something that will need to be forgotten. It depends on what we want. So what do you want Perce?"
The demigod boldly took off all his clothes minus the loincloth.

"Good answer!" - said Grover and got naked as well. The began kissing. Percy almost immediately opened his mouth. He was desperate for Grover's soft, warm, moist tongue to explore his warm, wet cavern. It was a really sloppy kiss which the demigod really enjoyed. By the time they separated Percy realized that they were on his bed. Grover flipped him so that he was lying on his stomach and then ivy vines tied around his wrists and ankles. The latter one's kept his legs from being spread. Grover stared at his lover's heart shaped ass drooling. He commanded one of the vines to move the middle part of the loincloth to the side and then he spread the cheeks so that he could see the pink, puckered entrance. He brought his face to it and started licking. He thrust his tongue inside and rimmed Percy until he thought he was ready. Then he got up and thrust his 12 inch dick into the tightness making his lover yelp. He started pounding Percy's ass at a fairly fast pace making him moan and whimper like there was no tomorrow. He soon found the prostate and began to hit it constantly, making the sea prince see stars. A couple of minutes later and Percy was in total and complete ecstasy. A few more thrusts and he came, screaming Grover's nickname (G-man) and staining the loincloth. His walls tightened around Grover making the satyr spill his seed deep inside the tight ass. He pulled out and laid beside his lover. They were both panting as Percy decided that he liked the feeling of Grover's hairy goat legs against his. Then the satyr's stomach began to rumble.

"Um Perce those enchiladas are making me gassy!" - said the satyr.

"You better not pass any gas!" - replied the sea prince.

"But you'd still love me anyway" - said the satyr.

"Touché!"
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j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek
k) The big three/their sons (6-some, feminization, mpreg, bottom! demigods)

l) Demigods/their godly parent (4 chapters)
   l)1- Nico/Hades
   l)2- Percy/Poseidon
   l)3- Apollo/Will
   l)4- Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n) -n1: Zeus/Percy/Poseidon
   -n2: Hades/Nico/Jason

p) Brotherly (2 chapters)
   p)1- Triton/Percy
   p)2- Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r) Leo/Tyson

s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

u) Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)
Nico was going to bed that night. It was rather cold outside. Percy had annoyed Khione so it was swinter. The sun may have been shining thanks to Apollo but it was no match for Khione's wrath. The ground was covered by 2 feet of white, cold, frozen snow. Icicles were growing from the ledges almost to the snow-covered ground, the freezing-cold wind was making sure to bring down the very last leaf. Nico laid down on his bed in his cashmere PJs and covering his body with a thick duvet and a warm, wool blanket. Despite all this he was still kinda cold. He decided to ignore it and went to sleep.

........

Nico wasn't aware of anything now. He didn't know whether he was alive or dead; awake or asleep; time, place, vision and sound were totally irrelevant. All he knew was that he felt warm for some reason. Then he became more lucid. He realized that he was in a bed, not his bed, though. This one
was larger, ornate and decorated with golden frames, sapphires and onyxes. Then as he became more aware he noticed that he was naked and in pain. But it didn't really feel like pain. That's when he registered that he was on his back and he was being... deflowered. He tried to move but it was like the dream wouldn't let him. He then noticed that his skin was changing color. Then an oval mirror appeared on the luxurious headboard. Nico looked at it and concentrated. Seeing reflexions in a dream wasn't the easiest thing. Then instead of himself he saw Percy in the mirror and a fraction of a second later Jason and than himself and all over again. He wouldn't have counted that as weird if he hadn't been able to feel both of them with him. He could literally feel their energies: Percy's bubbliness and Jason's perfectness. He knew they were having the same dream. Which left one final question: Who were they having a sex dream about. He looked at the mirror again. At first he couldn't make out the person but he could see that the silhouette was shifting. This person had 3 forms. Then it became clearer. Nico was shocked when he saw his father's face, than Zeus' and then Poseidon's. If that was not enough to wake him up the mind-blowing orgasm he had a moment later did the trick. Nico was up. He checked his pants and wasn't at all surprised that they were... creamed. He then thought about Jason and Percy. Before he could finish that thought the two of them burst into his cabin.

"What the Hades was that?" - asked the blond.

"Why are you asking me?" - asked the son of Hades.

"Because you're the closest thing we have to a dream expert among the three of us." - said Percy.

"Well let's start piece by piece. Shape-shifting into someone usually means that your fates will intertwine and become similar." - explained Nico.

"OK that's a start now what's with the thing about being fucked by the Big Three?" - asked Jason.

"Um guys I'm just gonna come out and ask. Have you ever had similar... um... daydreams?" - asked the green eyed demigod. The other two looked at him and then began nodding. Percy nodded as well.

"So let me get this straight! We all jerk off to our dads and uncles and then we had this dream about being fucked by them. Do you think that maybe the dream was trying to get us to tell our secret to each other?" - asked Jason.

"Maybe but now that I think about it the Big Three were also shape-shifting into each other, is it possible that...?" - asked the Ghost King.
"You don't think...?" - replied Percy.

"So us and our dads, we are jerking off to each other?" - said Jason.

"I didn't say anything for sure!" - replied the Italian.

"Nico, do I need to remind you that this is our lives and our dads we're talking about!" - said the son of Jupiter.

"This is so happening!" - realized the olive skinned demigod.

"So how about we turn our dreams into reality?!" - smirked Percy and the other two had to admit it they wanted it.

"I'll shadow travel us to Olympus!" - offered Nico.

"Um guys, maybe taking a less direct approach will be better and more fun!" - said the blue eyed demigod.

"What did you have in mind?" - asked the other two.

"How about we start with a little research via dream-walking?" - he grinned.

"What are you two doing here?"

It had been two weeks since the Zeus had the dream. The snow had melted and Khione was dealt with He was summoned into the throne room by Hermes. Once he entered he noticed that his brothers were also there.
"The same as you!" - they replied.

"Hermes what is the meaning of this?" - asked the sky god.

"This small package is for you guys!" - said the youngest god. Hades clicked his fingers and the box was turned into dust. Inside was a picture in a frame. Strange how such a small thing could get the mighty Big Three frustrated as if it was an apocalypse. The sky god grabbed it and inspected it. It was a picture of Percy Nico and Jason sitting on a bench, in a nice park, with soft green grass, under a gorgeous, pink cherry blossom tree. The were all cuddled and snuggled up like koala bears. The picture frame itself was red and heart-shaped.

"What is this?!" - Zeus almost yelled. Hermes look the picture and looked it for a couple of minutes.

"Aw! What a nice way of telling you that they're together! They do make a cute throuple!" - said the messenger god and left. Within seconds Zeus' face became as red as a ghost pepper, he was screeching with his teeth and his ears were fuming. He took a deep breath and said: "Hades would you do the honors?"

The King of the Underworld shadow traveled them to Camp Half-Blood. The shadows got them right in front of the Zeus cabin. It was clear that all three demigods were inside. Zeus commanded the wind to open the door. Once they were inside the sight before them made them forget all about their anger. Percy, Jason and Nico were all wearing black straps which went from their crotches to their waistlines to under their nipples to their necks. They were basically one piece swimsuits made of straps. They also had cock rings on their members.

"Explain!" - ordered Zeus. It didn't go unnoticed that his husky voice made them get erections.

"Well what did you expect not courting us?" - said the demigods.

"What?" - all three gods asked.

"We know all about that dream all six of us had!"

"I though you'd find it weird become your relatives' lovers, guess I was wrong!" - chuckled Hades.
"You have no idea!" - said the demigods and noticed that the gods had tents in their togas. Zeus smirked and flashed them all to his bedroom in Olympus. There was the bed from the dreams. It was so big it could probably fit 10 people comfortably. The demigods had already positioned themselves on all fours in a circle exposing their perfect round, thick asses and making the gods grin and shed their togas. Zeus went to Nico, Hades to Percy and Poseidon to Jason. The were about to prepare them when they noticed the butt plugs. The day just kept getting better. They took out the toys and slammed their long, thick dicks into their lovers making them yelp. They started thrusting at the fastest pace possible. When it came to popping cherries the gods clearly didn't mess around. Their hit their nephew's prostates constantly making them moan whimper, see stars and drool. They were close but the gods had other plans and refused to take off the rings. After resultless begging the demigods were filled with their uncles' seeds and their dicks were painfully hard. That's when the gods kissed their lovers and switched. Now Zeus was inside Percy, Hades inside Jason and Poseidon inside Nico. The fucking continued. The demigods were whimpering messes. Their minds couldn't even compare, their lovers were unbelievable in bed. Soon The gods blew their loads again but the demigods were still only leaking precum. With another kiss the gods switched again. This times the three demigods were taking their fathers. The sex just kept getting better. Their moans could be heard throughout Olympus. In no time the gods had their third orgasms. They put back the plugs in their places.

"Please let us cum!" - the demigod kept begging.

"On three conditions! One-you accept immortality! Two-you bear us millions of heirs! And three-spanking!" - said Zeus. His brothers looked pleased.

"Fine!" - all three yelled without a second thought. Hades shadow traveled the rings away and then the shadows got them all into their positions. The gods were sitting side by side with the demigods across their laps. They began slapping. Each smack was harder than the previous making the boy's luscious, round asses redder by the second. They were moaning and yelping and even screaming out of pleasure. About the time when their asses were a nice shade of crimson and stinging like they've been sitting on poison ivy they finally got their releases all over their lovers' laps.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! You may pick again!

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg
j)1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades
j)2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus
j)3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek
l) Demigods/their godly parent (4 chapters)
l) 1- Nico/Hades
l) 2- Percy/Poseidon
l) 3- Apollo/Will
l) 4- Hermes/Luke

m) Ares/Percy

n)- n1: Zeus/Percy/Poseidon
    - n2: Hades/Nico/Jason

p) Brotherly (2 chapters)
p) 1- Triton/Percy
p) 2- Hercules/Jason

q) Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

r) Leo/Tyson

s) Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

u) Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)
Percy was going to the wood of Camp Half-blood to meet Clarisse. He was wearing exactly what she had told him: a wine colored, sequin corset; a black, leather, pencil micro skirt; black, thigh-high, heeled, leather boots, black, winged eyeliner and razzmatazz colored lipstick. She was the only one that knew about his kinks which was weird considering Clarisse wasn't that kind of a friend. But when he thought about it it made perfect sense. She was the daughter of a war god, she could completely understand what it was like to feel full of power and powerless at the same time and Percy's affinity towards it.

"Over here, kelp brain!"- yelled the daughter of Ares from behind some trees.

"Clarisse what's going on? And why did I have to wear all this? Not that I don't like it but it's very hard to walk in heels in the woods!"- said the son of Poseidon.

"Remember when you told me that no man has ever been able to satisfy your needs?"- asked the demigoddess.

"Yeah, so?"- asked the sea prince.

"You're gonna thank me for this later!"- she said and blew some pale purplish-blue powder into him.
All of a sudden Percy felt dizzy. His limbs were heavy and he could hardly see, hear, speak or think. Then he closed his eyes and fell unconscious.

Percy opened his eyes. He was feeling kinda disorientated and it took a few minutes for him to regain his memory. What had Clarisse done to him? He looked around. He was in a room lighted by torches, furnished with ancient Greek furniture and decorated with ancient Greek weapons and various survival items. That was never good. Not that Percy didn't like ancient Greek stuff but this usually meant that some god or something similar was gonna mess with him. He decided that he wouldn't take it this time and the moment he saw his captor he would give him a piece of his mind. However, the moment the wooden door was slammed against the brick wall and Percy came face to face with his captor his confidence abandoned him. Fiery-eyed Ares was in front of him. Percy gulped.

"Why am I here?" - asked the green eyed demigod nervously.

"For the sex of your life what else " - said the god of war.

"Yeah, how about never in a billion years" - said Percy. Ares grabbed a whip from the wall and whipped it into the air. Percy was intimidated. The sound that was created could make someone go deaf.

"Less talking!" - said the god and before Percy could react Ares stuffed his mouth with a red ball-gag.

"Much better!" - said the god. He then grabbed Percy and the him onto the bed. He got two pair of handcuffs and tied Percy's arms behind his back and his legs at the ankles. The god proceeded to lift up the skirt and then he grinned. Percy was wearing a thick, pink butt plug and a cock ring.

"Who told you you could prepare yourself?! You need to be punished!" - yelled the god making the sea prince sweat nervously as he took out the toys. Ares smacked the perfect, heart shaped, pale ass cheeks with his large hand. Percy would have let out a loud yelp maybe even a scream if it had not been for the gag. The god continued slapping his sub's ass, each smack harder than the previous one. By the time he was done Percy's ass was a nice dark crimson and it was stinging as if it had been bitten by a swarm of angry bees. Ares gave one last smack but as his hand landed on the dark red ass Percy came. The god was furious. He placed back the cock ring and put nipple vibrators on the demigod's nips.
"That's the last time you come for tonight!"- yelled Ares.

He then spread the sensitive ass cheeks and thrust his huge, thick monster into through his lover's entrance with no warning at all. Percy's eyes began to water. It was like losing his virginity all over again. The god didn't even give him time to adjust he began thrusting at a pace the sea prince thought was physically impossible. He kept hitting his prostate constantly making Percy see stars. Soon the demigod was painfully hard again. He wasn't gonna disobey Ares with his hand and feet tied so he clenched his ass. This aroused the god so much that he spilled what must have been a gallon of his seed deep into Percy. He quickly pulled out and placed the plug back in. He removed the cuffs and the gag. The moment the gag was off Percy kissed his new master passionately.

"That good?!"- asked Ares making the sea prince roll his eyes.

"Now let's sleep! And I expect to be woken up by a blowjob or else!"- said the god. Moments later his snoring could be heard. Percy just rolled his eyes again. He then noticed how swollen his belly was. He looked as if he was pregnant. Then he remembered. They hadn't used any protection. Looks like they were gonna have one awkward conversation in the morning. Percy better give his master one heck of a blowjob.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Here are the ideas for the next drapples.

d)Dionysus/Percy (The wine god realizes his wife has feelings for Theseus even after all that time so he decided to bang his half-brother Percy)

f)Nico/Stolls (Nico tries to set up Travis and Connor and gets more that he'd bargained for, bottom!Nico but dom!Nico)

h)Percy/Malcolm/Magnus/Fredrick Chase (after Annabeth's death)

i)The big threesome (Percy and Jason are Nico's willing sex slaves)

j) Kane chronicles crossover (3 Chapters, ancient Egypt/Greece AU, bottom!Greeks, feminization, Mpreg

j1-Nico/Anubis & Set/Hades

j2-Jason/Horus & Osiris/Zeus

j3-Percy/Petsuchos & Poseidon/Sobek
Demigods/their godly parent (4 chapters)
1. Nico/Hades
2. Percy/Poseidon
3. Apollo/Will
4. Hermes/Luke

n1: Zeus/Percy/Poseidon
n2: Hades/Nico/Jason

Brotherly (2 chapters)
1. Triton/Percy
2. Hercules/Jason

Octavian/Jason (Jason is given to Octavian as a gift)

Leo/Tyson

Nico/Jason/Will (Nico likes blond bitches)

Percy/Nico/Theseus (Percy and Theseus look exactly alike)

I don't know how the first 4 got listed in the previous chapters.
The rising sun woke Percy up. He smiled looking over to his lovers. Luke, Nico, Leo and Will were at his sides, all three of them, in the huge bed. It had been almost a century since they first discover they were demigods. After the titan war they had all accepted immortality and even though they started out hating the gods after a few decades they adjusted nicely. When accepting immortality Percy was with Luke and Nico with Will and Leo, but as they found out what it was like to live forever they finally understood why most gods failed to stay monogamous or bigamous in the latter case. Over time the two relationships merged and created one fivesome. For some time they were perfectly satisfied with their sex lives but as the years flew by their deepest desires began to surface. It was a fact that deep down they were still boys yearning for their dads, one way or another. And now that they themselves were gods the idea of incest didn't seem disgusting like it does to mortals. Does it even count as incest since incest is sex between blood relatives and gods had ichor running though their veins instead of blood? Anyway after trying and failing to suppress these feelings for some time they started making crazy schemes for seducing their dads. In short, all schemes failed. Then they decided to be blunt. Each of them got alone with their dads and told them their feelings. The older gods laugh. All of them.

"You've been trying to hide that! Silly you, that happens all the time!"- were the exact words of every single one of them. That's when the former demigods revealed something else. They admitted that they didn't just want sex. They wanted an actual relationship and they craved to be impregnated by them. Sure they loved each other and their fivesome relationship was going great but they didn't see it as a relationship that would result in family. They older gods were taken by surprise but were interested, very interested in the idea. The five former demigods' relationships with their fathers had lasted for a month now. They had bought houses since the younger gods wanted a fresh start and decided to finally have sex the night before but the older gods were summoned at Olympus. It wasn't anything big but since they were important gods it was necessary that they were present. So tonight was the big night!

Percy had to quickly shower, eat something for breakfast, get out of Luke and Hermes' house where he was staying with his lovers and go back home. He had something special planned.

Poseidon was about to flash back home. He was trying to relax since he didn't want to ruin his first time with Percy but he couldn't help it. Zeus had jumped into crippling paranoia for the billionth time so he did what he does best when he's in that phase - be a pain in everyone's ass. The sea god took one deep breath and flashed back home. He knocked on the door.
"Who is it?" - asked Percy loudly.

"Percy it's me, open the door." - said Poseidon.

"The key is under the flower pot, dad. I can't really get up." - said the former demigod. Poseidon was now curious. He got the key and unlocked the door. The sight before him made him forget all about his frustration with Zeus and drool. There on the dining table in the living/dining/kitchen combo was Percy. He was butt naked. There was a popsicle in his ass, honey was spread all over his stomach, he had candy nipple tassels on, his lips were covered in edible chocolate lipstick, whipped cream was covering his crotch and since his knees were flexed Poseidon could see the caramel on his ass. The older god started shredding his clothes.

"Dad wait!" - Percy stopped him.

"What is it Percy?" - asked the king of the sea.

"I was thinking while I do want to become round with your child, wouldn't it be so hot if I fuck you too and we're both pregnant at the same time?" - asked the sea prince.

"That's a splendid idea!" - said Poseidon. Percy loved how gods made important decisions in the blink of an eye. Poseidon got out of his clothes and onto the table. Percy grabbed a couple of things and gave them to him. They were a phallus made out of peeled ginger and a jar of peanut butter. The older god got the idea. He dipped the phallus in the peanut butter and thrust it up his ass. He yelped a bit but the stinging effect was yet to come. He started devouring the candy nipple tassels, taking his time eating piece by piece. A couple of minutes later he started eating faster. Percy grinned realizing the stinging effect had began. Then Poseidon practically swallowed his lover's nipples as he devoured the tassels in an instant making him moan. He continued to kiss Percy licking all of the chocolate lipstick of his rosy lips. Then he turned his attention to the honey covered belly and the whipped cream on his son's crotch. He licked the honey of Percy's stomach tickling the former demigod and enjoying his laughter and then proceeded to give him an awesome blowjob. He took the whole, whipped creamed, 7 inch, quite thick member and descent sized balls into his mouth at once. Percy was amazed. Blowjobs usually started at the tip but guess not. Poseidon sucked on his dick and balls for quite a while. He got them thoroughly moist and started deep throating Percy and licking the vein on the underside of his dick. He soon stopped though since he could feel that Percy was close. He flipped him so that Percy was now lying on his stomach and started licking the caramel on Percy perfect, heart shaped, hairless ass. Once that was out of the way he wanted to pull the popsicle out of his lovers ass but Percy stopped him. It was not hard to figure out what the wanted. A moment later a loud sound was unleashed as Poseidon's large had landed on Percy's as making him yelp. Poseidon continued knowing how hard this got Percy. he made sure each slap was harder than the previous. By the time he was done Percy's ass was as red as the cherry popsicle in his ass and stinging like Poseidon's figged hole. Finally Poseidon got the popsicle out Percy's ass and started sucking it. Seeing as Percy was prepared he thrust his 10 inches long, 2 inches thick dick into
the gaping hole. The sea prince let out a loud wanton moan and encouraged Poseidon to continue. The older god did. He fucked Percy as hard as he could and constantly hit his prostate making him see stars. The pace was becoming faster by the second due to the ginger inside Poseidon. Once more thrust and Percy came all over the table. His ass became tighter making Poseidon spill what felt like a river of his seed. As he pulled out Percy got a butt plug and placed it inside his ass to prevent the baby batter from oozing out. The two started panting. Five minutes later and they were ready for round two thanks to their godly stamina.

In contrast to Poseidon's sweet tooth Percy preferred savory food. He got Poseidon ready and they used some godly tools to keep all the food from falling off since Poseidon still wished to be on top. Percy started by kissing his father licking off the ketchup flavored blue lipstick. Then he started biting the sea king's huge nipples making sure to swallow the hollowed blue cherry tomatoes that were placed on them. He ticked the blue nacho sauce covered stomach with his tongue and proceeded to suck the blue mayo covered dick. Percy wasn't as skilled as Poseidon so he started at the tip and worked his way down to the hairy pear-sized balls. Poseidon enjoyed it nonetheless since he had to forcefully pull out Percy's mouth not to cum. Then he sat on his lover's face so Percy could lick the blue guacamole sauce off his thick, hairy ass. Once that was done Percy finally removed the ginger phallus and started licking the peanut butter out of the stretched hole. Poseidon soon became impatient and impaled himself on Percy's hard member, moaning. He started fucking himself going up and down at the perfect angle to hit his prostate while the tightness crushed Percy's dick. Sure Percy was not as experienced at fucking others as some of his lovers but nothing could have prepared him for this ass. Poseidon started jerking off and soon with one last whimper he blew his load all over Percy's face and torso. His walls tightened trying to milk Percy's dick. But Percy resisted and started slapping the thick ass cheeks. The sounds produced turned Poseidon on so much he started going so fast he wouldn't be able to walk for days. The spanking and fucking became harder and harder until the young god finally spilled his seed. Poseidon got off and a panting Percy gave him a butt plug. He put it in and laid down on the table beside his lover.

Percy was not the only one that left in a hurry. Well they all did minus Luke but only the blond knew that. Anyway Nico had been snooping in his fathers dreams to find his favorite kink. Once he did he was dumbfound. So now he ha a chastity device on which wasn't the shocking part, was all dressed up and waiting for Hades. Then the shadows started to gather indicating the lord of the Underworld's arrival. When Hades materialized he was shocked and aroused by the sight. Nico was in a pale pink satin corset with red laces, a pale pink frilly skirt which was really short letting Hades take a peak at the pink, plastic chastity device, pink stockings, pink lipstick and violet fairy wings. Without much talking Nico got on all fours on the ornate, black, leather couch and Hades shed his clothes. Hades took out the pick butt plug he found in Nico's ass but instead of thrusting in like the former demigod had expected he smacked the olive bubble butt. That was more like it. He continues smacking as Nico whimpered and demanded he kept going. At the 20th slap Hades got the nice mid red color he wanted and the skin was just as sensitive as he had wanted. That's when he thrust in. Nico let out a wanton moan as the 12 inch, thick dick got inside of him. Hades began thrusting so hard that the sound of his balls slapping against Nico's red ass cheeks was loud enough to crack open a window. Even though his prostate wads getting assaulted the cock cage was still on and the younger god knew Hades had a thing for his lover getting to orgasm only after he was done, so he didn't bother begging. Instead he clenched his ass to accelerate the process. After several minutes Hades finally
spilled his seed. He inserted the butt plug back into Nico's ass before surprising his lover with a long passionate kiss. That's when Nico noticed that they were in the yard.

"When...?"-asked Nico.

"When I started spanking you!"- said the older god making Nico blush. Then he clicked his fingers and now Nico was naked and cage free but he himself was in a black leather corset and a black leather pleated skirt which he lifted to show Nico the red cock cage. Looks like Nico hadn't been the only one snooping around other people's dreams. He impaled himself on Nico's 8.5 inch, rather thick dick and started fucking himself making sure to hit his prostate every time. Nico cheeks were as red as a tomato his father knew that he dreamed of fucking him. That though aroused him so much that he spilled his seed but before Hades could pull out he also blew his load despite the cock cage. Nico smirked. When hades place the butt plug Nico gave him to prevent the baby juice from leaking he found himself on his lover's lap. Nico started spanking his luscious, round ass cheeks and wasn't really surprised when he noticed that his father enjoyed it. He spanked harder and harder and Hades moaned louder and louder, but Nico wasn't kidding around. Hades realized this when Nico didn't stop at the 20th slap or the 50th or the 70th. At the 100th slap it was finally over. Hades' ass was a nice blood red and super-sensitive. He would never do something like that again or would he?

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed. The next chapter will be a continuation of this one with Leo, Will and Luke so no voting this time. Although once I write the next chapter I will add a new option on the list which might not be ideal since I'm trying to finish it but what can you do.
Hephaestus was finally allowed to flash back home. He hated his parents so much and after spending a whole day with them, Leo better be ready for what was coming. The older god slammed the door open and went straight for the bedroom. There was a nice surprise waiting in there for him. It was a naked Leo with hundreds of lit candles.

"What's with the candles? You want a romantic duck in candle light?" - asked Hephaestus.

"Maybe another time! Right now I was to be covered in wax." - said the former demigod.

"That can be arranged!" - said the god of forges. He shed his clothes, kissed Leo and took an orange candle. He started to pour some of the melted wax just below his lover's collarbones, making him whimper. He continued with a yellow candle on the boy's nipples where the former demigod even screamed.

"Are you sure you want me to continue?" - asked Hephaestus.

"Yes!" - grunted Leo. The older god responded by pouring some lime colored wax down his son's stomach. Then he grabbed a red candle.

"Are you absolutely sure about this? I can stop at any moment!" - said Hephaestus.
"Yes, now get on with it!" - Leo almost yelled.

"OK but if it becomes too much say 'Aphrodite' and I'll stop" - said the older god.

"What an inventive safeword!"

"Leo!"

"Fine!" - said the Latino and Hephaestus continued to pour the red wax onto his lover's pubes, dick and balls. Leo grinded his teeth and his eyes watered but once it was over he only let out a few wanton moans. Hephaestus was even more relieved that that part was over. He flipped Leo and continued with a purple candle on his curvy ass. That's when Leo turned around and smirked.

"What?" - asked the older god.

"The candles are made out of white chocolate and flavors so you can lick me up." - said Leo. His father smirked and started licking the chocolate at the collarbones which tasted like orange, then he moved to the nipples which tasted like mango. Once he started licking the pink buds he realized how turned on Leo was because they were rock hard. He then licked the lime flavoured stomach and then came the cherry flavored crotch. When Hephaestus had licked his lovers genitals Leo's 7,5 inch erect dick had practically poked him in the eye. At first the younger god had been worried but his lover only laughed. Then the Latino was flipped yet again and Hephaestus started devouring his gorgeous, blueberry flavored ass. Once that was done the older god decided to thrust his 11,5 inches long, more than 2 inches thick monster inside the unprepared hole.

"Ouch! You bastard!" - yelled the former demigod.

"If you can handle temperature play, you can surely handle this!" - said the older god as he began thrusting without letting Leo adjust. The Latino screamed, moaned and whimpered as his prostate got assaulted. It was so arousing that he came screaming the word 'daddy'. His lover kissed him and then whispered something in his ear as he spilled his seed.

"Are you sure?" - asked Leo as his lover pulled out.
"Positive!" - replied Hephaestus while Leo plugged his ass with a small candle. The older god lied on his back and brought his knees to his chest exposing his bubble butt. Leo thrust his dick inside the gaping hole and started thrusting. The god was only giggling as his prostate got hit. He soon came all over his abs and his walls crushed Leo milking him. Once the Latino pulled out he got a white candle and started pouring the wax/chocolate inside his father's hole who kept on giggling. Leo was gonna have to give him one major rimjob the next day.

Will was ready. When Apollo flashed in the former demigod was butt naked holding the keys to the Macerati. The older god smirked. He shed his own clothes, grabbed the keys and went to the garage, followed by Will. The sun god opened the garage door and sat in the driver's seat. His lover then impaled himself on the 11 inch, thick member and they were off in the sky. The wind created by the driving tickled Will forcing him to move. He moaned as the shaft inside him hit his prostate numerous times. The eyes on the road or cloud rule didn't seem to apply to Apollo as he began making out with Will. He explored the warm wet cavern and when he got to the throat Will was so aroused he came all over his lover's abs. As his sexy, round ass tightened Apollo spilled his seed. Will got off and put a golden plug in his ass. He sat on the other seat.

"Um daddy!" - he began.

"What is it babe?" - asked the sun god.

"Can I fuck and impregnate you?" - asked the younger god.

"Sure, but I want a blowjob later!" - replied Apollo. Will didn't have to be told twice so now he was practically standing, ass on the wheel, holding his lover who was riding his almost 8 inch, thick dick. Even though the roles were reversed it was still Apollo who dominated their kisses. Apollo made sure to hit his special spot constantly and once Will smacked his gorgeous, round, muscular ass the sum god came. Will followed a moment later. Apollo got a golden dildo and impaled himself on it as Will kneeled, his feet in between the gas, break and the other thing (he isn't a mechanic) and started sucking his father's large member.

<Warning: The next part that's about Hermes/Luke contains diapers and urine. You've been warned!>

Hermes was back home in no time at all. Being the god of travelers he didn't whine like the other gods when it came to trips. When he entered the bedroom he saw what Luke had planned. The blond was wearing a blue and gray elephant patterned diaper and a yellow bib with a blue turtle on it. He
had a pacifier in his mouth and was holding a baby bottle. The older god smirked. Then he noticed
and read the to do list, finding out what Luke wanted to do and that he had a cock cage on. Hermes
shred his clothes and the former demigod got on his lap. The god of thieves started smacking the
diaper covered, tanned, round ass so hard the diaper offered absolutely no protection. Luke would
have whimpered if it had not been for the pacifier. When the salt and pepper haired god reached 20
smacks Luke peed himself. Pretending to be angry Hermes gave him 30 more hard slaps. Then he
flipped him and took out the pacifier.

"Want me to nurse you?"-asked Hermes to which Luke nodded. He took his father's 12,5 inches
long, 2 inches thick member and started sucking on it. The god was amazed, Luke was pushing all
the right buttons like deepthroating, licking the vein on the underside, fondling the huge balls and
even choking. The older god had to pull out not to cum right there and then. He got the baby bottle
and jerked off into it, filling it almost to the top. He put the teat on top, shred the dipper and thrust it
into his lover's ass. He started pouring his 'milk' into the blonds insides and once that was done the
plugged the puckered hole with the pacifier.

Hermes proceeded to remove the cock cage which is when Luke's 9 inch, thick dick sprang up.
Hermes impaled himself on his son's length and started fucking his beefy ass. The tightness was
.crushing Luke, making him moan like there was no tomorrow. Hermes hit his prostate every time
and then had his dry orgasm (dry so he wouldn't make Luke envious). His ass became even tighter
milking Luke. Once he pulled off Luke told him to let the cum ooze slowly until it dries and not to
was it for a few day's no matter what he'd wear.
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Octavian was a pain in the butt. But the demigods couldn't really get rid of him. Since ancient times augurs were the connection between Romans and their gods. As such they had to be protected and at the moment Octavian was the only augur. Reyna realized that the only way to deal with Octavian was to keep him happy. If Octavian was happy then people wouldn't have to suffer. The plan was risky but after the Brit had pissed her off so many times she decided to tell her friends about it.

"Rey if that's the only thing that can be done than let's do it because it can't continue like this! I mean just today he accused Leila of siding with Caelus!"- said Jason.

"I know but this is Octavian we are talking about. He's not stupid, what if he takes advantage of us?"- asked Reyna.

"If! There is no 'if', Octavian will take advantage of us but if he leaves everyone alone we'll deal with it."- replied Jason.

"OK, I will speak with him tomorrow!"- said Reyna.

The Latina came back from talking with Octavian looking really nervous.

"What did the devil ask for Rey?"- asked the son of Jupiter.

"He asked for you to be his... um... concubine."- mumbled the daughter of Bellona.

"Fine!"- said the blond demigod.

"Fine! What do you mean fine?!"- yelled Reyna.
"We knew that he would be like this but as long he leaves people alone, it's ok." - explained Jason.

"Jay this is serious!" - warned Reyna.

"So am I!" - said the blond determinedly.

"In that case he gave me some instructions." - said Reyna unenthusiastically.

Jason could not believe it. He knew Octavian was crazy but he didn't know he was psychotic. The son of Jupiter was wearing brown ugggs, a teddy bear hat, bear paw like mittens and even a teddy bear tail. The thing was thanks to the children of Trivia these weren't accessories anymore, then were pars of his body. Octavian had told the witches to give Jason the ability to absorb them but that was only active when there were mortals without the sight around and temporarily when he would be getting dressed. He was now in the augur's new gorgeous gothic villa, another gift.

"Ah welcome little teddy bear!" - smirked the descendant of Apollo as he came down the stairs. It was official Octavian had lost it.

"Absorb your furry parts!" - commanded the Brit. That's when Jason remembered his secret reason for doing this: he found Octavian's accent so arousing. He did as he was told and that Octavian said: "You won't be needing these when we're alone and indoors" and shred his clothes. The augur grinned when he noticed the hard-on.

"Now let's eat!" - said Octavian and led the demigod to the dining room. Just as the son of Jupiter was about to sit down he noticed the dildo on his chair. He glared at the augur.

"Is there a problem?" - asked Octavian. Jason grinded his teeth and impaled himself on the toy letting a moan escape. They started eating. The demigod was quite impressed with the loaded potato soup. It was creamy and it had bacon and chilly but Jason could also taste something else in the creamy liquid. He couldn't put his finger on it but he liked it, it gave the flavor a boost. They ate in silence until Jason was almost done. That's when Octavian decided to speak.

"I usually have dinner with more awkward silence" - said the lanky blond. Jason didn't want to but couldn't stop himself from giving a small laugh.
"It wouldn't kill you to talk!" - continued the augur.

"Fine, I didn't know you could cook!" - said the son of Jupiter.

"Of course I can, I don't just destuff toys all day you know!" - replied Octavian.

"By the way what's the extra ingredient I can't figure out in the soup?" - asked the son of Jupiter.

"My cum!" - smirked the Brit.

"You sicko!" - yelled Jason.

"Oh don't pretend! You loved it! And since you like it so much from now on I'll be putting it in all your meals! Now come to the bedroom, I'll punish you for your disobedience!" - said Octavian rather angrily. Jason could not believe what was happening. Not seeing any other choice he followed the augur. Soon he was on the huge bed which was home to a lot of stuffed animals, lying on his back, holding his knees to his chest. The Brit smacked his thick ass hard making him yelp. Octavian continued. The game the demigod 60 slaps while enjoying his yelps, screams, whimpers and moans. Once He was once the put some cream on his fingers and traced his name on the blood red, sensitive ass cheeks.

"Why did you do that?" - asked Jason while sweating.

"As the red skin becomes normal again the spots that have been covered by this magical cream won't!" - explained the descendant of Apollo. Then without any warning he thrust his 8 inch dick up Jason's ass and directly poked the prostate. Jason let out a loud wanton moan. The lanky blond continued thrusting without giving him time to adjust. He hit the prostate every time making Jason see starts. The demigod grabbed his dick but Octavian slapped his hand. After a few more minutes of being in pure ecstasy and subspace Jason's dick erupted spilling cum on his master's face. The Brit was impressed. As Jason's until recently virgin ass became tighter Octavian spilled his seed. He then started laughing.

"What's so funny?" - asked Jason.
"That's the first time I stuffed a teddy bear!" - said Octavian making the demigod roll his eyes.

"Now lick my feet and the my face" - ordered the augur. Jason began licking the Brit's sweaty feet. He licked the heel, than the sole of the foot and then sucked on the toes, savoring the taste of Octavian's feet sweat. He then started licking his own cum of his master's face. When he got hear the augur's mouth they looked into each other's eyes, lips only an inch away and kissed. Jason had never had such a passionate kiss in his entire life. After a few minutes they separated for air.

"What was that?" - asked the augur completely confused and shocked.

"Um, Octavian, look I know you enjoy being my master but I want you as my boyfriend, I realize that now. Maybe you can be both?" - asked Jason. Octavian couldn't believe what he was hearing. He shook his head and said: "I don't know I'm not good with relationships". He then sighed.

"Duh, No-one's good at relationships which it's why they are messy but that's OK." - said the demigod as if trying to comfort Octavian. The augur was thinking for a few minutes and then said:"OK, on one condition: You are gonna act all girlfriendy about me!"

"Deal Tavy!" - smirked the son of Jupiter and then the Brit smiled. Was Jason seeing things or was that smile actually sincere?
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Nico was furious! He could not believe his eyes. He walked to Jason and Leo.

"Hey Nic what's up?- asked Jason after he stopped kissing the Latino.

"Dude! You look like you're about to burst! You're not mad about Percy and Luke getting together are you?!" - asked Leo once he got a good look at the Italian.

"No I'm mad at the Stolls!" - said Nico.

"What did they do this time?" - asked the blue eyed demigod.

"It's not what they did, it's what they didn't do!" - replied the Ghost King.

"That's a first! What didn't they do?" - asked Leo while rubbing his ass off the blond's thigh.

"They didn't realize why their relationships don't work out after all this time! I mean it's no secret that they're made for each other so how come everyone sees this except them?" - said the olive skinned demigod.

"Sounds like you're compensating" - said the son of Jupiter while teasing his boyfriends nipples.
"I'm what?" - asked Nico.

"You're frustrated because of Percy and Luke and you're trying to focus all that anger towards something productive." - said Jason.

"That's ridiculous!" - replied the son of Hades.

"Is it? -Jay and I have been caressing each other all day. If you weren't compensating you would have told us to get a room by now! But maybe it's not a bad thing. Maybe if you get the Stolls to realize what they feel for each other you'll let all that negativity go and finally be able to move on from Percy." - said the fire bender.

"So I'm suppose to play cupid for a couple of idiots?!" - said Nico.

"Do you really have a choice?" - asked Jason while getting his neck bitten by Leo.

Nico wasn't about to go crazy and come up with ridiculous schemes. So with Will's help he came up with two romantic invitations. They were basically red, heart shaped Valentine's day cards with the following poem written on them:

```
You know not
what a knot
deep in my heart,
which you warmed,
you've formed.

With every beat,
that keeps me on my feet,
I think of you
```
wishing there was something between us two.

I need you in my reach

so meet me at the beach.

I hope to hear your voice husk

at the brink of dusk.

Then the Ghost King placed them near the Stolls while they were on one of their many hopeless dates. And it this didn't work out he would give the two idiots a piece of his mind. So far it was OK. The two were going towards the beach where a blanket and a picnic basket was waiting for them along with a bird orchestra that Will had formed thank's to his powers as a son of Apollo and the respect animals gave him for being a nephew of Artemis. But once the two sons of Hermes saw each other it all went downhill. They immediately showed the invitations to each other. Nico was in rage now after all the work he had put into this. He came out from behind the tree he used to spy and stormed towards them.

"You idiots! I did all this!" - he yelled.

"Nico! Why?" - asked the two shocked.

"Because someone has to get the two of you together otherwise you'll never realize that you love each other and go on a billion more awful dates!" - he said. The two started laughing.

"Nico you thought we didn't know that we like each other?! -That's rich. We've been together for a while now but we're looking for an addition to our relationship. You see Connor and I are the same and that's not always good, especially in bed." - explained Travis. Nico slapped his forehead.

"I did that all for nothing!" - he said and started to walk away.

"Wait Nico, it doesn't have to be for nothing! It shows how thoughtful you are. Maybe we've been looking for someone too hard." - said Connor.

"Are you asking me out?" - asked the son of Hades.
"Do you bottom?" - smirked Travis. Nico returned the smirk.

"You know it would be a shame to let all this food go to waste" - said Nico pointing at the basket.

"Very true" - said Travis and all three sat down.

After a few weeks the throuple was ready for their first time. The Stolls had planned the whole thing and all Nico knew is that is was gonna happen. They had told him to meet them at the beach past curfew. When he got there he just rolled his eyes at the sight, in a good way. The picnic blanket was on the ground and the two were only in their sexy, navy boxer briefs.

"Someone's wearing too much clothing!" - said Travis.

"I'll fix that!" - said Connor and tug off the Italians gray shirt and then helped him out of his tight, black pants and ankle boots. Nico laid on the blanket in his black briefs. He pulled down his boyfriends' underwear slowly and teasingly while they shred his. They began to put on condoms but Nico pointed out that he didn't see the need.

"Neeks you know that there's a chance we'll end up with a baby in you, right?"

"And if that happens it'll have two amazing dads." - said Nico. The two threw away the condoms and then Travis got the Ghost king on his lap.

"You don't need to prep me" - said Nico.

"I see you ruined half the fun" - said Travis as the pulled out the thick, black butt plug.

"I'm sorry but you can spank me" - said Nico making his lovers' eyes light up. They both began smacking his bubble butt as hard as possible. It got Nico moaning and begging for more. Each slap was harder than the previous and they made such a noise - music to Nico's ears. At the 70th slap they stopped. Nico's ass was a nice maroon and stinging like it was pierced by a thousand needles. Then Travis lifted him up and impaled him on his 9 inch, thick dick. Nico let out a loud moan which
was nothing compared to the wanton moan he emitted when Connor thrust his identical dick in
beside Travis. They started thrusting at a rhythm that made sure that the Italian's prostate was
assaulted at all times. Nico was seeing stars, moaning, whimpering and sweating like a bitch in heat
but he only begged for more. His dick was rock hard and as Connor made out with him while Travis
was busy making a hickey on his neck and playing with his aroused nipples it became too much for
Nico. His lovers sensed this and hit his special spot at the same time. Nico came all over his abs. His
ass became tighter milking the Stolls off their seed. Before the panting twins had even pulled out
Nico was deep in sleep. The two plugged his ass and carried him to his bed where they stayed with
him for the rest of the night.
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Zeus had summoned Dionysus to Olympus. The wine god wasn't too happy to see his father but it was a chance to see Ariadne again so he was giving the best fake smile he could and slept with open eyes while the sky god rambled on about something Dionysus wasn't even slightly concerned about. The moment that was over he started sneaking around Olympus looking for his wife. When he found her he wasn't at all pleased at the sight before his eyes. The nymph was holding a ball of yarn. Her eyes never moved from the small, seemingly worthless object.

"You're thinking about him aren't you?"- asked the bearded god.

"Dionysus!"- squealed the goddess startled.

"You are still thinking about him?! After all this time?!"- yelled Dionysus.

"I love him D, you married me knowing that!"- said the nymph.

"After what he did to you?! After over 2000 years?!"- the god kept yelling.

"Yes, I'm the goddess of passion for Gods' sakes! And don't you act so innocent! I know how much you wanna bend over Percy Jackson!"

"You've got to be joking! I even refuse to learn his name!"- said Dionysus.

"Because you are afraid you'll get attached! I'm not dumb D, I can feel how passionate you are about
him and I know you well enough to know that it's love passion. The thing is I'm not against it!" - said Ariadne.

"What do you mean?" - asked the god.

"I've felt a new baby being born. All the potential passions he could have and I recognized that radiant, passionate aura. This is Theseus' reincarnation. If you let me court him in two decades I'll let you court Perseus now!"

The god of wine could not believe it! His wife knew about his deepest, darkest secret. It was a total embarrassment! And he was not the only one to blame! He couldn't help it if the slutty demigod chose to wear butt shorts and shirts that were just short enough to let people peak at his belly button. His train of thoughts was interrupted by non other than Percy Jackson.

"Hey Mr D I was wondering if..." - he was interrupted when Dionysus kissed him. Percy was but before he had the time to react the god opened his mouth and some weird gas came out. Before Percy could register the smell of alchohol he was intoxicated. That's when Dionysus uses his charmspeak which he could only use on drunk people. Before Percy knew it he was in the strawberry fields with the god. Dionysus got a strawberry and put it in his mouth but not fully so that half of it was out, visible to the sea prince. The god winked at him. Then Percy threw himself at him and when they felt to the ground he bit off the part of the sweet, delicious, juicy fruit that was sticking out of the god's mouth. Dionysus smiled, but that smile was not as sincere as the son of Poseidon had thought. He discovered that a few moments later when he realized his wrists and ankles were tied by strawberry vines. The plants then pulled him off the god and positioned him on his back with his knees brought to his chest. Dionysus got a condom out of his pocket but Percy said: "You don't have to!"

"I know you don't pay attention but I didn't know you were deaf. Chiron keeps repeating every day that male demigods can get pregnant, too!" - said Dionysus.

"I know that, but the reason I came to you earlier was to ask you if you would like to get me pregnant since children of Poseidon apparently go in heat." - said Percy.

"Why me?" - asked the god.
"I don't know if it's because of my issues with Gabe but ever since I went into heat I can't stop thinking about having sex with you." - said the sea prince.

"Naughty little thing!" - said the god, shred their clothes and smacked Percy's pale ass hard. The demigod moaned encouraging his lover to continue. Dionysus kept smacking, each smack harder than the previous one and soon Percy's ass was as red as the strawberries. The demigod was a whimpering mess who didn't even have time to brace himself for what was coming when the god thrust his 9 inch dick inside him. Percy let out a wanton moan as Dionysus began assaulting his prostate. The pace was really fast and the god's dick never missed his target. As Dionysus started playing with Percy's nipples and kissing his stomach Percy came, spraying his cum all over the two. His ass tightened milking the god's dick. They laid in the field panting and soon fell asleep with the wine god still inside Percy.
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Nico/Percy/Jason

Chapter Notes
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Percy was pacing around the apartment he shared with his boyfriends while Jason was watching him from the couch.

"Would you stop already before you make a hole in the floor, he'll be back!" - said the blond.

"I can't help it Jay, whenever Nico goes to the Underworld it gives me the creeps." - said Percy.

"I get it Perce but the Underworld's a part of him" - said Jason just as Nico shadow traveled in front of them. Percy immediately pulled him into a hug. Nico could barely breathe but it was worth it.

"Why did your dad call you Nico?" - asked the Roman.

"Nothing really, turns out I have some family in Venice." - said the Ghost King.

"Nothing really?! Nico this is huge!" - yelled the son of Poseidon.

"How is this huge? My cousin Lorenzo who I haven't seen in 78 years is alive! He probably doesn't even remember me!" - said Nico.

"Even if he doesn't, don't you want to see him again?" - asked Jason.

"What are you suggesting?" - asked Nico.

"Well I've never been to Venice, have you Perce?" - said Jason slyly.

<break>
In not longer than 15 minutes the boys had convinced Nico to shadow travel the three of them to Venice.

"Alright Nico now let's go to the address your father had given you." - said Percy.

Knowing that with the two of them on the same page he stood no chance, Nico took them to the address showing them a few sights along the way. It turns out his cousin lived in a huge, beautiful, ornate villa. The son of Hades knocked on the wooden door. A tall, wrinkled man with short gray hair, brown eye and dark olive skin who looked like he was in his early 60s but had a rather toned body and was wearing a tux opened the door. Once he saw Nico he looked like he's seen a ghost.

"Nico?!" - he said and hugged him. Nico was now confused. Lorenzo should have been in his mid 80s. Once the hug was over Nico asked: "Who are you?"

"It's me Lorenzo" - said the man.

"How do you look so young?" - asked the son of Hades.

"Healthy food, exercise and the magic of plastic surgery. I am an actor and even though I try to stay away from thing like that sometimes it's essential. What's your excuse?" - asked the man.

"I was frozen in time for several decades?" - said the demigod.

"And which one of this two is your boyfriend?" - smirked Lorenzo.

Actually both and you know?" - replied Nico.

"Of course it was our secret, don't you remember?" - asked the man.

"Lorenzo my father thought it would be safer for me if he took away most of my memories from that life." - explained Nico.

"In that case you should know that everyone calls me Enzo. And you've meet your father? And
aren't you gonna introduce me to your boyfriends? And how's Bia?" - the enthusiastic man wondered.

"Yes, he's awesome. These are Percy and Jason, they are American but I taught them Italian and if it wasn't for them I wouldn't have been here. And Enzo... Bianca passed away." - said Nico.

"Oh I'm so sorry to hear that. Anyway come inside I want you to meet my family."

"They know about me?"

"Of course the rest of our family made sure to keep your story alive."

The three demigods met the rest of Enzo's family. At first they were shocked but once that passed they acted very warm and inviting. There was his son Alberto who looked like an Italian John Stamos, his daughter in law Fiore who had to be at least 10 years younger than Alberto, his granddaughter Bella who was a gorgeous, 30 year old woman who could give Aphrodite a run for her money and shared a lot of similarities with Bianca and his adorable 4 year old great-grandson Nico. After they met Enzo insisted that they stay for lunch. They were having eggplant parmesan, something that Nico hasn't had since he was 5. During the meal they kept talking about their lives. Everyone got to hear about the wars and the demigods learned that Alfredo was an opera singer, his wife was a stylist, Bella was a French teacher and a single mom. It was nice. When dinner was over Enzo said: "Nico we all know that I am not gonna be around much longer. I'm so glad I've seen you again. And I would like you to move in with your boyfriends."

"Enzo this is all very nice but I just met you and you have your family here and we have friends in America." - said the Ghost King.

"Well I've known you for almost a century, my family is here to visit me for the weekend and on Monday they're going back to Florence, you can shadow travel and Percy and Jason love the idea." - said Enzo.

"Has everyone decided to be persuasive today?" - replied Nico amused.

"You could never say no to me, cuz" - smirked the man.
It was getting late. Enzo showed the three to their room. It was huge and luxurious like the rest of the house with a huge bed and ornate furniture. Nico had shadow traveled the three of them to New Your and California earlier to explain everything and say their temporary goodbyes. Everyone was supportive. Percy's mom couldn't stop hugging the demigod and crying but even she knew they should go though with it. Anyway Jason was awfully quiet and while Percy and Nico were unpacking the stuff they had brought he sneaked away to the bed. Once the two turned around they saw him naked.

"Jay what's going on?" - asked Nico.

"Guys you know how I wasn't sure if we're ready to start a family? Well after today I am. Get me pregnant!" - said the blond seductively. The two didn't have to be told twice and immediately got naked and next to him. They began making out and when Jason wasn't looking they took the black dildo that he was wearing almost always out of his tight ass and flipped him. Percy got beneath Jason and Nico on top. Before the Roman could impale himself on Percy's 8 inch dick Nico slapped his thick ass cheeks. Spanking was nothing knew in their bed. Nico continued to slap Jason making him whimper and Percy occasionally gave a slap, as well until the blond was a whimpering mess and his ass was as red as the curtains of their new room and super sensitive. That's when without a warning the two thrust their almost the same size dicks into the tight ass. Even though the blond let out a yelp his lovers knew that their lover liked it rough and continued thrusting. They changed the pace so that either both their dicks assaulted his prostate at the same time or they did it interchangeability. The son of Jupiter was moaning like he did the first time they popped his cherry. He was close and his lovers knew it which is why Nico started making a hickey on his neck and Percy was playing with his rock hard nipples, biting and twisting them making the blond see stars. Soon Jason blew his load all over Percy. His ass became tighter and a few more thrust later the two spilled their seed deep inside him. They Laid in bed panting but before Nico and Percy could pull out Jason fell asleep. Nico grabbed a blanked and covered them.
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Percy was all alone at Zeus' palace. It was his home since several months ago. After the wars Percy and most demigods had become immortal even the ones that were dead found their way back to camp after their rebirths and were now gods as well. It had been almost 150 years since Gaea's defeat. During all that time Percy had been together with many people. When he was mortal he though he would be with Annabeth forever but immortality made them both realize that forever was a very long time. His current relationship was his most successful. It has been lasting for 15 years now. It started when after a couple of years of hanging out with Aphrodite, Percy had realized that Zeus and his dad have been dancing around each other since forever. He had convinced Poseidon to take the first step and it resulted in Zeus and Hera's and Poseidon and Amphitrite's divorces. The goddess of marriage was enraged at first but after marrying Hermaphroditus she thanked Percy because now she gained new roles. She was also the goddess of divorces and LGBT activities. Amphitrite on the other hand even tried to kill the sea prince but once she realized that if Poseidon becomes the new queen of Olympus, Atlantis although technically still under his domain would be run by Triton and his Oedipus complex. Anyway after a few years into their relationship Zeus and Poseidon started courting Percy. There was a time when Percy would have found this completely unthinkable but he had changed a lot since then. So after a few months the sea prince gave in. He hasn't regretted this decision even once. Some may ask why aren't the three of them married yet. Well the reason for that is also the reason Percy's currently alone at the palace. Zeus had proposed a long time ago but there was a complication. If it was only Percy and Poseidon it would have been fine but since they are of the sea and Zeus is of the sky the residence of the Underworld had been reacting to this as a threat which is why it was decided that they wouldn't get married until Zeus can negotiate with Hades. Even though Percy though it was the right decision he couldn't help but feel frustrated. Today was Zeus' birthday and his lovers had planned a special surprise for him which is why Poseidon was out shopping but Zeus had to have another meeting with Hades. The green eyed boy was distracted when he heard Poseidon come back.

"Did you get the stuff?" - asked Percy.

"Of course! Let's give Zeus a birthday like he's never had before" - smirked the sea god.

The lord of the sky finally returned to the palace. He had something to tell his fiancés but when he called for their names they were nowhere to be found. He searched the palace and when he came to the bedroom somebody put their palms on his eyes.

"Poseidon?" - guessed the god.
"How did you know?" - asked Poseidon.

"Percy's shorter!" - said Zeus unimpressed.

"Oh well now I'll bring you to the sofa bench you seat down and don't open your eyes till we tell you!" - ordered Poseidon. Zeus would have protest but he was curious to see what his lovers had planned.

"OK now you sit! Oh and you won't be needing this!" - said Poseidon and shred his lover's toga. A few moments later Zeus was allowed to open his eyes. Once he did the sight before his eyes got him rock hard. Percy and Poseidon were both dressed in a slutty Greek goddess outfit. It consisted of a white keyhole halter crop top with golden edges, white chiffon arm sleeves attached to golden arm cuffs which had turquoises on them, a long, flowy white, double slit skirt whose slits started just half an inch below the golden belt also with turquoises, golden neck chains with a key on each one and gold, strappy sandal heels. Than exotic dance music started playing and the who started exotic dancing. The sky god was drooling. The was they swayed their hips, how their legs moved and how their flat and almost flat stomachs jiggled it was mouthwatering. With each step they came closer and closer to Zeus. Which made him more and more aroused. When they were close enough they started rubbing against each other. Whether it was their gorgeous butts or their stomachs or their lips that were going the rubbing it got Zeus whistling and slamming the luxurious sofa bench with his hand. They got closer and closer and when Zeus noticed that they were wearing cock cages he was on fire. Just when he thought it couldn't get any better the both sat on each of his beefy thighs. The closeness of their butt cheeks to his dick blew the sky god's mind. As they started shaking their butts on his thighs he couldn't take it anymore and started spanking them. One large hand landed on Poseidon's thick, round, bronze, hairy ass cheeks and the other one on Percy's hairless, pale, heart shaped ones. He smacked, pinched and groped them for at least half an hour remembering when he had them branded. Now Percy had his name in large golden letters on the middle of his ass cheeks and Poseidon's in much smaller, dark blue letters on the top of his ass while the sea god only had Zeus' name. The god could also feel that they had vibrating butt plugs inside them but despite this some of the slick they began producing was leaking onto his thighs. All this made him slap harder until they were both whimpering messes. They started caressing his chest and abs and he gave them each a passionate kiss on their rosy lips, swollen from how frequently they gave him blowjobs and then kissed them both sloppily at the same time. Ten minutes later Percy was titting next to Zeus and Poseidon was impaled on Zeus' 11 inches long, almost 2 inches thick dick. He was going up and down, moaning, hitting his prostate every time but was still not hard since Zeus who was currently torturing his nipples insisted he kept the cage on. Not being able to take it anymore he kissed Zeus and showed his tongue down the god's throat lowering his guard which made him spill his seed deep inside the tights ass. The warmth of Zeus' cum did it, Poseidon was cumming though the cage. As he got off, panting, Zeus shoved the plug up his ass, which had previously been taken out saying he wanted to start a family. The sky god then unlocked the cage and they both grabbed Percy and carried him to the huge bed. They took out the butt plug and Shoved their dicks up his ass. First went Zeus' than Poseidon's monster which was an inch shorter but a lot thicker. The sound of balls against ass cheeks could be heard as Percy whimpered. Zeus hit his special spot form above and Poseidon from below making him constantly stimulated and occasionally they hit it at the same time, During one of those hits Percy
leaked through the cage. His ass tightened around them milking their dicks. They pulled out and all three laid panting. Percy's 7 inch dick was finally free while his ass got plugged again.

"Zeus weren't you saying that you Had something to tell us when you were looking for us?" - remembered Percy.

"Oh yeah, Hades finally approved" - said the god in between pants.

"Did he want anything in return?" - asked Poseidon.

"Yes. Jason as his and his son's bride." - said the sky god.

"And you agreed!" - yelled Poseidon.

"Wait, this is probably best for all six of us." - said the sea prince.

"Do you know something we don't?" - asked the gods.

TBC
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Jason was lying down in his bed. He felt uneasy. He was anxiously hiding a huge secret from his father. If it wasn't for Percy he didn't know what would have happened. The two demigods had developed a weird bond. The blond has never had any real parents and when he became a god his relationship with Zeus became awkward and he didn't even talk to Hera. Then when Percy started dating his dad he also started mothering Jason. Jason kinda adopted him a surrogate mom. After a while he even began calling him mom and Percy called him baby. It was weird but Zeus seemed to understand it perfectly and Jason was glad because now he was able to tell a lot of the secret he had been keeping. That's how the sea prince found out how he had cheated on Piper which is why they had broken up. And how even though Piper understood that no-one was perfect and let go of her anger Aphrodite cursed him not to be able to cum unless his prostate was being stimulated and to become addicted to sex which wasn't a huge problem for a god. Anyway Percy also found out that that was the reason Jason had slept with so many men after his break up. Percy was the best mom in the world and even sneaked vibrators in for him. The sea prince was the only one who knew that a couple of years ago Jason had started dating Nico and Hades and just 3 days ago when he found the blond throwing up he insisted to take him to Will. It turned out Jason was three weeks pregnant with Nico and Hades' child. Percy had silenced the flamboyant healer by threatening to throw him to Charybdis if word got out. He had even distracted Zeus and Poseidon to allow Jason to tell the news to the fathers. That's when the Roman heard the knocking on his door. He opened it to see Percy in the sexy Greek goddess outfit.

"Mom, what's going on and what's with the outfit?" - asked Jason and Percy got in.

"I was giving your father a birthday surprise baby..." - he was cut off by Jason acting disgusted.

"Anyway I have some good news and some not so good news. Hades allowed me and my dad to marry your dad and he wished for him and Nico to marry you in exchange." - said the sea prince.

"That's great mom, now what's the bad news?" - asked Jason.

"Well baby I almost spilled the beans. I had to blow the sleeping powder I used when I was cursed with restless sleep by Morpheus at them to get out of the situation. Thankfully it suppresses the last two minutes of memories so I have to be by their side when they wake up in eight hours." - explained Percy.

"Oh, thank Gods!" - said the blond relieved.
"Now I'm gonna go to sleep. I'm guessing we have a big day ahead of us tomorrow." - said the sea prince.

Thankfully the memory suppression had worked. Once making sure Percy got up, got ready for the day in the bathroom and went to the kitchen.

"Hey mom what are you doing?" - asked Jason.

"Making you favorite: scrambled eggs and spinach. It'll be done in a minute, baby" - said Percy and then served the meal to his stepson.

"Anyway turns out Hades wants the wedding to be this evening so we have a busy day ahead of us. Your dad asked me to make sure all goes well, so eat up and let's go to Silena's boutique so we can discuss the wedding dress." - said Percy.

Silena had outdone herself. She had literally sewn the wedding dress onto Jason. It looked amazing which wasn't easy to accomplish thanks to the blonds muscular body. It started out as a black silk bandeau top with a cowl neckline and then continued through a golden, sheer waist cincher corset to huge, black, ruffled, silk high low skirt. The look was completed by golden, strappy sandal heels similar to the ones Percy was wearing the day before, a black side veil attached to the golden rose at the blond's ear and long, black-gold ombre gloves. On his finger was the golden, circle-cut black diamond ring Hades had sent. After that was done the two went to Hestia's bistro to see the gorgeous, five floor cake decorated with ancient Greek pottery art to match the black and gold theme and the delicious appetizers. Then they went to see the venue which was a deserted beach in Sicily. The furniture was wooden and ornate and for outside and there were drapes but that wasn't really important since the wedding was suppose to be at night and lit by candles. It all looked amazing so far.

"OK baby, now all we have to do is go back to Olympus and check the carriages and the music. Your dad and mine have hopefully finished the guest list and then you have to pick your bridesmaids." - said Percy.
"Mom, I already made up my mind about that." - said the blond.

"Really? Who?" - asked the sea prince.

"Rachel, Leo, Will, Calypso and... Mom would you like to be my made of honor?" - asked Jason.

"Of course baby, why didn't you say earlier. Now let's go back to Silena's boutique, I saw this dark gold, draped dress that would be perfect." - said Percy.

"Mom, while we are there could we shop for something else too. You know for the wedding night." - said the blond shyly.

"Oh, sure"

The wedding was spectacular. Apollo and his choir were amazing, Hecate and her helpers gave the event a whole new dimension by wielding the lights and shadows. Jason finally said "I do", but the most 'interesting' part was the dinner, more specifically when Zeus noticed that Jason wasn't drinking any wine. The god has had enough children to realize what was going on.

"Jason is there something you would want me to know?" - asked Zeus.

"Um dad, the three of us have been dating for a couple of years now and I'm pregnant." - Jason finally admitted. Percy spat his wine from shock.

"You knew, didn't you?" - asked the sky god. Percy gulped.

"That's it you two don't get to cum for a week!" - said the god to his lovers.

"Why me?" - asked Poseidon.
"Because I said so!" - said Zeus sternly.

After the wedding was over Jason went to his new home with his husbands. He finally sat on his throne and then shed the wedding dress. He was now in a black bow bra and a golden bow thong. His lovers were drooling and immediately shed their clothes. Even though he was the one getting fucked Jason was still dominant which is how he got Nico and Hades in cock rings that only allowed them to cum when he let them. Needless to say they were either getting lots of sex or were really horny. Anyway the two were at his side in a matter of seconds. Jason slapped their muscular butts a few times and then brought his knees to his chest to let them spank him. He loved getting spanked, there was something extremely arousing about his thick ass being red. Due to the frequent spanking his ass was stinging only after ten hard slaps. His lovers then tore the lingerie of his body leaving him in the golden sandal heels. Hades carried him to bed and Nico followed. As he was thrown onto the bed Jason immediately got on all fours and wiggled his ass. Not a moment later he felt Hades dick being thrust up his ass. He could tell if it was Hades or Nico. The former one had longer dick but the latter one's was thicker. Then Nico laid on his back underneath the blond using passionate kisses to distract him from yelping when he joined his father. The blond started moaning as his lovers thrust roughly, assaulting his special spot, making him moan. Nico gave him an occasional kiss while Hades always left a hickey on his collar bone. Jason understood that the fierce ruler of the Underworld wanted to mark what was his. The rhythm was amazing Once moment it was Nico's dick against the blond's prostate, another one - Hades' and then all of a sudden they both hit it at the same time. It drove Jason over the edge making him blow his load on Nico's abs. His ass became tighter.

"Babe let us cum!" - begged Nico.

"Love you're crushing us!" - added Hades.

"Oh, alright" - said Jason and the two finally came deep inside him. The three laid panting as they fell asleep in each other's arms.
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Leo/Tyson
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Robbie Amell who I think would be great as Tyson but I can't turn him into a realistic(or handsome)cyclops using photoshop

Leo caught himself staring. Again! He couldn't help it Tyson was walking around camp shirtless. He looked so adorable and goofy. The sunlight danced against his gorgeous muscles and his perfect smile and that jawline was just to die for. The way his amber eyes playfully looked at people and how his chestnut hair bounced in the wind made Leo melt. The boy had changed a lot over the years, physically at least. On the inside he was still his innocent, childish, infinitely happy self which was another plus I you asked the son of Hephaestus. He had to do something about this. He couldn't just stare forever. He could talk to Percy, but it it too risky? Then again Percy was one of his best friends, he would totally understand and keep the Latino's secret. So he took a deep breath and went to cabin 3. He knocked on the door and Percy opened.

"Oh, Leo! Come on in!" - said the sea prince.

"Hey Perce. Can I ask you a hypothetical question?" - asked the son of Hephaestus.

"Sure!" - said Percy.

"Let's say one of your closest friends had a crush on someone who's related to you but is also already taken. How would you react if said person told you about his crush?" - asked Leo. The son of Poseidon thought for a moment.

"I would probably keep quiet, it's none of my business!" - said the green eyed boy.

"In that case, Perce I have a crush on your brother!" - said Leo. The sea prince blinked, smiled
excitedly and then frowned.

"Oh Leo I'm so sorry!" - said Percy.

"For what?" - asked the Latino.

"That we can be brothers-in-law. I am just not that mean to ruin my brother's relationship." - said the son of Poseidon.

"And I wasn't asking for that!" - said the fire bender only to be interrupted by Nico who just walked out of the shadows.

"But you were hoping for it." - said the Italian. Leo was about to begin defending himself but was once again cut off by the Ghost King.

"Don't deny it Valdez, I've been in your shoes, I know what it's like. But it was worth it." - said Nico and then kissed Percy.

"Nico that's all very nice but don't make promises we can't keep." - said the sea prince.

"I'm not! I was just spying on the Fates and something big is about to happen to Leo." - said the son of Hades.

Percy marched to Rachel's cave. If something potentially dangerous was about to happen to his best friend he wanted to know.

"Rachel!" - called the son of Poseidon.

"What is it Percy?" - asked the redhead who looked as if she had been struck by lightning.
"Whoa, what the Hades happened here?" - asked the demigod. As he did he shadows started moving.

"Perce maybe you shouldn't bring your future father-in-law/uncle into this. Anyway Ella is driving me crazy. She's distracting herself and me with her stories about her and Tyson when we're suppose to be figuring out prophecies. I mean I'm happy for them and all but I wish I had an assistant who was a bit more... um.. single. Anyway did you need anything?" - asked the oracle.

"I was wondering if you know if something is about to happen to Leo but I guess I got my answer." - said Percy.

On his way back to the cabins Percy ran into a crying Ella.

"Ella what's wrong?" - asked the sea prince.

"Ella sad!" - said the harpy.

"Why are you sad Ella?"

"Ella broke up with Tyson."

"Why?"

"Ella talks funny but Tyson big baby. Sorry Percy Ella had to say that!"

"It's OK, Ella."

"Well, Ella go to Rachel. Prophecy's waiting." - said the harpy and flew away. Percy Iris messaged Rachel.
"Rach, get some ice cream and tissues, Ella's heartbroken and coming your way."

The sea prince dashed to the Hephaestus cabin. He practically broke the door down and pulled Leo back to his cabin.

"Whoa, Perce, hold your horses! What's going on?" - asked Leo.

"Ella... broke up... with... Tyson." - said Percy panting.

"Why would she do that?" - wondered Leo.

"Tyson being too childish for her. Anyway Tyson is probably coming back here any second cryingly. Be there for him! I'm going to spend the night in Nico's cabin you can spend it here." - said the sea prince and left.

Percy was right. Tyson had come back in tears. He was a little surprised to see Leo instead of Percy.

"Leo! Where's my brother?" - wondered the cyclops.

"He's gone to spend the night at Nico's. What happened big guy?" - asked the fire bender.

"Ella says I'm a big baby. She asked my about sex and I don't know what that is." - said Tyson.

"It's OK Tyson I'll explain it to you so you can understand." - said Leo confidently even though his heart was beating a thousand beats a second.
"There's no point Leo. Ella doesn't like me. Percy doesn't like me. Nobody likes me." - cried the cyclops.

"That's not true Ty. Percy likes you and I like you." - said the Latino.

"You do?" - asked Tyson.

"Yeah, big guy! But I mean I really like you like Ella used to." - said the demigod. Tyson's face lit up instantly.

"But don't you think I act like a kid?" - asked the cyclops.

"Yeah but I think that's great because you don't complicate things. I think you're the only person in the world who can have a happy, simple life with no problems." - said the Latino. Tyson kissed him passionately.

"See what I mean. It you were like everyone else you wouldn't have been brave or decisive enough to kiss me." - said Leo.

"I love you, Leo." - said the cyclops.

"I love you, Ty" - said the son of Hephaestus.

"Leo what's sex?" - asked Tyson.

"Sex is something that is done by two or sometimes more people who really love each other." - said the Latino.

"Like you and me?" - asked Tyson. Leo was about to say that it was way too soon but then he remembered the speech he gave Tyson about not complicating things so he took his own advice and said: "Yes, exactly."

"Can we do it Leo?" - Tyson continued.
"Sure, Ty. But we both need to be naked." - said Leo.

"That's embarrassing! We'll see each other's peepees" - said the cyclops.

"But it's just us Ty."

"OK." Tyson said and got undressed as did Leo. Then the Latino saw his hopefully boyfriend's 9 inch, thick dick and huge balls. He felt a little embarrassed about his 6,5 inch member. This wasn't gonna be easy that was for sure.

"OK Ty now here's how sex works. One of the two people put's their peepee when it's hard or semi-hard into the other person's butt, mouth or if it's a girl... um..." - the Latino was thinking of a suitable ford for vagina.

"Foofoo?" - asked Tyson.

"Yeah, that's it!" - said Leo relieved.

"Isn't that yucky?" - asked the Cyclops.

"Not if the wash themselves regularly." - said Leo.

"I'm clean then, I love swimming and baths. What about you Leo?"

"I'm clean, too Ty. Now listen because this is really important. The fist person has to put lube on their peepee which is like slime that you can buy and the second one on his/hers butthole or foofoo. If they're using the mouth option there's no need. Some people even like to lick the second persons parts before starting, but we're not gonna do that at least not right now. Then the peepee has to be pushed in slowly and gently, because it almost always tight. After that the second person needs a few minutes to adjust. After that the first person starts pushing inwards and then only slightly outwards each time a bit faster and faster. It might hurt a bit at first for the second person but after a special spot inside him/her is hit by the first person's peepee it becomes really good. In case there's moaning, whimpering and screaming and there probably will be don't worry it normal. Anyway after a while the usually the second person has an orgasm. If it's a boy a white sticky substance comes out of his
peepee and if it's a girl a clear sticky substance might come out or her foofoo but it doesn't have to happen. After that the second Person's hole becomes even tighter and that's when usually the first person has and orgasm and his peepee oozes the white, sticky liquid into the second person. If the second person doesn't use special pills he might get a baby which I really don't think we're ready for. One day for sure.

"So that's where babies come from!" - said Tyson.

"Yeah Ty, that's when sex is over unless they wanna do it again, but it has to be done after some time. Also some times usually before sex people like to be spanked because that's when it doesn't hurt but make you feel good but we're also not gonna do that now. Any questions."

"Can two girls do it?" - asked Tyson.

"Yes, but that's done differently. Now are you ready." - said Leo as he got the lube and the pills from Percy's drawer.

"Yeah but which person am I gonna be?" - asked the cyclops.

"Since you are less experienced I think you should be the first person. And don't worry if I want you to stop I'll say titan." - said Leo. He drank a pill, lubed up Tyson's member and then his entrance and laid on his back in the bed with his knees brought to his chest. Tyson like instructed put his dick in Leo's sexy, tanned bubble butt.

"Wow, Leo that's really tight." - said the cyclops and felt himself getting harder at the thought.

"I know. That's how it is. Now you can start moving I'm ready." - said Leo. The cyclops did and Leo let out few whimpers. Then as the pace became moderate Tyson hit Leo's prostate. Leo let out a wanton moan.

"Did I hurt you?" - asked Tyson.

"No that's the spot!" - said Leo. Tyson remembered and started hitting it constantly. Leo was seeing starts, drooling and moaning like a whore. Tyson realized that made him confident and started going faster making Leo moan louder. Out of nowhere he smacked Leo's ass realizing it made his boyfriend moan louder. He did it again and again and Leo loved it. A few more thrusts and the
Latino came all over his abs. When that happened Leo thanked the Gods that Ty was a cyclops because he conjured fire over his back. He thought it was really sexy. His ass became tighter and Tyson kissed him as he blew his load inside. He them pulled out. Once he did it just came to him and he started licking Leo's hole tasting his own cum.

"Ty that's amazing keep going!"

Tyson did and he even managed to assault the prostate again with his long tongue. Leo came again. Tyson knew that was good and licked the cum off Leo's stomach.

"Salty like the sea, that was amazing and exhausting." - said the cyclops in between pants.

"That's sex. Now we can go to sleep" - replied Leo. They snuggled together and drifted off into the realm of Morpheus.
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"Goodbye brother!" - said Tyson as Percy, Nico and baby Mario were about to leave to visit Percy's parents. Only a week after the sea prince had discovered Leo and Tyson in bed in cabin three he found out he was pregnant. Mario was only three months old. Anyway since then the five have been sharing a mansion in New Rome. Anyway after the three felt Leo said: "Ty I think I'm ready."

"Ready for what?" - asked the cyclops.

"I see how much you care about Mario. I think I'll skip the pill tonight." - said the Latino. The cyclops face became as joyous as the sun and kissed Leo. They dashed to their bedroom and Tyson simply tore Leo's clothes in half before getting undressed. Leo made sure his boyfriend hadn't destroyed the red strawberry flavored edible thong he was saving as a surprise. Tyson tossed him onto the bed as if he were a basketball. The cyclops got onto the bed himself and chewed the thong off. He then flipped Leo and placed him on his lap. He gave the lovely ass a nice, hard spank with his large hand making Leo squirm. He continued each time harder and harder with the Latino whimpering and moaning. By the time he was done Leo's ass was strawberry red and stinging. The cyclops then lifted him, removed the butt plug the fire bender was always wearing and impaled him onto his dick. Leo moaned, he would never get used to the size of Tyson's monster. Then Tyson started lifting him up and down at the same pace he used to shake smoothies hitting Leo's prostate every time. The Latino was about to cum but Tyson squeezed his dick. His ass became tighter anyway milking his lover. Tyson removed Leo from his length and lifted him up so the Latino was unsteadily sitting on his face and the cyclops was rimming him. The danger levels and the tongue up his ass made Leo cum in his lover's hair. The cyclops plugged his ass to keep the rest of his seed in and lifted him down. They had a bath together during which thankfully they managed to stay clean and spend the rest of the evening cuddling. Leo was right they were ready.
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Nico woke up in cold sweat. This was the third time he's had the same nightmare. He would always be running to an unconscious Percy and when he reaches the boy's body Percy open's his eyes and says: "Percy's gone. Find him!"

He didn't know what to think anymore. It was bad enough he had to deal with restless spirits so his father could once again establish the borders of the world of the dead. They started becoming weaker ever since Luke who everyone thought to be reborn had somehow managed to convince Bianca (same story), Charles, Silena, Michael Yew, Lee Fletcher and Ethan to break the border between the living and the dead so They could escape. Seeing as one of them was Bianca Hades wasn't mad but Melinoe was going crazy. Once the border was destroyed it came back weaker so spirits were becoming ghosts and clinging onto the living world. The goddess could feel all of them and it was always people with strong personalities which is why she hadn't left her cave in weeks. And that left Nico to be the one dealing with the ghosts. But thankfully there were only a few left.

Anyway the son of Hades rolled in bed after that and when morning came he immediately shadow traveled to Jason's cabin. He had not at all been prepared for what he saw. He was Jason on his back, knees to his chest getting pounded by Luke.

"Um, Hello!"- said Nico after they had failed to notice him.

"Oh Nico you're probably wondering... "- started Jason as Luke pulled out and covered them with a blanket.

"Later! I had the dream, again."- Nico cut him off.
"Again?! This can't be a coincidence!" - said Jason.

"I actually observed him he's acting very bipolar, lately" - said Luke.

"You told him?!" - said Nico in disbelief.

"Babe would you mind giving us some privacy?" - Jason asked his boyfriend.

"Sure I'll hit the showers! You can join me after you're done." - said Luke, gave Jason a peck on his lips and left using super speed, one of several abilities he had gained since returning.

"Explain!" - ordered Nico.

"Well, I started dating him for you but now I like him." - said Jason.

"What do you mean for me" - asked Nico.

"Well Piper broke up with me because she likes Annabeth. Percy and Annabeth were dating then but once Luke was back Percy broke up with her giving Piper a chance to act. The thing is Luke managed to break up Percy and Annabeth, something you me and Piper have been trying and failing to do for so long. If he and Percy had hooked up that would have been impossible to break up. So Luke and I started bonding over his past with Thalia and I kissed him. So let's save Percy so you can date him." - said the blond.

"Well what Luke said about Percy acting bipolar, that's a sign of spirit possession. So next time we see him I'll just extract the spirit from his body." - said Nico.

"Since it isn't urgent..."

"You can take a shower with Luke" - Nico cut Jason off.
The three boys were sitting in Jason's cabin thinking. Nico was unable to extract the spirit. He could feel it inside Percy but something was blocking him. The weird thing was Nico was sure he had felt that same spirit before and he also realized that the spirit wanted to be extracted. It was the one sending him those dreams since he got the same vibe from them as he did from the spirit.

"Guys, that's it! I'm gonna do something completely against my morals. I'm gonna invade Percy's mind. Tonight while he is sleeping I'll enter his dreams. Luke will be in my mind using his newfound telepathy so he'll enter as well. Then he'll be able to take us from Percy's dreams to the spirit." - said the Ghost King.

"Dude I don't know if I can do that, yet." - said Luke.

"You'll have to. If you don't I'll have to get your student/brother Chris and you know as well as I that he's not ready for something as big as this." - replied Nico. Luke had no choice but to agree.

The plan had worked but the two were ejected the moment they saw the spirit. Nico was right. He had seen the spirit before. It was Theseus. He was so similar to Percy that their souls were merging. But Nico knew what to do.

"Theseus is inside me am we are becoming one?!" - asked Percy in disbelief.

"Yes! But I can fix it!" - said Nico and started wielding the shadows. Out of them came out a person who looked a lot like Percy, most people wouldn't even be able to tell the difference but he didn't blink. At all!

"Nico what is that?" - asked Percy.

"That is a doppelganger. They are extremely hard to conjure and I know how to do it only because I
have sneaked in Hecate's 'craft room' many times. Also they have no souls so I'll put Theseus’ into it.”- said Nico and made Percy touch it so he could transfer the spirit. It worked.

"Thanks Nico! I don't know how I'll ever be able to repay you!"- asked Percy. Theseus rolled his eyes.

"Can I borrow my brother for a while?"- asked the eldest demigod and dragged Percy to their cabin.

Percy and Theseus later went to Nico's cabin. The Italian was becoming more curious by a second until Percy said: "Nico would you go out with us?"

"With the two of you at the same time?"

"Well apparently Thes is not as oblivious as me and since everyone has a thing for twins it's my way of making it up to you. You get to date basically two of me. What do you say?"- said Percy.

"How can I say no to that?"

"Let's have sex then!"- said Percy.

"Perce don't you think it's a bit early, especially for Thes?"

"That's how we did it in my day and it usually worked out."- said the oldest demigod.

"Alright then"- said Nico. The two shred their boyfriend's clothes and cuffed his hands to the headboard of the bed. Then they slowly undressed each other. They were giving Nico a show. His 9 inch, thick member was already leaking pre-cum. Once the two were naked Nico saw the cock rings. Apparently both of them were too eager. Then Percy got onto Thes' lap. The older demigod smacked his pale, heart shaped ass hard. He did it again and again. Percy was moaning ads Nico was cheering and struggling against the restraints. He needed to jerk off so bad. By the time Thes was done Percy was a whimpering mess. His ass was crimson red and stinging. Then it was Thes' turn. As he got his identically perfect ass spanked by Percy Nico was sure the Aegean sea was being sweat out of him.
Once that was over Thes grinned and with no warning impaled himself on the Italian's length. He as he thrust up and down hitting his prostate and moaning Percy placed his ass on Nico's face. The Ghost King got the idea and stretched the puckered entrance with his tongue. The surprisingly salty taste of Percy's ass had Nico hooked. Meanwhile Thes was moaning like there was no tomorrow. This was the biggest dick he had ever ridden. A few more thrusts and he came all over his lover's abs. His walls tightened around Nico milking him. As both Percy and Thes got off Nico was soft but when Percy licked Thes' ass and then kissed him Nico was rock hard again. This time it was Percy's turn. He impaled himself on Nico's dick and started riding him. While he was doing that Theseus teased his nipples and adjusted him so that his prostate was getting hit more frequently. Percy let out wanton moans that would scare harpies. Several minutes later as Thes twisted his nipples he came. Only a moment later Nico spilled his seed deep inside him. The three gathered for a sloppy but passionate threeway kiss as Thes and Percy uncuffed Nico. They fell asleep in each other's arms.
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"What the Hades are we gonna do?" - Heracles asked Triton and Thanatos. Their fathers has ordered them to court their demigod brothers and the three had no clue where to start.

"How about we go on a stake out! We will observe them and maybe find a way to court them." - said Thanatos.

"They're not lab rats, you know!" - said Triton.

"You've got a better idea?" - asked Thanatos.

"Fine let's do it!" - decided the sea god.

After stalking the demigods for a couple of hours the three gods discovered a juicy, little secret. The three demigods went to the beach after curfew and dressed as mermaids with tails, wigs, bikini tops and everything. Heracles took some photos and then the three revealed themselves.
"Aaaahh!" - screamed Percy.

"Are you sure you should be making so much noise in your current situation?" - teased Triton.

"What do you three want?" - yelled Nico.

"Our fathers want us to court you and since gods don't really care that much about romance here's the deal: you three marry us and all this becomes a kink between spouses or everyone gets to see the photos I just took! We'll give you five minutes alone" - said Heracles and then left with the other two.

"Guys what are we gonna do?" - asked Jason.

"I think we should accept." - said Percy.

"Are you on drugs or something?" - said Nico.

"Think about it, none of our exes have been OK with this and besides you gotta admit they're hot." - said Percy. The two couldn't do anything but agree.

<break>

When it came to gods it was all crazy. The wedding was only 2 days later and the demigods had to accept immortality, but the most interesting part was what had happened after the wedding. The three demigods went into their first heats. They had been shocked and pissed. But that didn't stop their husbands from taking them on a honeymoon. The strange thing to the rest of the world was that their honeymoon destination was a small lake in Canada that nobody went to but the three former demigods knew exactly what was going on.

Once they were there all of them were immediately underwater. Percy, Jason and Nico were in their bikini tops. Their feet were tied with rope at their ankles and knees and their hands behind their backs. The three were giving their husbands a show as they swam like that, wiggling their round asses and excreting their slick from their holes into the water. The heat was making them really horny and desperate so their husbands eventually gave in. They each grabbed their respective lover and thrust their large, thick members inside the warm, wet holes. They thrust at a really fast pace, hitting the special spots every time making the former demigods moan like 5 dollar whores and see stars. They were close in no time but seeing as they couldn't touch themselves their orgasms were delayed. They were beginning to feel the effects of the heat again. Then Triton squeezed and twisted Percy's sensitive nipples making his lover blow his load. Percy's ass became tighter milking Triton. The older
god pulled Percy by the hair and kissed him.

While he was doing that Heracles was giving Jason a hickey. This is what made the blond cum. Only a moment later Heracles spilled his seed deep inside him and gave him a kiss as well.

Meanwhile Thanatos was spanking Nico. As his ass became redder and redder Nico was closer and closer to cumming. At the fifteenth hard slap he finally came at the same time as his husband. He was then given a sloppy kiss.

Once the six were out of water and in the spacious cabin they had booked the former demigods realized the heat was gone.

"Why are you three so surprised, you can't be in heat and pregnant at the same time"- said Triton.

"Pregnant?!"- exclaimed the three shocked. The Fates were definitely crazy.
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Hades was patiently waiting in the cave in the Underworld that existed solely for his secret meetings. Then he heard something. He turned around to see a crimson-eyed Fennec fox. He smirked. The creature then became red energy that shifted into the silhouette of a man and a moment later it turned into the person he had been expecting.

"Hello old friend! What's with the fox?" - asked the king of the Underworld.

"It's descended from the Set animal. Do you have what I need Hades?" - explained the red god.

"Of course I do. Here you go! A Stygian iron dagger cursed by Hecate to have the same effect on everyone as it would to Greek monsters. Stab them and they are in for a reformation in Tartarus. For a god that's a long and torturous process." - said Hades and gave Set a black, horn-shaped athame.

"I owe you one" - said Set, conjured his demonic wings and vanished into the Duat.

"What a show-off" - commented Hades and proceeded to the next part of the plan, the one Set didn't know about. He loved Set like a brother but this plan was so risky it was begging to be meddled with. Hades started wielding the shadows and out of them came a beautiful, bronze skinned woman with dark, wavy hair and dark, blue almost black eyes.

"Hades?!" - she asked surprised.
"Hello Nephthys" - replied the god.

It had been only days since they've been brought back from the Duat. Set had managed to resist killing Osiris even without possessing a human. He knew that one day Amos Kane would be his host but he was hoping to deal with the past before moving on. So was Isis, she had been possessing a kite bird and was with Osiris 24/7 guarding him from Set. The problem was Set needed to stab her when she wasn't possessing anyone otherwise he'll just be sending a kite bird to Tartarus. He had a plan to lure her out but he needed the two by themselves which is why he was only spying on them at the moment disguised as a cloud. Luck must have been on his side because Osiris said: "Love, let's go somewhere remote and forget about everyone for a few hours."

"Am I the only one here who realizes that every second you're closer to death." - asked the goddess.

"Isis you're here guarding me now. And Set knows that battling you is a major risk for him." - said Osiris.

"I know but that's how it is every time and fate is really hard if not impossible to change." - said Isis.

"Then let's do something we've never done before and take a break" - said the god.

"An hour" - said Isis.

"Deal" - replied the god of agriculture and then Isis teleported them to small island in Hawaii.

"Nice choice" - commented the god. Little did he know Set had found their location only a minute later. He didn't attack yet. Isis still had her guard up.

<half an hour later>

Isis was beginning to believe Osiris. Nothing like bathing in a tropical honeymoon destination to convince her that maybe this time it would work out. This is what Set had been counting on. She stepped out of the ocean and went to the lounge chair her husband was relaxing on. She took her
cocktail and started drinking. Set was now in his fox form again and hiding behind a tree. His eyes glowed and an illusion of his human form appeared and start strangling Osiris. In reality the tightening in his throat was only the storm god's telekinesis only slightly choking him to sell it. Isis was quickly up on her feet and started chanting hoping Set would be too distracted trying to kill Osiris to stop her banishment spell. She successfully cast it but nothing had happened. Realizing that Isis was not dumb and would quickly figure out his deception Set conjured a hurricane. It took Isis by surprise and she was in the air only a moment later. She turned into her kite form hoping that the creature's wings and her magic were enough to escape the tornado in time. She began trying to reach Horus and Anubis. Meanwhile Osiris was using his own spells against the fake Set which of course weren't working. Then the fake Set took out the also fake dagger. Isis knew that it was no ordinary weapon so failing to realize what was going on she quickly left the bird and dashed towards the fake Set. She finally knew it was an illusion once she flew through it. She quickly put two and two together, realizing the danger they were in but it was too late. Before she could react she felt being stabbed in the back. That's when Horus and Anubis arrived, shifted from their falcon and Jackal form into their human ones and watched in horror. That was unlike any other pain Isis had ever felt. It felt like getting stung by a thousand venomous snakes with giant fangs in the same spot at the same time. Set pulled the dagger out and she turned into golden dust. A turquoise aura surrounded the fuming Osiris, Anubis shifted his face into a blood-thirsty jackal as did Horus with his falcon form. Before the three could attack a falcon speedily flew in between them and Set. A dark blue mist surrounded it and it shifted into Nephthys. The goddess immediately spread her arms and yelled: "Wait!"

"Mom?!"- said Anubis surprised.

"Sister so nice of you to join us after all this time. I haven't seen you in centuries. And how convenient that you showed up just as we were about to destroy Set."- said Osiris.

"Brother, I know Set has done a lot of bad things so I know you don't trust him but trust me when I say that getting rid of Isis was for the best. After all didn't I put the pieces of you back together in the Duat Ra knows how many times?"- said the river goddess.

"You were in on this?!"- asked Horus.

"No, but I knew he would do it."- admitted Nephthys.

"Why didn't you warn me?"- asked Osiris.

"Brother, look we both know that we Egyptian have tendency to repeat the same cycles over and over again so words won't cut it this time. We need something stronger so look into my mind, experience what I have, feel what I have felt and then you'll understand everything."- said the blue eyed goddess.
"Sister, you know we can't do that, we've tried to perform that spell so many times and it never worked." - replied the god of the Aaru.

"I've had lots of time to perfect it while I was absent. I know we can do it this time." - she said confidently. Osiris touched her temples with his hands and she grabbed his forearms. They chanted: "Nhot fonk" and their bodies started glowing in golden light.

"So much pain, so much fear, so much hate, so much sadness..." - Osiris began mumbling after a few minutes of glowing. They kept the spell up a few minutes and then stopped.

"Sister I wish to be left alone" - said the god.

"We aren't gonna destroy Set?" - wondered Horus and Anubis.

"No, at least not today." - said Osiris and started chanting a spell to teleport back into the Duat.

"Come on boys, I'll explain everything and Set can thank me for saving his ass later by treating me to some ice cream." - she said and smirked at Set.

Nephthys took the two young gods to a bench where they sat.

"Alright boys, I'll start from the beginning. Anubis, when you were born I invited your aunt and uncle over. Your father and uncle were on good terms back then so they went to talk out of the house. That's when Isis made her move. She poisoned you and blackmailed me. She agreed to cure you if I gave you to her and then disappeared only to show up if she requested it. I had no other choice." - explained the goddess as tears ran down her face.

"So it wasn't that you didn't want Set to be my father?!" - asked the jackal god in shock.

"Anubis, I know Set can be... well Set but he wouldn't hurt you. Both of you, no matter how hard he
tries to deny it." - she said.

"Mom, by the way what happened to ...um aunt Isis?" - asked Anubis.

"I was hoping to avoid this question. She's in Tartarus."

"Tartarus?! The Greek hell?! I mean I can't just accept this, Isis has been my mother for millenia!" - said Anubis.

"I know. Believe me I know that my sister's not all bad, she has some good in her heart but always remember that she can't be trusted. As for Tartarus I'm sure your uncle will come up with a less painful punishment soon"

"Aunt Nephthys, you want to tell us that Set did all this so you can return?" - asked Horus.

"No. I'm not sure if he knows all this, he did it for a reason he doesn't even wanna admit to himself."

"What is it?" - asked the two. Nephthys only smiled before teleporting away.

That evening Set did take her to a nice ice cream parlor. They ordered and sat down at their table.

"You know why we're here, right?" - asked Nephthys.

"You want me back?" - asked Set.

"Oh, please! We've been estranged for Ra knows how long and besides you know we're better as friends than spouses. Anyway the reason we're here is to talk about how you're gonna make your move on our brother."
"What?!"

"Don't pretend. No-one knows you better than me. I know you like Osiris."

Set opened his mouth but no words came out and he had no other choice but to admit that Nephthys was right.

"My advice is Set be there for him, now. He's not gonna magically start trusting you again so show him that he can."

Later that same evening Set teleported to Osiris' sitting room.

"What do you want Set? If you came here to say 'I told you so' it's not gonna work because even though you were right that doesn't change all the other bad things you've done over the years. I can't just forget that you have to earn my trust." - said Osiris who was lying on the sofa bench.

"Well good thing that I'm not here for that then. Palm wine?" - asked Set and presented a pitcher of the milk-white beverage.

"Don't mind if I do" - said Osiris.

The next morning when Osiris woke up Set was sleeping on the sofa bench.

"Set wake up! We need to hurry" - yelled Osiris waking the red god up. They got ready and went to meet with the others. Once there Osiris began: "Alright everyone. It appears that Set has banished Isis into Tartarus. And to make it more interesting I can't say she hasn't had it coming to her but we're not supposed to be mixing pantheon and magicians are supposed to be able to channel Isis which is why I decided to create a special part of the Duat and transfer her there. It will be live Ra had trapped Aophis, the only difference that magicians will be able to channel her. To do that I need your dagger Set!"
"Brother are you sure?"- asked Set. Nephthys glared at him while Osiris said: "Set if you want me to trust you you have to trust me, too"

Set gave the dagger.

"Psuhe fonk"- chanted Osiris and the transfer was done.

That evening Osiris was sitting on the sofa bench again. Set teleported in front of Him. He was wearing black leather flip flops, black, drop crotch, harem pants, a red sleeveless v-neck shirt with golden polka dots and edges and golden wrist cuffs.

"Why are you dressed like that?"

"Because we're going out!"

"Out where?"

"Wherever you want as long as it's not the Duat. And no complaining, you're coming."- said Set. Osiris sighed and got into his beige linen pants, brown leather sandals that matched his belt, white, short-sleeved dress shirt and a feather necklace.

"We won!"- cheered the two gods. They had gone to a football game and Egypt was playing. After that they went back to Osiris' to celebrate. They had palm wine again. Lots of it.

"Thanks Set!"- said a very drunk Osiris who was sitting on the sofa bench.
"For what?" - asked an equally drunk Set who was sitting next to him.

"For getting me to have fun tonight"

"No problem."

"Wanna have more fun?"

"What did you have in mind?"

That's when Osiris leaned over and kissed Set. The storm god was taken by surprise and let Osiris explore his warm, wet mouth with his tongue. Then his voice of reason kicked in and he broke the kiss.

"Osiris as hot as this is right now, we're bot wasted." - said Set.

"Set, you know pretty well how alcohol affects me." - said the other god.

"It makes everything else go away so you can do what you really want" - remembered Set.

"Look at it this way: I want you, judging by the tent in your pants you want me and we both want the throne, this way we can have it all." - said Osiris. Set blushed as the other god lifted him and carried him to bed. He shred their clothes and joined Set in bed.

"Who gets to top?" - asked the red god.

"I'll let you top every once in a while but now is not one of those times." - said Osiris and placed his lover in his lap. It was not hard to figure out that Set had a thing for spanking, after all he loved the color red. The other god smacked the perfectly round ass hard making Set whimper. Each slap was harder than the previous one and had Set begging for more. By the 70th smack the golden ass cheeks were a dark red that matched the storm god's eyes and they were stinging as if they'd gotten stung by scorpions. Set could feel his lover's leeking dick poking his abs so he got up and impaled himself onto the thick, nine inch dick. He started going up and down making sure to hit his prostate every time. Seeing as his hands were free Osiris started playing with his lover's nipples. He squeezed and
twisted bring Set closer and closer to orgasm every second. Then he started biting and sucking on the other god's collar bone making sure to leave a hickey. This is what pushed Set over the edge and he came all over Osiris' abs. His ass became painfully tight making the other god empty his large balls deep inside him.

"I love you"- said Set.

"I love you, too"- replied Osiris and placed a golden butt plug inside Set and golden cock rings that looked like engagement rings on both their dicks.

"What's all this for?"- asked Set lying on his lover's muscular chest.

"The rings prevent us from cumming without each other's permission and the plug is to make sure you become round with my child."- said Osiris. Set smirked, promised to reward Osiris with a blowjob in the morning and kissed his lover. They fell asleep embracing each other. Horus and Anubis were in for a shock the next day.
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"Oh, Gods Nico I'm close!" - yelled Will. Nico's thick, 9 inch dick (when erect) was deep inside him and the only sounds that could be heard in the Hades cabin for the last several minutes were moans, yelps and skin against skin but there was a problem.

"You're such an inexperienced liar, Will. I mean you're not even fully hard and neither am I. Something's not right" - said the son of Hades and pulled out. He laid next to his boyfriend.

"I'll tell you what's not right: we're young, we've been dating for a while and yet we're having vanilla sex." - said Will.

"So what should we do?" - asked Nico.

"Duh, let's talk kinks." - said the healer.

"That's so not happening!" - said the son of Hades straight away.

"Why not? Are you conservative or something?" - asked Will.

"No!" - grunted Nico.

"Than what is it?" - asked the son of Apollo. Realization soon hit him.

"You have a kink that you don't want me to know about, don't you?" - said Will.

"No! I'm not ashamed of any of my kinks and to prove it: I'm into dominance, having subs locked in cock cages, having subs crossdressing, teasing them, spanking them, using sex toys on them and puppy play." - said Nico.
"Those are the kinks that you're OK with me knowing about but there's something you're not telling and since you kept saying subs in plural I'm gonna take a wild guess: threesome." - said Will. When Nico became silent Will knew he was right. He Iris messaged Jason.

"Jason you up for a threesome tomorrow?" - asked the healer.

"Sure!" - said the son of Jupiter.

"Why did you do that?" - asked Nico.

"Because I don't want to be unable to achieve orgasm as a teenager." - said the blond.

"So you want to include Jason." - asked the Ghost King in disbelief.

"I was thinking he's your friend so it would be easier that way. Now lighten up, you'll get all your kinks and I'll get mine: roleplay." - explained Will.

Nico had been helping his father all morning which gave Will plenty of time to get ready with Jason. The Roman was really intrigued by Nico's kinks. The son of Hades had just shadow traveled outside his cabin moments ago and to say he was nervous would be an understatement. He entered the door and saw Will in a golden, sheer lace slip, matching stockings and feathery, heeled sleepers and a plastic cock cage underneath the slip. It made his dick twitch.

"Hey babe I bought a puppy" - said Will and pointed to Jason who was in the corner, wearing dog ears, a collar, a cock cage and a golden retriever butt plug. Nico quickly got into it. He shed his clothes freeing his erection and said: "Without asking?! You've been naughty!"

"I guess I have. What are you gonna do about it?" - teased the blond. Nico grinned like a Cheshire cat and sat on the bed. He ordered Will to get on his lap as he did with Jason and the Roman only replied with a woof. Once they were position like Nico wanted them he lifted Will's slip to expose his bubble butt. He then noticed that the healer was wearing a very thick, golden butt plug. Being ambidextrous Nico was able to give both his lovers a hard smack on their big bubble butts. They both let out a yelp each. It was music to Nico's ears. He continued and slap by slap, each harder than the previous, pain turned into pleasure making the two blonds whimper. Their whimpers became
louder and louder and Nico finally stopped at 80 smacks when both asses were blood-red and super-sensitive. Nico ordered them to get off. As they did Nico noticed that they were leaking precum. He smirked and ordered them to get on all fours with Jason rimming Will. The Roman took out Will's butt plug and thrust his tongue through the puckered entrance. He licked around arousing Will and making him emit soft moans. This gave the son of Hades the perfect opportunity to inspect the dog tail butt plug. It wasn't very thick which gave the Italian an idea. With no warning he thrust his dick inside Jason without removing the plug. The son of Jupiter would have yelped but his tongue was inside Will. The vibrations, however made the healer moan louder. Nico started thrusting at a very fast pace. He could imagine Jason's reactions judging by the loudness of his boyfriend's moans. The roman pushed back wanting every inch of Nico inside him. But after a few minutes of poking the blond's prostates Nico started purposely missing it and only hitting it every now and then, Jason realized what he was doing and clenched his ass cheeks, tightly. He caught the Italian by surprise forcing him to empty his balls. Once he pulled out Nico ordered his lovers to switch places making Will taste his cum out of Jason's ass. The healer hungrily lapped at the gaping hole making Jason moan loudly as Nico penetrated him. The son of Apollo had been right this was so better than the sex they used to have before. He gave it a few fast thrusts hitting his prostate and indirectly making Jason yell: "Oh, gods! More! Harder!" before beginning to play with his boyfriend's nipples. This aroused the blond so much that despite not cumming his hole did tighten and Nico spilled his seed inside him.

Once he pulled out both blonds looked at him with sad puppy eyes. The olive skinned demigod smirked and gave them a double ended dildo but not before ordering them to kiss. That linger kiss made him rock hard instantly. Jason and Will both laid on their backs, heads at opposite sides of the bed and inserted the double ended dildo into their holes. They started thrusting against each other making sure to hit their prostates while Nico began jerking off at the sight before him. Both blonds let out wanton moans and were seeing starts as they were fucking themselves on the dildo. Nico was closer to his orgasm by the minute. The pace became faster and faster and Will and Jason were sweating and whimpering like bitches in heat and occasionally screaming 'Oh, Gods'. Then Nico blew his load all over them. The feeling of the Ghost King's warm semen on their skin was enough to get both of them to finally cum through the cages.

The three demigods laid panting in bed. The blonds slowly and lazily removed their costumes. Once he regained his strength Jason got up and said: Will, you and I switch tomorrow, anyway same time?"

"Same time"- both demigods replied.
Hope you enjoyed! Sadly no more voting I'll post the rest hopefully tomorrow and the day after that. Also I won't be posting option g here instead it's gonna be a separate work, part of "For the love of Percy series".
The year was 400 BC. Hades had just returned home from the meeting with the Egyptians. The two races were forming an alliance. The Greeks needed the support of Egypt as a civilization much older than theirs while the Egyptians honestly needed the relaxed Mediterranean spirit of the Greeks which is why the Gods had decided for the leaders of the pantheons to get married. This meant a marriage between Zeus and Osiris, Hades and Set and since there was no ideal match for Poseidon he would marry Sobek, the son of Set.

Of course it didn't stop here. This also concerned their children so marriages between Anubis and Nikos, Jason and Horus and Perseus and Petsuchos were also being arranged. Hera and Amphitrite were upset at first but then Persephone made them realize that they no longer had to come up with crazy schemes (that never worked) to stop their husband's infidelity. The Egyptian goddesses Isis and Nephthys were relieved for a different reason: they no longer had to go through the same cycles over and over again with their husbands. But none of this is what Hades was concerned about. The part that had him worried was the living arrangement. It was agreed that the elder gods live in Egypt and the younger ones in Greece. But was Nico really ready to live on his own and rule the Underworld?

Speaking of Nico the boy was on the roof of the palace of the Underworld. Hades shadow traveled there.

"Hey whatcha doin'?" asked the older god.

"Staring at my soon-to-be kingdom!" said Nico not really willingly.

"You don't wanna get married?" asked Hades.

"It's not that. Anubis is great..." started Nico but then stopped.

"But you don't want me to marry Set." guessed the current king of the Underworld.

"I'm OK with Set but I don't want you to leave. We haven't always been close and now that is getting better I'm just afraid we'll become like Set and Anubis if you leave." explained Nico.

"I'm just a shadow away if you need me." said Hades.

"I know but I can just decide I wanna see you on a whim. I wish there was a more permanent way."

"There is! Come with me!" said Hades. They walked to the foyer and Nico noticed a door that
wasn't there before. It looked Egyptian."

"I talked to Set and we created this. It leads to his living quarters in the Duat. We can both go through it as it's the same house."- explained Hades.

"Oh, I'm thrilled but also afraid."- said the Ghost King.

"Why?"

"Because having Anubis and Set practically under the same roof, it'll be interesting... Oh and dad, does there have to be a wedding, I know getting married is a big deal blah, blah, blah... but it would make me any more of a people person."

"I actually talked to everyone about that and with only a few arguments from Zeus we managed to stop a huge wedding from happening, so Anubis will be moving in in two day"- said Hades.

--break: Anubis&Nico--

A couple of days later Anubis did move in and Hades moved out. Nico's morning passed in awkward silence, more awkward silence and um... even more awkward silence. As they were sitting in the parlor pretending to be doing something when Anubis said: "Alright I admit like peace and quiet but this isn't very peaceful." making Nico chuckle.

"Look my mom, well aunt actually, says that we should try to keep secrets to a minimum, so any big secret on your mind?"- said Anubis.

"Not that I can think of"- said Nico confidently.

"Great poker face, but not buying it."- replied Anubis.

"That obvious?"- asked Nico surprised.

"No it's very convincing but I'm 4000 years older than you, I've been doing it for a lot longer and I can tell when someone's doing it. Now fess up!"- said Anubis

"OK, well, your father, Set to be precise can enter and leave through that Egyptian looking door whenever he pleases."- said the son of Hades.

"What?! Why?!"- asked Anubis a little mad.

"Because I wanna live as close to my dad as possible."- said Nico

"But I don't!"- whined the older god.

"We'll work on that"- said Nico. Anubis chuckled but then took a good look at Nico's face and frowned.

"You're really serious"- he realized.

"I am!"- said the Greek.

"Nico, no offence but just because you're on good terms with your dad, doesn't mean I have to be
"with mine." - said Anubis.

"Of course not but if Jason can act civil around Zeus as a father you can surely do it around Set."

"You're lucky I love you." - replied Anubis.

"What?" - asked the olive skinned boy surprised.

"You didn't expect I'd marry you if I didn't love you, did you?"

"Then how come you never made a move on me, we've known each other for years."

"Am I the only one that remembers that it used to be forbidden to mix pantheons?"

"No, but you let that stop you?!" - asked Nico kinds shocked.

"Of course not, I was planning to prolong the inevitable and when I couldn't take it any more asked you to run away with me."

"What if I were to say no?"

"Would that have really happened?"

"No. Well, at least now there's hope."

"Hope for what?" - asked Anubis confused.

"Well, tonight is technically our wedding night so let's talk?"

"Talk about...?"

"Kinks! There's no way we're having vanilla sex on our wedding night." - barked Nico.

"Why don't we just surprise each other?" - suggested the Egyptian god.

"What if we don't like some of each other's kinks?" - asked Nico.

"Safeword, duh. How about Chaos?" - asked the god of death.

"OK, then."

~that evening~

Anubis walked into their bedroom after Nico had finally allowed him to. Once he was the younger god his dick twitched under his black tunic. Nico was in a black Greek goddess, v-neck dress. It was so short only the top of his perfectly round ass was covered, there were golden rope belts at the waist and above making the dress fit like a glove around the boy's torso.

"Like what you see?" - asked the Greek.

"I don't know I was pretty sure I married a guy." - joked Anubis. Nico frowned annoyedly.

"Well then I guess you don't want to find out my other kinks!" - he smirked.
"I also like spanking" - said Nico. Anubis saw his chance.

"Well you've been acting stubborn, I think a good spanking is in order." - said Anubis and sat on the bed. Nico was instantly in his lap. The older god started slapping the olive ass cheeks hard making Nico yelp. He smacked harder and harder getting pleasurable whimpers out of the younger boy. The sound of skin on skin was making both of them rock hard. By the 50th slap Nico's ass cheeks became a nice, slightly dark shade of red that Anubis thought matched his father's eyes and they were stinging like hell. Anubis got up lifting Nico and threw him back onto the bed on his back. He then removed his golden belt and tunic and that had been the first time Nico saw his husband's 11 inches long, thick dick. He gulped nervously and brought his knees to his chest exposing his hungry hole. Anubis thoroughly lubed his dick with olive oil and he did the same with his lover's puckered entrance. He then slowly thrust in and making Nico whimper and gave him some time to adjust.

"Babe I know you're big but I'm not made of glass, move!" - commanded Nico. Anubis listened and started thrusting at a fairly fast pace. After a few thrust he found the special spot. When his prostate was hit for the first time Nico let out a loud, wanton moan. He was seeing stars in front of his eyes. He started going back to reality as he felt his husband's thrusts. Each time he was brought back to the state of pure ecstasy. It only got him yelling: "Harder! faster!"

"Ra you're tight" - said Anubis as he picked up the pace. He was thrusting so fast he could hear the sound of his balls hitting his lover's ass cheeks. Nico who was not really experienced didn't last much longer and blew his load, screaming his husband's name and staining his attire. His ass tightened on Anubis' monster, forcing the god to empty his balls deep inside him. At that moment they kissed. The kiss was interrupted by Nico moaning as he was filled with what must have been a gallon of warm semen. As he pulled out Anubis inserted a thick, golden butt plug inside the tight ass to make sure Nico gets pregnant. They laid panting and kissing.

~meanwhile: Set&Hades~

Once Hades arrived in the storm god's living quarters in the Duat Set was all over him. Hades gave him a long, lingering, passionate kiss that involved lots of tongue. The two had been ages ago and started a secret relationship. As they separated for air Hades pulled off the cloak he was wearing so Set can get his surprise. The Greek was wearing an Egyptian collar, a golden belt, golden earrings, a snake crown, various types of rings and his forearms were covered in many bracelets. Set licked his lips. He then took out a ring himself and with the help of flax seed oil placed it on his lover's balls. He explained that it becomes tighter or looser at his will. Set then ordered Hades get on his knees and got a golden phallus which he inserted inside the tight round ass. With a click of his fingers and a simple incantation the phallus started vibrating against Hades' prostate. The god began emitting loud, wanton moans that all of the Duat could hear.

"Set... I though... you wanted... to make... a baby!" - said Hades in between moans.

"I do but if you think your people have unconventional ways to become parents you've seen noting. I'll impregnate you through oral sex." - said the red god and took off his tunic revealing his hard 10 inches long, above 2 inches thick dick and huge, hairy balls. Hades engulfed the huge member inch by inch. He made sure to get it really wet and started taking it in and out. His hands played with his husband's balls and soon he started deep throating Set. The desert god moaned loudly as his dick began hitting his lover's throat. Hades was so good Set hadn't felt a single tooth. The other god felt the magic vibrator becoming more powerful and saw stars in front of his eyes. He couldn't exactly moan but the vibrations from his vocal chords drove Set crazy. As Hades lick the vein on the
underside of his lover's dick Set began spilling his seed. He pulled Hades by the hair so that the
god's nose was buried in his pubes. It made Hades choke but he swallowed all of Set's potent seed.
Set pulled out.

"Please Love, Let me cum, please I'll do anything!"- begged the Greek.

"Alright but that phallus is staying inside at all time except when I fuck you and if I let you cum no
cumming tomorrow when I'll be fucking you all day long."- smirked the red god. Hades wanted to
say that he'll hold on till the next day but couldn't so he had to agree. Set rubbed his thumbs and
index fingers before twisting his lover's rock hard nipples. It send waves of electricity through the
god's body bringing him closer to orgasm as Set loosened the ring Hades came all over his husband's
feet.

"Lick it up!;"- ordered Set and Hades obeyed licking his own cum off his lover's sweaty feet. Then
Set lifted him and carried him bridal style to the luxurious bed.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! And nothing else to say this time.
Horus/Jason & Osiris/Zeus

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Horus

Jason and Zeus didn't talk much. So they didn't know how the other felt about all this. Jason was actually thrilled. He had always dreamed of being respected and having Horus as his husband would certainly help. But that wasn't the only reason he was looking forward to this. The falcon god had visited his dreams several times since the talk about marriage had started. Jason liked him, he was like a loud, hyperactive, kinda obnoxious version of him. So when Horus had moved in and Zeus had moved out Jason actually felt less awkward. The moment they were left alone Horus got rid of the distance between them with a kiss. He bit the blond's lower lip to gain entrance. Once he did Jason was about to start a war between their tongues but ultimately decided to let the older god do his thing. Horus explored the warm, wet cavern with his tongue until they had to separate for air. That's when Jason noticed that his husband's sneaky hands had found their way under his short toga and were kneading his ass.

"How about we take this outside"- Horus flashed his brows up and down. Jason became curious so he nodded. Not a second later there were gorgeous falcon wings on the Egyptian's back.

"Fly with me"- said Horus and took off. Jason was right behind him. Then as the blond was gaining on him Horus slowed down and turned around. As Jason bumped into his husband's strong body Horus embraced him and started squeezing his ass. Jason got it now. He kissed Horus and then turned around himself. They were gonna have sex in mid air, but first... The blond raised his tong and bent downwards exposing his thick ass to Horus. The falcon god slapped it hard, using his godly strength making Jason practically yell. He gave it more, even harder smacks making his lover whimper. The Egyptian could tell he was enjoying it by the way his entrance pulsed. Horus stopped after the 40th slap leaving behind strawberry red, stinging ass cheeks. He then chanted something.

"Babe what was that?"- asked Jason nervously.

"A spell to keep your ass this way no matter how often or rarely I spank you."- replied Horus. Jason gulped but his dick twitched at the thought. That's when the older god thrust his magically lubed up, 9 inch, thick dick up his lover's ass. Jason moaned as he was being entered. The god started thrusting barely giving his lover time to adjust. The moment he hit the blond's prostate Jason started seeing stars. He moaned shamelessly and pushed his hips back eager to take all of his husband's dick inside his hungry hole. Horus constantly assaulted his prostate sending him into pure ecstasy. The Egyptian then chanted something and started biting, kissing and sucking on his lover's neck. Jason realized he was about to get a permanent hickey. The very idea of it made his blow his load which he was pretty sure had landed on some bird. His ass squished his lover's dick milking it. Horus grabbed the panting
Jason by the pits realizing his lover was dozing off. He flew him back to the palace, directly into their bed. He remained inside his lover until the blond woke up. Horus couldn't wait to see how their child would turn out.

Unlike Jason, Zeus' nervousness was eating him on the inside. He was on great terms with his husband but it was clear that Osiris was more dominant than him and Zeus hadn't bottomed in a while. Thankfully the Egyptian could tell.

"Love no need to be nervous! Trust me?" - said Osiris. Zeus nodded and asked: "So how are we gonna do it."

"In the throne room, but first you change into your new clothing" - he said and gave it to his lover. The Greek showed up in the throne room wearing an Egyptian, blue jerseyvite collar, a transparent sleeve-cape, a golden belt with many long, narrow, golden chains attached to it, creating the illusion of a long skirt and a gold cock ring. Osiris loved it. Zeus came to his husband's throne and kissed him. He then positioned his feet on the armrests and impaled himself on the 10 inch, thick dick. He was sweating and Osiris could tell he was nervous.

"Love, imagine how round you'd be in a few months." - said Osiris and slapped Zeus' thick ass hard. That got the god going. He started fucking himself on his husband's dick. He made sure to hit his prostate constantly while Osiris hit his ass. Zeus moaned and whimpered as so did Osiris. His lover's tightness was crushing him. Zeus was close.

"Love please let me cum!" - begged Zeus. Osiris slapped his ass and told him to wait. He then put some thick potion on his lovers nipples which made them rock hard and burning. Zeus started going faster and moaning louder. This aroused his husband who soon spilled his seed. He then ordered Zeus to sit on his own throne. In the middle of the throne was a golden phallus which wasn't just placed there it was a part of the sea. Zeus flushed and then impaled himself on it. Osiris grinned. He kneeled in front of his lover, took of the ring and started sucking the 9 inches long, 2 inches thick, hairless dick. He engulfed the huge member inch by inch. He made sure to get it really wet and started taking it in and out. His hands played with his lover's balls and soon he started deep throating Zeus. The god moaned loudly as his dick began hitting his lover's throat. Osiris was so good, probably better than Zeus himself. The other god felt the phallus poking his prostate and saw stars in front of his eyes. His husband's tongue was driving him crazy. As Osiris lick the vein on the underside of his lover's dick Zeus began spilling his seed. He pushed his husband's head so that the god's nose was buried in his white, cloud shaped pubes. It somehow didn't choke Osiris but he swallowed all of his lover's cum. He then stood up and kissed Zeus exchanging the taste of the god's own cum.

"You like my tongue?" - asked Osiris.

"Love it." - said Zeus.

"Good, it's what's gonna fuck your ass tonight."
Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This might be the first bottom! Zeus
Percy and Poseidon were completely opposite of Jason and Zeus. They actually knew how each other felt about this whole thing. The older god felt confident while Percy was a nervous wreck. He probably would have been more confident if he were in his father's shoes, after all Sobek only had the head of a crocodile the rest of him was mostly human while Petsuchos did have a humanoid body but it was covered in scales and he possessed more reptilian features overall. This had Percy worried: first he had no idea how to kiss a crocodile, second he's seen crocodile penises before and it wasn't pretty (In case you're not familiar with crocodile genital anatomy check out the link in the notes, some elements of it are gonna be used, don't worry it won't be the gross ones. It's a just a pic which will help you get the general idea) and third reptiles are cold blooded. So when Poseidon had moved out Percy was even considering running away. Then Petsuchos arrived.

"You must be Perseus" - said the creature in a rough, husky voice.

"That's me" - said the Greek nervously.

"Look I know you're nervous. I get it, becoming the consort of a someone who looks terrifying and you barely know so I'm gonna be patient with you." - said Petsuchos.

"Wow you're a lot more reasonable than what I was expecting. Call me Percy by the way."

"Well Percy, that's because this is the first time I was given the ability to think. Before I just acted on feelings and instincts. Anything else?"

"Oh, boy! Here it goes: Are you cold blooded?" - asked Percy.

"I am and I'm not, I have cold and warm blood so like the river Nile I'm both warm and refreshing." - explained the creature.

"OK, how do crocodiles kiss?"

"We don't really kiss, we rub the tips of our jaws together but we enjoy being kissed."

"OK here come the awkward one: What kind of dick do you have?"

"It is covered by my vent like in crocodiles but it's human while my balls aren't and are always inside."

"OK I can work with that. OK now tell me something about you!"
"I like swimming, surfing and diving. I have an appetite for fish even though I only eat evil fish or recently dead since I can also talk to them, I like sunbathing and laying in the grass."

"Hmm, short answer, simple and fun. You and i are gonna get along great. Now can we have sex?"

"I though you were nervous"

"That was 5 minutes ago, now I'm curious."- said Percy, took off his toga and started swimming though the palace halls. His husband got the idea. He started swimming himself. After a short while he caught up to the sea prince and captured him.

"How did you do that? We're both water gods."

"I'm millennia older than you".- said Petsuchos. Percy rubbed his nose against the tip of the creature's jaw. He then kissed it making Petsuchos smile. The younger god started kissing down his neck which got the sit of the vent to start opening.

Then he went down and started licking around the vent itself encouraging it to open. When it did the rock hard, 8.5 inch, thick penis slapped him in the face.

"You could have warned me, you know!"- said Percy

"You didn't know that crocodile dicks are permanently hard?"- replied Petsuchos making Percy blush. He took the large member into his mouth. He made sure to get it really wet, otherwise the thickness would destroy his throat. He started taking the huge dick in inch by inch until he was at the vent. He started deep throating his husband. That's when he felt Petsuchos' tail whip his heart shaped ass. The Egyptian could tell his lover was turned on by how fast he began to suck his. He did it again and again each time harder. Percy would have moaned if his mouth hadn't been occupied but instead the vibrations were arousing his husband. As the sounds of Percy getting his ass whipped got louder, the vibrations got stronger. By the 30th slap Percy was a mess, his previously pale ass was a nice bright red and super-sensitive and he came. As he licked the vein on the underside of his lover's dick the older god blew his load as well. Percy swallowed all of the thick, warm, creamy baby batter and then kissed his husband.

Poseidon had secret tricks up his sleeve. If Sobek had though about being obnoxious about his sexiness, he had another thing coming. As the crocodile god saw Poseidon he said: "Ready to serve, whore?" just like the sea god had expected. He threw 2 pairs of enchanted manacles, given to him by his nephew's husband. They magically cuffed Sobek's wrists and ankles to the bed.

"The only one who's gonna be doing any serving around here is you!"- said Poseidon and inserted and enchanted golden phallus up his husband's ass that started vibrating. The crocodile god began moaning but Poseidon placed a golden ring around his 10 inches long, two inches thick, hairless dick. He then without a second thought impaled himself on the large member, only letting out a few grunts. He started going up and down, making sure to hit his prostate, pleasuring himself. The tightness between his thick ass cheeks was crushing his lover's dick making him moan like a bitch in heat. Poseidon then got another phallus which also started vibrating. He brought it to his own nipples, emitting a few wanton moans. He then placed it against his large balls. That along with Sobek's dick poking his prostate was enough to send him over the edge and he blew his load all
over Sobek's croc face. That's when the Egyptian felt his cock ring becoming looser and came inside his lover. Poseidon got off. They were both panting and the sea god said: "You're lucky I want to have a child, otherwise I wouldn't have let you cum. Let's get one thing straight: from now on you're my boy toy, you only exist for my pleasure, otherwise no cumming!" - said the Greek and kissed the tip of his husband's jaw. The crocodile god gulped.

Chapter End Notes

Here's the link:
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Hope you enjoyed! The list is finished! My vacation got moved to near the end of August due to more affordable prices so I'm taking requests! Please read the next chapter where I've written a few rules about requesting, things I'm not willing to do, sensitive subjects... I can't promise that I'll write it if it doesn't follow those rules.
Rules for requesting

Main rules:

1-I don't think I even have to write this. It has to be M/M(M...) unless you want funatari(read genderbending below) where M/F can also work, from one or more of this three fandoms: *Percy Jackson and the Olympians/The Heroes of Olympus/The Trials of Apollo, The Kane Chronicles and/or Magnus Chase and the Gods of Asgard*. When it comes to *The Trials of Apollo*, I seriously don't plan on following the plot(maybe just a little) because I think it was too much. I mean Riordan already wrote books inspired by Greek/Roman mythology. In my opinion he should have explored Reyna's, Leo's, Piper's and/or Frank's heritages.

2-Request a plot not just a pairing. This is the golden rule of requesting. When it comes to the plot it should be really short though, 3 sentences max. Here's an example for the Percy/Nico/Theseus drabble I wrote:Theseus is accidentally possesses Percy and Nico resurrects him. Theseus isn't as oblivious as Percy. The only way I'll make an exception is if the pairing really inspires me but you can't know that for sure.

3-I'm expecting rareships. It doesn't mean I wouldn't write a popular one but please if you have a rareship even in the back of your mind please tell me about it. I'm also gonna beg you guys for Frank pairing, come on he's a main character, for Gods' sake. Anyway when it comes to the Kane chronicles I also would appreciate it if you left a pairing. I'm not gonna be picky with the pairings of this fandom because I'm desperate to make it more popular, but just in case here you go my favorite Kane Chronicles pairings:

   Carter/Anubis, Horus/Set, Set/Osiris, Walt/Carter

   On the other hand since I don't really find Norse mythology that interesting I don't know what to expect. Regardless don't hesitate if you have a pairing and a plot especially if it involves Loki(my favorite Norse god).

   When it comes to rareships, DO NOT GO OVERBOARD! here's and example: Dakota/Cecil. What the Hel/Hades/Duat am I suppose to write about 2 character that I know nothing about. However if you request a pairing between a developed and a less developed character(whether the development was done in the canon or in fanfiction) that have something which links them (Ex:Malcolm/Percy, Nico/Anubis, Magnus/Percy....) I will definitely write it. And unfortunately or maybe fortunately guys new pairings will always have advantage over those I've already done. Doesn't mean I won't write an already done pairing though, especially if the plot is good.

4-You don't have to but you can write me what kinks you'd like me to incorporate, I might add my own as well, though. However always write who you want on top and who on bottom.

   Thing I'm not willing to do:

   -No powers AUs (keep in mind they don't have to have the same powers from the cannon), Sci-fi AUs, AUs where characters are no longer related to each other the way they are in the cannon(only apples to major relationships such as between sibling and parents/children), sad ending (more precisely tragic ending-if you want an ending where a toxic relationship prevails or a dark character wins I'm ok with it), permanent major character death, necrophilia, amputation(or anything that involves cutting off a body part, does not include blood play), scat play, dirt play, choking fetish, Percabeth (even with funatari), F/F pairings(even with funatari-there's just something about a man's butt), bottom!Luke for top!Octavian.
Sensitive subjects:

Urine: I'm writing this one because I've gotten a request like this in another story. While it's not totally off the list of thing's I'd do it will be only under some condition like maybe territory marking.

BDSM: I have nothing against this as long as it's not heavy BDSM. I don't have anything against heavy BDSM either, but I'm not really good when it comes to writing it.

Solangelo: I'm openly not a Solangelo fan. The only way I'd do it is if it's in a threesome with another developed character.

Trans!Characters/Genderbending: OK guys I realize this is really sensitive and I have gotten a comment saying that my stories imply transphobia so I'll carefully chose my words. I'm really open-minded and have absolutely nothing against trans!people. That said, I write smut that only involves penises, that's simply my thing and unfortunately gender reassignment surgery isn't that advanced yet (I'm totally for its advancement 100%). Sure this is fiction and I could make it more advanced but unless it's a mortal AU (which I said I won't do) there's a much better alternative: have a god/witch/fairy... turn the character into the opposite gender. I can also have them born like that, but I'm hesitant to do that because it could change the whole backstory. By now you probably realized that I would only do female to male genderbending. Please no male to trans!male. The only reason I see to do that is for explaining Mpreg but since I strictly enjoy writing penis only smut it's not an option. I realize this could easily sound misogynic so I'll tell you that I haven't read a single E-rated story that involves other smut so I don't even know how to start writing it and it's simply not something I really enjoy writing. Also one very important thing: to genderbend a character I'll have to be able to see her as a guy and frankly even though all girls in these fandoms are tomboyish I can only see a few: Thalia, Clarisse, maybe Nyssa and Sam (Magnus Chase and the god's of Asgard). I can show you what I mean though Riordan's official art:

![Riordan's Official Art](image)

When you look at Reyna, who's one of the most tomboyish, strong-willed, brave, bold, stubborn character she has long hair, her clothing resembles a dress and you can clearly tell she's female. Then when you look at Thalia, her hairstyle's unisex, her clothes are as well and it's completely understandable if you mistake her for a boy (not that I have anything against girls wearing boyish clothes and having short hair, that's simply the way one expresses themselves). Also I'm OK with funatari(women with penises) and it's the only way I'd do M/F pairings but there's a catch: The woman's penis won't be anything like a regular penis. It would actually be a scaly tentacle(with various colors) that comes out of her vagina and only appears when the woman is feeling sexually
aroused and dominant so her partner has to bottom.

YOU MAY REQUEST NOW

One very important thing: when I write a request I think it's fair for me to expect a comment from
the person who requested it to tell me what they thought about it, otherwise I might not take their
requests into consideration anymore. That's fair, right? I'll even write them when their request is
posted.
Request 1: Nico/Hades

Chapter Notes
See the end of the chapter for notes

Request: Um, I hope this is something you're willing to do.
Hades/Nico forced infantilism but no rape if sexual: Hades sees that Nico is getting distant and independent. He doesn't want to lose his only currently living son, so he forcibly treats him like a baby. Can be sexual or not it's up to you.

"Hey Nico I'm thinking of taking a vacation in Sicily a week from now, wanna come?" - asked Hades.

"No thanks dad, I'm probably gonna go skiing with Percy and Jason on the Oksskolten mountain. Speaking of which I'm gonna go meet then in New Rome in 10 minutes." - said Nico.

"Alright then" - said Hades quietly.

"He said no to Sicily, Thanatos! Freaking Sicily. He wanted to go there since he had learned to talk! And instead he's going to Norway. He never liked the cold! I'm losing him." - Hades was freaking out.

"Lord Hades, Nico is simply growing up and is this seriously why you summoned me?" - said Thanatos.

"Thanatos, Nico is mortal and I just want to spend as much time with him as possible before you have to take him!" - explained Hades.

"I understand but what can you do? It's not like you can make him your little boy again." - said the god of death. The other god's eyes sparked and he put his finger on his chin.

"No! You're not about to do what I think you're gonna do, right?" - asked Thanatos. Hades grinned like a Cheshire cat making the other god slap his own forehead.

Nico had shadow traveled to Percy and Jason's apartment in New Rome.

"Hey guys, can we go skiing on the Oksskolten mountain a week from now?" - asked Nico.
"Um, sure, dude but isn't it a little short notice?" - asked Jason.

"Yeah, well I didn't expect my dad to ask me to go to Sicily with him." - explained the Ghost King.

"Seriously dude, you're gonna turn down Sicily?!" - asked Percy shocked.

"I have to! Otherwise, I'll be drooling at the sight of my dad in a speedo." - said the son of Hades.

"Neeks, tell your dad you like him already! He'll understand, He's a Greek god, you know!" - said the blond.

"Not gonna happen!" - said Nico and shadow traveled back to the Underworld. It was almost dinner time.

Nico sat down on his chair. His dad had promised him a Pizza quattro stagioni so you can imagine his disappointment when he was given a plate of liver and onions.

"What is this?!" - asked the Italian.

"I decided we should be eating healthier." - said Hades. Then he did something that rendered Nico dumbfound. He took the knife and cut Nico's meal into small pieces and then took the 'sharp object' as he called it to the kitchen.

"Now eat up and after dinner we'll watch 'Casper'." - said Hades.

"If we're gonna watch cartoons can we at least watch a Tim Burton movie?"

"I don't know they're quite creepy." - said the god.

"What the Tartarus has gotten into you?" - asked the demigod.

"I decided that I'll treat you like my little baby again since I don't want to lose you. And I don't appreciate the attitude." - said the king of the Underworld. Nico understood perfectly what his dad was saying, he had been avoiding him lately. But it wasn't his fault! If Hades hadn't been so hot with his toned yet slender body, his ivory skin, his slicked hair, his sexy, gothic yet classic wardrobe, his obsidian black eyes, his chiseled jawline, stubble beard, that mouth-watering smirk, his muscular ass and the bulge in his pants, Nico wouldn't have been so crazy about him. Nico knew he had two choices now. He either had to tell Hades he liked him or deal with what was currently going on. He knew he was gonna regret it but he chose the latter one.

"You know when I think about Nico you really should go to bed earlier, so I'm afraid no movie tonight." - said Hades. This was gonna be 'interesting'.
Over the next three days Nico started to painfully regret his choice. The food got worse and worse. Like the breakfast he had that day was a spinach and tomato smoothie which he had to drink from a baby bottle. Hades also thought it would be good for his teeth if he drank more milk and sucked on a pacifier. He also had to wear a bib and sit on a highchair when it was meal-time. He was only allowed to watch Disney shows on TV and listen to childish music. Hades had also decided that he was way too young for sex so Nico was to wear a hollow butt plug and a cock ring at all times. Only the god himself could remove them. If Nico tried to remove them they would just shadow travel back to their places and his dad would know which led to Nico being spanked which also happened whenever the demigod would try to protest. This was so not helping, it was only bringing out the demigod's kinky side. Anyway the toys made it really hard for him to hold it which is why he wore a diaper. It was humiliating. To make matters worse his bed was CRIBified and Hades insisted on sleeping with him in it along with the thousand teddy bears to protect him from nightmares. It reminded Nico of Octavian so much he could barely sleep. And the worst part was that Hades slept in his boxer briefs and Nico would wake up horny with his father's hard, morning wood poking him in his perfectly round, juicy ass. Speaking of the devil Hades just shadow traveled into the lounge room with a lavender colored paper sheet.

"What is that?" - Nico asked scaredly.

"The walls of the palace are way too gloomy for a young boy so I'll repaint them. What do you think of this color?" - said the King of the Underworld. That was the last straw. He could take away Nico's dignity, his music, his clothing, his shows, his food, his privacy but when it came to the color black the demigod would kill.

"Alright, that is it! Dad I know you're doing this because you think you're losing me. I know I've been avoiding you lately but it's for a completely different reason. Dad, I rejected Sicily because I would have to see you in a speedo and drool at the sight. Dad I have a giant crush on you." - the Italian admitted. Hades stood silent for a few moments then ripped the sheet apart.

"You could have told me. I'm a Greek god, you know. I wouldn't have rejected you. You're good looking, we like each other, we get along, we're similar, sounds great to me." - said the king of the Underworld almost angrily.

"I know but dad you're married!" - Nico reminded him.

"Oh, Nico, I abducted and married Persephone because she asked me to save her from her control freak mother. She'd understand." - said Hades.

"You could have mentioned that, you know!" - Nico pointed out.

"Oops, sorry! I guess I should get rid of all the baby things now." - said Hades apologetically.

"Wait! Are you sure you want to get rid of them just yet?" - Nico flashed his eyebrows up and down. Hades was too similar to his son not to get the idea. He grinned. The shadow traveled to Nico's room. Hades sat on the sofa and Nico got in his lap. The god removed the thick diaper and gave Nico's gorgeous ass a hard smack. Nico only moaned in pleasure. He was used to it by now but was in now way prepared for what was about to happen. Hades started spanking harder and harder. Nico then realized that this was what it actually meant to get spanked. He only begged for more and Hades was happy to oblige. The Italian's ass cheeks slowly became a nice shade of crimson and were stinging like hell. He was a whimpering mess by then so Hades stopped. He shadow traveled them on the bed-crib. Nico tore all his clothes apart and finally got to see the man of his dreams in all his glory. He had a hairy 11 inches long, 2 inches thick, hairy dick and large, low hanging balls. His insides nervously pulsed around the butt plug. Nico
eagerly got on all fours and that's when the god removed the pesky toy. He thrust in making Nico let out a yelp-like moan. He started fucking his lover almost instantly. The pace was immediately so fast that Nico moaned like a two dollar whore and the sound of balls slapping against ass cheeks could cause the Underworld to collapse. His father failed to ever miss his prostate sending Nico into pure ecstasy.

"Harder!" - yelled Nico.

"Gods you're tight!" - said Hades as he obeyed.

"What do you expect you're my first and most definitely last!" - said the Italian in between wanton moans.

"You mean I'm the one to pop your cherry?!" - asked the god grinningly.

"What do you think I am? A slut?" - asked Nico. This got Hades harder so he started thrusting at a humanly impossible pace poking Nico's prostate hundreds of times in a single second. This got the demigod to cum through the cock ring, screaming the word 'daddy' as loud as he could and staining the star patterned sheets. His ass became insanely tight making Hades spill his seed deep inside him. He pushed Nico off and flipped him. The demigod sucked the rest of his father's semen straight from his dirty member. Hades pulled him up to give him a passionate kiss. He then attached himself on the boy's collarbone. He kissed, bit and sucked like a leach until there was a nice purple hickey.

"Mine!" - said the god greedily.

"Yours!" - replied Nico. They then fell heavily onto the mattress exhausted. That's when they noticed the bars that were making the bed look like a crib hadn't been able to survive though them having sex. Once they caught their breaths and stopped panting Hades slyly asked: "So Sicily?"

"You bet! But we have to go speedo shopping first..." - The Ghost King was then cut off.

"Absolutely! And I interrupted you, didn't I?" - asked Hades. Nico kissed him and said: "What I was gonna say was: and get married."

"Oh, someone wants to go on a honeymoon!" - joked the god.

"And rule the Underworld by your side for the rest of time!" - added Nico.

"You mean...?"

"Of course, you didn't think I was that mean to let you have your way with me and then take it all away from you, did you? And I see many kids in our future." - said Nico. Hades kissed him possessively not wanting to ever let go. He could have cried of joy. He has never been this happy in all his immortal life.
Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Special thanks to FurfrouMafia for requesting this and I expect some feedback. For those wanting to request please read the rules about requesting in chapter 32.
Percy was wearing a polka dot dress shirt, navy dress pants and fancy, black shoes. He had a reservation at the most exclusive restaurant in New Rome for his and Annabeth's date night that evening. He heard his girlfriend open the door of their apartment and went to tell her the good news. Unlike Percy the blonde looked like she'd been ran over by a train. She had bags under her eyes which were red and swollen, her hair looked as if she'd been electrified and her skin looked very pale. She then got a look of her excited boyfriend.

"Hey Annie ready for date night?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Actually, Seaweed Brain I was hoping we'd skip it tonight. I'm beat, being the architect of Olympus is exhausting." - said the worn out daughter of Athena.

"Oh, sure It's only dinner." - said the green eyed boy.

"Precisely! Anyway Perce I've been meaning to talk to you. I know you love studying marine biology at college and all but could you maybe look for a job in the meantime? It would be extremely helpful if we both had steady incomes." - said the demigoddess.

"Sure, I'd do anything for you Annie!" - answered the sea prince. They went to bed and as the gray eyed girl dozed off Percy started thinking of a plan.

Leo was meeting the son of Poseidon for lunch. Percy looked really tired, much like Annabeth had the day before.

"Dude! What the Hades?" - asked the son of Hephaestus.

"Dude, I've looking for a job all morning! Annabeth suggested it and I though with some extra bucks every month I could get her a gorgeous engagement ring since nothing remotely exciting has been happening in our relationship lately." - explained the exhausted demigod as he drank his coffee.

"Any luck?" - asked the Latino.

"Not buy any means" - relied the raven haired boy.

"Tell you what, I'll ask my dad for you to work at his workshop. He creates custom engagement rings for those who work for him. But you'll have to work for at least six months." - suggested the fire
"Deal!" - said Percy unhesitatingly.

The imaginary diary of Percy Jackson (narrated)

Month 1

Working with the blacksmith god as your boss was fatiguing. He was only a cleaner but his boss made sure to get on his nerves. The god went on and on about how much he hated Zeus, how Hera had basically thrown him from Olympus, what a slut Aphrodite was etc. And listening to absolutely everything your boss had to tell you was mandatory otherwise he would lower your salary. The irony was that even though Percy didn't want to listen to the god's rambling he found himself agreeing with what he was saying. He too despised Zeus, Hera was a psycho and Aphrodite was... well... a bitch. However this hadn't helped the sea prince get over how bossy the blacksmith god was, always bossing someone around, never stopping with all his orders and commands. Some of his workers were frightened by his bitterness. Dude come on, all that had happened millennia ago, move on already!

Month 2

Things had not improved over the next month. In fact they had even gotten worse. The god always kept a close eye on the son of Poseidon and it was as if he could never be pleased. When Percy was sweeping dust Hephaestus would say: "I didn't hire a French maid. If I had done that, it would have been for an entirely different reason." Or when the see prince wiped the floors he would bark: "The Gods haven't given you that sexy ass for nothing, move it!" Despite all this Percy knew he hadn't meant any of that. Hephaestus hid his emotions, Percy was sure of it. Otherwise why would he give such high salaries. Percy was making so much money he could buy a luxurious penthouse in New York of Los Angeles.

Month 3

Hephaestus was getting on the green eyed demigod's last nerve. He had started calling the sea prince an endless list of insults such as: girly, sissy, princess, Percilla... He would often say how Percy was doing a major injustice to his legs by choosing to wear pants instead of a skirt of butt shorts or how he could beat Aphrodite in Miss Universe or how Ares would give anything to fuck him silly... It made the sea prince's blood boil in his veins. On the other hand he did get to see another side of the god like how kind and helpful he had been when he was helping Percy decide on the engagement ring design. It made the sea prince trust him. He just wished that he was more like that and less of a dick most of the time.
Month 4

Percy was starting to plan the blacksmith god's assassination. Kidding! But he should have. Just because he was a god didn't mean he could get away with anything. That month he has began pinching the raven haired boy's gorgeous, heart shaped ass. The first several times the sea prince had ignored him, but that had not been enough for Hephaestus, of course. He began pinching him in front of other people who either stood weirded out or snickered. Even though it was embarrassing the son of Poseidon didn't want to admit that embarrassment was nor the reason for his blushing. Whenever the god would pinch his ass it made Percy feel noticed, special, he had captured the attention of a god who appreciated his sexy ass. That was the thought that the demigod was most afraid of.

Month 5

This were getting totally out of control. The god had become less pushy however now every time Percy would break something which happened a lot thanks to his demigodly ADHD he had to be punished. The punishment was getting spanked by the god's large, rough, meaty hands. What was desperately trying to ignore was the fact that the spankings made his member leak precum. It wasn't his fault he got to see the blacksmith god shirtless all day, almost every day. His broad, all muscle body was so had. There were small scars all over it which aroused the Percy so much. And that sexy beard was so easy on the eyes. He could no longer deny that he had feelings for his boss.

Month 6

Hephaestus was being his usual self. He was going through his workshop telling everyone what to do, what they were doing wrong, how to correct it etc. He had been doing this a lot over the past almost six months, how else was he suppose to keep himself distracted from the beautiful, kind, sweet, sexy, cute irresistible siren who was always under his nose. Gods he had always doubted that he would be give a second chance at love after what Aphrodite had done to him. He never though he would be able to trust someone like that again. But Percy was a jewel. The only thing stopping Hephaestus from courting him was that the god was still very afraid of getting hurt. His heart knew the sea prince would never hurt him like that but his mind refused to get the message. Anyway as the sun set that evening and most of the workers left the god suddenly hear Percy scream. It was so horrible, it made his heart beat a 1000 beats in a fraction of a second. He rant to the son of Poseidon.

"Perseus what happened?!- asked the god concerned. Then he noticed the demigod's lower back.

"I was cleaning the floor when I bumped into the sword mold. It must have had some melted metal in because next thing I knew was this horrible, burning pain of mu lower back."- the sea prince said in tears. Hephaestus slowly moved his hand, making in glide in the air. This made the metal turn into metallic dust which then flew off the sea prince's body. He then ran to the first aid kit, got some nectar and ambrosia, gave it to Percy, grabbed a hose and a gun sprinkler and ran to the faucet and started poring water all over the son of Poseidon. After that he got a healing salve and a waterproof bandage applying it to the demigod's burnt skin. They sat by each other's side with Hephaestus
comforting the sea prince who he knew was in pain. When Percy turned only slightly he realized the god's lightly chapped lips. Out of nowhere Percy was consumed with courage and kissed his crush. He was surprised when the god pushed his tongue into his mouth and started exploring the warm, wet cavern from the tip of Percy's tongue down to his throat. He eventually pulled out only to continue kissing and licking around the demigod's neck and collar bone where he left a hickey. The sea prince opened his mouth to protest but the only sound that came out was a soft moan. He the found himself removing his shirt before Hephaestus gently pushed him down on the floor and started licking down his lover's lean torso until he was at his belly button and then near his crotch. Percy only giggled. The god removed his pants and underwear and then his own Greek warrior skirt. He put his fingers inside the demigod's mouth.

"Suck," he ordered and Percy quickly obeyed. Once his fingers were wet enough Hephaestus removed them and pushed his middle one inside his lover. The sea prince moaned so the blacksmith god let him adjust for a few moments before pushing his index finger through the tight entrance as well. He began scissoring his lover and even touched his prostate making him release a high pitched whimper. This didn't last long and soon Hephaestus removed his fingers, because he wasn't the type to go gentle now, was he? Percy let out a soft whimper at the loss of the fingers but soon they were replaced by the god's 7 inches long, 3 inches in diameter, hairy member. Percy moaned-yelped as his insides were being stretched and brought his knees to his chest. The god started moving only after giving his lover a little time to adjust. Soon pain turned in pleasure and Percy moaned and saw bright, ecstasy-induced starts in front of his eyes. Not being much experienced he cum over his flat belly in only a few minutes. Then his insides milked Hephaestus of his seed. The both laid like that panting and the good soon dozed off. Percy somehow managed to free himself from his... um...Lover's grip, get dressed and get lost.

Percy ran to his and Annabeth's apartment. He anxiously started packing his stuff.

"Percy what the Hades is going on?"- asked the daughter of Athena.

"Annie we have to break up!"- said the sea prince.

"What?!"- she asked dumbfoundedly.

"I'm in love with someone else. I'm sorry, I didn't want it to happen but it did."- the son of Poseidon explained quickly as he was packing.

"Oh, in love with who?"- asked the demigoddess frowningly.

"With my boss"- admitted Percy.

"Seriously?!"- asked Annabeth in shock.

"I know!"

"Wait Percy! You don't have to leave! We can be friends, right? And I am no-one to judge you."- said the gray eyed girl.

"I know but it will be awkward. I'll just crash at Nico and Leo’s."
The couple took Percy in without a question. It wasn't until Percy seemed a bit calmed down that Leo asked: "Perce what happened?"

"Leo I slept with your dad" - admitted Percy. The Latino froze in shock. He took a deep breath and said: "Do you love him?"

"Yes but I have no idea how he's gonna react to me running away while he was sleeping."

"Don't worry I'm here. We'll find a way, mommy!" - teased the Latino. It made the sea prince smile. Then he turned his attention towards the Italian.


"Perce I didn't wanna say anything but I can sense that you're soon gonna be carrying a living soul." - said the Ghost King.

"I'm pregnant?" - asked the demigod surprised.

"With Beckendorf's reincarnation." - added Nico.

"Oh then Nico we have some work to do. There's no way Percy and I aren't raising our children at the same time" - said the Latino making his boyfriend's face turn red. Then someone knocked on the door. Percy stood up and opened it. It was Hephaestus. Nico and Leo retreated to their bedroom.

"I guess you'll dump me now" - said the sea prince.

"What?! No! I'm just here to give you this." - the god said giving his lover a ring box.

"But this..." - Percy began and was interrupted by the god.

"Just open it!"

Percy did and inside was a beautiful, vintage-looking, sliver ring with a pear shaped aquamarine ring stone.

"This isn't the one I designed for Annabeth." - commented the demigod.

"Duh, it's for you! Will you, Perseus Jackson, marry me?" - ask Hephaestus who had gotten on one knee.

"But this is going so fast!" - said the sea prince.

"Percy, immortality has several advantages one of them being recognizing real love when you feel it. What do you say?"

"On one condition!" - smirked Percy.

"Anything!"

"I don't want to hear your ex's name come out your mouth ever again!" - said the sea prince.
"Deal" - said Hephaestus and stood up to kiss his fiancé.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This was requested by nathanblack95 who has been a huge support with his frequent comments whether he/she was helping me decide what I should write next, commenting on the pictures, requesting or simply expressing his/her opinion. This is why I'm dedicating this whole work to him/her. Anyway in other news I got a request for a Frank pairing. That's the next chapter. For those who want to request please read the rules about requesting in chapter 32.
Request 3: Frank/Percy

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Request: Frank/Percy: I love Frank and there isn't nearly enough of him on this site. Would it be cool if Percy starts to notice just how much muscular Frank got after the blessing and realizes that he might like him?

Percy was having lunch with Jason and Nico. The two had began dating ever since Piper and Jason broke up. The daughter of Aphrodite had gone to live in her grandfather's house in Oklahoma, hoping to reconnect with her roots. Percy was happy for them, he had been feeling a little guilty for rejecting Nico especially since unbeknownst to everyone he was single. The thing with Annabeth had been a cover ever since he had been abducted, ever since he took a look at Frank. Percy had fallen for the giant man baby and after he had been given the blessing of Ares it had just gotten better. The sea prince had found himself drooling over the Roman's muscles numerous times and when the Canadian would shift into a dolphin and they would swim four hours Percy felt the strongest connection he had ever felt in his life. Anyway back to the three, Nico was telling them something that Percy would get the sea prince interested.

"My sister broke up with Frank."- said the Italian.

"What why?!"- asked Percy surprised.

"In case you haven't noticed Frank's distancing himself from everyone. He train at Camp Jupiter all day every day by himself and refuses to talk about it."

"Yeah! I wonder why?"- said the son of Poseidon.

Percy loved his new ability. He could now turn himself into water and move around in that form. It was very useful for spying. Speaking of which he was currently stalking Frank disguised as a puddle. It was watching the Canadian punch the abused dummy. Sweat glistened on his pale skin showing off his perfectly defined muscles making the son of Poseidon drool. The Roman had retained his chubby cheeks despite there not being an ounce of fat on his strong body. And when Percy said cheeks he meant both pairs. Then as he was punching the dummy the Roman stopped. He brought his wrists together and spread his palms and fingers. A blast of crimson energy was projected towards the dummy blowing it 50 feet away. In he was in his human for Percy would have stood with his mouth wide open. A thirsty wasp ruined his plans by landing to drink some of him. Percy panickedly turned back into his human form and jumped. He realized he was not landing on the ground. Then he realized that he was being held into the air by a wave of silver energy projected by Frank's fingers.

"Perce! Were you spying on me?!"- asked the son of Mars shocked.

"Maybe! But you're not the one asking the questions! How the Hades are you doing this?"- asked the sea prince. Frank rolled his eyes and stopped the flow of silver energy causing Percy to fall on
the ground.

"Well that wasn't very nice" - commented the son of Poseidon.

"Perce this is none of your business!" - said the shapeshifter.

"Than I'm making it my business!" - said Percy determinedly.

"Why?" - asked Frank.

"Because I'm not about to ignore that something clearly serious is happening to one of my closest friends!" - replied the sea prince.

"OK then. How about first I show you all of my new tricks before I tell you the backstory?" - suggested Frank.

"Whatever pleases you!" - said Percy. Frank clenched his finger and mahogany colored energy surrounded them. He launched it towards the dummy making it explode. Percy was amazed. Then a dash of dark green energy appeared parallelly to the Canadian's forearm. He quickly flexed his forearm towards himself making the dash of energy go in the opposite direction, cutting a crate in half. Next, he partially spread his finders and an orb of yellow energy appeared. The same yellow energy surrounded one half of the cut crate. Then the Canadian quickly moved his hand along with the orb and the half-crate copied the movement on a larger scale. After than Frank picked up the other half and went close to the half-crate and placed his hand's on each half. Bright green energy surrounded them and they merged back into one and even started growing branches and leaves. Percy blinked.

"I can also use it to heal" - said Frank. He then raised his arms and an orange aura surrounded him, lifting him up in the air. As he came down he had one more trick to show Percy. He intertwined his hands and was teleported closer to Percy in dark purple smoke.

"Well that's it and my ability to command a precognitive dream." - said the Roman.

"Wow Frank that was awesome! How did you do it?!" - asked the amazed, green eyed demigod.

"I've been busy connecting to my Chinese heritage and before you throw me a party you should know the reason. I had a dream about the stick. It was burning. So I have this feeling that the answer to this problem is in my Chinese heritage." - explained Frank.

"OK, I'll help!" - decided the sea prince.

The two headed back to the Canadian's apartment. It looked as if it hadn't been cleaned in years. Percy wasn't really that bothered my it, he was no stranger to messy rooms so they hit the books. Frank currently possessed every book on Chinese lore he could get his hands on. Once Percy had opened one of then he realized there might be a tiny problem. He didn't know Chinese and he was dyslexic.

"Um Frank..." - he said awkwardly.
"Oh, I forgot, here you go! It's a necklace created my a son of Trivia. As you move your finger along the characters it will make you hear the word translated into the language you're most fluent in. You'll only be able to hear it." - said the Canadian and gave the silver necklace to the son of Poseidon.

<hours later>

"And I thought the Egyptians were complicated! Found anything?" - asked Percy.

"I'm not sure" - said the son of Mars.

"What are reading about?" - asked the sea prince.

"About a three eyed, truth-seeing god." - said Frank.

"With truth comes prophecy and knowledge. I think we have our guy. So where do we find him?" - replied the other demigod.

"Like most Chinese gods, Erlang Shen was born mortal as Li Erlang in Chengdu. He slayed a water dragon at the Dragon-Taming Temple there. Seems like a good place to start!" - said the Canadian. Percy nodded. Frank quickly grabbed the stick which was still in the fireproof bag. His instincts were telling them that he would need it. He teleported himself to Southwestern China. The city of Chengdu was a charming, traditional Chinese town. They were at the temple in no time. What they were surprised my was that the god was already there. He looked like an ancient Chinese, very serious man in his late fourties except for the third eye. He was wearing a golden hanfu and his long black hair was tied tightly.

"Hello, warrior! Here begins your journey! To conquer your dependence you must be taught by four masters: the turtle, the dragon king, the torch and the latter two's opposite. Each represents a different aspect of the elements fire and water. Once you achieve balance between them you'll be free." - said the god.

"Oh man! Can't I just drink some mythical elixir or something?" - asked Frank.

"I'm afraid not, it isn't your destiny. Now go and be careful near the water." - said the god and disappeared in purple smoke.

"So you know who this four masters are, Zhang?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"I know the turtle" - said the Frank.

"OK let's go!" - said Percy. As they walked outside Percy sensed something weird. It was the nearby river. Then a tentacle of water rose to the air and formed a water dragon. The creature launched itself towards the demigods. Percy tried to use his power over water but for some reason it hadn't worked. Frank knew it wouldn't so using gray energy he pushed Percy away just in time. The dragon clearly lacked some orientation as it started looking for them. Frank teleported to the sea prince.

"Why didn't my powers work?" - asked Percy.

"Because that thing is older than the Greek gods themselves." - explained Frank.
"How do we defeat it?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"From what I understood we have to be physically stronger than him in our human forms get him to stop. But since your powers aren't working how are we gonna do that? I can't teleport you inside it" - said the son of Mars.

"Why would you wanna do that?" - asked Percy.

"Because then you should be able to channel his energy." - said the Canadian.

"Zhang you gave me and idea." - said Percy and whispered it to Frank. As the dragon found then Frank used his dark green energy to cut the dragon's torso. As it was made of water it soon regenerated. It would have killed Frank but it had probably sensed that something was wrong. Then the water of his chest started moving on its own. The creature was being rendered confused as Percy materialized from the water in its chest. He spread its arms and the dragon began to be inflated. It roared as it was torn to drops of water. Percy landed on the ground completely dry and the water left from the dragon retreated into the river, all on its own.

"Frank let's get this over with" - said Percy and Frank teleported them to the depths of the southern Chinese sea. He then shifted into a dolphin. The demigods only had to look upwards to see something dark and giant. Percy was cautious but Frank swam up to it so he had to follow. Thankfully it was just an enormous, friendly turtle which was missing its fins.

"You're the great turtle, my first master!" - said Frank.

"You're correct. Now young warrior you are here to become like water. Your friend, he's of water, isn't he? What do you think was his first though once he was my lack of fins?" - asked the turtle.

"How he could make it better!"

"That's your quest now! To heal me you have to go to the Kunlun Mountain and get me the fairy herb. It looks like an emerald growing out of the ground. Be careful it's guarded by tigers. Goodbye and good luck" - said the turtle and next thing they knew they were on the mountain. The scenery was beautiful, peaceful and tranquil and Percy immediately saw the plant and walked to pick it up but then he looked and saw tigers coming towards him. He ran toward Frank as fast as he could. Thankfully the big cats stopped once they'd reached the plant.

"Now what are we gonna do?" - wondered the green eyed demigod.

"Perce don't worry we've taken down giants. This is gonna be easy. I have a plan!" - said the Canadian. Two minutes later the plan was set into action. Frank had shifted into a deep baiting the tigers away. But as Percy picked up the plant the big cats sensed it and turned around towards the sea prince. They started chasing him. Percy ran and ran by the big cats were too fast. Thankfully there was a pond nearby. He dived right in. It was pretty deep so he knew the cats wouldn't be able to hold their breaths. He looked up at the sky and saw Frank's dragon form. He launched the plant to the sky using the water of the pond. Once Frank grabbed it the tigers realized there was nothing more they could do and retreated. Frank picked up Percy from the surface of the pond and teleported to the turtle. The creature ate the plant and its fins grew back.

"Thank you friends! How I'll sent you to one of the four Dragon King if you can tell me which one I should sent you to and why." - said the turtle.

"The north one since we're currently south and it's all about balance." - answered Frank.

"Right again!" - said the turtle and then they were in the North sea of China aka Lake Baikal. But
instead of the dragon master there was a white serpent like fish in front of them. The two started swimming for their lives as the fish launched itself towards them.

"What the Hades is this?" - asked Percy.

"A Kun! It's easy to overcome but can you use your powers to throw it into the air?" - asked Frank.

"Sure, anything for you!" - said the sea prince he turned around and raised his hands launching the monster into the air. Frank then quickly turned into a seagull and flew up there to the falling creature. It roared, turned itself into a pink bird with blue wings and flew away.

"What happened?" - asked Percy as frank was back to being a freshwater dolphin.

"To catch me it had to turn into its bird form, the peng but it's not aggressive in that form."

"Well done!" - a voice was heard and a sapphire dragon appeared. It told Frank to go to the surface as a dragon.

"I'll teach you how to conjure a storm!" - said the creature and out of its mouth rainy clouds and wind came out. At that moment giant waves started forming in the lake frightening Percy. Then the dragon sucked it all back into his mouth ending the storm. Frank opened his mouth but nothing happened.

"Keep going!" - said the dragon.

Percy was bored out of his mind. Frank had been trying for five hours and the dragon was just patiently waiting. he was told not to interrupt but since when had he followed the rules. He raised himself through a tower a water and yelled: "Frank you're overthinking it! Just think of how storms make you feel. What emotions are in your mind when Zeus and Poseidon are mad?!" - said Percy clearly getting on the dragon's nerves. But before it could react Frank took his friend's advice and conjured a storm. As he sucked it back in the dragon was amazed.

"Guess an old fellow like me still has some things to learn. You're friend is very wise! You better treat him right when the time comes. Now I'll send you two to the torch but he would show when you can say for sure who he is." - said the dragon. They were teleported to a luxurious penthouse. It looked traditional but not Chinese. Frank looked out the window.

"Perce! We're in Japan." - said the Canadian.

"Why did he sent us here? Wait never mind can we relax for a little while before figuring things out?" - asked Percy.

"Sure, if this whole house is so luxurious it should have a hot tub. We'll just have to skinny dip! It's OK we're both guys right?" - said the son of Mars.

"Right!" - said Percy giving the Canadian the best fake smile he could. While they took their clothes off Percy took a good luck at Franks muscular butt and his dick. God's it was enormous. Well it wasn't really that big, it was about 7 inches but it was probably more than 3 inches in diameter and those hairless balls were huge. They got into the hot tub which thank gods was steaming in no time giving Percy some cover over his erection. After about half an hour Frank though it was time for
"You go ahead! I'll get out in 5 minutes, you know: son of Poseidon, trouble getting out of water and all that." - said the sea prince cleverly. Once he himself was out and dressed they were about to get back to the riddle when someone knocked on the door. It was a woman who look just like Hibari Misora, but was wearing a maid uniform.

"Moshi! It's time for me to clean up!" - said the woman and started dusting the penthouse. Percy moved close to Frank.

"Frank correct me if I'm wrong but doesn't she look exactly like Hibari Misora, the famous, dead Japanese actress/singer? And isn't hello in Japanese Moshi Moshi and use only when answering the phone?" - whispered Percy. Frank nodded and went over to the woman.

"Moshi Moshi" - he said loudly. The woman froze. She stood like that for several moments and then she shifted into a red fox with nine tails and ran away.

"What was that?" - asked Percy.

"In China they're known as huli jings, in Korea as kumihos and in Japan as kitsunes." - said Frank.

"OK, now let's find out who the torch is." - said Percy.

"OK, well if there's a torch there has to be fire, right?" - asked Frank.

"Yeah and didn't Erlang Shen mention something about balance between fire and water?" - Percy reminded his crush.

"Yeah so we're looking for something associated with fire." - said Frank.

"A fire god?!"

"I doubt it! Gods can only help indirectly, like Graeco-Romans." - said the shapeshifter.

"Wait! Your fourth master! Erlang Shen said he's opposite of your previous two so your third master has to have something in common with your second one." - said Percy.

"Wait a minute! We're in Japan which is east of China and the east is where the sun comes from. My third master is the solar dragon Zhulong." - said Frank. A moment later a red serpent with the head of the typical, bald, bearded, Asian sage appeared.

"You solved the riddle, young warrior! But you let the a key element of this journey escape. For me to teach you how to wield fire you need a tail of a fire huli jings. And I'm forbidden to assist your search." - said the dragon and left the two alone.

"OK, Zhang if we're going after this thing I need to know everything there is to know about it." - said the sea prince.

"Well it leaves on the mountain with our fig cat friends. It produces fire by rubbing its tails, it can turn into a ball of fire, it can shift into other people and it can fight like a kung fu master. It is immortal and can't be killed. It gets confused by plays on words like Moshi Moshi and it's afraid of dogs." - said the Canadian.

"OK, Frank I know how important this is but don't you think cutting off its tail is kinds cruel?" - asked Percy.
"Percy it has nine and as it ages it will gain more." - explained the son of Mars.

"OK, then let's think of a plan!" - decided Percy.

"Perce, thanks, for everything! I don't know how I'll ever repay you." - said the Canadian. Percy smiled and only wished he could just come out and say how he felt.

Frank teleported them to the mountain. He shifted into a wild god and they carefully searched through the woods. Soon Frank picked up the scent of burning steam. He ran towards it with Percy following him. Holding the stick in the fireproof bag. They spotted a ball of fire.

"Moshi Moshi!" - yelled Percy forcing the creature to shift back into its true form. Before it could run Frank was in front of it. Defensively it started rubbing its tails but Percy quickly turned into water and attached himself to it's back. The fox was confused and disorientated giving Frank the perfect opportunity to turn human and use the dark green energy to cut off one of its tails. He grabbed it and started running, joined by the son of Poseidion. The creature started chasing them and rubbing its tails throwing fire. Frank needed some focus to teleport back and Percy tripped. Thankfully he was back on his feet in no time. But as he began running again he looked back to see the stick on the ground where he had landed and the magical fox fire was even melting the fireproof bag.

"Perce wait!" - yelled Frank but it was too late. The green eyed demigod had turned into a tentacle of water and rushed to get the stick. As he got closer he began evaporating. Thankfully he managed to get the stick and return just in time. He had burns on his arms. In the meantime Frank was able to gain enough focus and teleported them back.

"I have the tail." - said the dragon. Frank was about to present it to him when it glowed bright green and the Canadian's skin absorbed it.

"Now I'll teach you to wield Fire Fai Zhang!" - said the creature.

"How did you know my grandmother's nickname for me?" - asked the son of Mars but wasn't given an answer.

"Alright now focus your eyes on your target, focus on love and imagine it burning. Frank was a little confused but this time got the hang of it unexpectedly fast. He looked at the brown leather couch and green laser-like flashed came out of his eyes igniting it. As Frank cheered Percy waved his hand to extinguish it.

"Well done! Now I'll send you to your last master if you could figure out who that is." - said the dragon.

"Well he's suppose to be yours and the North Dragon King's opposite. We already established that you're both dragons. Oh my gods, the phoenix, it has to be it! It's the yin yang opposite of the dragon." - said the Canadian.

"Right you are!" - said the dragon and teleported them to the phoenix in the middle of the Tibetan desert.

"Here's is where your journey ends" - said the large, orange bird proudly. It brushed its wings against
Frank making him glow bright green.

"To complete your journey you must ignite the stick with your own eyes."- said the phoenix.

"What?!"- yelled Percy.

"Perce it's OK! I'll do it!"- said the Canadian.

"Frank you could die!"- the sea prince pointed out.

"I know but I saw the stick burn in my dreaming meaning there's no escaping it."- said Frank and igniting the stick. Moments later he started choking and water filled his lungs. He basically drowned.

"What have you done?!"- yelled the son of Poseidon in tears.

"Water and fire must be balanced! Fire killed him. You're of water."- said the phoenix and disappeared.

"Wait! What does that mean?!"- yelled Percy. He began crying and lowered himself to the ground. He touched hid crush's corps and didn't remove his hand for a few minutes.

"Frank I wish I had the guts to tell you!"- said the sea prince in between sobs. When he finally removed his hand the body started burning. The sea prince moved away. As it burned Frank rose from his ashes. The fire was soon gone leaving behind a naked Frank. Percy rushed over and hugged him.

"Um Perce I know you're happy and everything but I'm kinda naked."- Frank pointed out. Percy ignored him and kissed him passionately.

"Frank I love you! Ever since I first saw you."- the son of Poseidon finally said it.

"Really?! Oh my gods! I love you too!"- admitted the Canadian.

"Seriously?!"- asked the sea prince.

"Yeah! It's why I suggested skinny dipping and got confused when Zhulong told me to think of love?"- said Frank. Percy sighed relieved.

<a week later>

The two had gotten back to New Rome and began dating. Their relationship was moving really fast. How could it not, they've seen things in China that no-one else could imagine. Anyway Percy had gone to visit his mom in New York and Frank was gonna visit that evening. He knocked on the door and Percy opened it. The sea prince was then given a bouquet of blue lotus flowers. He loved the gesture and put then in a vase of water after inviting his boyfriend inside. Frank was surprised by the Chinese decorations: there were Chinese lanterns, incenses and dragon and tiger masks everywhere.

"What's all this?!"- asked Frank.

"Today is the Chinese Mid-Autumn festival and since China brought us together I thought we should celebrate. Mom even made a Chinese moon cake."- said the sea prince as his mother walked out of
the dining room.

"Mrs Jackson, hello! Be honest wasn't it hard?" - asked Frank.

"No, not after the seventh time." - said the woman and greeted him.

"Why hadn't you called me?" - asked the Canadian.

"Than it wouldn't have been a surprise, would it?" - said the woman. The went into the dining room and ate some cake and talked under the light of the fool moon. After about an hour Sally said: "Alright boys Paul and I have decided to visit his parents for the weekend so you have the apartment all to your selves. Don't get into trouble" - she said and they left. Frank said: "Babe tonight was great but did you know that this festival is also meant to be romantic?" He turned on some slow dance music and the two started dancing.

"So what did you think of the in-laws, honey?" - teased Percy.

"Your mom's awesome, I can't believe she did all this. Your step-father is..." - the Canadian was interrupted by the sea prince.

"Scary?" - asked Percy.

"Your words, not mine" - joked the Canadian. Percy kissed him and then whispered in his ear: "I actually knew it was meant to be romantic and I have a special surprise."

"Oh in that case why don't we skip right to it?" - suggested the Canadian.

Frank was lying on Percy's bed naked waiting for his surprise. Than the sea prince walked in. He was wearing a sexy, Chinese courtesan costume. It consisted of a short, black, silk pencil dress with a red dragon print, a deep, sweetheart neckline and long, trumpet sleeves, a red, sequin obi belt with a black, satin ribbon tie, a choker that matched the dress and a red flower barrette. He was also wearing black, fishnet stockings, black platform heels, chopsticks in his hair which was long enough to be tied in a small bun, a burgundy smokey eye, black winged eyeliner, pale pink blush and bright red lipstick. He didn't need the white powder since his skin was already pale. The sight made Frank's dick twitch. Percy jumped on top of his boyfriend and began kissing him. The Canadian got to explore his boyfriend's mouth briefly before moving onto his neck, sucking and nibbling the skin to leave a hickey. Percy not wanting to be patient after admiring Frank from afar for over an year impaled himself onto the thick, leaking dick. He started fucking himself onto the Canadian's dick. They both moaned as his prostate was being assaulted. Percy was seeing starts while Frank was yelling: "God's you're tight!"

It only made the sea prince go faster and hit his special spot harder. He moans could have cracked the windows in the room. Frank slapped his perfect, heart shaped ass, further arousing him. The sea prince was in pure ecstasy. If he hadn't been currently wearing a cock ring he would have came a lot earlier. The son of Mars seemed to have noticed it and removed it. Just fondling his ball proved enough to get the sea prince to cum all over his lover's sexy abs screaming his name. The Canadian spilled his own seed moments later as his lover's walls had tightened around him. The kissed sloppily before Percy pulled out and laid his head on his boyfriend's chest. They were both panting and sweating as Percy said: "I have something else for you." He gave the Canadian a small box which he
pulled out from he dress' secret inside pocket. Frank opened it and inside was a photo of Percy in that outfit, on his back with his knees brought to his chest, the cock ring on his ball and a vibrator inside his ass."

"What is this for?" - asked Frank.

"From now on sexy photos of me and homemade porn will be your only jerk off material." - said the son of Poseidon.

"I can live a long and happy life with that. And I have something for you too!" - said the shapeshifer and gave Percy a small box as well. The green eyed demigod opened it and saw a silver, pearl and sapphire ring.

"Percy will you marry me?" - asked the son of Mars. Percy was about to tell him that it was too soon but then he remember Frank's 'death' which was only a week ago and realized life was too short.

"Yes!" - he said decisively and kissed his fiance.

"Can I call you my hubby-bear from now on?" - asked Percy after ending the kiss.

"No, but I'll do it anyway." - smirked Frank.

"Aw, you know me so well!" - smiled the sea prince and put the ring on.

Chapter End Notes
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Request: I thought of a Percy who had to admit, during a truth or dare on a boy's night, with a little shame that he would love to be gang banged and treat like a slut for his first time. His friends Jason, Nico, Leo, Frank, Will and Luke would be glad to help him.

Percy was running through the wood around camp. What was he running from? Was it a monster? An angry god, maybe? No, it was his friends he was running from. Jason, Nico, Luke, Leo, Frank and Will, they were all chasing him. Why? we'll it was difficult to say in just a few words. It had all started early that morning.

<flashback>

Percy had gotten back from his morning swim. He was drink a bottle of wine he had stolen from Dionysus. He was just feeling very stressed lately. It had been only a couple of months since the war yet it felt like an eternity. Percy was really struggling. He though after two wars living a peaceful life would be a breeze. Boy, had he been wrong. He and Annabeth had bought an apartment in New Rome, signed up for college and planned a perfect life together. After a while living in New Rome Percy felt like dying. College was a total letdown. He knew it wouldn't be easy but it had really disappointed him. He had leaned more about marine biology just from a few hours of swimming in the ocean than he had from attending weeks in college. Thankfully being the hero of Olympus and a son of Poseidon had its advantages. He found a great job at New Rome's marine park almost instantly. It had kept him satisfied for a few week. After that he just woke up every day hoping that a war had started. Then when he realized it hadn't he had to clean the pools, check the animals' health, feed them... and the next day he had to do it all over again. Routines were definitely his enemy. When he was killing monsters it had been much more exciting. But demigods went to New Rome to start a life while Camp Half-Blood was the center of monster hunting. Annabeth on the other hand was doing amazing. She had been passing all her architecture exams, she had a fabulous part-time job as a tutor and failed to understand Percy's problems. The day before, Percy had made his decision. He broke up with Annabeth. Their relationship was clearly going nowhere. After that he packed his bags and got on the bus to New York. Just a few hours later despite having a lot on his mind the sea prince was feeling rejuvenated. Just that morning swim, reuniting with the Ghost King and Will and stealing that bottle of wine from Dionysus had lifted his spirit to the roof. There was also another reason he was back: Luke. Apparently a man had come to camp a few days ago and collapsed. He had looked just like Luke and said he hadn't remembered who he is but Nico could sense the son of Hermes' soul. That night the Ghost King had fallen asleep and when he had woken up he hadn't been at camp anymore. Instead he had been on a couch in some house. Once he had turn on the lights everything had started making sense. He saw the dead body of May Castellan with a dagger in her hands and a puncture in the carotid artery. And then the son of Hades had taken look of the various symbols written on the walls. She had performed a ritual, a ritual that transfers the life-force of one organism into another. Nico had made the corpse turn into dust and then had grabbed a match and lit the whole house on fire. If he was to respect the woman's wish, than he had to make
sure Luke remembered nothing of his past life and sadly that included her and that house. This hadn’t proven to be a waste of time as the blond had shown no signs of memory recollection, not that anyone hid stuff from him he just didn’t remember the stuff people told him about himself. He had however, shown to be lot more powerful. He was even teaching his siblings how to run supernaturally fast, how to read minds and even if they were lucky charmspeak. So far Percy’s only regret about coming here was that he had left some his friends behind. More specifically the ones he had amazing jerk off sessions about. Then only hours after the green eyed demigod had arrived at camp Frank, Leo and Jason were all at his door.

"What are you guys doing here?"- asked the sea prince.

"You didn't think you were the only one struggling, did you? You leaving basically inspired us!" - said Leo.

"Guys you're the best! What do you say we have a guys night tonight?! I'll invite Luke, Nico and Will! I'll steal more of Mr.D's wine! We'll watch some TV, play never have I ever, pull some pranks..." - suggested Percy.

"Sound's fun!"- they all said.

It was the middle of guy's night. They were all in their undershirts and underpants. Percy loved how their underwear matched their personality. He, himself was wearing a turquoise, finding Nemo tank top that showed off his sexy arms and blue, scale patterned briefs which failed to fully cover his hear shaped butt. Nico was in a black mesh shirt that exposed his toned bone so much, it took the sea prince every bit of self-control not to drool over it and black and white, skull patterned boxer briefs. Leo was in a really tight, orange tank top and cheeky, fire print briefs accentuating his curvaceous body. The son of Apollo was in a white, square neck tank top and a golden thong. Frank was in a camo tank top and red briefs which outline all his sexiness. Jason was in a white v-neck and a pair of blue boxer-briefs which had the face of an eagle right at the crotch. It was very hard not to laugh. Finally the son of Hermes was in a navy, fishnet tank top and money-print boxer briefs. They were in the middle of playing never have I ever.

"Never have I ever: been younger than I actually am!" - smirked Percy making Nico and Luke drink.

"Never have I ever: been abducted!" - continued Luke almost everyone drink.

"I can do better! Never have I ever: lost my memories!" - said Frank and everyone sipped their wine.

"Never have I ever: thought about living a nomadic life with constant traveling!" - said a drunk Percy.

"Perce I don't get it, who's though of that?" - asked Jason.

"Oh, I guess it was me!" - realized the sea prince and drank some more while the others giggled.

"Percy that's actually an awesome Idea: I can build a moving cabin that can go on water, under it, fly in the air, drive on all terrain. It will have laptops so we can contact everyone. It'll be awesome! We'll chase monsters, see the world, maybe save some demigods." - said Leo and everyone looked amazed. They all loved it. Will drunk brain ten though it would be a good idea to say: "Never had I ever had a sexual fantasy about you guys!" He and Nico drank but Percy did as well shocking everyone.
"Dude! Who's it about?" - asked Leo.

"I'm not telling!" - said the sea prince but he had forgotten about Luke's ability to read minds.

"It's about all of us. He wants to get gang banged!" - said the son of Hermes.

<end of flashback>

So that's how the son of Poseidon found himself running though the woods, more or less drunk, being chased by his friends. Then his drunk brain realized that all he had to do was get to the beach. What he didn't know was that Luke was reading his mind. The blond then started communicating telepathically with Nico.

Nico! If he gets to the water he's gone! Nico, then came up with an idea. Luke sprinted in front of the sea prince with his enchanted speed which apparently he had been too drunk to use. Percy had to turn. But he was now running towards a dark, shadowy path where Nico materialized. He blew some sleeping dust into the green eyed demigod causing him to instantly doze off.

<break>

When the son of Poseidon woke up he was feeling... not drunk at all.

"Lou's anti-drunkenness elixir! Can't be drunk on our first time, can we?" - said Jason.

"Guys! No!" - yelled the green eyed demigod.


"Because it'll complicate things!" - said the sea prince.

"This will complicate things?! What about all those things we've been doing for the past couple of months?" - asked the son of Jupiter.

"You're serious about this?" - asked Percy and everyone nodded.

"Still, I'm not sure I can just sleep with someone and not be in a relationship with them." - said Percy.

"Who said anything about not being in a relationship?" - asked Luke.

"You're all willing to share me? I didn't even know you liked me that way." - said Percy.

"Sure Perce, non of us want someone who's sexy, sensitive, protective and fun." - said Jason.

"OK, then!" - agreed the sea prince.

"So tell us what you want us to do!" - they all grinned.
Percy was now on all fours, naked as the day he was born apart from the cock ring which would only let him cum if all of his boyfriends agreed. He crawled on the floor waiting for his very naked boyfriends to give him and order.

"Lick my feet!" - commanded Frank. Percy who wasn't much of a talker during sex obeyed his master. He crawled over to the bed Frank was sitting on and took the large, sweaty feet into his mouth. He started licking the soles of the feet and then the toes. He sucked each one of them and made sure to lick the spaces in between. Meanwhile Nico and Luke went behind him and decided to smack both of his pale, heart shaped ass cheeks really hard. It made the unsuspecting sea prince yelp and then take the front of the Roman's foot in his mouth. He immediately removed it not wanting to choke.

"Bad pet! No-one said you can remove it! You should be spanked harder!" - said Frank encouraging Luke and Nico to slap him harder making him whimper. He then grabbed a handful of the raven hair and brought Percy's face to his thick 8.5 inch dick. The sea prince got the idea and took it into his mouth. Jason seemed intrigued and sat next to Frank making Percy take his 9 inch dick into his warm, wet mouth along with Frank's. The son of Poseidon was loving this. Nico and Luke's smacks were getting harder and louder, he was sure they were already past forty and the though of his ass being red and stinging was making his dick twitch. Nico then decided to join Frank and Jason so Percy was now taking the Italian's 10.5 inch dick in his mouth as well. It was amazing. Nico's hand was replaced by Leo's who's slaps weren't really harder but they stung more. Meanwhile his nipples were being squeezed and twisted by Will. The sea prince was using his hand to stroke the son of Apollo's 7.5 inch member as well making the blond moan so eagerly someone would think he'd never had a handjob before. Th green eyed demigod then felt Luke's sneaky finger's up his ass, scissoring his puckered entrance. The sea prince would have moaned but was too busy sucking his masters. Before long the son of Hermes had four fingers stretching Percy. The sea prince would have never thought that the son of Hermes was that gentle. However, he didn't know what was in store for him. Luke and Leo thrust their 9.5 and 8 inch dicks up the tight ass making Percy yelp. The sea prince thought that was the best. He was completely busy. His mouth worked on 3 dicks, his hand on one and his ass on two. It was utter bliss. Luke and Leo hit his prostate with each and every thrust making him see stars in front of his eyes, but he could not cum thanks to the damned cock ring. He could not moan either thanks to the three dicks in his mouth. He licked and sucked them and even deep throated them, separately of course but the three demigods had nerves of steel. The vibrations from his moans though seemed to be pushing them over the edge though. Jason then stood up as did Will. They both started jerking off near his head. As he licked the veins of the underside of Nico's and Frank's dicks and clenched his ass cheeks all six of his masters emptied their balls at the came time, filling his mouth, ass and hair. After a few moments Percy was flipped. He was sweating and his balls were way too heavy. His lovers all agreed to let him cum. Luke grabbed a glass and jerked him off making him blow his load in the glass and then drink it which the son of Poseidon eagerly did. Just when he though it was over all six of his boyfriends grinned. He gulped, that couldn't be good. They grabbed him and tied his hands with ropes on his chest. Then the got seven beds together to create one huge bed. They threw him in the middle. Frank spread his lover's legs so Leo could put a nice, long, thick vibrator up the abused hole. The cock ring was staying on. Then Percy's legs were brought together and his ankles were cuffed. The pores on his chest were slightly moved so that Nico can put on the nipple vibrators. Then a sleeping mask was placed on his eyes.

"Perce, babe we have duct tape for your mouth and ear buds playing the sounds of us having sex. If you wanna use your safeword now is your last chance!" - said Will.
"Just do it!" - said Percy and would have rolled his eyes if it hadn't been for the mask.

"OK babe! We love you!" - they all said.

"I love you, too guys!" - was the last thing Percy said before having his lips sealed and his ears full of the most sinful sounds he had ever heard. He could been his boyfriend laying down beside him and his body going into sensory overload. He knew he would wake up with his dick leaking in the morning and the amazing sex could continue and then Leo would probably get started on that cabin so they could all see the world together. This was the life. Coming back to camp was definitely the right decision.
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The_Man_Called_Madara requested Percy/Malcolm which is what I'm doing next. Anyway requests please! Read chapter 32 before requesting and still waiting for the first Kane Chronicles request! Hope I get it soon!
Hey guys I'm sorry I won't be able to post these couple of days, there was a huge storm that came out of nowhere and caused a dam to crack and a big part of my town is flooded and there are ever people who sadly didn't make it. There is no water or electricity(i am using my phone). Hopefully thing should be better in a couple of days.
Percy and Annabeth were beat! They have been hosting a formal dinner party to celebrate the daughter of Athena's latest project. The blonde was offered to reconstruct the statue of Helios in hopes to reverse the fading process. It was safe to say she was blown out of her mind, how often does one get to rebuild one of the seven wonders of the world. So to 'relax' after the party the demigoddess pulled her boyfriend by his tuxedo jacket and kissed him passionately. The son of Poseidon grinned and carried her bridal style to bed. Her laid her down and got on top starting to kiss her. After five minutes of making out and rubbing against each other Annabeth noticed once crucial detail. Percy wasn't hard, at all! She tried to ignore it but after ten more minutes when she had removed the tight, deep v-neck, navy dress and was only in her bra, panties and stilettos and Percy was still not hard.

"Seaweed brain, stop! What's going on? Aren't you aroused?"- she confronted him.

"I am sorry Annie I didn't think it would go that far!"- admitted the son of Poseidon.

"What do you mean that far?"- asked the gray eyed demigoddess.

"Well, I've been kinda faking my orgasms"- said the sea prince.

"Um Percy how does a guy fake his orgasms and why?"- wondered Annabeth.

"You'd be surprised and well, I'm sorry Annie but vanilla sex isn't just that arousing anymore!"- said the sea prince.

"Perce we've already had this conversation! I know you have your kinks but I'm just not that type of girl! And even if I was I would never be OK with pegging!"- said the daughter of Athena.

"So where does that leave us?"- asked Percy.
"Now that's a good question! I think we need to break up!" - realized Annabeth.

"Are you serious? Just because we can't have sex?!" - asked the shocked sea prince.

"Perce look at it this way. Each couple is different, I know you love me but take away the sex and what do you feel for me?" - said the blonde.

"Friendship!" - Percy finally understood.

"Exactly!"

"But what about our dreams? We were gonna go to college together, I was gonna become a marine biologist and you were gonna become a famous architect and we'd have children!" - pointed out the green eyed demigod.

"That can all still happen, the only difference is we won't be married to each other!" - said Annabeth encouragingly.

<three weeks before>

At first Percy was amazing at how easy it was to be single. He felt like he could do anything and owe explanation to no-one. Then after two weeks after his break up with Annabeth he bumped into a familiar face. A face he thought he'd never see again. But there he was, Luke was standing in front of him smirking. He didn't even bother to ask, he always knew the son of Hermes could talk his way out of any hell. So for the rest of that day the sea prince was pretty much stuck showing Luke around. Then he made a huge mistake! He told Luke about his break up. The blond's eyes lit up, he grinned and his eyebrows flashed up and down. The son of Hermes tried to pull his in for a kiss but Percy managed to escape. So for the past week they've been playing cat and mouse. Percy was avoiding the blond like the plague. It wasn't that he didn't find it flattering it was just that Percy was crazy enough on his own and with Luke as his boyfriend that would be insane. So here he was knocking on the door to Nico's apartment.

"Perce what's going on?" - asked the Ghost King as he opened the door.

"Nico I need a huge favor! I need you to pretend to be my boyfriend so Luke will stop hitting on me!" - said the sea prince.

"Um Perce, I don't know if you have noticed but both of us have dark hair. Relationships between demigods work out only if one has dark hair and the other one fair." - pointed out the Ghost King.

"We'll say we're rebelling!" - said the son of Poseidon.

"While that would work most of the time Luke has developed the ability to read minds. If this is going to work, our relationship needs to be as real as possible! Are you willing to go through that?" - asked the olive skinned demigod making Percy nod.

<the main day>
Percy was just moments from waking up. He could feel it and he was fighting to stay asleep with every fiber of his being. But he failed and he was once again back to reality. The sheets were red again. As Nico had suggested they made the relationship as real as possible. They moved in together, they shared a bed they went on dates and they even had sex or at least tried to. The thing was the thing about the hair color was no freaking myth. They were so incompatible. Nico's apartment was so dark Percy could barely see and it was so quiet that Percy could hear every little crack and it irritated him to the point where he couldn't sleep. Speaking of which Nico wanted his space in bed and Percy wasn't the type to sleep without snuggling up to something and twisting and turning while in the realm of Hypnos. The dates were also horrible. Nico took him to an Italian opera which made Percy's ears sore and then the sea prince took Nico out clubbing and the Ghost King puked. But the sex was by far the worst part. Firstly they both preferred to bottom and secondly while they were both into kinky sex Nico was also into creepy sex. He would get a knife and make a vertical cut on his thigh and force the son of Poseidon to suck it.

Anyway Nico woke up only seconds after his fake boyfriend.

"This isn't working, is it?" asked the son of Hades.

"Not even a bit but what can I do Nico? I can't let Luke just have me! If I fall in love with him what's to stop him from becoming evil again?" asked the green eyed demigod.

"Perce let me ask you: why did you and Annabeth break up?" asked the Ghost King.

"Well Neeks I'm into kinky sex and I enjoy being dominated and Annabeth is just not that type of a girl." explained Percy.

"So basically you'd like a kinkier version of Annabeth?" concluded the Italian.

"Yeah and maybe younger I discovered I'm into younger people" said Percy.

"Boy or Girl?" asked Nico.

"Maybe a boy would be better for dominating and maybe pampering me!" said the raven haired demigod.

"Perce you're basically describing Malcolm." said the son of Hades.

"What?! You think Mal's into kinky sex?" asked the sea prince.

"Judging by the magazines the Stoll have found under his bed and the fact that he's been staring at your ass for as long as I can remember I'd say he's a perfect fit. So can we break up, now?" said Nico.

"You bet!"

Malcolm was on his bed, desperately jerking off at the thought of the sea prince's perfect, heart shaped ass. It just wasn't fair! Percy and Annabeth finally broke up after a long time and now he was with Nico! Mal was moaning Percy's name shamelessly and was about to cum when he heard: "You might not want to do that just yet."
The blond blushed in embarrassment as he saw Percy. The sea prince was wearing a black tight skirt, heels and a silk, turquoise dress shirt. He bended over the son of Athena's desk. The gray eyed demigod drooled at the sight of the perfect, practically naked butt. He shed his clothing and rushed to fuck his crush. But before he could Percy gave him a paddle. The blond smirked and slapped the sexy ass as hard as he could making the sea prince yelp. The smacked it again and again making Percy emit loud, wanton moans. It was music to his ears. After 20 slaps Malcolm tore the skirt apart to see the nice, scarlet colored, stinging ass cheeks. Percy was a sweaty, whimpering mess but his dick kept twitching. Then he felt something at his entrance. A moment later he realized it was his lover's tongue. Mal started thrusting his muscle in and out of the puckered entrance. The son of Poseidon was becoming a hot mess with the blond’s tongue plunging into his entrance with no mercy. Tears formed in his eyes, and his whole body was terribly flushed.

“Please Mal, more!” Percy moaned, while his cock was throbbing. The younger demigod pulled out his tongue. Percy let out a soft whimper at the loss but it was soon compensated for by the feeling of Mal's 9 inch, thick dick popping his cherry. It made Percy let out a moan loud enough to crack a window. But the son of Athena had figured out that his lover liked it rough and didn't hesitate to thrust as fast and hard as possible. It was painful at first but as soon as his prostate was hit Percy forgot all about the pain. A wave of pleasurable ecstasy overtook him as he was being fucked silly by his ex's baby brother. The very thought of it aroused him so much he blew his load on the desk. His walls tightened in of Mal's member forcing him to empty his balls inside his lover. He turned the panting sea prince around and gave him a long passionate kiss.

"Mine!"- moaned Malcolm possessively.

"Yours!"- replied the sea prince as he melted into the other demigod's arms. Malcolm carried him bridal style into his bed.

<the next day>

Percy was walking to Nico's apartment to get his stuff while holding hands with his boyfriend. After knocking on the door several times and receiving no answer the sea prince got his key out of his pocket and unlocked it. He was about to shout for Nico when he heard loud, whimper-like moans coming out of the Ghost King's room.

"Oh!"- the couple realized what was going on.

"Perce where is your stuff?"- asked Malcolm.

"Don't worry Nico and I moved it to the guest room before I left, I'll just go get it"- said the sea prince and then he hear Nico scream: "Oh, Gods, Luke I'm cumming!"

"Or I can return later!"- he said and dashed out of the apartment with his boyfriend.

Chapter End Notes
Hey guys guess what?! Power's back on! This pairing was requested by The_Man_Called_Madara who was in luck since I wanted to incorporate my conclusion that Riordan prefers to pair characters with darked with characters with lighter hair. Anyway guys I appreciate all the request and I'll do them all meaning I have lots of catching up to do so if you want to request you could (read chapter 32 first) but you'll have to wait a week since I have 5 requests and one of my own stories which I'm writing next. It's gonna be Carter/Anubis and the plot of a soap opera. Basically Carter is not very willingly engaged to Horus which makes Anubis realize he has feeling for him. I would really like to know if this interests anyone!
Carter was not OK, not OK at all. He had this horrible feeling in his gut and since apparently he wasn't paranoid enough, he has been seeing glimpses of Anubis everywhere since his sister broke up with Anubis. The god was heartbroken but Sadie knew it had to be done. She had grown a lot and knew that Anubis was an Egyptian god, they simply can't start a normal life with humans even inside a host. They for one can't have demigod children and one day Sadie and Walt would have died anyway. The only reason she didn't do it sooner was because Anubis was the only thing keeping Walt from dying but after she with the help of Annabeth had done some research about the curse they were able to create their own Graeco-Egyptian spell to inactivate it. Anyway even after all he's been through Carter still chose to ignore all this and instead drank a sleeping tea. That was the biggest mistake of his life. He had realized after he woke up in the Duat. Osiris/Julius was in from of him.

"Dad?! What's going on?"- asked the magician.

"Welcome to my living quarters Carter how do you like it?"- asked the god. Carter looked around. It looked like a very expensive Egyptian palace made of golden bricks, decorated with hieroglyphs and beautiful, authentic furniture like the sofa bench he was currently lying on.

"It's amazing!"- said Carter.

"Well I'm glad you like it because this is now your home!"- said Osiris/Julius.


"I already told your sister. Thoth discovered an ancient prophecy. You know that since the fall of Egypt us gods aren't what we used to be. There's littler balance in the Duat. This prophecy foretells that when the eye of Horus marries the son of the Egyptian death deity then the balance will be restored. And the only way to get a mortal and a god to marry is by making the mortal a relatively permanent resident of the Duat, just like the gods"- explained Osiris/Julius.

"And you are the death deity so I'm engaged to Horus, aren't I?"- concluded the magician.

"I know it's..."- the god was cut off by Carter.
"Dad, I get it! If it for the good of the Duat then there's no other choice." - said Carter.

"Good, I'm glad you're so mature about this. Now I have to go meet with Ra and Isis to discuss the wedding! You'll wed in a week." - said Osiris and left.

Once Osiris/Julius had left Carter burst into flames. He grabbed a nearby vase and threw it on the floor, breaking it pieces.

" Haven't you all taken enough from me?!" - yelled the magician. It wasn't that this whole thing was arranged without his willingness or knowledge. It it wasn't as if Horus was ugly or unlikeable. Carter was facing a much deeper problem. His train of thoughts was interrupted by the purplish-black smoke that appeared in the corner of the room. Out of it came Anubis.

"Would you stop messing with my head?!" - yelled the magician.

"Whoa, someone woke up on the wrong side of the bed" - said the god.

"What do want?!" - barked Carter.

"You!"

"Excuse me?"

"Look Carter, I like you, a lot! I realize that now. And I'm not just gonna stand and watch as you marry Horus!" - said Anubis.

"Wait, where the Duat is all this coming from? Didn't my sister dump you less than a month ago?!" - asked the magician confused.

"Look back in ancient Egypt I was dating a guy. I really liked him and he broke my heart. I swore not to date men again! Once I suspected that I was developing feeling for you I started flirting with Sadie to distract myself. I don't even care that she dumped me, this whole talk about your wedding has made me realize that I can't live like this." - said Anubis and then received a slap on the face by Carter.

"You could have told me sooner!" - said the magician.

"I'm sorry I had no idea what to do!" - said the jackal god.

"And what's changed now? If I decide to give this a shot what are we gonna do?!" - asked Carter.

"I'll ask Set for help" - sighed Anubis.

"You're that serious, huh?" - said Carter after giving a moment of silence.

"I am!" - said the god determinedly.

"But what about the balance of the Duat?" - asked Carter.

"The Duat has been unbalanced for millennia and everything's still fine. It can wait!"
"Just one more question: how can you be so sure that this will work that you're willing to sacrifice the balance of the Duat for it? What makes you certain that I will like you back?" - asked the magician.

"Because I know what you are feeling. Your life is nowhere close to ordinary but you yourself feel normal, too normal! Before all the craziness started you had been traveling with your dad all the time, you were educated, a person of culture, you had manners a powerful, very sophisticated vibe to you and then once this started you changed into a normal teen. But you don't like that one bit! You miss being you! So run away with me, we'll take some animal hosts and see the world together! What do you say?" - said Anubis. Carter sighed and nodded.

"Yes" - he said making Anubis smile from ear to ear. He kissed his crush passionately. Carter surprised him by opening up his mouth. It gave the god's tongue access to explore his warm wet cavern. In the meantime Anubis' hand found their way to Carter's thick bubble butt. The magician had never felt such passing, such lust and such desire in his life. He was melting at Anubis' touch. It was so arousing. Arousing enough to make him push the god onto the bench and removed his black, swiss lace shirt. He then shed his own clothes as Anubis took off his gray jeans and his black wingtips. Carter looked at the pile of clothes he left behind. It consisted of sneakers, jeans and a yellow tee. He mumbled something and they burned to ashes. He then mumbles something else and slick started oozing from his ass. He impaled himself on Anubis' 10 inch dick, popping his cherry while the god was grinning. He started going up and down. It was painful at first which is why he was letting out soft whimpers but then Anubis' hairy dick poked his prostate. It made him see stars. He let out a wanton moan and started going at it as fast and hard as possible making sure to get the angle right ever time. Once the god realized that Carter was getting the hang of it he smacked the thick, round ass hard making Carter yelp. He continued making sure to hit hander and harder. It got the magician moaning like a 5 dollar whore and going impossibly fast. Anubis cast a spell and carter realized it was a spell to tattoo the god's name on his ass. The thought of that made him cum all over Anubis' washboard abs. His ass tightened around the monster dick milking it. They laid on the bench panting for a few minutes until Anubis kissed him and got up. He gave Carter a package: It was new clothes: a Nile blue, linen shirt, beige khakis and camel colored oxfords. As his boyfriend got dressed he realized something important.

"Carter we didn't cast a contraception spell!" - said Anubis.

"Dude we're both guys!" - said Carter.

"So were my father and Horus!" - pointed out Anubis.

"We're gonna have a baby?" - said the magician dumbfoundedly.

"Carter I'm sorry. I know it's not what you want..." - Anubis was cut off by his boyfriend.

"Shush! You would make a terrible fortune teller! You promised to show me the world! Now we'll just have one more passenger. I was happy traveling with my dad and to give that experience to my child would be a dream come true!" - said Carter.

"Wow you're full of surprises, babe" - said Anubis and kissed his boyfriend goodbye.
Anubis entered Sets living quarters.

"Ah son you've finally come to your senses!" - said the red god.

"You have no such luck! I'm here because I need your help and if you want me to ever be on good terms with you you'll give it to me!" - said the jackal god.

"What seems to be the problem?" - asked the god of storms.

"Carter Kane and I are planning to run away together!" - said Anubis.

"What? Anubis, I know I'm a chaos god but you know that the balance of the Duat is important!" - said Set.

"What if I told you Carter was carrying your grandchild?!" - said Anubis shocking Set.

"We'll help!" - said a voice from behind Anubis. He turned around to see his mother, Nephthys.

"Mom?!" - asked Anubis surprised.

"No time to explain! Get Carter here!" - said the goddess.

"Our sister and nephew will follow, no doubt!" - said Set.

"You underestimate me Set!" - smirked Nephthys.

"Oh, please you've been sucking up to Isis since forever" - commented the storm god.

"You can look at it that way or you can look at it another way. I've been gaining her trust and wrapping her around my little finger without her noticing!" - said the goddess.

"Than why did you give Anubis to her?!" - asked Set.

"Because, If he stayed with us he would have been forced to share the same fate as you!" - explained Nephthys rendering the god dumbfounded.

Set had been right. Isis and Horus were at his door threatening to burn down his living quarters. They were shocked when Nephthys opened the door and behind her were Carter and Anubis.

"Sister can we talk?!" - asked Nephthys.

"Of course sister!" - said Isis shocked. The other goddess led her to the outdoor sitting area.

"What's going on Nephthys?!" - asked Isis.

"Sister, you've been a great mother to Anubis, yet you've somehow failed to see his love for carter Kane" - explained the goddess.

"What?! Is that what this is all about?!" - asked Isis.

"Sister I beg of you I haven't seen Anubis this happy since you know who!" - said Nephthys.
"I get it Nephthys but what about the prophecy?" - asked Isis.

"The prophecy states that Carter will marry a child of a death deity and you immediately though of Osiris. But aren't I a death deity as well?" - pointed out Nephthys.

"Oh, I can't believe I hadn't thought of that! But how can we be certain?" - asked the goddess of marriage.

"Well my son managed to get carter pregnant. The boy's carrying an old soul, a soul I'd recognize anywhere, anytime!" - said the death goddess.

"You don't mean...?!"

"Queen Cleopatra!"

"Well now I guess the only thing we need to talk about are living arrangements" - said Isis.

"No need! Anubis wants to show Carter the world and I already contacted Persephone to keep an eye on them in Mediterranean Europe." - said Nephthys.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This is my Kane Chronicles OTP, mainly because: Carter->Percy, Anubis->Nico. Anyway guys, requests are always welcomed except in the moment! I have 6 of them right now and would ask you to slow down a bit. Five days from now I should be done with the fifth one and that's when I'll want my inbox blown up, not now!
Request: I like the idea of Luke and Nico, Maybe you could write a chapter what happened with them to end up together.

Warning: some bloodplay

Once again Nico was free, maybe a little too free. Percy had hooked up with Mal so they could finally end their horrible, fake relationship leaving Nico all alone in the gothic styled apartment which now seemed too big. Don't get him wrong he was a total loner but he just wished for someone that could share his loneliness, his creepy side, his mature interests with. He was poring himself a glass of Marsala wine and looking for some classical gothic music on TV when he heard a knock on his door. He stood up and opened it. Thank Gods for his demigod reflexes because as soon as he opened the door Luke practically fell onto him. The son of Hades picked up the strong smell of beer. The blond was wasted. Nico carefully put him down of the blackish-brown, ornate, leather couch.

"Sit here, I'll get you a drunkenness negation potion"- said the Italian.

"Screw it! I'm staying drunk."- said the son of Hermes.

"Hangover prevention potion it is."- said Nico and gave Luke a vial. Once the blond drank it he grabbed the wine bottle and guzzled down the sweet, ruby red drink. Nico took his glass and a vial for himself realizing it was gonna be a long night.

"Percy rejecting you upsets you this much?"- asked the Ghost King.

"Yes! No! Percy was the only one that would be able to accept my new characteristics"- admitted the blue eyed demigod.

"Which are?"- asked Nico.

"I really should not be telling you this"

"Yet you are not stopping!"- pointed out the Italian.

"Being possessed by Kronos enchanted my abilities: I can read thoughts, charmspeak and run supernaturally fast and my return has caused my sibling to start developing some or all of this powers as well."- explained the son of Hermes.

"Why is that bad?"- asked the olive skinned demigod.

"The more they use them it drains me and the only way I can replenish my energy is by consuming body fluids and most of the times it has to be the strongest one: blood."- said Luke.

"Percy would have never been OK with that"- said the Ghost King.

"How do you know?"

"I like cutting my thigh and having someone suck on my blood and then kissing me. I'm into a lot of things that apparently are weird like art and classical music and literature"- admitted the son of
Hades.

"I don't think that's weird. My dad is the god of travelers among other things, what's the point of traveling if you don't get to experience foreign cultures? Well now if you'll excuse me I gotta go!" - said Luke.

"Whoa, no freaking way are you going in this condition!" - said Nico.

"I have to... well... replenish my energy" - said the son of Hermes. Nico contemplated if what he was about to do was the right decision for a few moments and then said: "Come with me!"

The two went into Nico's room and the son of Hades took off his gray, leather pants and his combat boots. He opened the drawer of the creepy looking nightstand and grabbed a silver athame. He made a lengthwise cut on his thigh. Blood started oozing out. The blond lowered himself and licked over the cut. He then started sucking on it. Nico felt amazing. He was fighting the urge to moan while Luke was consuming his essence. This is probably the reason he hadn't noticed the tent in his skull printed briefs. But Luke did so after the bleeding had stopped he raised himself and kissed the Ghost King. The two stared at each other for a few moments before they started making out. Nico tasted his own blood as the blond's tongue explored his warm, wet mouth. The eventually had to separate for air.

"Now you're definitely staying here! We're gonna have so much fun tonight!" - said Nico.

"You might want to hold that though for the morning" - said Luke causing Nico to make a confused expression. The next moment he collapsed on top of Nico out cold.

"Oh!"

Nico was at the verge of waking up, but he felt lazy. He was protesting until he felt wetness on his dick. Then he recalled the memories of the night before. He opened his eyes and saw a naked, toned and very sexy Luke giving him a blowjob. He also realized that he was on the verge of cumming. He pushed the blond off his dick.

"Finally" - said Luke and leaned in to kiss him.

"Any other kinks?" - asked the blond and Nico whispered into his ear making him grin. He took off the Ghost King's black, Victorian shirt and then flipped him before taking off the undies. He then smacked the round ass cheeks hard making Nico whimper. He slapped again and again each slap harder than the previous one. It got Nico moaning as his ass slowly turned read and sensitive. But Luke didn't stop there! He kept going at it until Nico's ass was ass read as his blood and just the slightest breeze of air could make it sting. He then spread the cheeks and spat in the gaping hole. It made Nico shiver. Then Luke thrust his 9 inch dick inside making his lover yelp. He barely gave the Italian time to adjust before he started thrusting. He had located Nico's special spot immediately and didn't miss it once. It send the younger demigod into pure ecstasy. He saw starts before his eyes, his ears were ringing and he was drooling. After several minutes of fucking Nico silly Luke smacked his ass again. This time the Italian hadn't expected it which is why it sent him over the edge.

"Oh, Gods, Luke I'm cumming!" - screamed the son of Hades as he emptied his balls all over his sheets. His ass tightened around Luke making him spill his seed deep inside the Ghost King. As he
pulled out he got a butt plug from under the mattress like Nico had told him and inserted it inside the
used hole, preventing his seed from oozing out. He laid beside his panting boyfriend and managed to
sneak in a few kisses before Nico got up.

"Where are you going?" asked Luke.

"I'm gonna go cook us something and then we can shower and eat together. Have you ever tried
lasagnettes?" said Nico as he put on his briefs.

"No" replied the blond.

"Then we need to fix that!" said Nico as he put on Luke's blue, flannel shirt making his boyfriend
smirk. He then went to the kitchen, lounge, dining room combo but before he started cooking he
notice wet footprints on the floor. It was raining outside. he then took a good look at the footprints
and realized that they ere made by Percy's converse shoes. He rolled his eyes and smiled silly.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! I would like to thank Loes for requesting this midquel. Anyway
guys save your requests till chapter 44, I have enough for now. Don't worry it's only 4
days from now. Also, you all know that there's a list of the completed drabbles in the top
notes chapter one, well it'll have to continue in chapter 2 I only have 9 characters left!
**Percy/Jason/Luke/Nico**

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes.

**Request: Percy gets cursed! To be free, he has to bring to climax three of his friends and swallow their seed.**

And even if he is in love with Annabeth and considered himself as totally straight, he will enjoy the situation a lot.

The three will be Nico, Luke and Jason.

Percy had pissed off Aphrodite for the last time! He had commented something about her not being important enough to be in the Olympian council. The goddess was fuming. She had summoned her former handmaiden Hecate.

"Is Hermes' brat reborn yet?"- asked the goddess of love.

"Yes! Why do you ask?"- asked the other goddess.

"Listen to me Hecate I need a huge favor!"- said Aphrodite.

<break>

The next day Luke was back in camp. He had no idea what happened and barely remembered who he was. Anyway while he was being checked by Will, the sea prince was having a picnic on the beach with his girlfriend. They were munching on some strawberries when the son of Poseidon decided to be bold and started planting soft kisses on his girlfriend's neck. The daughter of Athena seemed to panic and pushed him away.

"Annie what happened?"- asked the green eye demigod.

"I don't know Perce, the thought of doing it for the first time just came into my mind and I felt gross! I'm sorry! It's best if I leave!"- she said and dashed away.

*What was that all about?* - wondered Percy. He then noticed the tent in his cargo shorts. Weird he didn't think he was that aroused! Oh, well. He walked to his cabin since he couldn't just jerk off in the middle of the beach. Percy's preferred jerking off spot was his bed so he hopped on his new water mattress and unzipped his shorts. Then all of a sudden a strange sleeping sensation took him over causing him to fall asleep before he even had the chance to touch himself. the next time he opened his eyes he was in the realm of Morpheus. That was never good. What happened next confirmed that indeed what was happening wasn't good at all. A pink cloud appeared that soon burst into pink feathers and in the middle was Aphrodite. Percy began pinching himself in an effort to wake up.

"Stop that! It isn't gonna work"- said the goddess, almost annoyed.

"What do you want?"- asked the sea prince bluntly.

"Is that any way to talk to a goddess or I'm I not just that important?"- asked Aphrodite.
"Oh, you're mad about that, aren't you?" - asked Percy.

"No, not anymore" - replied the goddess.

"OK, then! Wait why not?" - the demi god almost forgot to ask.

"Because of all the entertainment you're gonna give me" - said Aphrodite.

"Entertainment?" - gulped Percy, not sure if he wanted to know the answer. Scratch that! He was pretty sure he didn't.

"You see you won't be able to get release unless you do something for me! And that erection is gonna stay like that." - said the goddess.

"What do you need?" - sighed the raven haired demi god.

"This isn't about what I need! YOU need to give Hermes' brat who I politely asked Hecate to turn back into his former self, Hades' brat and Zeus' brat blowjobs. Only then will you be able to have an orgasm! Bye now!" - said the goddess and left. Percy opened his eyes immediately. This was gonna be 'interesting'.

Seeing no other way the sea prince decided to be honest and tell his friends about his problem. and if that didn't work he had some fainting powder. He called Jason, Luke and Nico into his cabin and after they got comfortable he began:

"Guys, guess who cursed me this time!" - said the son of Poseidon hoping to ease them a bit with humor before dropping the bomb. But judging by the lifeless expressions on their faces they didn't seemed to find it funny at all.

"What have you done this time?" - asked the son of Jupiter.

"I may have pissed of Aphrodite and I may not be able to have an orgasm and may have to stay permanently hard unless I give the three of you blowjobs." - said the green eyed boy. All three slapped their foreheads and decided to get it over with. Nico undid his pants and lowered his skull print briefs revealing his 8 inch dick. Percy engulfed the huge member inch by inch. He made sure to get it really wet and started taking it in and out. His hands played with his lover's balls and soon he started deep throating Nico. The ghost King moaned loudly as his dick began hitting his lover's throat. Percy was a natural Nico hadn't felt a single tooth. The other demi god felt a wave of sexual energy taking him over making his painfully hards dick throb. Who knew he'd find himself enjoying this. He couldn't exactly moan but the vibrations from his vocal chords drove the son of hades crazy. As the green eyed demi god licked the vein on the underside of his lover's dick Nico began spilling his seed. He pulled Percy by the hair so that the older demi god's nose was buried in his pubes. It made Percy choking but he swallowed all of Nico's potent seed. The Ghost King pulled out. He was sweating and panting in post coital bliss. Luke and Jason helped him lie down before taking down their down pants and boxers. Percy found himself getting excited to take two dicks inside his mouth. Luke had an 9 inch and Jason a 7,5 inch just like Percy. He gave them a few strokes before placing them in his mouth. Like he did with Nico he first got the two large members thoroughly wet before starting to suck them in and out. Before long the two other demi gods were rock hard and the large heads of their thick dick were poking Percy's throat. Somehow he wasn't choking, maybe it was one
of the perks of being a demigod. He still felt himself enjoying this and could sense that he would soon have to make a decision. He fondled his lover's balls and moaned on their members causing them to empty their balls down his throat. The blonds joined Nico on the bed equally sweaty. The sea prince decided there was no going back from this. He stood up and started stroking his on dick over his lovers' heads. This didn't go unnoticed by the three as they were grinning and soon positioned their heads at the best angles and opened their mouths. Percy blew his load all over their faces. They licked themselves clean before Luke said: "Looks like someone doesn't want this to stop!"

"What about Annabeth?" - said Jason. The Ghost King just lied there trying to process what had just happened and was too shy to speak up anyway.

"I think she's gonna break up with me soon. She seems to be having intimacy issues. So same time tomorrow?" - said Percy. They all nodded and each one of them gave him a kiss before retuning to their own cabins. Percy would never speak bad of Aphrodite ever again.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Anyway three more chapters to go and I'm taking requests again.
Anubis/Nico

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Request: could you do another Nico/Anubis story? Like here is that idea maybe do one where Nico is a slave in ancient Egypt?

If Zeus had showed up in front of Nico that moment he would have been sent to Tartarus instantly. All this was happening because of the crazy god. He though that the Graeco-Romans needed to reinforce their alliance with the Egyptians so what had he done? He got the submissive Graeco-Roman demigods on the sex slave market of Egypt. And that wasn't the worst part. They weren't given to just any of Egypt's markets, they were given at the most exclusive. The purchases weren't done at the market like they'd normally be, instead paintings of the slaves were sent only to the rich and respected along with some information regarding age and heritage. Normally it would also give info on whether they were a virgin or not but this market didn't even check before casting a spell that basically gave everyone super-virgin tightness. That was still not the worst part! The living atmosphere was actually very friendly. Beside Percy, Jason, Leo and Frank the son of Hades had also made new friends: Carter and Walt. They were Egyptian slaves. The worst part had actually started seven months ago. One by one, everyone of his friends got sold and Nico wasn't even allowed to find out their current whereabouts, not to mention how no-one seemed to be interested in buying him. His train of thoughts was interrupted by the owner of the market. He was unlocking the boy's cage.

"Get out you've been sold!" yelled the grumpy man. The son of Hades got out and had his round ass slapped by the perverted man. Why did slaves had to be sold naked? Anyway Nico knew what was next. He was magically sedated and then tied to the front part of a camel's back while the man took him to his new master, slapping his ass and balls every few seconds for the first couple of hours.

<six hours later>

They had finally arrived. That was the last time the demigod had to ever see the perverted man again. That was also the first time he saw his new master who only wore a black loincloth. The demigod was too busy admiring the man's sexy chiseled jawline and toned body to realize that he already knew the guy. It was Anubis. He hadn't seen him in person before but his father knew him well.

"So you are the son of Hades. I'll be honest I didn't expect someone this sexy. Anyway go through that door on the right. My other concubines will get you ready and then we can have some alone time!" smirked the god. Nico went to the door with only one though on his mind: Other concubines?! Then once he opened the door he got a pleasant surprise. All his friends were there. They were all wearing really short, pink robes that only covered the top of their asses and all had baby bumps, some more, some less noticeable. Percy was the roundest.

"Nico! Finally!" cheered the son of Poseidon.

"Um, guys what's going on?" asked Nico.

"Turns out Anubis wanted the most powerful male demigods and magicians as his consorts!" said
"OK, I guess that explains it. And what's this about getting ready?" - asked Nico and the others smirked. Frank and Walt grabbed him by the armpits and lifted him up. Percy placed a cock ring on his hairless balls and 7 of them on his 7 inch, hairless dick. Then the sea prince grabbed some sticky substance and rubbed it on the other demigods hairless nipples. It made the small pink buds turn rock hard, extremely sensitive and purple. Carter came to his backside and made the hieroglyphs of Anubis appear. Then he was lifted down.

"Anubis' mind has control over the tightness of the rings. Usually, he only let's you cum when he's inside you. You better get use to them, the hieroglyphs and having swollen nipples. It's permanent. Also If you feel the hieroglyphs heat up it means that Anubis wants to see you.

"Um, they're heating up right now!" - said the son of Hades.

"Go!" - everyone commanded and then showed him to Anubis' room in the huge palace.

Nico opened the door. In front of him was Anubis backside. the god had gotten rid of the loincloth and Nico could admire his toned back and his muscular butt. Then Anubis turned around. One look at his member had Nico's mouth dropped. It was a foot long, 2,5 inches in diameter and really hairy. It made the demigod freeze. This didn't go unnoticed by Anubis. He shot a predatory glare to Nico making the demigod blush in excitement. As the god got closer Nico could feel slick oozing out of his entrance. Anubis groped the round ass cheeks and then thrust a finger into the unnaturally tight hole. He then pulled it out and made Nico lick off the slick and once the demigod did it he was rewarded with a kiss. Anubis pushed Nico into his big, luxurious bed. He got on top and started sucking on the swollen nipples. It made the son of Hades moan like a jackal bitch in heat. Anubis his buds and gave them a few squeezes making Nico let out soft whimpers and then he started biting and sucking on the collar bone leaving a hickey. He cast a spell to make it permanent. Then Nico found himself on his master's lap his ass exposed to the god's onyx black eyes. Anubis slapped the branded ass cheeks hard making Nico yelp. He spanked again and again each time harder and Nico was whimpering at first. Then suddenly he found himself enjoying the spanking. It was much better and much more enjoyable than being spanked by the perverted man. He began moaning shamelessly as his ass became a nice dark red thanks to Anubis' heavy palm. The god decided it was enough and he got Nico off his lap. The demigod was now lying on his stomach with his legs spread as he felt the god's monster thrusting into his super tight, well slicked ass, deflowering him. The god didn't really give him any time to adjust and started moving. With a dick like that it was hard not to hit the prostate. Every last though about how this wasn't right escaped from Nico's mind as pure pleasure took him over. He saw stars in front of his eyes and made sound that he had though were impossible to make. Beside these the only other sound that could be heard was the sound of heavy balls against ass cheeks. The son of Hades was painfully hard but the damned cock ring were doing their job. This had not gone unnoticed by Anubis. The next time his dick hit his lover's special spot the rings loosened and Nico finally came, staining the silk sheets. His ass became so tight around Anubis member and then something happened that blew Nico's mind. His master's member started swelling. Nico was pretty sure it was at lest 3 inches longer and more than twice as thick. He should have known that he jackal god would knot him. A moment later Nico felt the warmth of Anubis' seed spreading through his insides. Thankfully they were only locked together until the god's orgasm was
over which was 5 glorious minutes. Once Anubis pulled out he opened the drawer on the dark gold end table and got a butt plug. He inserted it into Nico's ass to prevent his seed from spilling and then mumbled a spell under his breath. The toy started buzzing arousing Nico. It was quite short so it would only tease him and not even come close to his prostate. Anubis was a sexy bastard. A sexy bastard in whose embrace Nico slept like a kitten. He had never had such a good night sleep in all his life. Maybe he shouldn't be mad at Zeus, after all.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! I would like to thank AnimeBooks_684 for giving me the first Kane Chronicles request, hopefully there will be more! Anyway guys, only two more chapters and I'm open for new requests!
Hephaestus/Ares

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Ares / Hephaestus: During a recent fight on the subject of who likes Aphrodite better, things get out of hand.

Ares was going to meet Aphrodite. He put on his favorite leather jacket, a short sleeved, fire printed dress shirt, gray biker jeans and boots. Tonight he would pop the question. He got on his bike and drove through the sky to the island they were meeting at. Aphrodite wasn't there which hadn't really surprised the war god. After all he was dating the goddess of beauty who needed hours to get ready. Out of the corner of his eye he was a moving figure. He turned around and much to his disappointment he saw his brother, Hephaestus. The blacksmith god was wearing slacks, a navy jumper and brown suede shoes.

"What are you doing here?!" - yelled the war god.

"I'm meeting Aphrodite. She said she wanted to talk!" - said Hephaestus.

"Oh, please. Like she would ever want to talk to you! Get lost! The two of us are having a date!" - yelled Ares.

"I don't see her anywhere nearby!" - pointed out the other god.

"Oh, now it's personal!" - yelled Ares and punched Hephaestus. The other god grind his teeth in anger and set Ares' jacket on fire.

"Now you are gonna pay!" - said the war god and dashed supernaturally fast towards Hephaestus. The blacksmith god used his powers to make the dishwasher from the kitchen throw plates at Ares. This didn't stop the war god, though. He created a force field around himself and before he knew it Hephaestus was pinned against the wall. Then for a moment Ares' rage seemed to fade as his lips were inches away from his rival. He was staring deeply at the chocolate brown eyes in front of him admiring their beauty. Hephaestus used this against him and made the wires in the wall electrocute his brother. He grabbed Ares by the neck and said: "What the Hades was that?!"

"What?!" - Ares managed to say while choking.

"Why did you hesitate?!" - yelled the blacksmith god.

"I noticed the pain in your eyes. All these millennia I though you were just mad at me now I realized that you're hurt. Just like Menelaus who I started the best war in history because of that. Now you know I love wars and I'm usually rooting for Sparta but that war was different. I was rooting for Troy and Sparta won and Athena mocked me for centuries. I don't want anything similar to happen." - said Ares and Hephaestus let him go.

"Guess our rivalry with Athena is another thing we have in common" - commented Hephaestus.

Ares got up and decided he's had enough excitement for one night.

"You need a ride back" - the war god asked Hephaestus.

"Sure!" - said the blacksmith god. The two rode back to Olympus on Ares' bike.
Aphrodite was nowhere to be found. It was if she had disappeared off the face of Gaea. But that wasn't what was on the blacksmith god's mind at the moment. He was jerking off at the though of his younger brother's bubble butt rubbing against his dick during the bike ride. It worried him. They had settled their feud yes, but it was still a feud that had lasted for millennia. You can't just start being attracted to a guy you've passionately hated for so long immediately, right? Well judging by Hephaestus' recent actions that was not the case. He felt really guilty. He knew that was Ares' favorite leather jacket he had burned so he had searched for an exact copy of it for the last few days. Thankfully he had found one. After the jerk off session the blacksmith god went to give the gift to Ares. He knocked on the door to the war god's palace. Ares opened it.

"Hephaestus?!!"

"Hello, brother I got you this!"- said the blacksmith god and gave him the leather jacket. Ares held it for a moment and then decided to be bold like always and kissed Hephaestus' chapped lips. The blacksmith god was taken by surprise and pushed Ares off.

"I thought you didn't date men!"- said Hephaestus.

"No man has ever been able to make me submit until yesterday"- replied the flame eyed god. Hephaestus knew what to do now. He kissed Ares and forced his tongue into the other god's mouth. He was dominating the kiss and Ares was not even trying to change that. He basically allowed himself to melt into Hephaestus' strong arms. The blacksmith god carried him bridal style to bed. Once he was thrown onto the bed the war god removed his toga and got on all fours and said: "Please spank me! I've given you so much pain, let me share it!"

The fire god was taken by surprise. He had not expected this type of behavior from the mighty god of war. It wasn't that he wasn't enjoying it, though. He let his large, rough, heavy hand meet Ares' round ass cheeks, initiating the first painful slap. To his surprise the other god didn't moan.

"That all you've got? I've had worse!"- Ares was definitely trying to provoke him. And it worked. Hephaestus smacked the bubble but with all his strength making his lover whimper loudly. Even Ares wasn't expecting that. It was clear as day that the blacksmith god was channeling every bit of bitterness he had suppressed over the years. He continued with the hard smack making Ares moan. What most people hadn't realized about the war god was that he was much more complex than a regular douche-head. After all, you can't have a war without slaves. Hephaestus decided to slop when the round ass cheek's matched his lover's eyes, both in color and in temperature. Correctly assuming that Ares liked it rough the blacksmith god shed his clothing and thrust his 10 inches long, almost three inches in diameter, hairy no furry dick inside the gaping hole. He started thrusting at a pace that no mortal could even imagine. His thick dick never missed Ares' prostate. It got the war god moaning like a 5 dollar whore. If he had known that Hephaestus was that well hung this would have happened a lot sooner. He was even bigger than the war god himself. Hephaestus started kissing the back of his lover's neck and sucking and biting on the skin. Ares realized he was leaving a hickey. he had a thing for marking so the very thought of it would have made him cum if it had not been for Hephaestus' thick fingers squeezing his balls. Ares sighed as he realized what he had to do.

"Please, master! Let me cum! I need it! Your monster's driving me bananas!"- said the war god trying to imitate a slave. Thankfully if had worked. Hephaestus let him blow his load. His ass tightened around the thick dick milking it. Ares collapsed onto the bed as the blacksmith god pulled
out. Then a moment later Ares felt agonizing pain as Hephaestus put his name on the round ass via branding iron. Ares was ready to start an argument but he's leaking member betrayed him. Hephaestus laid down beside him.

"So any idea what this just was?" - asked the blacksmith.

"Hot sex that would hopefully happen a lot more in the future!" - smirked Ares.

"In that case you might wanna turn into your Roman form" - said Hephaestus.

"Why?"

"Because If I'm not awakened my a blowjob each day I won't let you cum!" - smirked the fire god.

Aphrodite watched as her two former lovers fell asleep.

"You're a genius, Lady Aphrodite!" - said the goddess of witchcraft.

"Thank you Hecate. And I love this cloaking spell of yours." - said the love goddess.

"May I ask why you wanted them together?" - said Hecate.

"Well having two people chase after you is hard work but three, now that's impossible!" - explained Aphrodite.

"Three?" - asked Hecate confused.

"I sensed great lust and passion being brought into the world a few days ago. That can only mean that Adonis is reborn. This time I'm not gonna let him slip out of my hands!" - said the goddess.

"But aren't you afraid that Ares and Hephaestus could kill him if they found out?" - said the goddess of witchcraft, worried.

"No, they'll be too busy taking care of their child!" - smirked the goddess of love making Hecate admire her even more.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! One more chapter and i'm taking requests again guys!
Apollo/Hermes/Percy

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

Request: Percy/Hermes/Apollo: Hermes and Apollo like Percy, they watch him swim, but they want him both and when they are going to tell Percy they arrive at the same time. They are about to fight Percy interrupts them and they have great sex etc.

Apollo was in a sea cave on top of a deserted island. Why you may ask? Well because a certain son of Poseidon liked to swim to that island nude most days. It had started out a few weeks ago when the sun god was driving his Maserati and noticed the sea princes heart shaped, porcelain skinned butt sticking out from the surface of the sea. He turned the vehicle into a place and set it on autopilot and followed Percy by turning into a ray of sunshine. On the tranquil, little island the god was finally able to see the demigod in his full glory. He was beautiful. Now it would be a shame not to give such beauty a taste of the sun god's skills in bed, wouldn't it? The only problem was Apollo was kinda petrified of Percy. The demigod had defeated titans, giants and primordials. He was definitely not one to be messed with. So the god did the most 'rational' thing to do in that situation: he started stalking the sea prince.

Unbeknownst to the sun god, another god was also doing the same thing. Hermes had been resting on the island, beat from all his godly duties. As Percy was nearing the island the trickster god also notice the sexy, perfect ass. He quickly hid knowing if the son of Poseidon had seen it wouldn't have been pretty. Unlike Apollo, Hermes' eyes didn't agree with the bird's eye view. Instead he watched the sea prince from behind some thick rocks and bushes. Gods knew how much he wanted to grab the sea prince and ravish him right there and then but he knew it was never easy with Percy. So he decided to stalk the sea prince until he though the time was right.

It was a beautiful sunny day. The type of day you expect to find a nude sea prince on a small deserted island. Apollo went a lot earlier that normally. He decided maybe checking the place out would give him some ideas about wooing Percy. He started at the cave. He went inside and started walking. Once he was farther from the entrance he had to conjure an orb of sunlight to be able to see. The cave seemed to go on forever. After about half an hour the god considered going back just to realize that he was completely lots. He had no clue how to return to the entrance of the cavern. He sighed and kept going. Soon he seemed to trip only to realize that the path went downhill like a slide. Once he fell at the bottom he saw something beautiful. There was a pool of water leading to the ocean. He admired the beautiful turquoise water and all the colorful fish in it before jumping in. It was his only way out. The sun god was an excellent swimmer, himself. He used to spend a lot of time with his uncle Poseidon as a kid. Once he was in the pool he stepped on something. He got it out. It was a glowing seashell the size of a cup coaster. It had a glow that was a very rich blue at the narrow end and a blueish green at the wide and and had tints of yellow and purple all over the smooth surface. The sun god though it would go great with Percy's eyes so he though it would be the perfect gift to impress the sea prince.
Like Apollo, Hermes also arrived early and searched the island in hopes of finding something extraordinary to impress the son of Poseidon. Unlike Apollo, he was searching the beach. He found a small stream. It was freshwater so the god followed it to its source which was a petite cavern in rock. He noticed that there was something inside the cavern so he picked it up. It was a see-green pearl the size of a ping pong ball. Hermes had found his gift for Percy.

Both gods ran to the sea prince who had just arrived, he immediately covered his privates.

"What are you two doing here?!" - yelled the sea prince.

"That's a good question!" - both gods said looking at each other.

"Well I don't know what Hermes is doing here but I've been watching you for a few weeks and now I'm here to court you" - said the sun god.

"Oh please that's my story!" - said the trickster god.

"Oh really do you have a gift?" - smirked Apollo.

"Actually I do!" - grinned Hermes. Apollo was not a hothead but this got him so angry he launched a ray of sunlight energy towards his brother.

"Not the cattle story again, brother!" - said Apollo. Hermes was quick on his feet and used his super speed to pin Apollo to a rock, choking him. Meanwhile Percy looked at the gifts the gods had dropped. He put the pearl inside the shell. It was a perfect fit. That gave him an idea.

"Hey guys!" - he yelled but the two were too busy trying to kill each other to hear him. He rolled his eyes and conjured water tentacles to separate them.

"Now that I got your attention, I'm gonna just ask you: why don't you both fuck me?" - said the sea prince.

"What?!" "No way" "Not in a billion years" "Share, pff!" - excuses could be heard by the two gods until Percy said:

"OK how about this: either you agree to share or neither one of you is getting any of this." - he wiggled his ass, looking at their desperate faces Percy knew that they'd surrendered. He moved closer to them and made the tentacles shred their togas. Percy now took a look at their identical 9 inch, thick dicks.

"Wait! I know a better place" - said Apollo.
Apollo had taken the two to the pool he had found the shell in previously. Percy and Hermes marveled at its beauty for a few minutes before getting back to where they had been. Percy was first in the pool followed by his soon to be lovers. Apollo gave the sea prince a passionate kiss before the demigod turned towards the other god to receive another one.

"So Percy since you're all bossy how are we gonna do this?"- joked Hermes making the sea prince roll his eyes in annoyance.

"I'm gonna give you a blowjob while Apollo fucks me"- decided the sea prince. They all got into position. Apollo drooled when Percy exposed his perfect, heart shaped ass and pink puckered entrance to him. Apollo decided to nickname it the pearl of the sea. Figuring they were in water Apollo immediately thrust his dick inside the sea prince. This made Percy yelp as he took the other god's dick into his mouth. He made sure to get it really wet as he started sucking on it. Soon he was deep throating the god of thieves making him moan and form echoes in the cave. Meanwhile Apollo was hitting Percy's prostate with each hard thrust making the sea prince see stars, moan and drool on Hermes' dick. Percy's own member was being neglected, just the way he liked it. Then Apollo's hand's found their way to the demigod's nipples and gave them a hard squeeze. It made Percy choke on Hermes' dick. He also licked the vein on the underside of the member and moaned sending vibration throughout the shaft. The god couldn't take it anymore and blew his load down the sea prince's throat. Percy swallowed the warm liquid. The very thought of what he was doing made him feel so naughty it pushed him over the edge. He emptied his balls into the turquoise waters. Apollo was the last to spill his seed as 'the pearl of the sea' tightened around him. The three of them were panting as they propped themselves on the rocky walls of the pool.

"So I'm guessing you want to talk about feeling and the mushy stuff"- the god of thieves said to Percy.

"Actually I was hoping we can put it off for next time, so I would have enough time to go over my thoughts."- said the son of Poseidon.

"Next time?!"- asked Apollo, smiling from ear to ear.

"Of course, what do you think I am, a whore?"- said the demigod, slightly offended.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Now listen up guys! Tomorrow I will be writing a Percy/Grover request, but feel free to blow my inbox up with your requests now so I can organize everything. Anyway if you have any Percico requests, now is the time to speak up since I'm pretty sure you've heard of the Percico positivity project. Remember top!Nico/bottom!Percy!
Nico/Percy

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

<Japa 460 BC>

It was just another day. Another day where Percy had to be distant and make sure no-one breaks through the walls of his heart. It wasn't that he didn't want to let anyone in it was just that he couldn't. He was brought to emperor Koan's palace as a servant after being found unconscious on a rice field. No-one knew anything about his past or so they thought. Percy was faking memory loss. He knew the story behind his unusual turquoise eyes and he knew why he could have anyone peek under his happi. If anyone realized what he truly was it would all be over. under the blue coat were nine turquoise fox tails. His father was the Greek god Poseidon and his mother was or rather had been a river kitsune. She had died trying to protect Percy from an Oni. It was one of the rare creatures strong enough to kill a kitsune. And the worst part was that Percy didn't know any kitsune that could help him contact her spirit. So he decided to starts searching and what better way than to become one of the emperor's servants. The only problem was that humans were afraid of his kind so he couldn't let anyone know what he really was. And he liked it here. The emperor treated him decently and all the other servants were nice even though he didn't talk that much with them. His search for a kitsune that could summon spirits had seemed to be going well until a new servant arrived.

His name was Nico and he much like Percy kept all to himself. Unlike Percy he seemed darker and edgier. He was obedient but also quite neurotic. He often got defensive and didn't like people being around him. But the reason why Percy didn't like his wasn't any of that stuff. It was that if he didn't know anything about Nico then how could be sure that he wasn't a threat?

One beautiful night after everyone had hit the hay Percy decided to sneak out of the palace and go for a swim in a nearby pond. The moon was full, the stars were shining and there wasn't a cloud in the sky. It was the perfect night for a swim. He took off his happi letting his tails stretch after a long day. He jumped into the cool, crystal waters of the pond and started swimming. It wasn't long before he submerged. It was a whole different world down there. There were fishes in all colors, crabs, turtles, shellfish etc. They all respected him as a kitsune of water. He felt like their prince. It was amazing. This is the reason why it was hard to lose track of time down here which Percy did and before he realized it it was almost dawn. Thankfully kitsune didn't have to sleep or eat for days unlike humans. He started heading back to the beach. Then just before he was back on shore he was something unbelievable. There, on the beach was Nico. He was just as naked as the son of Poseidon was himself and seemed to be talking to somebody but there was no-one around. Damn his body was so toned and hot and his member seemed to be 8 inches long and really thick but who was he talking to? Then Percy saw the 9 black fox tails and realized Nico was a void kitsune and he must have been talking to a spirit. His quest was over. He hid behind a rock and got out of the water while being careful not to scare the other kitsune away. Then he noticed that Nico was heading back to the palace. He dashed towards him. The other boy turned around and saw Percy. He was frightened at first but then he saw the long turquoise tails.
"You too?!” - asked Nico in shock.

"Yes, well not entirely. My mom was a kitsune but my father is Poseidon, the Greek god of the sea." - explained Percy.

"Then I guess we're sort of related." - said the other kitsune.

"What?!” - asked the son of Poseidon.

"My father's Hades, the Greek god of the Underworld. And I'm sorry for your loss." - said Nico.

"How did you know?" - asked Percy.

"You said your mom was a kitsune and besides I can feel your pain, it's like loosing my sister all over again." - said the son of Hades.

"Oh I'm so sorry is that who you were talking to?" - asked Percy.

"Yes, it's one of the advantages of being a void kitsune." - said Nico.

"What about the rest of your family, what are you doing at the palace?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"I have no other family. My mother died when I was born and not even my sister remembers her so we can't talk to her spirit." - said Nico.

"Oh!" - said Percy disappointedly.

"What?" - asked the other boy.

"I was hoping you could help me talk to your mother but you don't know her so..." - relied Percy.

"Oh, no I can totally do that! It's enough that you know her." - said Nico cheering Percy up.

"How does that work?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Well I talk to spirits by going to their realm..." - he was cut off by Percy.

"But you were just talking to your sister here." - pointed out the son of Poseidon.

"No you see for high kitsune whose realms aren't physical going to said realms means projecting while for low kitsunes whose realms are physical like yourself it means physically going. Anyway a kitsune can bring other types of kitsune to their realm by intertwining their tails to create a temporary union. Once that's done they are considered one which is why your memories of your mother are enough. Are you ready to do it?" - said Nico. Percy nodded. They intertwined their tails and nico focused on the great beyond while Percy focused on his mom. Then in the blink of an eye they were there. Going to this realm was nothing like going underwater. It was as if they were both there and on the beach at the same time. The two worlds simply seemed transparent and the two could see both sceneries. The son of Poseidon smiled as he saw his mom.

"Percy" - said the woman with a smile on her face and tears in her eyes. She hugged her son.

"I'm sorry mom!" - said Percy.

"You have nothing to be sorry for Percy" - said the woman.

"I should have protected you, mom!" - replied Percy.
"Sweetie, you did the best you could, very few kitsune survive an Oni attack, you are both strong and lucky. I knew that one of us would die the moment I saw that demon so I decided I didn't want that to be you."

"Thanks mom!" - said Percy.

"No problem dear and feel free to drop in on me whenever you can and may I ask who's your friend?"

"I'm Nico ma'am, I'm a void kitsune and Percy's connection to the spirit realm" - said Nico.

"It's nice to meet you Nico and thank you for doing this."

"It was nothing ma'am" - said the son of Hades.

"Well I'm sorry to say this you two must leave now It's not healthy to spend long periods of time in the spirit world." - said the woman before hugging Percy and whispering: "He seems like quite the catch" in his ear. The son of Poseidon chuckled and reluctantly untangled his tail from Nico's. They were back on the beach.

"Thanks Nico I don't know how I could ever repay you" - said Percy only to be kissed by the other kitsune a moment later.

"I have a few ideas" - joked the son of Hades.

"If you are serious then no problem, you are easy on the eyes and I have always had a thing for mysterious men" - said Percy.

"Well is the fact that I have imagined mating with you since I first saw you proof enough for my seriousness?" - smirked Nico.

"Hmm, I guess I can take it" - joked the son of Poseidon.

"Oh you will definitely take it!" - Nico joked back and began kissing Percy. The other kitsune stopped him.

"Not here" - said Percy and flashed his eyebrows up and down.

Several minutes later the two had their tails intertwined again and were at the bottom of the pond. Percy's entrance was leaking slick as the two were making out. Percy positioned himself so that Nico's dick was poking his pucker. The next moment, with a few moans he was properly seated on his mate's dick, having his cherry popped and started going up and down, fucking himself. After a few minutes of bearing through the pain the son of Poseidon hit his prostate. It made him emit wanton moans and see stars before his eyes. He made sure to adjust the angle so his prostate would get hit as frequently as possible. Meanwhile Nico started playing with his nipples, sucking on them, giving them a few playful licks, biting them and squeezing them. Then all of a sudden the son of Hades twisted the hard nubs making Percy moan so loud he scared every creature in the pond away. The turquoise tailed kitsune would have came right there and then but he managed to get a grip on himself. To do so he had to clench his cheeks which made Nico spill his seed inside him. The black
tailed kitsune started panting as Percy got off his member.

"Percy why did you resist cumming?" - asked the son of Hades. Percy blushed embarrassed and whispered the answer to Nico. the other kitsune grinned and flipped Percy which was a little tricky to do without untangling their tails. Then he gave Percy's gorgeous, heart shaped ass a squeezed before smacking it hard making the son of Poseidon yelp. He slapped again and again each time harder than the previous slowly turning Percy into a whimpering mess. By the 60th slap Percy's ass was a nice mid red that contrasted beautifully with his turquoise tails. Once more slap on the stinging ass cheeks and Percy blew his load into the waters of the pond. Now he was pounding as Nico was holding him close planting kisses on his temples.

"Nico!" - said the son of Poseidon in between pants.

"What is it my mate?" - asked the black tailed kitsune.

"Where do we go from here?" - asked the other kitsune.

"Let's run away" - suggested Nico.

"What?"

"Think about it! We can see the world, raise our children, be together, just the two of us! What do you say?" - asked Nico.

"Yes!" - said the son of Poseidon without a second though and kissed his mate.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This wasn't a request, instead it was inspired by the Percico Positivity Project.
Request: Percy/Grover: Grover liked Percy, since he had defended him in school. But Grover was afraid to admit his feelings for Percy. Then after Percy’s bachelor party they end up in bed with each other and Grover can no longer continue to hide his emotions.

Grover was smiling like a horse. Percy was getting married in a couple of days. Grover was going around saying how happy he was for his best friend. The son of Poseidon had asked him to be his best man and organize his bachelor party and he had eagerly accepted. But he was actually crying on the inside. He had been in love with Percy ever since he had brought him to camp. After all he had brought others to camp why was it that he had to be best friends with Percy out of all of them. He imagined that the son of Poseidon would eventually grow older, figure it out and they would hook up so he decided not to tell him that early. Then the sea prince kissed Annabeth. The satyr felt his whole world crashing down. It was his absolute worst nightmare, his crush and one of his closest friends were together. So how did he deal with all this? He buried himself into his relationship with Juniper and even broke the empathy link without Percy’s consent so that the demigod never finds out about his feelings. And at the moment he was going to the bachelor party he had planned. He was trying his best to fake a smile but not even the lime, sequin blazer he had bought was helping.

The son of Poseidon was having the time of his life. Why did Grover have to be such a good friend. Maybe if he had been a terrible friend he wouldn't have even been invited to the wedding and see how happy Percy was without him. And that was his queue to drink. He took a whole glass of bourbon and drank it as if it was a shot drink. Then he was Percy pretending to be a stripper. He smashed the glass and started drinking straight from the bottle.

The satyr woke up. His vision was a little blurry at first but then once it stabilized the sight before him made him wish it was blurry. Once he was the blue walls and the 'Finding Nemo' sheets he knew exactly where he was. He turned around and saw the boy of his dreams. That when the sea prince woke up. He looked around and saw his friend. He grabbed his head and tried to process what had happen before his mind responded to the fact that he was in bed with his best friend. Percy immediately lifted the sheets only to see that he was still fully clothed. He sighed in relief.

"Nothing had happened! Thank Gods, right Grove?!"- said the raven haired demigod. But that was the one time the satyr was truly unable to fake a smile. And he no longer wanted to. After all he was in bed with Percy. he had been that close to getting what he had desired the most. Why did he have to be such a good friend even when he was drunk?
"Grover! Grover! Snap out of it, man! You're scaring me! Say something!" - yelled the sea prince. What he got in response was not at all what he had expected. Grover had kissed him.

"Um, Grove what's going on?" - asked the sea prince confused, panicked out and overwhelmed.

"Perce, I'm so sorry you have to hear this but in contrast to how I've been acting I am not at all happy that you're getting married to Annabeth. Perce I've been in love with you since I brought you to camp." - said the satyr.

"Grove! Man, why didn't you ever say anything?!" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"I figured you were young, you needed to grow, see the world out there, discover yourself... and before I knew it my worst nightmare came true! You and one of my closest friends were together!" - Grover finally admitted. Percy went to the bathroom and Iris messaged the daughter of Athena.

"Hey Annie I don't want to make you sad but I think we should call off the wedding and break up" - sighed the son of Poseidon.

"What?! Why?!" - asked the gray eyed demigoddess, clearly saddened.

"Grover told me he had been in love with me since he brought me to camp" - Percy decided telling the truth was the best policy in this situation.

"Oh! Did anything happen?" - asked the daughter of Athena in a quiet voice.

"No, you know very well that I would never cheat on anyone" - said the green eyed boy.

"OK, I understand, bye Percy and please give me some time" - said the blond and ended the Iris message. Percy went back to Grover.

"Did I hear right? Did you just...? For me?" - the satyr was unable to create a sentence.

"Yes! Grover, you're my best friend! You've known me for so long. I would never do anything that would hurt your feelings! I would have done it even if you just asked me." - said the son of Poseidon.

"Thanks man! Now what?" - asked Grover.

"Now you're gonna go to the bathroom and break up with Juniper!" - smirked the sea prince.

Grover finally came out of the bathroom. His ears were blown up and Percy who was lying tucked in in bed knew this.

"Wow" - said the satyr.

"You deserved it man! I was gonna be mad at you myself but after hearing your ex's voice tear down the walls I decided I'm gonna reward you!" - said the son of Poseidon and threw away the sheets to reveal his naked body.

"Dude, are you sure? Isn't it too soon?" - asked the satyr.
"Too soon? OK how about we do it for the first time when we're in Elysium then? Grove we've know each other for so long, we're best friends, we would die for each other! I don't see how anything can screw our relationship up!" - said the sea prince. It made Grover smiled and then he decided to be bold. He shed his clothing and hopped into bed with Percy. The son of Poseidon gave him the most passionate kiss he had ever gotten, blowing his mind. The satyr started leaving wet kisses all over his lover's torso. Then his lips arrived at the sea prince's hairless pubes. Grover flipped him. Percy immediately got on all fours and wiggled his ass. Grover was expecting him to be a little more shy but then he remembered this was Percy he was thinking about. He slapped the naughty ass earning a soft moan from the sea prince. They would have to talk about kinks later. Right now the satyr lowered his face to the sea prince's puckered entrance. Spreading the cheeks, he curiously licked a stripe over it, and gained a hiss from the demigod. Percy was slowly becoming a hot mess with the satyr's tongue plunging into his entrance with no mercy. Tears formed in his eyes, and his whole body was terribly flushed. “Please babe, more!” he moaned, while his dick was throbbing. Grover pulled out his tongue and thrust his 7 inch, hairy dick inside the gaping hole making Percy yelp. The satyr started fucking him at a fast pace barely giving him time to adjust. Percy moaned and yes, it burned, but the stretch was so good he was seeing stars and then his prostate was hit for the fist time. The sea prince was sent into pure ecstasy and Grover seemed to have noticed this as he never missed the special spot ever since. It drove the son of Poseidon crazy, making him cum all over the bed. His ass tightened around Grover milking him. They both laid in bed panting before the satyr was able to reach the sheets which were previously thrown away by Percy and cover their naked bodies. That's when he realized his sea prince had fallen asleep. He embraced him and let himself drift into the realm of Hypnos, not bothering to pull out of Percy's soft, warm hole.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! Feel free to request (after reading chapter 32)
Request: Nico/ Luke: Luke is a pimp and Nico is one of his "bitches" but the only reason Nico is doing this is to earn money to take care of his younger sister. And somewhere along the way Luke starts getting feelings for Nico and when one of Nico's 'clients' makes Nico black and blue Luke loses it and beats the crap out of the other guy and finally confesses his feelings for the young Raven haired boy. And I would definitely like Luke to be older like maybe late twenties early thirties and Nico may be like late teens early twenties.

The year was 1903. Nico would have never imagined that his life would have turned out this way. He was a whore at seventeen. He worked at a brother for Lucio Castellani (Italian for Luke Castellan), one of the most dangerous pimps in all of Palermo. He had a checkered past. He was a thief and had been involved in major robberies and everyone knew this but somehow he always found a way to dodge the police. He lived like a king. This is the main reason why Nico was forced to work as one of his bitches. He needed money. He was an orphan. Pneumonia had taken his parents away and both his sisters had started coughing a few days ago. He was not gonna allow them to die but the treatments were so rare and expensive he needed a fortune and he had to get it fast. His half Japanese friend Etano Nakamura (Italian for Ethan) then revealed to him that he was a hooker at Lucio's brother and could get him 'employed'. Nico was about to say no but before he could Etano told him that he made 5130000 lires (3000 dollars) a day. Nico knew it was not moral but what other job could give him such high salary? That's how he ended up at the brothel. Bianca and Avellana (closest Italian equivalent of Hazel) tried to talk him out of it but it always ended with them coughing and Nico giving them the 'I told you so' look before giving them some enchinacea tea to hopefully slow down the illness. It was just his 4th day as a hooker and he almost had the money to treat one of them. It wasn't as bad as he had thought, though. Basically he had to agree to do anything his client wanted as long as it didn't include permanent body disfiguration and thankfully using protection was a must.

Today was like any other day. He went to Lucio to ask him about his client. Nico couldn't deny that the pimp was gorgeous. He looked about 30, had blond hair, blue eyes, a sharp jawline, tanned skin and a drool-worthy, toned body. But there was always a smirk on his face that made the teen's stomach turn upside down.

"Nico how's my hardest working hooker?" - asked the blond.

"Just cut to the chase!" - said the raven haired boy.

"Come on have some fun, you're all work, work, work. Do you love your job that much?" - joked the pimp.

"Lucio!"

"Fine, mister buzzkill! Your client is Maurizio Accardo, 60 years old but shaped like a god. He want you to wear a very special costume and willing to pay you two whole days of your salary. Nico I don't normally do this but I think you should decline." - said the blond.

"What?! Why?!" - asked the boy.

"Nico he's very eager, too eager if you ask me! There are lots of weirdos out there and I know it's hard to understand this but I care about my 'employee's' well-being."

"Lucio, don't worry! I'll be fine! Now what do I have to do?" - asked Nico.
Nico felt ridiculous. He was wearing a blue, deep square neck, trumpet dress, a pink knee-long corset, a huge pink hat with lots of blue feathers, his hair was in a bun, he had lots of cheap jewelry on his body, a ton of make-up on his face, heeled Oxford shoes on his feet and pink gloves on his hands. Moving was next to impossible. He was patiently waiting for his client in the room Lucio told him to. Then the door opened and a man came in. Lucio was not wrong about him. The man look like a movie star. He was muscular and wearing a really expensive suit, easily making Nico look pass the gray hair and the slightly wrinkled skin.

"Fiore you look amazing!" - said the man. Nico guessed they were doing roleplay. He blushed as the man came closed and gave him a kiss. He groped the boy's corset covered ass and smirked. He then punched Nico in the face so hard he made him fall on the bed. Before the boy had a chance to scream the bastard put a handkerchief in his mouth. He then slapped him before punching him in the chest.

"No undergarments, huh? You slut! Who have you been cheating on me with?! Now you'll pay!" - yelled the man and took a knife out of his pocket. Nico's eyes widened in horror and just in the in the nick of time he was saved but the door slamming open. He saw Lucio.

"Your lover coming to the rescue, huh bitch?! Well now you'll watch as I kill him!" - Maurizio grinned and launched himself towards Lucio. Thankfully the blond had superhuman reflexes and caught the man's hand just as he was about to stab him. Before Maurizio had time to react Luke gave him a peck on the lips. Once he pulled away the man collapsed and died. In the meantime Nico had removed the handkerchief from his mouth.

"What are you?!" - asked the boy.

"Don't worry I won't hurt you, I literally just killed for you." - replied the blond.

"That was not what I asked!" - yelled Nico and he couldn't take it anymore. He began crying. The blue eyed man sighed and sat down beside him.

"Nico let me ask you something. What are you doing here? You're so much batter that everyone here! Why are you doing this to yourself?" - asked the blond. Nico stopped crying and explained his problem to Lucio. The blond slapped his forehead.

"What?" - asked Nico.

"Those treatments are fake. They haven't saved anyone. You'd be waisting your money." - said the pimp.

"What?!"

"Hey, don't worry I can help you. I know a way to save your sisters." - said the blond.

"How?" - asked the boy impatiently.

"You asked me what I am. Nico I'm an incubus." - said Lucio.

"A sex demon!" - realized the raven haired boy. The blond then gave him a peck but unlike Maurizio
it made Nico feel better. He no longer felt the pain of being beaten.

"Sex yes, demon not really."

"Can you heal my sisters like you did with me?"

"No, I can only heal physical injuries but I can turn them into incubi. since we're immortal they won't die."- explained the blond.

"Don't you mean succubi?"- asked the boy.

"No It's not gender specific, succubi are basically submissive incubi who are able to get pregnant regardless of gender while incubi are dominant can get others pregnant regardless of gender. We both feed of sexual energy using it to heal or kill, our bodies are always in top condition, we can peek into someone's emotions and can hypnotize. However, an incubus can turn others into incubi by giving them a few drops of their blood and then killing them so they can reawaken in their new forms but to turn someone into a succubus they have to have feelings for them and have sex and then kill them. The same goes for a succubus.- said Lucio.

"OK I trust you"- Nico said, admitting it to both himself and Lucio.

The transitions were successful. Once Nico told his sisters what was going on they had been mad for turning them into incubi but the boy then told them how selfish it would have been for them to die and leave him all to die and they softened. The raven haired boy was now at the brothel again.

"What are you doing here?"- asked Lucio.

"I came to thank you. If It wasn't for you I have no idea what I would have done."- said Nico.

"No problem."- said the blond.

"Actually there is one. If things are like this in the future I would end up leaving my sisters alone. Lucio turn me!"- said Nico.

"I can't"

"Why not?"

"Nico you're smart. Do you think I would have done this for just anybody. Nico I've developed feeling for you. Right now I can only turn you into a succubus. And If I do that then you will be linked to me for centuries."- said the blond.

"Do it!"- decided Nico.

"Nico!You..."- he was cut off by the boy.

"Lucio you are not the only one of us developing feelings."- admitted Nico.

"You mean..."
"Yes, I like you! How can I not after all you've done for me?" - said the boy.

"Well there is a free room" - said Lucio and flashed his eyebrows up and down.

The two went into the room. One they entered the blond's suit was shredded by Nico. He started kissing him passionately. before he knew it he was naked himself. Lucio fondled his round ass cheeks. He knew what Nico liked. He picked the boy up and then fell onto the bed. Nico was now on top. He kissed his lover before impaling himself on the divine 10 inch, thick dick. He started going up and down, fucking himself, making sure to always hit his special spot. Nico had been fucked so many times but he never felt being stretched so good. He was moaning and whimpering like... well a whore. The blond started slapping his ass. With each thrust came a had smack. Every following smack was harder making the boy emit wanton moans. As his cheeks were slowly becoming redder and redder the boy was approaching his orgasm. Lucio could sense this so the twisted his lover's nipples making the boy blow his load on the blond's abs. His ass became so tight it forced Lucio to empty his balls deep inside the tightness. Suddenly Nico felt so full. He had had his fair share of potent men but Lucio had sprayed at least 2 gallons of semen inside him. The blond kissed him and then it all went black.

When Nico woke up he was feeling... horny, very horny. He realized that Luke was thrusting inside him. It felt amazing. It was addicting.

"Those are your new instincts." - said the blond.

"I'm always gonna feel like this?" - asked the boy.

"Why do you think we have so much sex?" - relied Lucio. Nico relaxed but then he remembered something.

"Lucio didn't you say something about succubi getting pregnant regardless of gender?" - asked Nico.

"Yes" - said the blond.

"Then why the hell are we not using protection?" - yelled the boy.

"Nico he felt how much seed I spilled inside you. Nothing in the world can protect you from that. Our kind spends eternity having children. The only time we're not conceiving it's when we're expecting." - said Lucio.

"Do you have any children?" - asked Nico.

"No I only had mortal lovers till now and the offspring of our kind and a mortal is a mortal that can never know about their heritage. So no I currently have no kids. Now relax and enjoy. You know you want to!" - said Lucio and picked up the pace making Nico emit moans that could tear down the
Percy/Nico/Jason

It was Percy and Nico's honeymoon, more like honey-year. The two had gotten together after the giant war much like Reyna did with both Annabeth and Piper, Leo with both Frank and Hazel. The wedding happened only after a few months of them getting together. And unlike most couples the two chose to spend their honeymoon with friends instead of alone. So Leo got on the brand new Argo III and promised them a cruise on every sea. The two were ecstatic. Coming with them were the two throuples, Chris, Clarisse and Jason. Percy had invited a lot more people but Rachel felt that as the oracle she needed to be at camp and Ella was helping her, Will was busy studying for college, Grover and Juniper decided that they couldn't stay away from land for that long and Tyson was at the forges. Anyway the decided to do it differently from last time so this time the ship sailed from Los Angeles into the waters of the Pacific ocean. They sailed the sea for most of the day with a few stops for swimming and snorkeling until Annabeth insisted they stop on some island of French Polynesia to visit Jacques Brel's grave. Percy wanted to protest but Nico agreed with Annabeth and when the two of them agree Percy knows not to argue. After the trip to the cemetery was over all of them started enjoying the sun on the beach. No-one even noticed that Jason hadn't left the ship, no-one except Leo. The Latino didn't like this so he went back to the Argo III to check on him. He found the blond sitting at the mess hall all alone.

"Jace what are you doing here all by yourself?"- asked the son of Hephaestus.

"Well I'm not by myself you are here"- relied the blue eyed demigod.

"Don't dodge the question" - said Leo.

"Fine! I'm avoiding Reyna and Piper."- admitted the son of Jupiter.

"Why?"- asked the curly haired demigod.

"Well Piper and I broke up because I may have kissed Reyna."- confessed Jason.

"You did what?"- yelled Leo.

"It was a slip."- said the blond.

"But you and Reyna were speaking earlier."- the fire bender pointed out.

"Reyna forgave me, Piper on the other hand is really hurt."- said Jason. After that the son of Hephaestus left the blond alone. He was his best friend yes, but Jason had hurt Piper, their Piper! The Latino's blood was boiling in his veins. He really thought that Jason should get some retribution. Than a crazy idea appeared in his mind. He rushed to Piper, Annabeth and Reyna's room and searched through their stuff until he found what he was looking for. He knew he would, Annabeth was too much of a bookworm not to have brought it. Circe had shown up at camp at Percy and Nico's wedding saying that she wants to make peace with the demigods and gave Annabeth a huge book with many secrets in it. The Latino started looking through the pages and soon he found something he liked. It was written in Latin which Nico didn't really understand fully but he understood that it was a super strong aphrodisiac. He though it would be an awesome prank to play on Jason for hurting Piper. All he needed was hairs from a child of Aphrodite which he found on the demigoddess' pillow, oil which he got from the mess hall and all he needed to o was mix this two ingredients with water and boil the mixture at the crack of dawn.
The potion had turned into pink, raspberry flavored jelly. Leo put it into Jason's breakfast sandwich. The day went fine. They visited some of the islands, had fun, bought some souvenirs than in the evening while the two were in the blond's room Jason started feeling weird. He got a tent in his jeans, started feeling really warm and sweating, his nipples became rock hard, his mouth swollen, his entrance was pulsing and leaking slick. He was suddenly really horny and his balls felt really heavy. The Latino laughed like a hyena.

"Leo stop it! This is serious!" - said the blond.

"No it's not I just felt a little mad at you for hurting Piper so I sneaked a strong aphrodisiac in your breakfast" - said the son of Hephaestus in between laughs. The Roman just rolled his eyes.

It was almost midnight. Leo had fallen asleep. It was not easy commanding a ship. Then he hear loud knocking on his door. He got up and opened. It was Jason. The blond immediately lowered his pants to show Leo the horrific, pulsing, red, swollen dick.

"Dude that looks painful!" - said the son of Hephaestus.

"It is! What the Hades did you give me, I can't jerk off!" - said the son of Jupiter.

"Well I didn't fully understand the text, it was in Latin." - gulped the Latino.

"What?! Are you crazy?! Where did you read it?" - yelled Jason.


"Wonderful! Come on!"

The two went to the girls' room. Piper was the only one there.

"What are you doing here?!" - Piper yelled at Jason.

"That's my fault. He told me what he had done which made me mad so I found a recipe for a really strong aphrodisiac in Annabeth's book of secrets and sneakedit into his breakfast. But the effects still haven't worn off and are getting stronger." - said the curly haired demigod. The girl started laughing.

"Guys thank you! Both of you!" - she said.

"What for?" - asked the two demigods, confused.

"Leo for making me laugh when I was miserable and Jason for scaring me off boys for life." - said Piper. She then got her girlfriend's book and started looking for the aphrodisiac Leo had described. She found it and slapped her forehead after reading it.

"Leo the effects are permanent! The only way Jason can have an orgasm now is if he takes you know what inside him!" - said the daughter of Aphrodite.
"What?! Isn't there any way to reverse it?" - asked the blond.

"There is but you need to experience anal orgasm at least once, otherwise it won't work. But be sure to use protection or you could end up preggers." - said Piper.

"Jace I will..." - Leo was then cut off by the Roman.

"No, you've done enough. I will take care of this myself!" - said the blond.

The blond was pacing along the deck trying to figure out what to do. The effects were getting worse. Images were forming in his head. Images of him being fucked, spanked and treated like a slut. Then he heard moans coming from Nico and Percy's room. Great it sounded like they were having awesome sex. The blond had developed feelings for the two of them. How you might ask? Well he had been spending a lot of time with Nico and as for Percy let's just say the line between lovers and rivals is very blurry. Then the image of him being round with Percy and Nico's children came into the blond's mind. Strangely it only turned him on. Then he thought that if he told his problem to the two they would probably fuck him. Suddenly he didn't want to get rid of the effects of the aphrodisiac. He then for some horny reason decided it would be a good idea to peek in on Percy and Nico. He looked through the porthole of their room looking to the hallway. To his shock the two were only jerking each other off which is why they weren't too dazed to notice him. The two were immediately out of their room in their boxers.

"Jason what the Tartarus?" - asked Nico. The blond started explaining his problem.

"Jace why didn't you tell us you had feelings for us earlier? We've been looking for a bottom since we're both really dominant. You are not exactly hard to fall for and now you can get pregnant as well. Nico and I were talking about adopting but as demigods we don't think it's safe. This sounds perfect! Fair warning we are really kinky!" - said Percy.

"As long as you make me cum, fine by me!" - said the son of Jupiter desperately.

"Condoms or no condoms?" - asked Nico.

"No condoms! I hate annoying latex and besides it's clear that you two want a kid and I had a very arousing image a few minutes ago so if it happens it happens." - said Jason.

The two then grinned and pushed Jason into their room. He then found himself on their king sized bed. The Greeks joined him. They ripped his purple pajama shirt into two. Percy started squeezing the swollen, rock hard, purple nipples while Nico was working on a hickey at his collar bone making the blond moan like a whale. Percy continued playing with his nipples, twisting and sucking on them until a small, white drop formed on one of them. Gods that aphrodisiac was strong. They were gonna have a lot of fun if Jason got pregnant. In the meantime Nico was having lots of fun kissing his lover's swollen lips. The two decided to lower themselves to the Roman's crotch. They ripped his pants apart and discovered that he was wearing a baby blue, frilly satin thong and it was obvious that his pubes were shaved off. They chuckled.

"What?! It's the only thing that felt good on my swollen dick." - said the blue eyed demigod. The two
could only see the outline of his member. It was about 8 inches. They smirked, he was gonna
discover the true meaning of being full. Then they flipped him to expose his big, thick, round,
hairless ass cheeks. Nico initiated the first painful smack. Then he was followed but Percy. Jason let
out a moaning whimper encouraging them to continue. Each slap was harder than the previous one
and the two gave him enough to turn him into a whimpering mess. His ass was a nice crimson red
which beautifully contrasted the color of his panties and it was stinging from the slightest breeze.
Percy then pulled the thong to the side of Jason's ass cheek revealing the pink gaping hole. Rivers of
sick were oozing out of it. The sea prince lowered himself to lick it and then kissed Nico to to get
him acquainted with the taste of pure, lust-filled sex. It was intoxicating. Then the blond was position
to hit in the son of Hades' lap while facing the green eyed demigod. Both of them thrust into him at
the same time making him scream. Nico's dick was ten inches long and really thick and Percy's was
11 inches long but less thick. They didn't give the blond time to adjust and started assaulting his
special spot. Nico was holding his hands tightly preventing him from touching himself. Their thrusts
were fast hard, animalistic and lacked any rhythm the blond could have gotten adjusted to. After a
few minutes of fucking they managed to hit his prostate at exactly the same time making him cum
and stain his panties. His until recently virgin ass became even tighter making the two blow their
huge load deep inside him. The two pulled out and Percy got a thick, heart shaped princess plug with
a pink jewel at the base. He plugged Jason knowing that being full is addicting. After that the three
panting demigods started cuddling and giving each other light pecks. Jason decided not to take the
antidote so they soon fall asleep knowing they'd have to wake up in the morning to give the blond
his morning dose of kinky sex.
Frank/Jason

Jason was meeting with Percy and Nico at a coffee shop. The two were visiting New Rome after being in Camp Half Blood for an year now. Anyway when the blond got to the coffee shop they were already there being dreadfully cute together. Jason sat down and made his order.

"So how have you guys been?" - asked the son of Jupiter.

"Awesome, have you seen how many cabins camp has now? They are as big as houses. And Leo's a genius for creating demigod-friendly technology. But you know pretty well that that's not what we are here to talk about!" - said Percy.

"You want to talk about me and Frank, don't you?" - replied the son of Jupiter.

"Dude, how on Gaia did the two of you end up together?" - asked the Ghost King.

"Well when Piper left me to be with Annabeth, I couldn't afford to live alone so since Hazel had left him to be with Leo the two of us started sharing his apartment. Living together was really great, he organizes thing I teach him to relax. The only thing was there was only one double bed and we couldn't get another one because there was no room and this one was way too expensive and luxurious to get rid of so we had to sleep together. Turns out we both subconsciously cuddle in our sleep. Everything was great and then one day when we woke up in each other's arms as usual Frank decided to be bold and kissed me. We began dating right after I threw him out of bed for kissing me with morning breath and so far it's great since we work really hard to make everything work." - the Roman explained.

"So how is the sex?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Um, we actually haven't done it yet." - said Jason.

"What? After 10 months?" - asked the sea prince shocked.

"No, it's something we haven't really talked about actually" - said the blushing blond.

"What's stopping you?" - asked the son of Hades in a tone that usually meant that what he was saying and he meant were two different things.

"What are you trying to say Nico?" - asked Jason.

"Maybe you subconsciously don't want to complicate things with sex since you are both candidates for the last praetor spot." - said Nico.

"That's ridiculous!" - said the son of Jupiter trying to convince himself.

The blond returned home while going through Nico's words in his head. He entered the door to the apartment and went straight to the kitchen since it was almost lunch time and he could sense the smell of Asian food coming out of there. Oh boy, Frank was cooking again. It wasn't that he was hungry, although the son of Mars made a mean jellyfish sesame salad, it was that Frank had a thing
for cooking shirtless most days. And as Jason walked into the kitchen he discovered that today was one of those days. The Canadian turned around.

"Hey babe I'm making sesame jellyfish salad. Wanna taste?" - asked Frank.

"Sure!" - said the blond. His boyfriend turned around with a piece of sesame covered jellyfish. Jason also noticed that he was wearing his 'kiss the cook' apron. The blue eyed demigod smirked and bit the piece of Jellyfish right out of Frank's hand. It was perfect: crunchy on the outside with an earthy flavor and soft and soft and briny on the inside. It was like being on an island. He then obliged to the order written on the apron. Once the warm, sloppy kiss was over the son of Mars asked: "Babe, what's wrong?"

"How can you always tell how I'm feeling when I kiss you? It's nothing, really. Nico just got into my head. he said that maybe we subconsciously don't want to complicate things with sex since we are both candidates for the last praetor spot." - said the blond.

"That's bullshit! We aren't gonna let anything like that get between us right?" - asked Frank.

"Of course not" - replied Jason.

<hours before election>

"Drop out!" - yelled Frank.

"No you drop out!" - replied Jason, his face as red as blood.

"Oh please both you and I know that that sexy ass of yours would be better off with me in control!" - argued the son of Mars.

"Yeah, right! Unlike you I know how to take risks! To be in control I'm overlooking the fact that you're lactose intolerant." - said the blue eyed demigod without much thinking.

"What are we talking about? Because it doesn't sound like it's anything regarding the election." - said the Canadian.

"I don't think we are fighting about the last praetor spot. I don't even think I wanna be praetor, it's exhausting!" - said the son of Jupiter.

"Neither do I, honestly" - admitted Frank.

"Then let drop out and let Mike be the new praetor." - said Jason.

"Agreed now let's figure out what kind of problem we have." - said the shapeshifter.

"Dude it's obvious, didn't you hear what we were saying to each other. We are fighting for dominance in bed." - said the blue eyed demigod.

"Dammit! Let's not kid ourselves, we always knew that this would happen, we should have talked about it before." - said Frank. He then noticed that Jason was biting his lower lip and being silent.

"What?" - asked Frank.
"You are so hot when you get down to business. And I agree, we're both Roman, more or less, we should have a plan about this. How about this I let you dominate me tonight and in the morning I will dominate you. But you better make me a jianbing for letting you top first." - said the blond.

"Deal, babe, but who mentioned anything about tonight? Someone's naughty!" - teased the Canadian.

"Guilty. Now let's talk about what we like in bed." - said the son of Jupiter.

"break"

Jason found himself on their luxurious bed wearing a baby blue satin and white lace thong, matching stockings, a garter belt and a corset. It got the other demigod rock hard. Frank was currently working on his neck, biting and sucking and kissing in order to mark Jason as his. The very thought of it made the blond's dick twitch in the silky panties. He began moaning as his boyfriend decided to pay some attention to his nipples. He wasn't that much into nipple play but the son of Jupiter had rather big nipples. It was impossible for the Canadian to resist sucking on them. He made his lover moan. All of a sudden Jason was flipped on his stomach. They both liked spanking so the blond wasn't really surprised when his boyfriend initiated the fist hard slap on his big, thick, hairless bubble butt. Jason let out a moaning whimper encouraging him to continue. Each slap was harder than the previous one and Frank gave him enough to reduce him to a whimpering mess beneath the shapeshifter. His ass was a nice bright red which beautifully contrasted the color of his panties and it was stinging from the slightest breeze. The son of Jupiter was surprised at how arousing this was. He didn't think his member had ever been that hard in his life. That's when the son of Mars pulled the middle part of his thong to the side exposing his lover's pink, puckered hole. Spreading the cheeks, he curiously licked a stripe over it, and gained a hiss from Jason. Soon the son of Jupiter was becoming a hot mess with Frank's tongue plunging into his entrance with no mercy. Tears formed in his eyes, and his whole body was terribly flushed. "Please babe, more!" he moaned, while his cock was throbbing. Frank lifted himself up and thrust his 8 inch, really thick dick into the gaping entrance. The son of Jupiter yelped as he was being deflowered and then moaned at how good the stretch felt. Frank started thrusting at a slowish pace so Jason demanded that he picked it up. The son of Mars wasn't that experienced so he went full speed as he started assaulting his lover's prostate. The blond was letting out yodel-like whimpers as he was sent into pure ecstasy. He didn't last very long so after a few minutes he stained his panties. His ass became even tighter making Frank empty his balls deep inside him. The Canadian spooned him an they fell asleep, exhausted.

"in the morning"

Frank was only moments from waking up as he felt something on his dick and then realized he could barely move. His eyes immediately opened and he saw Jason giving him a blowjob. When his boyfriend noticed he was awake he blushed. Frank looked to his sides only to realize that he was in shibari. The blond smirked as he pulled off his dick. He pulled some ropes to readjust Frank's legs so that his knees were brought to his chest. It exposed the Canadian's big, thick, round, pale moons. Jason smacked the ass he had been drooling over hard. Frank continued doing it as Frank was whimpering and only encouraging him to hit harder. By the 50th slap his ass was a nice shade of crimson and really sensitive. Then Jason did something to his hole that the son of Mars wasn't really sure what it was until his boyfriend showed him a thick butt plug. So that was the reason he had been
feeling full and stretched since he had woken up. Then his lover thrust his dick inside Frank. Jason's
dick was 8.5 inches long but less thick than Frank's. He immediately located the Canadian's special
spot and failed to miss it ever since. The shapeshifter was moaning loud enough for all of California
to hear him. He saw stars before his eyes with each and every one on his lover's hard thrusts. Jason
must have realized that he was close as he leaned in and kissed him. It was the final push over the
edge. Frank came onto his abs. His tightening walls milked Jason's dick as the blond collapsed on his
chest. They were panting and making out until Jason said: "You owe me a jianbing."

The two demigods were now eating their jianbing when the son of Jupiter asked the questing that
had been bugging him all morning.

"Frank I know it's too soon, but do you want kids?"

"Actually I was about to ask you the same thing. Yeah I want kids."- said the Canadian.

"Percy had told me about this new spell the children of Trivia invented to enable gay couples to have
kids."- said the blue eyed demigod.

"Than I guess when the time comes there will only be one question: Who's gonna carry the baby?"
"Percy I'm sorry I'm just not that kinda girl!" - said the daughter of Athena.

"What kind? The kind that has sex?" - asked the sea prince.

"Precisely! I mean sex always messes things up so why do we have to let it and research shows that people crave chocolate more than sex so it's not the most enjoyable thing in the world. Besides don't you want to be in a relationship with someone who loves you without complicating things with lust-filled sex?" - Annabeth replied.

"No! I'm sorry but I don't think we have a future, I mean what about kids?" - said Percy.

"Artificial insemination" - said the blonde.

"Oh, gods! That's so cold and mechanical!" - said the demigod.

"Percy you are not gonna let something as silly as sex get between us, are you?" - asked the gray eyed girl.

"Yes, I think I am" - said Percy.

"Then you we are all wrong for each other. Bye, Percy, I hope you get laid soon." - said the daughter of Athena.

Half an hour later someone knocked on the door of Percy's cabin. It was Jason.

"Jace what are you doing here?" - asked the green eyed demigod.

"I heard you and Annabeth broke up." - said the son of Jupiter.

"Piper!" - concluded the sea prince.

"Yup, she broke up with me." - said the blond.


"Because I took your side." - said the blue eyed demigod.

"And she broke up with you just for that?!" - asked the son of Poseidon shocked.

"Yup" - replied Jason.

"Man! Girls are weird these days." - said Percy.
"Tell me about it. Now come here so we can have sex." - said the son of Jupiter while making himself comfortable on the bed.

"Come again?" - said the sea prince dumbfoundedly.

"What? Let's have some amazing sex. You haven't gotten laid for gods know how long and I'm looking for rebound sex." - said the Roman.

"Jace, we can't just... have sex. I mean we aren't in love." - said the raven haired boy.

"And I thought you were Greek. You were in love with Annabeth, did you get laid?" - asked Jason.

"So are you saying that I can't be in a committed relationship and have sex at the same time?!" - asked the sea prince rhetorically.

"No, of course not! I'm just saying desperate times call for desperate measures. So right now, take what you can get! I'll even let you fuck me. By the way any kinks?" - replied Jason.

"I like spanking and maybe being spanked bit this isn't ..." - before he could finish that sentence the blond had pulled down his jeans and underwear and was lying down on his back with his knees brought to his chest, making the son of Poseidon drool over his big, thick, hairless bubble butt and pink, puckered entrance. That sight was irresistible even for Percy. The son of Poseidon shed his clothes and jumped onto the bed. He initiated the first of many painful smacks on the Roman's ass. It made Jason let out a moan-like whimper encouraging the sea prince to continue. Percy slapped harder and harder making the juicy ass become redder and redder. By the time he was done the blond's ass cheeks were a nice dark red and super sensitive. He then lowered himself and kissed his lover's entrance. Trusting his tongue inside the warm hole made Jason hiss but as Percy started licking around and hitting all the right buttons the blond turned into moaning goo. The blue eyed demigod reached for his dick but Percy slapped his hand away. He then got up and shoved his 7.5 inch dick deep inside Jason. The blond yelped as Percy popped his cherry. It only aroused the sea prince. He began thrusting at a very fast pace without giving his lover much time to adjust. Once he located Jason's prostate he started hitting it with each and every hard thrust making the blond moan in ecstasy. Jason had never been so turned on in his life so it was perfectly understandable why he had not lasted longer. He came all over his abs and his walls tightened around Percy causing him to cum as well. His load was huge. Sticky cream started oozing out of Jason's hole even before the sea prince had pulled out. The son of Jupiter was a moaning mess. A few minutes later, after a lot of panting he got up and kissed Percy.

"Later bro" - he said.

"Wait, Jason what are we now? Do you have romantic feelings for me or something?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Gods NO! One night stand, duh!" - said the Roman and left after getting dressed.

After another half an hour there were noises outside of Percy's cabin. The son of Poseidon opened the door. Outside was Nico. He was battling ...LUKE!
"What the Hades is going on?!" - the sea prince screamed.

"Jason's gossiping spread even to the dead." - explained Nico.

"Gods! So what are you two doing here?" - asked the green eyed demigod.

"Well you are single and we both like you so..." - the son of Hermes pointed out.

"Then you wouldn't mind sharing" - smirked the sea prince. The two were surprised. They hadn't expected that from Percy but they were both so aroused by the images in their heads it was impossible for them to reject the offer.

Once inside Nico and Luke initiated a threeway kiss with their sea prince. It was sloppy and clumsy but also very warm and passionate. Seeing as Percy seemed to stop them from pulling away Luke grabbed the orange camp shirt at the right side and the Italian did the same at the left. They ripped it apart and then separated to remove their own clothing. Percy also removed his jeans to reveal that he was wearing a white jockstrap, arousing his lovers even more. Nico sucked and squeezed his sea prince's nipples while Luke removed the sweaty jockstrap, got in between the pale ass cheeks and started licking the pink puckered entrance. Percy was moaning, whimpering, sweating and trying to form coherent thoughts without success. After a few minutes both the blond and Nico stopped. They decided that Percy needed to be spanked for making them share. They threw their lover onto the bed, made him lie on his stomach and each slapped one half of the sexy hearth shaped ass hard. To their delight Percy was moaning. They smacked him harder and harder but he was begging for more. They slapped him 40 times each before they decided it was enough. His ass was the color of cranberries by then, hot and stinging. He was flipped on his back but this time Nico was beneath him and Luke on top. He felt Luke's 8 inch and Nico's 9 inch enter him with no warning. They started thrusting at a fast pace, both hitting his prostate at the same time with each thrust. Percy moaned, he was in ecstasy and had never been so wonderfully full before. In several minutes his dick was painfully hard and he came on his flat for now stomach. His entrance tightened around his lover's and they both spilled their rather big loads at the same time. After Luke and Nico pulled out Percy wanted to ask them about their current status but seeing as all three of them were exhausted he decided to save it for the morning. They fell asleep holding each other.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! This should have been posted 4 days ago but I caught the stomach flu and had to postpone it along with my vacation(again) so now I have some catching up to do on requests.
Percy was struggling. He was trying so hard to hold the sky up. Gods it was excruciating. He was watching his friends. They were battling Luke and Atlas. Percy knew that he could trick Atlas into taking over but after feeling what the titan suffered for millennia made the sea prince pity him. And Atlas was looking at him weirdly. Then he felt the weight of his shoulders being lifted. He looked up to see a stormy sky. But it wasn't the regular Zeus-induced storm. Percy could feel the sky radiating rage that could kill a person. Then two thunderbolts were fired towards the earth. One hit Luke and only a moment later Percy was hit. They were both unconscious.

"No way!"- said the titan before being hit in the arm by one of Artemis' arrows. He took it out.

"Stubborn goddess can't you see that this is no time for a battle, that's Ouranos the primordial of the sky."- said the titan. The goddess of the moon tried to look strong but deep in her eyes you could see that she was overcome by tons of fear. Annabeth and Thalia lowered their bows and asked: "What's going on? Why did he shoot Luke and Percy?"

"The son of Hermes intended to host Kronos if it wasn't for his bath in the river Stix he would have died and Perseus simply because it would be almost impossible for Ouranos to appear in human form again so he needs a host. But now could take them both as hosts."- explained the titan.

"What can we do?"- asked the two.

"There is a way to save your friends but it would mean giving the leadership of Olympus to the female titans."- said Atlas.

"That's fine"- said Artemis determined not to let Percy die like Zoe and Bianca.

"Alright but I have one condition!"- smirked Atlas.

"Really now?!"- yelled the goddess.
"Once this is over I want the son of Poseidon and his strong, little sexy body as my consort! I've always admired strength and that sexy, little ass of his is so easy on the eyes!"- said the titan.

"No freaking...!" "Deal"- were Annabeth's and Thalia's responses.

"Thals!"- complained the blonde.

"Annie we have no choice and if Percy needs saving after that we'll be there!"- said the daughter of Zeus.

"Alright then! Daughter of Athena you are the key! You need to temporarily offer yourself to host your grandmother."- said Atlas.

"Metis?! But Zeus ate her!"- said Annabeth.

"She's in Tartarus! If you host her even for one second you will free her causing Zeus to fall to Tartarus and the titanesses to take over. Metis will know how to save your friends and stop Ouranos, she always knows a way out"- said Atlas.

"Do it Annie!"- said Thalia.

"But your father..."- said Annabeth.

"Percy's more important!"- replied the blue eyed demigoddess.

"How do I do it?"- asked the blonde.

"Metis and all her descendants have a special ability. An ability that doesn't come naturally which is why most have no ides. They can project their consciousness. Basically you have to think of Metis and let your thought take you to her and tell her that you wanna free her."- explained Atlas. The daughter of Athena didn't have to be told twice. In a moment her gray eyes became so intense it was like looking at metal. Then they turned normal again.

"Done!"- said Annabeth.

<break>

Zeus' head had blown up! Literally! So until he reformed and probably after Rhea was the ruler of Olympus. As the titaness of maternity she had broken every known law and given demigods and their families immortality and even restored May Castellan's sanity. She had also told Hades to free Bianca and Hazel from the clutches of the land of the dead after Phoebe showed her Nico's dark future if he grew up without them, introducing the Greeks and the Romans to each other in the process. Right now Annabeth, Thalia, Artemis and Atlas were at Metis' chambers along with Poseidon, Sally, Hermes and May. When Sally and Poseidon heard that Percy was to be Atlas' consort they were furious but the goddess of the moon calmed them down saying if Percy really needed saving after that they were all gonna intervene. Then Athena had entered.

"Mother I brought Mnemosine like you asked me to!"- said the gray eyed goddess followed by the titan muse of memory.

"Good! Ouranos left his mark on their brains! He recognizes them by their memories! If we alter
some of them he won't be able to find them!" - said the titaness of wisdom.

"What's stopping him from shooting anyone else?" - asked Annabeth.

"He's not that powerful, child! He could only shoot them because was just reformed, but after the first few minutes that power's faded. Now we need to think how to alter their memories." - said Metis.

"Well cousin..." - began Atlas.

"I know Atlas! We can make Perseus think he's your wife. It will be easier on the boy considering he has to wake up to find he's your consort. And Lucas?" - snickered Metis.

"Can we somehow erase all his memories and turn him into a newborn so we can raise him right?" - asked the god of thieves.

"I'll go get Hebe and Lethe!" - said Athena.

Basically Mnemosine gave Percy memories of everything that had happened while he was out minus him and being shot and out and plus a huge wedding for him. He would think that he had agreed to marry Atlas because he started understanding the titan while holding the sky and also because Zoe would be reborn as their daughter as Atlas had requested from Rhea. The son of Poseidon would do anything for his friend's, wouldn't he and the titan's good looks had also been very helpful. At that moment the sea prince was lying in the titan's new huge bed (for his gigantic body) in a really slutty wedding dress. It was so short it only covered the top of his pale, heart shaped ass, it was transparent on the stomach and the upper back and it was strapless. It came with white lace stockings. Percy woke up with his husband's handsome face in front of him.

"Ready to make a baby?" - asked the titan.

"No! I'm 13. First we're gonna try and see if this marriage can work. Either way we're making a baby when I'm older!" - said the son of Poseidon.

"Alright, he're you go a birth-control pill, then!" - said the titan as he gave the pill along with water to the green eyed boy. The sea prince took them and after he drank them sneaked a kiss to the titan's lips. Atlas smirked and flipped the sea prince to lie on his stomach. He could see that the former demigod's hole was leaking slick (gift from Rhea). He was not the person for much foreplay so he immediately shed his robes and pushed his 11 inch, thick as a baseball club dick inside his wife. It made Percy scream! As the titan started thrusting at a divinely fast pace and ripped the sea prince's insides apart agonizing pain soon began turning into ecstatic pleasure when Atlas' monster hit the sea prince's prostate for the first time. Percy would have come right there and then but the titan's strong hand gripped his dick. As he continued assaulting the boy's prostate the former demigod started letting out the most desperate, wanton moans so loudly he was pretty sure all of Olympus could hear him. It turned the titan on so much he filled the boy's virgin-tight ass with his warm, thick load. Realizing that Percy still hadn't come he placed him onto his lap and started spanking the gorgeous ass cheeks. He initiated the first of many painful smacks on the Percy's ass. It made the raven haired boy let out a moan-like whimper encouraging his husband to continue. Atlas slapped harder and harder making the juicy ass become redder and redder. By the time he was done the blond's ass cheeks were a nice dark red and super sensitive. One more slap and the sea prince came. They began
cuddling but Percy was exhausted from his first time so he slowly drifted of into Hypnos' domain on his husband's muscular chest.
"Anything Percy?" - asked Lou.

"No! The spell didn't work. You just put me to sleep, I didn't dream of any clue to Nico's whereabouts." - said the sea prince.

"Dammit, that was the strongest spell I could come up with, what the Hades is he being cloaked by?" - replied the daughter of Hecate.

"Apparently nothing anymore!" - said Jason as he walked into the Poseidon cabin.

"What do you mean?" - asked Percy.

"I think I just saw shadow traveling in cabin 13." - replied the blond.

"Then let's go give Nico a piece of our minds for leaving us for 5 years after he had promised not to!" - said the green eyed demigod, almost angrily. The two stormed towards the Hades cabin as the son of Hades walked out. He had changed quite a bit. Well not really he was still Nico but more like an updated 19 year old version of himself. He was wearing a black, somewhat Victorian shirt minus the ruffles, with a quite deep v-neck, gray, skinny, brocade patterned Oberon trousers and suede ankle boots.

"Where the Hades were you?! Why were you unavailable in every possible way?! Do you know how worried we were?!" - yelled the two.

"Obviously not worried enough to asked my dad, he knew where I was all the time. Now come with me I have something to show you." - said the Ghost King rendering them dumbfound. He brought them inside the cabin. There were two other men and four little kids.

"Bia take your sibling to your grandfather he wanted to see you!" - said the son of Hades.

"Guys those were my kids and these are my husbands" - said Nico sending the two other demigods into shock, Percy more than Jason.

"Anubis can you teleport away with Carter and give us some time?" - asked the Italian.

"Sure Neeks!" - said the god and teleported away with Carter.

"Anubis! As in... and Carter, my Egyptian friend?!" - Percy could not form a sentence.

"Nico what is going on?!" - asked the blond.

"Guys remember 5 years ago when I was battling Bryce?" - began the olive skinned demigod.

"Yeah, you totally beat his ass!" - said Percy.

"I turned him into a ghost! Do you think I could have done that just like that? -No, he made me angry and he broke me that's what trigger that power. Guys he raped me! Anyway a few weeks later I felt really sick, I thought I would just ignore it but dad insisted to take me to Asclepius. I was carrying quadruplets. I immediately asked if abortion was an option but Asclepius said I wouldn't
survive aborting four kids so I ran. And before you say anything I know everyone would have been able to handle this, everyone but me. So I ran. I wanted to kill myself. I used every cloaking move I knew so that in the beginning not even dad knew where I was. I decided to jump off a skyscraper. But Anubis and Carter stopped me. He told me all about the Egyptians and demanded I tell him my problem just to prove to me that he could find a solution. So I did and he cast a spell Isis had taught him. The spell changes the father of an unborn fetus. But now they all had different fathers and all I knew was that it was someone I knew and I would get clues over the years. After that Anubis and I started dating. We broke up eventually because I could tell he had a crush on Carter. I played matchmaker and got them together. Then when I was having an ultrasound one of the fetuses shifted from human to jackal and another from human to falcon. Anubis and Carter were the fathers. After that the three of us sorta well spend a lot of time together you know with the kids and all that. I let them pick the names for their children. Anubis picked Cleo, he was a good friend of queen Cleopatra, I named one of my other daughters after Bianca and Carter is such a history geek he named our daughter Audrey after the actress and insisted I name my only son Jacques after the singer. One night the three of us had fallen asleep in each others arms in my bed so we started dating and one thing led to another and Carter and I accepted immortality to marry Anubis. Anyway I didn't give much thought to the fact that Jacques was blond and had blue eyes, I know many people like that but a few days ago he started controlling the weather and Bia's eyes changed from light blueish to turquoise-green. Guys they are your kids" - explained the son of Hades, failing to appease his friends.

A month had passed since Nico introduced Percy and Jason to their children. Percy and Bia kept staring into each other's eyes for hours and Jason and Jacques flew into the air. Percy remembers when he had to tell his mother about this which thankfully went well. Bia visited her grandmother quite often these days. It all looked good, even Annabeth and Piper had accepted it, at first. Then as the day went by it got harder and harder. It was just awkward, Percy didn't know who he should be and neither did Jason. They were so responsible around their children that when they were on dates with their girlfriends it was impossible for them to relax. Annabeth and Piper had noticed this and ignored it at fist until it became too much. Jason and Perce started acting a lot more mature and it got to the point where Percy would often say than Annabeth was being childish whether it was about her choice in snacks, films, music etc. Not that Percy and Jason stopped liking childish things, they simply preferred doing those this with their children and when they would sometimes give in and watch a movie Percy and Jason's mouths couldn't stop emitting spoilers. Both couples broke up mutually. At first the two demigods though it would be easier to just focus on their kids but that wasn't the case. Since Jacques and Bia were living with Nico that gave the boys lots of free time, too much free time! They were simply bored out of their minds! In the meantime Anubis was beginning to notice something about Nico. Whenever the two demigods came his face lit up. He was overall happier and a lot more cheerful and on rare days when they couldn't make it he was depressed and grumpy. The two Egyptians put their heads together and it was not hard to figure it out. They decided to confront Nico about it one day when he and Carter stopped working! Nico was a dark fantasy written and artist while Carter worked with ancient jewelry. Anyway Nico had just finished his painting and had come down to the dining room. He noticed that Carter and Anubis were already seated. That usually meant it was something serious.

"What's going on?" - asked the son of Hades.

"You like Percy and Jason!" - said the Egyptians.
"What?!"- asked Nico shocked.

"Come on a baby can see that you're head over heels in love with them."- said Anubis.

"Even if I am so what?"- asked the Ghost King.

"So why don't you ask them out?"- said Carter.

"Seriously?!!"- asked the Italian.

"Yeah, I mean why not we're already a threesome!"- said Anubis

"No, forget it, my life is complicated enough!"- said the Ghost King and stood up to get some dinner.

Percy was at Jason's cabin. Why? -Because he was bored out of his mind. Then out of the corner of the cabin Anubis appeared.

"Anubis, what's going on? Is everything alright?!"- Percy jumped up, part of him feeling glad that something was happening.

"No everything's fine apart from Nico's stubbornness."- said the jackal god.

"What do you mean?"- asked the son of Jupiter.

"Guys he's in love with you, but he won't admit it, so I'm doing it for him!"- said Anubis.

"Classic Nico!"- said Jason.

"Anyway..."- smirked the death god.

Nico and Carter were heading to bed. Anubis had gone early. When they entered the bedroom there was a surprise waiting for them. Anubis, Percy and Jason were butt naked.

"You couldn't help yourself, could you?"- sighed Nico.

"Oh, no you don't mister! You should have told us you idiot!"- Jason yelled.

"What was I suppose to say? Hey guys want a fivesome?"- asked the son of Hades.

"Do you think we would have said 'No'?!"- asked Percy

"Told you! Now can we use all this anger for a mind-blowing sex train?"- asked Carter. That seemed to arouse everyone. The five jumped onto the poor, enlarged bed (thanks to Egyptian magic).

"OK so how do we do this?"- asked Nico. Jason having had to be the leader said: Nico fucks Percy
since he's been dreaming of doing that for years, I'm fucking him because of all my wet dreams about him, Carter fucks me because I really wanna know what it's like being fucked by an African dick and Carter gets fucked by Anubis because he's liked him the longest. Now all we have to do is lube up and cast an anti-baby spell, four is enough for now!"

Anubis mumbled something causing rivers or slick to ooze out of the four boys' asses. Percy positioned himself on all fours exposing his pale, heart shaped ass to Nico. The Italian started drooling before Jason basically pushed him inside Percy. Nico's 9 inch, thick dick made Percy moan. He started thrusting and assaulting the love of his life's prostate. It made the sea prince see stars. He moaned loud enough to scare harpies away encouraging Nico to go faster. Before long the Ghost King could feel the tip of Jason's thick as a golf club, 8 inch dick at the entrance of his soft, round ass. As the blond thrust in, the glorious stretch made Nico moan like a five dollar whore. Jason was a lot rougher and started thrusting at a agonizingly fast pace sending Nico into ecstasy and causing him to pick up the pace he was fucking Percy with, getting loud whimper-like moans from both of them. Not that Nico didn't enjoy rough sex but he was fucking Percy, he was afraid of hurting him. This made the sea prince push his hips back trying to take more of Nico's length. Jason whispered something into the Ghost King's ear and a moment later the boy slapped Percy's ass hard. The sea prince liked it and begged for more and Nico was happy to oblige. Jason did the same to him and now with each hard slap the pace quickened. Jason's own big, thick orbs were smacked hard before Carter's glorious 10 inch, thick member was thrust into his hungry hole. Jason now realized how much Percy and Nico meant it when they moaned like whores, he himself emitting even louder, wanton moans. Before Anubis thrust his 12 inch, thick monster into Carter's puckered entrance he cast a spell projecting everyone's Ba(see notes) into the spirit word where they could all kiss each other at the same time. When they returned Anubis' dick was already inside Carter. The god started thrusting at a godly fast pace. It turned everyone's moans into yodels and it took all of Percy's strength to keep himself from falling off the bed. The thrill caused the son of Poseidon to blow his load staining the sheets. His ass milked Nico's dick to the last drop and this continued to the following members of the sex train. But when Anubis emptied his heavy balls Percy and Jason realized why sex with gods was so popular. His seed knew no limits. It ran inside Carter and entered his prostate causing the magician to spill it inside an unsuspecting Jason and then Nico and finally Percy. His load was as big as the river Nile causing all his lover's stomach's to swell as if they were heavily pregnant and cum started oozing out of their holes before the dicks were even removed. They all collapsed onto the mattress, panting for their lives. Percy and Jason turned to Nico.

"Seriously you wouldn't have let us in on this!"- they said, jokingly scolding him. Their stomach's were so swollen and they had a feeling that soon it would not be just for a few days. All boys fell asleep snuggled close to each other.
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Jason was crying. The weird thing was he didn't know why. Then he remembered he was 8 months pregnant and the hormones combined with the effects of the aphrodisiac was overwhelming him. Nico walked in.

"Hey babe what's wrong?" - asked the son of Hades.

"You and Percy are gonna leave me!" - cried the blond.

"What?! Why would we do that?" - asked Nico.

"You only wanted a baby!" - yelled Jason in tears.

"No, Jace, sure we wanted a baby but we want you more than just for the baby. The baby is just a plus." - the Ghost King assured him. Jason wiped the tears off his face.

"Thanks Neeks! Can we have sex now?" - asked the son of Jupiter.

"I'd love to babe but you know the others are waiting for us at the lake. Come on, the cold waters of lake Kutcharo will be good for you so get dressed." - said the Italian and handed the clothes he brought to Jason.

"Tell me again why I have to wear a dress and a female bikini." - said the blue eyed demigod.

"Jace, we've been through this, the mist makes you look like a girl to mortals but it does not work for your clothes." - explained the son of Hades.

"But couldn't you and Percy choose more unisex clothes instead of this black, floral lace dress, these heeled sandals and this silky, red bikini?" - asked Jason.

"Well, excuse us for being kinky!" - Nico smirked.

Thank gods not a lot of people visited the lake. If they did Jason would have felt like a skank. The bikini bottom Percy and Nico have gotten him was basically a v-string which was failing to cover his thick, hairless, bouncy ass cheeks where his husbands had tattooed their names and a good part of his hairless groins while the top was nothing more than a ribbon tied on his chest. Nico was right, the cold water reduced the effects of both the aphrodisiac and the pregnancy, however the same could not be said about the blond's diamond hard nipples or Percy and Nico's boners. The very sight of Jason in the slutty bikini with his big, round belly was turning them on so much they had the urge to howl. This had not gone unnoticed by the others so after a few hours in the lake Annabeth decided she wanted to go sightseeing and not see the sight of Percy and Nico drooling over Jason. She didn't exactly know how to tell them to... um... please the son of Jupiter but Leo covered that.
Jason didn't know what was going on. The others went sightseeing around Japan after having spent the whole day doing exactly that while Percy and Nico insisted the three of them spend some more time chilling in the lake. Then the blue eyed demigod got a pretty good idea of what was going on when Percy used his powers to sneakily untie his bikini top, exposing his enlarged, swollen, diamond hard and ruby red, burning nipples.

"Guys!"- exclaimed the Roman.

"What?! You realize the others left just so we could have some fun, right?"- said the Ghost King.

"Then I guess we should be heading to the Argo III."- said the son of Jupiter who was way too desperate and needy to be embarrassed.

"Nah, water sex is on Percy's bucket list."- said the olive skinned demigod.

"Ok then"- said Jason. Wide grins appeared on his lovers' faces and they got close to each other and submerged. Jason was feeling anxious for a few moment before he got distracted by his entrance being poked. A moment later water tentacles were formed that flipped him so that he was basically lying on the surface of the water on his back. One of the tentacles was up his ass imitating a vibrator which was felt so good his walls produced oceans of slick and he would have came right there and then if he had not been for another one of the tentacles which was constricting his balls. There was also a third tentacle up his mouth which was preventing him from moaning and a fourth that had his hands tied behind his back as well. Percy and Nico emerged at his sides and each of them took one took one of the blond's juicy buds in their mouths. As the two skilled tongues massaged his nipples, the blond's mind was going haywire. He could not form one single thought. The vibrator tentacle up his ass and the two skilled tongues on his nipples were too much! He needed release, any type of release! A few moments later he felt his nipples becoming tighter and impossibly hard inside his lovers' mouths before he spilled some milk. They had discovered he had been able to do that three months ago and it had been a regular part of their love-making ever since. Once Percy and Nico released his abused, purple buds from their mouths he was flipped onto his stomach. The two thrust their monsters inside him beside the tentacle. The stretch was so amazingly pleasurable and painful it made tears form in the blond's eyes. The pain was soon forgotten as the two started thrusting at their usual, divinely fast pace along with the tentacle. Percy and Nico thrust simultaneously while the tentacle trust in only after they would retreat. It made the blond feel as if he were flying among the stars. As his moans were being prevented his moans, the vibrations of his vocal chords made every fiber of his body tremble with pleasure. As soon as he caught the tentacle around his balls off guard he blew his load. His ass became tighter than a virgin's forcing his lovers to empty their balls inside him making his baby bump look even bigger. He started panting as he was released from the grip of the tentacles. Percy and Nico kissed his lips and realized they had fucked him silly into coma. Nico shadow traveled them to the ship. They tucked their expecting lover in and laid down beside him, knowing he would be horny once he woke up.
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Percy was awesome! He was driving his brand new, blue, shiny, Nissan Murano to visit his mother. A few years ago she had moved to New Orleans because the stress of living in New York was taking its toll on her. Anyway the wind was blowing in his longish, raven hair and the engine was purring like a kitten until it started emitting the blowing of a humpback whale. And then it stopped, on the road in the middle of nowhere. That is what he got for purchasing a used car. He tried using his powers just to sense what was happening with the oil in the engine but it was all over the place. He thanked the gods that modern demigods were cloaked from monsters, he had heard stories about the old days when there had been a camp that had been the only safe place for them and they had not been able to use technology, it sounded awful. Anyway he took his phone only to find out that he was just twenty feet away from the outskirts of New Orleans and the nearest car repair shop. Well, it looks as if he had to push.

Percy did it! He pushed the car all the way to the car repair shop. He was exhausted! All of a sudden he forgot all about that as he was a shirtless, sexy chocolate and an equally sexy, impish Latino.

"Sir what happened?!!" - the taller mechanic's voice was received by the sea prince's mind a couple of minutes later.

"Oh, right! I bought this used car a month ago and it was all going great until it gave up on me 20 feet ago." - said the green eyed demigod. The Latino opened the hood and after carefully examining it he said: "Bro, you might wanna see this!"

"You two are brothers?!" - asked Percy as the man started walking towards the vehicle.

"Half-brothers and judging by the current condition of your engine I am shocked that this car has been running for a month!" - replied the mechanic.

"How much is it gonna cost to fix it?!" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"200 dollars" - said the Latino.

"Seriously?!" - said Percy. The price had given him a vertigo.

"You know my brother and I take other forms of payment as well, if you are interested" - said the taller mechanic.

"Oh, well I do not have a dime and the two of you are so utterly easy on the eyes so I guess the only question left is where." - replied Percy. The two led him to the secret basement of the shop. Inside it was a huge bed. The two got undressed pretty quickly. Then did not seem to have any intention of using condoms but that was alright with Percy. Demigods were immune to STDs. Anyway as soon as the sea prince had shed his clothes the two threw him onto the bed. It was clear to Percy now that they fucked fast and didn't mess around. The tallest boy guided Percy's lips to his thick, 9 inch
monster. The sea prince figured this would probably be the only type of lubrication they would use so he made sure to get the enormous member as damp as possible as he sucked it hard. In the meantime the imp had spat in between the sea prince's perfect ass cheeks. Knowing that his brother was not one to go overly gentle he just gave the pink puckered entrance a few licks and stuck a finger in it before withdrawing completely. Percy whimpered on the dick in his mouth at the loss of the Latino's finger. This forced the older mechanic to pull out, otherwise he would have came right there and then. Percy was then turned around to see the Latino on all fours, his round ass high in the air. He then noticed that there was something orange in between the tanned ass cheeks before he realized it was a butt plug. The imp removed the toy and the other mechanic guided Percy's hips towards his brother's gaping hole. As the 7 inch dick entered the boy was barely affected. The same could not be said for the son of Poseidon when he let out a loud whimper when the 9 inch monster was slammed into him. The mechanic started thrusting at a really fast pace hitting his lover's special spot, blowing his mind and forcing him to pound his brother. The said boy adjusted himself to make sure his prostate was also being hit as much as possible. Both him and Percy were moaning like five dollar whores as the oldest boy was energetically rocking his hips back and forth. This was by far the best sex the green eyed boy had ever had. He could not take it anymore and emptied his balls inside his lover. His tightened ass milked his other lover while the feeling of warm cum inside him was enough to make the Latino blow his load all over the sheets.

The two mechanics had amazing stamina. They made out passionately with the son of Poseidon and while he was busy panting in bed the two of them had managed to fox his car. He arrived at his mother's apartment only 15 minutes later. The woman was delighted to see him. She was even more excited when he told her that he was planning to find an apartment for himself there since he had decided to sell the one in New York. The sea prince totally understood why his mother had chosen to live in New Orleans. Life there was simply so relaxing and energizing unlike the busy, exhausting, fast-paced life he had been living in New York since he had been born. New Orleans meant a fresh start for him and the men it had offered so far was all the more reason to move there.

"Percy what would you say if I told you that I invited two boys that I think would totally hit it off with you?" - asked Sally.

"Mom before I say anything I am just gonna ask why do you think that?" - replied the sea prince.

"Well for starters they are demigods." - said the woman.

"Well, now you got me interested!" - said Percy. That's when the doorbell rang and Sally answered. The two mechanics from earlier walked in.

"Percy these are Charles and Leo!" - said Sally. This was awkward.

Two weeks later Percy and Leo were peeing on sticks. When demigods had sex with demigods gender was not important. They were waiting for the results when a Percy said: "Guys what is gonna
happen it they come back positive?"

"Then the three of us will give effort to make being a throuple work. The sex was awesome and we're all demigods so maybe this is the Fates."- said Charles. Percy really liked the answer. He could totally see himself sleeping on Charlie's muscular chest whole snuggling with Leo. He wasn't sure what he wanted the tests to say anymore. Then the results were ready. Percy and Leo took them to see that...
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Nico/Apollo

Nico could not believe his luck. He was stuck with his best friend as his step-mother. It had started a few days ago when some crazy witch had created a lethal spell that can spread through the mist and infect and slowly kill demigods by sending them into Chaos. It couldn't directly infect immortals but it could easily spread from a demigod to their godly parent. Hecate figured out that the spell would eventually pass on its own but it was essential that all demigods were immortalized immediately. There was a little problem, though. There was only one way to immortalize so many people in a short period of time so now each of the gods was taking a demigod as their lover. Zeus helped himself to quite a few of them like: Leo, Mitchel, Lacy and Leila. Aphrodite did as well. She took Frank, Dakota and Chris. Hazel was taken by Thanatos, Annabeth by Hephaestus and Percy by Poseidon himself. Just an hour ago Nico had discovered that his dad was taking Jason. At first he was not too happy but that changed once he reminded himself that there were many, many, many other demigods that were almost as hyperactive and absent-minded as Leo.

Anyway the Ghost King was not sure what to think of this whole thing. Sure he did not want to die but if he was being honest with himself he had hoped to be picked by Poseidon or even his dad. Now he was worried! He might get picked by Dionysus or worse!

"Dude snap out of it!" - exclaimed the son of Jupiter successfully gaining Nico's attention. The Italian wished that had not happened because his attention was now on the blond who was naked apart from the short, black, satin robe.

"Seriously?!" - asked the son of Hades.

"What?! You know that the deal is sealed with sex and your dad is..."

"Ew, gross!" - Nico cut him off.

"Anyway I am here to inform you that a god has chosen you as his lover. To be more specific, it is my brother" - said Jason.

"You think that is specific?!" - chuckled the olive skinned demigod.

"I might think that it would be fun to keep you in suspense." - smirked the Roman.

Nico sighed in relief as he found out it was not Dionysus, or Ares for that matter. It was Apollo. His relief did not last long because it was Apollo. It was not that Nico hated him, Apollo was an OK god on his list but he was also a loud, flamboyant, annoying, full of himself party dude who did not take anything seriously. Why could it not have been someone quiet and serious like Hypnos or even Chiron for Gods' sakes. Anyway the god had to make a flashy entrance, literally! He opened the doors with both hands and out of the darkness a bright spotlight appeared to reveal the sun god in a casual, yellow suit. As expected manners were completely absent and the god basically lifted a protesting Nico over his shoulder and carried him to his Maserati. Nico continued protesting but by the time they were at the sun god's palace he was trembling. Apollo would never be able to get a driving licence if he was mortal. The protests continued as Apollo carried his soon-to-be lover inside.
"Unhand me you feather-brain!" - yelled the son of Hades as Apollo put him down.

"Ok babe strip and start spilling kinks!" - the sun god demanded.

"What?!" - asked Nico dumbfoundedly.

"Kinks! You know like sexual fetishes and why are you not stripping?" - replied Apollo.

"Ew, non and I am a virgin you can not just expect sex from me!" - said Nico. Apollo smirked, this was gonna be fun!

Nico would have kept protesting as Apollo dragged him into the bedroom if it had not been for the god's talented tongue down his throat. Apollo was an amazing kisser! Behind the two a trail of their shed clothes was left. Apollo threw Nico onto the king sized bed so that the demigod was lying on his stomach and cuffed his wrists to the headboard.

"Unlock me you fair haired buffoon!" - was the last thing that came out of Nico's mouth before he felt the sun god's firm hand meet his round ass cheeks. He began whimpering as the god laid hard, painful smacks on his bubble butt. What surprised him was that the sound of each slap against the reddening skin was making his dick harder and harder. On the 30th slap Apollo finally stopped. Nico's ass was a nice bright red and really sensitive, just the way Apollo wanted it. He spat inside his lover's virgin hole and spread it around with his tongue making Nico let out a loud, whimper-like moan that would arouse a corpse. The son of Hades was worried, Apollo had a thick, 10 inch member. A scream like whimper escaped from in between the demigod's soft lips as the god's monster was slammed inside him. Apollo barely gave him time to adjust and started thrusting at a speed of light-fast pace. Soon pain turn into pure pleasure as the huge dick assaulted Nico's sweet spot. He was moaning as bright, sunny stars were dancing in front of his eyes and pools of tears were forming in his eyes. His skin glistened and his hair was like a wild, untamed bush. The feeling of pure ecstasy for the first time in his life was enough to send Nico over the edge. He came, staining the silky sheets. His virgin ass became even tighter and as Apollo spilled his warm seed inside him he bit and started sucking on his shoulder. Nico screamed surprised but when it was over he discovered that he liked the presence of purple, little hickey on his shoulder. It felt like it was Apollo's weird way of showing how much he cared. As the sun god pulled out Nico realized that his ability to form coherent thought had left with his virginity. He laid panting as Apollo cuddled with him and occasionally kissed his temples. Nico let sleep consume him thinking that this arrangement might just be for the best. Not one wet dream of Percy haunted him that night. Those were reserved for Apollo and only Apollo now!
Nico/Percy
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Nico was in his room thinking of his next scheme to get Percy and Annabeth to break up when his stomach started hurting as if he were stabbed. He collapsed to the floor screaming. His head felt like it was gonna explode, his vision was blurry, his spine felt as if it was being twisted and the backs of his shoulders were really sore. Hades rushed in. He quickly removed Nico's shirt and saw shadowy spots forming on his shoulder blades.

"What's happening?!" - Nico yelled.

"Relax! It will be over in a second!" - said the god.

........

Nico had wings! Huge, silvery black, feathery wings tattooed on his upper back.

"What the Tartarus is going on?" - asked the Italian.

"Your nephilium blood is activated!" - said Hades.

"What?!" - asked Nico confused.

"Son I've been hiding something from you. Maria di Angelo is not your mother. While you were being created she was under the influence of demonic possession." - the god confessed.

"By whom?" - asked the demigod.

"Lucifer, the devil, himself" - Hades sighed.

"Excuse me! He's real?!" - asked Nico shocked.

"Graeco-Roman gods are real, as are Egyptian, Norse, Cherokee and Chinese why shouldn't Abrahamic be as well?" - said the god.

"So everything written in the bible is real?!" - asked the Ghost King.

"Yeah, right! You know how people tend to blow things out of proportion!" - said Hades.

"OK then the devil isn't the ultimate evil?" - asked Nico.

"Well he is extremely smart and dangerous but then again he also secretly helps souls be reborn which is mostly what people who believe in Chrisianity, Islam... think is evil." - explained the King of the Underworld.

"Wait how is it exactly decided whether a soul comes here, the Duat, Helheim...?" - wondered Nico.

"It's complicated, it has to do with the ancestry of the person, their subconsious beliefs and their past lives and it is not what you should be wondering about at this moment. Nico nephilium blood will enchance your powers. You are immortal now and you have the ability to make demonic exchanges, curse a soul, tell who is in life-threatening danger, make someone your puppet and induce fear. Be careful though, you're probably gonna run into Lucifer soon! Don't worry I am sure you can handle
him!" - said Hades.

........

Nico reatreated to his room. His brain was trying to process... well, basically everything. He was the devil's spawn for Gods' sakes or was it God's sake now, dammit! It took him a few minutes to notice the devilishly handsome, man on his bed.

"Let me guess! Lucifer?" - the demigod guessed.

"Correct! How did you know, was it that my presence sent chills down your spine and made your heart skip a beat as your very essence was questioning the reason for its very existance?" - smirked the devil.

"Actually those horns are a dead giveaway." - said Nico pointing to the fallen angel's forehead.

"Dammit! I forgot to retract them! Anyway I am here to teach you how to use your new powers to their full extent." - said Lucifer.

........

Percy was going home to visit his mom. She had been feeling quite ill lately. He opened the door and started looking for her when she didn't come rushing to the front door. She was sitting on the couch.

"Hey mom what are you doing?" - asked the sea prince as he sat down.

"Percy I need to tell you something. I went to the doctors and it turns out I have a brain tumor." - the woman confessed. Percy's face immediately paled and his smile turned into a frown.

"What?! Ok, then are the treatments gonna start?" - asked the demigod.

"Percy it is too late!" - Sally said.

"What?! Ok I will get the Apollo cabin, I will even make Apollo heal you himself!" - said the son of Poseidon.

"Percy it won't work. It is the work of the Fates. Clear-sighted mortals can sense these things. Not even gods can meddle in the work of the fates." - said Sally.

"Mom, I am not gonna let you die! I will fight the Fates, I will plan your ressurection, I will make you immortal, whatever it takes. I can't lose you! You have been the only person in my life that has seen every aspect of me. I will not let you go!" - decided Percy.

"That is all great honey, but how are you gonna pull any of that off?" - asked the woman.

"I will have to start by talking to someone who knows a lot more about this stuff than me." - replied Percy.

........

Percy was sneaking his way into the Underworld, again. After the war had been won Nico had vanished again and Jason told Percy why. Since then the son of Poseidon had tried every possible way to contact him aside from directly going into Hades' realm. He was not suicidal. Luckily he was able to avoid his uncle's throne room and go straight to the bedrooms. Now he just had to figure out which room was Nico's and avoid any undead servants. Then one of the doors opened and the son of Hades came out.
"Come Perce! I have been expecting you!" - said the Ghost King.

"You have?!" - asked the green eyed demigod confused.

"Come I will explain everything." - said the olive skinned demigod.

......

Nico explained to Percy all about his heritage, his new powers and how he had sensed that Percy's mom was in life threatening danger.

"So is there anything that can be done Neeks?" - asked the sea prince.

"Yes, since you mom..." - he was cut off by his crush.

"Hey, you did not yell at me for calling you 'Neeks'!" - the son of Poseidon pointed out.

"Percy I have been visiting Jason in his dreams, I know that he could not have kept his big mouth shut! As I was saying since your mom is clear sighted I can use that to make a demonic deal with you. I will temporarily cloak her from the Fates so we can put the essence of the oracular goddess Dione inside her. You see oracles are really primitive spirits, they need hosts and can only live in their subconsciousness. Anyway after that we will do the curse my father had put on the oracle of Delphi but since Dione is also a goddess it will make your mom immortal." - explained the Ghost King.

"And in return?" - asked the green eyed demigod.

"You marry me!" - Nico grinned.

"You can not be serious!" - said the sea prince shocked.

"You have to do something for me that I can not do myself. I am sorry but those are the rules. Actually, no! Scratch that! I am not sorry at all." - said the Ghost King.

"Ok what make you think that after all this is done I will not make Annabeth immortal and be with her?" - replied the green eyed demigod.

"Because darling, I cursed her soul. If any immortality ritual is done on her it will only deage her to the age she first got her period and then kill her so that her soul will stay forever young. I can probably make all of our other friends friends immortal and ever ressurect someones to sweeten the deal, though! " - smirked the Ghost King.

"Fine deal!" - said Percy reluctantly.

......

It had been a couple of months since Percy and Nico had gotten married and Percy was just as derensive as he was the very minute Nico became his husband. He slept as far away from the son of Hades as the bed allowed, he dodged Nico's kisses and his attempts at hugging and barely even spoke to the olive skinned demigod. That particular day Nico playfully tried to caress the sea prince and had gotten thrown through the window. After the incident Percy went to see his mom.

......

"... and as I was washing my teeth he tried to caress me mom. I made the water coming out from the faucet punch him through the window." - said Percy.
"Percy honey, let me ask you is it impossible for you to like Nico. If it is it is completely alright but is it?" - Sally replied.

"No mom, Nico made me really mad by blackmailing me but he did save you and he has done lots of good in the past so I guess it is not impossible for me to like Nico." - said Percy.

"In that case honey I think you should show him that. Listen! I know what he did was wrong but if you think about it beneath all that bitterness, all that rage he is just a misguided boy who is begging fo be loved. Maybe your love can set him back on the right path." - sais the woman.

"I hate that you are probably right mom." - replied the sea prince.

......

Percy immediately rushed to his and Nico's bedroom.

"You came back! Are you gonna throw me into Tartarus this time?" - said Nico bitterly.

"Neeks I am so sorry! I guess I was trying to win an argument that could not be won. You have done so much for me over the years. Without you I could not even imagine what would have happened. And yet I treated you like trash. I am so sorry!" - said the son of Poseidon.

"I am sorry too, I should have spoken nicely instead of being all cocky about the deal." - said Nico.

"That is great but can you um... punish me?" - the sea prince flashed his brows up and down.

.......... 

In a few minutes Percy was lying om Nico's lap. Both of them were naked and the perfect, pale, heart shaped ass cheeks were exposed to the son of Hades. He had slapped them hard getting a whimper out of Percy. He smacked again and again and felt that the sea prince's hardening dick was poking his thigh. This encouraged him to continue. With each slap the pale ass became redder until Percy was a reduced to a whimpering pile of goo on the Ghost King's lap. His ass was a nice, blood red and really sensitive. That is when Nico threw him on the bed and brought his knees to his chest exposing the gaping hole. One good thing about being immortal was not needing lube. He thrust his 9 inch, really thick dick right in. Percy moan as every inch of his husband's dick stretched his insides. Nico immediately started thrusing. He hit the sea prince's prostate really frequently making the sea prince see stars befor his eyes. Percy let out wanton moans and even started playing with his nipples. The though of the stuff he and Nico would do in bed for the rest of eternity made him cum right there and then. Then as Nico felt his own orgasm approaching he kissed his lover. The tightness aroud his member along with the fact that Percy was kissing back were enough to make Nico spill his seed deep inside the son of Poseidon.
Hope you enjoyed! As you know I am currently using my phone so the number of mistakes is probably bigger as is the lack of contractions! As always do not be shy to request.
Jason was anxious. Who would not be on their wedding day. He remembered 6 month ago when he had wished that his most secret fantasy would come true.

Apparently Lady Venus had thought that it was something that would empower her for a long, long time, otherwise would she have had him and her daughter break up? That was actually the easy part. Next she had appeared to the blond and told him that he has to prove that he truly wanted it. She had made him wear blue satin panties and a pink lace nightie with a slit on the front. At first he only had to wear it at night but as time passed by he had to wear a bra and panties all the time. At first it was a little embarrassing but the feel of the soft satin against his skin was too good.

After that Venus had made Percy and Annabeth break up and one day out of nowhere Jason told his secret to the son of Poseidon. He was somewhat surprised to recieve a sloppy kiss from the sea prince and a slap on his thick, bubble butt.

After that it had mostly been smooth sailing apart from the fact that the goddess made Jason unable to cum while he was in a relationship unless he had his lover's permission. This got complicated when he found out that Percy was planning to have sex for the first time on his wedding night. The son of Poseidon laughed like a hyena when the blond had told him about his situation. He had teased the Roman for a couple of weeks before proposing.

Since then they had been planning their wedding. Percy had joked about Jason wearing a dress but the blond had actually considered the idea himself. He decided to try wearing an everyday dress and see how it goes from there. He had picked a thickish strapped, lace, cranberry ombre foil fit and flare. At first he was worried about the fit at the chest and shoulders but people in camp were very open-minded. He had gotten lots of attention and he loved it. That's how he ended up throwing away all his old clothes.

His wedding dress was somewhat similar. It was extremely short since Percy had insisted that his bridal garther was visible. The top part was a sweetheart neckline, lace bodice with thick steaps and the bottom part was a tulle fairy skirt. He would only be wearing soleless sandals on his feet and the most impressive part wad the endlessly long veil decorated with hydrangea blossoms and a pearl tiara in the front.

It may have not been practical since it would be a beach wedding but Jason did not care. He actually just wanted his father to walk him down the iasle, get married, become immortal alongside Percy since the gods would not let 2 demigod children of the big three get married, have a dance with his father in law and then submerge into the depths of the ocean where Percy could fuck the daylights out of him and eventually get him round with his child. That desire of his only became bigger as his fiance made him wear nipple massagers, a cock cage and a love egg vibrator that entire day.

"Son it is time!"- Zeus snapped the blue eyed demigod out of his thoughts. It was weird calling a guy who he had seen less than 5 times in his life father but he was too horny to think about that. He began from his cabin to the sea, across the beach, preceeded by the bridesmaids, feeling the soft, white pieces of sand in between his toes.

The sun was shining, the birds were singing, waves were splashing on the beach and his fiance looked amazing in his navy linen tux. Lady Juno was ready so the only thing left to say was 'I do!'
The moment the answer was out of both boys' mouths fireworks spread across the sky and unbeknownst to some a teal-colored trident tattoo appeared on the blond's right ass cheek.

Jason could not admire the sight for long though as Poseidon asked him to dance. The dance lasted for a long time before the sea king finally gave Percy his queen. Percy decided to dance with Jason for a long time and cut the gorgeous, coral-like, wedding cake before calling it a night and finally submerging down to their underwater mansion, gift from Poseidon.


..............

Being able to live underwater was weird but way cool. If Jason had possessed his husband's abilities he would not have left the underwater world from the first time he would have entered it. But that was a thought for another day. At that moment Jason only wished for Percy to ravish his ass, desperately!

The sea prince had lied down on their king sized bed while the blond stripped. Under the dress he was only wearing a pale pink ribbon around his waist.

"Very naughty, little princess! Naughty enough for a spanking!" - said the green eyed boy in a rough, husky voice that sent chills down the blond's spine and blood to his desperate, caged member. He got on his lover's lap exposing his thick, juicy, round ass. Percy marveled at the beautiful tattoo that would mark the blond as his bitch-wife for all eternity.

He initiated the first thunderous smack on the ivory ass cheeks. It made the son of Jupiter whimper loud enough to cause a tsunami. It was music to the sea prince's ears. He slapped again and again reddening the blond's ass and getting lingering, moany whimper from him. Jason's clitty as Percy had nicknamed it was spilling a few drops of precum while his virgin entrance was oozing rivers of slick. By the time Jason's slick started spilling down the backs of his thighs the son of Poseidon had decided that he had had enough. Jason's ass was a nice crimson red beautifully contrasting the teal tattoo.

The Roman was then flipped so that he could be properly seated on his husband's 10 inch, thick dick. Percy kissed his wife's rosy, swollen lips to sneakily remove the love egg vibrator and the nipple massagers. He then laid down as the blond impaled himself on his dick and began playing with his rock hard, enlarged, light switch-like nipples. He moaned at his own touch and the painful stretch but all the pain was soon forgotten as he found the perfect angle for prostate poking.

He sent himself into pure ecstasy. It was nirvana, oblivion, total heaved, only stars in front of his eyes. He had not even noticed the drool coming from between his lips. He would have came there and then if it had not been for the damned curse.

"Please, honey, let me cum! Your monster is driving me crazy! I am desperate!" - begged the son of Jupiter.

"Let's make a deal, slut! I have a list of sexy fantasies that I don't think will ever be finished. For the rest of time as I wake up you will already be ready to make it come true, otherwise no cumming for a week!" - said the raven haired boy.

"Fine!" - yelled the blond. At that moment he blew his rather tiny load from his caged clitty and white drops formed on his purple buds. As his ass became even tighter Percy's monster erupted inside him, filling him with a gallon of his warm seed.

The blue eyed boy collapsed on his liver's chest as Percy placed an actual vibrator inside him to prevent his seed from spilling. The blond was out like a candle but not before taking a look at Percy's
The next morning Percy's dick sprung up the moment he woke up at the sight of Jason in a micro-short, black, poofy, French maid outfit paired with black, skimpy, thigh high tights and platform heels, bended over, ass exposed, dusting the chest of drawers opposite of their bed. The sea prince was immediatly out of bed and into Jason.

Chapter End Notes

Hope you enjoyed! My phone was broken so I could not post sooner. Never be shy to request!
Moonlight Cove was a small beach town nearly isolated from any big city. Things were peaceful here, at least on first glance. The reality was that the town was flooded with supernatural energy. Behind the low buildings, in the dark alleys and in the underground tunnels there were inhabitants that were not exactly human. Vampires, goblins, witches and many other creatures roamed that terrain. The only principle there was here was survival of the strongest. Those that were smart aligned themselves with more powerful creatures forming so called gangs. There were lots of small gangs but there were two that were significantly larger and more powerful: the Scoobies (couldn't resist!) with Luke Castellan in charge and the Creepers led by Bruce Lawrence. Luke was a genie freed from his lamp by his oldest friend, a valkyrie named Thalia. Other members of the gang included Annabeth an orphaned alien Luke had found, Percy a merman that basically found them, his boyfriend Grover, a satyr, Frank, a shapeshifter that they had met one day in the woods, his wife, the witch Hazel, Piper a shaman who had lost her memories except the ones about her best friend, the dwarf Leo, Rachel, their seer, Will the witch doctor, Clarisse and Reyna, Thalia's fellow valkyries, Luke's sibling who were still trapped in their lamps and Jason, Thalia's brother and since recently Luke's boyfriend. Bryce's gang on the other had consisted of Octavian, their augur, Alabaster, a warlock, Ethan, a fury, Mike, an incubus, Dylan, a ventus and of course their phantom leader Bryce, himself. The Creepers may have been a smaller gang but they were just as influential. Anyway it was a day like any other. Luke and Jason were looking for the gem of shadows, a mysterious relic that Annabeth said would help supernatural creatures blend among mortals. Whenever a mortal would be about to see something supernatural they would instantly be frozen in time and protected with a fierce field. But in the wrong hands it could give the user powers over time which was a big no in the supernatural community. This is why Luke and Jason could not let the Creepers find it before them. And what was the best way to find something the creepers were looking for? Find the creepers. Which is why the two blonds could not be seen. Luke was using his 4 inch form and his power of teleportation to lay low while Jason was flying high, gliding over the city with his silver, feathery wings. While hiding in an alley Luke saw something in the old abandoned building nearby. He crept close to the window, or what was left of it and took a good look at what was going on. He saw Octavian and Ethan beating the crap out of something. He realized it was a boy. The fury was growling so loud the boy's ears were bleeding and Octavian was using his advanced augury to make his insides twist like a hurricane. The blond texted Jason before teleporting inside. The two immediately noticed him which was OK. Besides teleporting, size manipulation and wish granting to whoever was holding his former lamp his other powers were hypnosis, levitation and conjuring which were not that useful for a sneak attack. He immediately conjured fire on the fury's skin and as Ethan started screaming Octavian began using his powers on Luke which hurt like a bitch. Speaking of which Jason flew in just in time to zap the augur with his powers over electricity, knocking him unconscious. But a crispy Ethan flew straight into the valkyrie. Luke levitated towards them successfully freeing his boyfriend from the fury's clutches but they both fell on the ground close to where the beaten boy was desperately trying to stay conscious. They were both bleeding heavily. As Ethan flew towards them the boy raised his hand creating a barrier of darkness which injured the fury the moment he touched it. A moment later the mysterious boy was unconscious. Thankfully Luke was still strong enough to teleport them back to the abandoned warehouse aka their home.

Luke woke up. He too had fallen unconscious shortly after they had arrived. He looked up at Will. He must have been in the 'infirmary'. The gang had set up paravans to divide the warehouse into rooms.
"Is Jason OK?" - asked the genie.

"Yeah, he is in the other room" - said the healer.


"He is alright but it is clear he has not slept in days. He is in your room sleeping." - replied Will.

"OK tell Hazel to work on her cloaking spells, I bet the creepers are looking for him!" - ordered the blond before getting up despite the healer's protests and going to look for his boyfriend. The two went to their room to check up on the boy. They found him trying to sneak out through the window. Luckily Luke was looking directly into his eyes allowing himself to hypnotise the boy into coming inside. That's when they noticed that he was currently only wearing a black sweatshirt and undies. They had not noticed before but the boy was hot. He had nice slender legs, hips some girls would kill for, a toned body, olive skin, chocolate colored eyes, dark, longish, messy hair, defined cheekbones, a button nose, soft looking lips and beautifully defined dimples. Do not get them wrong, Luke and Jason were committed to each other very much but they were both very open-minded and experimental.

"Kill me! I wont give it to you!" - yelled the boy. The two had a lot of experience with this stuff so instead of beating around the bush Jason said: "Back us up!"

"Look I am Nico, a half demon. Up until a year ago my sister and I lived together. The gem of shadows was hers and the only thing we had left from our parents who by the way we have never met. Anyway an year ago I met Bryce Lawrence. I have always been a loner, an outsider and I thought he just got me. We flirted with each other for a few days and began dating. I even agreed to move in with him after knowing him for only 4 months. Then one night I overheard him talking to his buddies. He had only been going out with me to get the gem of shadows. I have no idea what lies you have heard about it but the gem has only one usage. It allows people to steal powers. Anyway when I found out I ran like hell. But I had underestimated the creeper's power. By the time I got home my he had killed my sister and as I walked in he was devouring her soul. Luckily us demons have the ability to evoke spirits. It means to put a soul inside an object. But to evoke a demonic soul the object has to be powerful. I grabbed the gem and trapped Bianca's soul inside. I have been on the run ever since." - Nico explained.

"So you are saying that you have the gem" - asked Jason.

"It depends on the reason you are asking." - said Nico.

"What if I told you I had a former genie lamp. No-one but I can open it, it is indestructable and the gem can stay safe inside it until you figure out what to do with your sister's soul." - said Luke.

"How do I know you won't use it?" - replied Nico.

"Fair enough I will give you the lamp so that you can wish that the gem is teleported in your hand the moment it is taken out of the lamp." - suggested Luke.

"Sounds good, but can't I wish my sister back?" - asked the boy.

"Sadly I am not powerful enough to grant a resurrection wish yet. Very few genies are." - Luke answered.

"OK let's do this and then I will be out of here." - said Nico.

"Oh no! If you think you are leaving you are mistaking! You are staying here!" - said Jason.
"Look, I would love to but the Creepers are looking for me." - said the half demon.

"This place is cloaked from them and even if they find it and are dumb enough to enter enemy's territory we will kick their butts!" - said Jason determinedly.

........

Nico had been living with the Scoobies for a week now. He hated to admit it but he was getting really attached. Sure the Creepers lived in a castle, but while he had been dating Bryce he remembered waking up each day with a feeling of dread that he would have to be civil with the members of the gang. Here was a whole different story. They were all family. Then that morning on Rachel had a vision.

"Bryce is coming!" - said the redhead.

"He is not dumb enough to attack us here, is he?" - asked Jason.

"No but he is gonna try to lure Nico out." - said the seer.

"Maybe he won't need to! Hazel how are you with illusion spells?" - asked Luke.

........

As Bryce was waiting outside in the bushes Nico walked out and began sneaking away. This did not surprise the demon, as if Nico could stay in one place and actually make friends. He appeared out of the shadows infront of Nico and blasted him with a ray of darkness.

"Give me the gem!" - yelled Bryce.

"In your dreams!" - yelled Nico and then turned into Luke. It was an illusion. Before the demon could react Jason flew into him and zapped him with all he had. Luke conjured an anvil that fell directly on Bryce but they had clearly underestimated his powers as he was barely scratched but he was agry as hell. He launched rays of red energy in attempt to kill them and devour their souls. Then out of nowhere Nico appeared.

"Let them go and I will give you the gem." - said the half demon. They both knew that they would have to let go at the same time but as the gem was only a few inches away from Bryce's hands he lost focus and grabbed it failing to realize that it was activated. It began drained him till he fainred on the ground. He was rendered mortal and all his power was transfered to Nico.

"How did you get out?" - asked Jason after standing up.

"Like your friends could keep me inside while you two were dying!" - yelled Nico. At that moment all tree looked at each other and initiated a sloppy three-way kiss.

"Let's take this inside." - said Luke.

........

The three entered 'their' room. The moment he got in Nico took off his pants and shoes but kept his tank top on. The two blonds found themselves starring at his firm, perky, perfectly round ass. After regaining their composure the two shed their clothes and threw him on the bed. Nico turned on all fours and wiggled his ass. Luke smirked and got closer to the demon. He slapped the firm ass cheeks hard and while the younger boy was distracted from whimpering he grabbed his arms and using special manacles cuffed them to Nico's calves. Now the chocolate eyed boy was on his knees and
shoulders ass high up in the air. The view was very alluring to the genie but Jason preferred to stare at the boy's soft lips. Luke smacked Nico again and when the demon opened his mouth Jason thrust his 8 inches long, 2.5 inches in diameter member in between the soft lips. In the meantime Luke spat inside Nico and thrust his 10.5 inch dick inside him. The demon would have moaned from the stretch like a 5 dollar whore but his mouth was occupied. He made the dick really moist before starting to deep throat it. It made the Valkyrie let out the sexiest sounds which only became louder when Nico started taking in the heavy balls next to the thick member. Meanwhile the genie was fucking Nico at the fastest pace possible. The sound of balls against ass was loud enough to tear down the whole warehouse. He was hitting the boy's special spot constantly making Nico choke on Jason's dick. Both of them came at the same time. Nico's ass miked the cum from Luke's dick. The genie uncuffed Nico and now the three were lying in bed, panting. Nico soon fell asleep. The two began starring at him as he slept. He was all sweaty, wearing only a tank top, Jason's cum was smeared on around his swollen lips and Luke's was oozing out of his ass. He looked so sexy. The spooned beside him protectively and fell asleep.
Portrait, profile photo and Nico's supernatural prison record was created. He lived in a world where the supernatural lived in a secret community that had its own laws. That said Nico was a rebel. He hated the laws and thought the supernatural were not meant to be controlled so he usually kept to himself and stayed out of everyone's way, at least until it became personal. His mom got killed by an obnoxious, paranoid gang leader. The thunderbird* Zeus Kronosoi aka his evil uncle was so paranoid that Nico's father left the gang he thought it could mean the end of his position among the supernatural so he blasted Nico's mom with his power over electricity and threatened that if Hades did something he did not like Nico would be blasted next. That's when it became personal. Nico forced Lou, his father's witch/business partner's daughter to brew an astral projection potion. He then used it to kill Zeus and that's how he ended up in prison. He was perfectly capable of running but he was afraid that Zeus' people would come for his dad as revenge. And besides it's not like he could not use a break to think about what he wants to do with his life. It was not like he could not handle prison, people trembled the moment he entered which he was used to. But he really had a problem with the ugly orange jumpsuits.

"Mr di Angelo you have a visitor!"- said the prison guard.

"Thanks Albert and do you have any information about the uniform thing I asked you about."- said Nico.

"My name is Samuel and no you cannot get a black and white stripped uniform."- sighed the guard.

"I bet those 1000 dollars I slipped into your pocket beg to differ and there is more where that came from!"- smirked Nico.

"Stripes coming right up!"- said Samuel.

........

Nico went to see his visitor. To his surprise it was his other uncle, Poseidon. That was weird, he did get along with Poseidon but he had not thought that they were really close. He sat down and picked up the prison phone. Poseidon did the same and began talking: "Hello nephew, I bet you are wondering why I am here. Well, boy, it's because you have proven yourself. You see Nico I am the leader of the Resistance."- said Poseidon.

"The Resistance! As in the gang that rebels against the supernatural society! You know I hate it why haven't you said anything earlier?"- asked the son of Hades.

"Actions speak louder than words, my boy and killing Zeus was something not even I had the guts to do! Anyway I will sort out all 'legal' documents but you have to find a way out of this place first so you can be an active member of the Resistance. We can use a jiangshi**"- explained the yakaruna***.
"What about dad?" - asked Nico.

"I will sent my men to protect him 24/7 but I would advise you two not to contact each other for the first few years." - said Poseidon.

"Step away from the glass!" - ordered Nico. Even though confused Poseidon obeyed. The boy got up and performed a somersault through the glass, breaking it. Guards came out of every direction but he sucked some of their life force causing them to pass out. He grabbed Poseidon's hand and jumped through the large window.

Nico had not seen his uncle in a while. The man looked like he was in his late forties, had jet black curly hair apart from a few gray hairs which he had grown and a similar but shorter beard. His shiny turquoise eyes rested above his well defined cheekbones and contrasted his sun kissed skin beautifully. He was quite muscular but still had a layer of chubbiness which suited him. Being in charge of the Resistance had clearly changed him. Before he had used to wear ugly hawaiian shirt, cargo shorts and flip flops, now he was wearing an admiral blue suit, a champagne colored dress shirt and champagne colored dress shoes. It made him look so hot! Who was Nico kidding, he was totally picturing Poseidon using him in every freaking way he wanted to in that moment. Incest was nothing new to the supernatural community, people have been doing it forever. Then his good memory reminded him that his uncle was married. Strange Poseidon was wearing no ring on his finger. As they landed on the private island where Poseidon's mansion was Nico had finally found the courage to ask: "Uncle Poseidon why are you wearing no ring?"

"Oh, yeah, sorry I did not tell you earlier, I am now divorced." - admitted the yakaruna.

"Oh! Well, Percy must be happy!" - Nico joked.

"He is, although I rarely get to see him, he comes home only for weekends and hollydays, the rest if the time he is in college. Now come let's go inside." - said Poseidon.

The servants showed Nico to his room. It was insanely huge but he would definitely have to redecorate, sea green was not his color. But he was gonna do that later, right now he had an erection that needed taking care of. He hopped onto the bed and undid his jeans and lowered his boxers. His 6 inch member stood up the moment it was free from its confines. He took it into his hand and began stroking it to full hardness and rubbing him precum all over the tip. All the while he imagine Poseidon doing a variety of stuff to him such as: spanking him, edging him, making him wear a tailed butt plug and matching ears, giving him cum enemas, torturing his balls and nipples, making him wear a dress, even getting him pregnant. In no time he was moaning like a whore and strings of cum erupted from his dick as he moaned his uncle's name. As he began panting he noticed that Poseidon was standing at the door and his expression was something between a confused frown and a smug while his boner was begging to be let out. Nico froze, he didn't know what to do. The yakaruna soon regained his composure and said: "You know all you had to do was ask, right?"

"You not finding out was kinda the point." - said Nico.

"So you just jerked off while moaning my name like a banshee?!" - said the man making Nico blush. Poseidon continued: "Look Nico, I've been with a few people since my divorce who were all after my status, you are way better than every single one of them. Now tell me: any kinks?"

"No" - lied Nico whose face was as red as a tomato.
"Oh, come on! Everyone's got kinks. Why don't we go through ours?" - said Poseidon.

........

Nico could not believe how sleezy Poseidon secretly was. His list of kinks was longer than the Bible. Nico thought he himself was kinky but Poseidon had kinks the jiangshi had not even heard of. The two had agreed on three rules:

1- Poseidon gives the orders.

2- if Nico does not obey he gets punished.

3- In case it is too much for Nico he uses his safeword or conjures a ghost to say if for him if he is gagged.

Today they selected a few kinks to try out. It's why Nico was in an emerald green lace micro-dress with a vibrator up his ass and a magical cock ring on his member that only allowed him to cum when Poseidon let him. He had been sitting on the couch brushing his sugar daddy's dense hair and beard all evening as the man constantly increased the strength of the vibrator making Nico occasionally moan before he got bored and stood up. He grabbed Nico and threw him over his shoulder. While carrying him to the master's suite Poseidon noticed that the dress was so short he the boy's puckered entrance was visible. He took out the vibrator and with no warning at all he thrust two of his thick, meaty fingers into the virgin hole making the boy yelp. Just as he had expected, slick was oozing from Nico's walls. As Poseidon made it to the bedroom he sat on his armchair and placed Nico on his lap, exposing the boy's perfectly round, perky ass. Poseidon had insisted that Nico cooked earlier. The boy had made vegie pizza instead of pepperoni which is why he had to eat it topeped with Poseidon's cum and was now getting spanked. Poseidon's large hand slapped his ass hard making him whimper. He continued smacking, each smack being harder than the previous one not letting Nico adjust. As his ass was slowly reddening Nico was whimpering louder and louder so that when Poseidon was done his ass cheek were a nice warm red and he was a whimpering mess. Rivers of slick were running down his legs. The yakaruna grabbed a magically made, permanent trident stamp and marked Nico's ass with it. He then threw the boy onto the bed and joined him there without taking off his dress shirt, pants and shoes. Nico got turned on by business wear so he only unzipped his pants to unleash his 9 inches long, 2 inches in diameter, hairy monster and heavy balls. He positioned Nico on all fours and thrust into him making him scream as he deflowered him. He stammed the boy's prostate and fucked him silly making Nico let out moanes that soounded too good to be legal. The son of Hades was so turned on that once Poseidon decided to let him cum and began pinching his nipples to raw, erected buds Nico blew his load staining the dress. Poseidon pulled out before Nico's tight ass had the chance to milk him deciding it was too soon to get his lover pregnant. He inserted a thick butt plug not wanting Nico to feel empty and then went to cum all over the boy's face. He kissed the soft lips before they both collapsed panting.

"I've got a job for you, gorgeous. The supernatural council has been rumored to be looking for an amulet that could steal power, tommorow you are gonna go investigate." - said Poseidon in between pants.

"Sounds fun, sugar daddy!" - said the son of Hades before getting up.

"Where do you think you are going?" - asked the man.

"You have to earn the overnighter, babe!" - smirked Nico and went back to his room.

Chapter End Notes
* weather controlling bird-like creature in Native American mythology
** undead Chinese necromancer
*** Amazonian underwater beings that have the power to live underwater, control water, talk to aquatic animals, heal and seduce people.
The waves of the enraged sea were strong enough to tear a mountain in half, there was barely any sky, it was all thunder and hurricanes. Despite this the grieving son of Hades was sitting on the beach at camp. He had barely any will to live these days. A few months ago, Jason had been staying over at Percy's and a hydra had attacked, killing them both and Percy's mom. Once the sad news had reached camp and New Rome Chiron and Lupa had made that day a holyday to honor the two heroes. Everyone had been mourning them ever since, but no-one had been doing it like Nico. He had isolated himself from everyone. When people mourned in groups they eventually began to lean on each others shoulders and heal. Nico didn't want to heal, he didn't want the pain to be over because where there was pain there was motivation and where there was motivation there was hope. He prayed to every god there was, even the ones he hated for a sign, a hint, an answer, a little help, anything. It looked like today was his lucky day as a certain, desperate, broken sea god was spying on him. Then the thunder became louder. Poseidon rolled his eyes before flashing to Olympus.

"I warned you Poseidon!"- thundered the king of Olympus.

"And I told you the boy is our only chance at getting our boys back."- said the sea god.

"I told you it's too risky!"- said Zeus.

"I don't care. Hermes and Nemesis got their sons back by sleeping together, we can do it too!"- said Poseidon.

"Poseidon as much as I would like to break the bed rocking your world, relationships between 2 members of the Big Three are forbidden."- said the sky god.

"I told you Nico can act as a loophole, he could represent Hades making the realationship techically between 3 members of the Big Three without affecting the chances of Percy and Jason being reborn. Come on! You know you wanna sleep with me!"- said Poseidon, bitting his lip suggestively. Zeus knew he was a goner.

"Fine but you have to ask Hades for permission."- said the sky god.

"I aleready did!"- replied Poseidon.

"Of course you did! What did he say?"- asked Zeus.

"He would agree only if Percy and Jason become his brides when they grow up."- the sea god answered.

"OK and how do we even know that Nico would agree?"- said Zeus.

"Oh, please he's been praying every day!"

......

Nico was about to head back to his cabin when the two god appeared in front of him. He immediately began looking for a shadow.

"Relax we're here to answer your prayers, kind of. What you are about to hear only gods are allowed to know. You see nephew, when 2 gods lose children whose fates are tied there is a strong possibility that they can get them back by sleeping together. It was though to be a myth until recently
when Hermes and Bemesis tried it." - said Poseidon.

"So basically you guys have to sleep together?" - concluded Nico.

"Right, but relationships between two of the big three are forbidden and adding another god into it could screw up the chances of the rebirth so we need someone who can represent Hades." - said Zeus.

"Me?" - replied Nico.

"Yes!" - said both gods.

"One question: you are gods, I am a demigod, what would Percy and Jason be?" - asked the son of Hades.

"3/4 god counts as a full god." - said Zeus

"Then yes! On two conditions: I want a relationship so leave your wives and after Percy and Jason are reborn you make me immortal" - said the Ghost King.

"Alright but in that case we have conditions too!" - said the gods.

"Fair enough!" - said Nico. They both grinned making him regret his decision.

........

Nico could not believe what craziness he had gotten himself into. He was wearing a skin tight, black, one shoulder dress with a thigh high slit at his left leg, black stiletto heels and silver earrings. It was one of the conditions. Zeus and Poseidon appeared in his cabin in a gray and navy suit and took him to their date. To Nico's surprise they had picked the destination really well. They took him to La Pergola aka the most expensive restaurant in Italy. He had been fantasizing about going there since forever but it he thought it was one one those fantasies that were meant to stay fantasies. They were shown to their tables which overlooked Rome's city skyline. It was even fancier than mount Olympus with all the expensive furniture and decor and that lighting was perfect for relaxing the eyes without boring them. The waiter brought their menus and once Nico opened it and look at the price of something he almost had a heart attack making the two gods smirk. They started ordering the most expensive thing there were on the menu and after a while the rich, luxurious atmosphere took Nico over which is how he got to eat shrimp fra diavolo, the most delicious tiramisu and the best champagne in the world. It was all amazing, Nico had never felt this pampered in all his life. After dinner the gods took him for a walk around Rome. The demigod's head had been turning during the entire walk. There was so much to see. They took him to so many squares, art museums, theaters, the Colosseum... After that they even flashed to Venice to take a gondola ride and Poseidon even took him to his underwater cabin near Sicily while Zeus told him that next time they were going to France and he couldn't wait to see Nico in a sexy Parisian outfit.

By the time that was all over Nico was exhausted, walking in heels was not easy. That's when the sly sky god saw his chance and picked the boy up in his arms. Nico would have protested if it had not been for the boner in his panties. He blushed and Zeus gave him a kiss, basically sucking the life out of him. Before Nico could recover Poseidon did the same. Next thing he knew they were in Zeus' bedroom. The sky god threw him onto the huge bed as as Poseidon shed his dress, leaving him in a pair of black lace panties and a matching bra. Then Zeus lower his panties and put a pink cock cage on his dick. Nico could not protest as he had agreed to the condition. Poseidon got naked revealing the cock ring around his member and began using an 8 inches long, almost 2 inches in diameter dildo on himself while Zeus played with Nico. He flipped the demigod exposing his nice round ass. He
slapped it hard with his large hand making Nico whimper. He slapped again and again till the boy was goo under his hands, his ass a nice dark red. As the god had expected that's when slick began to ooze out of the Ghost King's (or queen) hungry hole. He lowered his face and pushed his tongue through the pink puckered entrance, making Nico moan as Zeus savoured the taste of pure sex. Soon he pulled out making Nico whimper at the loss.

"How many fingers?" - asked the god.

"I usually use three" - replied Nico. Zeus licked only one of his thick, long fingers and thrust it inside Nico. His fingers was thick enough to stretch the boy and press his prostate making his locked member leak with precum. Once he decided prep was over he signaled for Poseidon to stop playing with himself and join them. The sea god thrust his 10 inches long, 2 inches in diameter dick inside Nico who was now lying on him, his face facing the ceiling. Zeus only unzipped his pants to thrust his 12 inches long, 2.5 inches thick monster in, stretching Nico's hole to its limits. Then the sky god started thrusting while Poseidon stayed still. To the demigod's surprise Zeus was moving unbelievably slow. He begged the god to move faster but Zeus knew that still waters run deep. As he was trusting Nico began losing his sanity. As Zeus' dick moved through him, rubbing against his walls and Poseidon's member it burned. When the monster poked his prostate it sent him into pure ecstasy and then he had to wait through the whole burning process to experience it again. It got him steating, moaning, whimpering and begging for release but the cock cage made sure to prevent that. Poseidon was also toaning against the friction and the tight squeeze but the ring was doing its job. Zeus smirked. He rubbed his thick fingers causing strong static electricity and squeezed Nico's pink nipples causing him to finally blow his load screaming the word 'uncle'. His ass became tighter around his lovers making them rub climax against each other before erupting inside him. Nico was basically in a coma by them and after they pulled out Poseidon filled him up with the dildo he had used before getting his own share of Zeus. The son of Hades' stomach was so swollen of their gallon big loads he already looked pregnant.

......25 years later........

Nico just came out of the meeting room at Olympus, having finished sucking Zeus' dick. He Iris messaged his sons, his recently married 18 year old sons. Thanks to Zeus' kink the pregnancy had lasted 7 long, horny years and just a month ago Percy and Jason had turned 18 and married their uncle/grandfather. Percy's friend and advisor Sarah had gone to live to the Underworld as well. Nico had expected that. To everyone else she was just an orphan mortal girl, 6 years older than Percy who had managed to form a weird bind with him so he made her immortal but Nico could recognise the soul of Sally Jackson inside her which is why he totally supported Percy's decision to make her immortal. This is the thing he loved the most about being a god, he got to see how everyone's fates intertwine. Just an year ago Rachel had died and she then became an oracle spirit herself that now resided on Olympus. The rest of the demigods also found their ways. Anyway his thoughts were interrupted when Percy answered the message.

"Mom, not the best time." - said Percy.

"Sorry honey I will call later." - said Nico.

"Are you joining us or not?" - said Jason who was like Percy only wearing a cock cage and a black, leather corset. He had Hades all tied up and was currently riding his long, thick, ringed member.

"Nah I think I'll just watch for now" - said Percy and began playing with his nipples as Jason was draining the life out of gramps' dick.
Percy/Lycaon

Percy was in the most awkward situation of his life. Even though he loved her, at the moment he was cursing his mother for raising him right, it's the reason he couldn't say no when his friends had asked him if he would have liked to go camping. Annabeth and him had broken up and both she and Rayna were coming as was Nico who he had dated for a few moths with his boyfriend, ghostly Luke also his first boyfriend. Piper and Jason, Chris and Clarisse, Leo, Frank and Hazel and Grover and Juniper were also coming. Among all those couples Percy felt like a fourteenth wheel. It was the reason why he had volunteered to get some wood when they needed it in the evening. He walked throught the wood and starzed gathering fallen branches since Juniper got mad when trees were cut down. Then all of a sudden his demigod sensed started acting up. He focused on the sound of fallen leaves being crushed as if someone was stepping on them. Before he could have turned around something extremely strong brought him to the ground. After that it was all black before he woke up on the forest floor feeling woozy. He grabbed the branches he had collected and ran back to his friends.

"Percy where have you been, we were about to go search for you, you've been gone for half an hour?!"- asked the daughter of Athena.

"Sorry I kinda got lost"- the sea prince quickly made up an excuse. Annabeth seemed convinced so they all got back to their fun-filled evening before deciding to hit the hay. As Percy turned around Jason said: "Hey Perce you have a scratch on the back of your neck."

"Must have gotten it while I was gathering the firewood."- said the son of Poseidon as his fingers located the scratch. Figuring he had had worse he retreated to his tent.

........

That night was the weirdest night Percy had ever had. He had dreams, lots of them but he could tell they were not demigod dreams. He saw himself running through the woods, following the howling of the wolves. He woke up several times in cold sweat. When morning finally came he examined the scratch. It was fairly deep, he cerainly had not gotten it from a branch and the skin around it looked
swollen. He grabbed some water and began healing it but nothing was happening. Suddenly he felt like he was being watched. At least today they would go back to camp and hopefully all this craziness would not follow. By the time the demigods got back to camp it was almost curfew. Thankfully Percy had not experienced anything else unusual other than his ADHD acting up and his senses getting better so he decided to go to bed. He had woke up really early that morning after getting very little sleep that night.

........

Percy woke up and immediately something was not right. He felt really warm but his surroundings felt quite cold and he was certain that the rather hard surface he was lying on was not his bed. He opened his eyes and realized that he was near Thalia's tree. Had he been sleep-walking? What if he had crossed camp borders and ran into some monster? This was becoming serious. He decided to tell his friends.

........

"...and I woke up at Thalia's tree."- the sea prince explained.

"I don't know what is Seaweed Brain but we can't leave you alone. So here's what we will do: Reyna and I will stay at your cabin and Nico you will check with the Hecate cabin to see if they have any anti-trans potion or something. The rest of you get some rest you may need it but if it comes to following Percy only Reyna will go, no need to draw too much attention to ourselves."- Annabeth decided.

........

"Hey any changes?"- asked the daughter of Bellona as she walked into the Poseidon cabin.

"No he's been sleeping. Maybe for once it will get better before it gets worse."- said the gray eyed demigoddess whose eyes were about to close any second.

"Here you go some coffee!"- said Reyna and gave her girlfriend the large coffee cup she was holding. As Annabeth sipped the delicious drink her senses began acting up. She turned around to see that Percy was getting out of bed and his eyes were closed. The two went close to him and tried to wake him up. They realized the danger they were in when Percy grabbed the blonde at her throat and started choking her. Reyna punched him in the stomach successfully freeing Annabeth but failing to wake up Percy who recovered from the hit remarkably fast. He growled, grabbed Reyna as if she was a pillow and threw her to the other side of the cabin. Gods he was strong. He started running towards the door at a speed that was by no means human. Annabeth suppressed her tears and jumped in front of him. Luckily before he could smash her Nico came through the door and opened a vial full of green steam into the son of Poseidon. Percy's eyes opened.

"Guys what's happening? Why is my body moving?"- asked the confused sea prince.

"The fumes only awaken your mind and your ability to use your powers but your body is still in trans."- explained the son of Hades.

"OK let's see where it takes me!"- said the green eyed boy.

"I'll come with!"- said the Latina while tying her messed up hair in a ponytail.

"No! Guy I know it sounds weird but my gut is telling me to go alone!"- said Percy.

"Perce that's crazy! You can get hurt!"- said the daughter of Bellona.
"Relax I can now use my powers and whatever this is it doesn't really feel life-threatening somehow." - said the sea prince as his body took him out through the doorway.

........

The sea prince must have been walking for at least an hour until his legs suddenly stopped. He was in the middle of the forest just outside camp. He didn't know what was going on but all the monsters seemed to pay very little attention to him. Anyway in front of him was a cave. A blue eyed, silver furred wolf came out. He circled the boy a couple of times before giving him a glare and turning around. Percy's body made him follow the magnificent beast inside its den. After a few minute crawl they were at a room which was not at all how the sea prince would have pictured a wolf's den. It looked like a very livable grotto. It had a large round bed and a nice wooden round table with small, round, wooden chairs, a large chest, a flat screen tv, a couch, a cofee table a candle-lit chandelier and even an arrow pointing to a bathroom through another tunnel. The silver wolf then turned into a large, handsome, muscular, tattooed naked man. Percy got hard instantly.

"Hello little demigod, I am Lycaon." - said the man.

"Are you the one I shoul be blaming?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Blame, why blame?" - asked Lycaon.

"I am becoming a werewolf, aren't I?" - said Percy.

"You are but did you see any monsters wanting to eat you. You see werewolf scent cloaks demigod scent." - said the wolf king.

"Really? Can it be extracted?" - asked Percy.

"I suppose but only if the werewolf id mated. That is when the scent is concnetated." - said Lycaon.

"You are saying that just so you could get into my pants." - said the sea prince.

"Oh, Perseus if it was just to get into your pants I would have raped you years ago. You see I have been watching you for a while and I admire you and the way you handle tje gods, one god in particular." - said the werewolf.

"So how does this mating thing work?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"We have sex and then spend the night with me inside you and you wake up in your canine form. Beware it can be anything canine apart from a fox, not just a wolf.

"Fine let's do it!" - decided the sea prince.

"Really?" - asked Lycaon, slightly shocked.

"Well, you probably know my fatal flaw. If this scent can be extracted and given to other demigods than it takes little to convince me and besides you seem like a very sexually experienced man and I have been feeling very, very single lately." - explained Percy teasingly.

"Then follow me!" - smirked Lycaon.

........

Percy was caught off guard when Lycaon took him to his bathroom. Then when he entered the chamber he wanted to stay there forever. Besides the stone-like toilet and sink there was a huge pool
of fresh water falling from a small waterfall and going to the ocean.

"The walls of the pool are made of moonstone, it will fully turn you into a lycanthrope and then we can mate." - said Lycaon. Percy did not have to be told twice. The moment he jumped into the pool the walls started glowing a bright blue and Percy began transforming. Once that was over he came out and took a look at his reflection. What he saw was not at all what he had been expecting. Beside the expected claws and fangs, he also had long, black, curly fur covered dog ears, a cute dog nose, a big poof of black curly fur on his chest, and small poofs of dark blue, curly fur on his wrists, ankles and his short, black, upward facing tail. Basically he was a were-poodle. He turned around to see that Lycaon was rock hard. Percy smirked as he took off his shredded clothing and ran to the previous chamber making sure Lycaon got a good view of his ass. As the man arrived there he saw the sea prince on bed on all fours wiggling his ass and tail. The wolf king’s dick twitched. Knowing how durable lycanthropes were Lycaon did something Percy couldn’t have even imagined. He jumped into the air and landed with his thick as a baseball bat, 9 inch dick inside the warm, velvety hole. It made Percy scream but the man immediately began thrusting at a pace that rocked the bed back and forth. Soon the son of Poseidon forgot all about the pain as his lover located his prostate. He hardly even felt the hard smackes Lycaon started initiating on his heart shaped ass. If anything it turned him on even more. He was moaning as stars were appearing in front of his damp eyes. He soon blew his load all over the sheets screaming his lover’s name. His ass tighened around Lycaon who stopped thrusting to give Percy a hickey so suddenly the bed broke. As the wolf king sucked the pale skin on his lover’s collar bone his member began swelling until him and the sea prince were locked together. He began spilling his seed inside the tight ass. Werewolf loads were so big that cum started oozing out of Percy’s entrance even with Lycaon still balls deep inside him. The sea prince collapsed panting as he drifted off into the realm of Hypnos. His lover spooned him and fell asleep as well.
Percy had done it again. He had managed to bring his math teacher to her knees without doing
anything, or so Mrs Grubworth had thought. She had yelled at him for not being able to focus in
class and there was a glass of water on her desk, she had basically been asking for it. Anyway it was
time for P.E. which Percy ruled at. He loved being a legacy and the best part centuries ago a
powerful witch had cast a cloaking spell so that demigods and other godlings could keep their true
identities a secret from anyone (unless they use their powers publically). The only disadvantage was
that he had not met anyone else like him. His mom was mortal and his dad Paul had carried the genes
but wasn't a legacy himself which was weird for Percy. As the boy entered the gym his eyes instantly
fell on the hot swim coach. Mr. Neptune had been the swimming coach for a few months now and
Percy was head over heels in love with him, from his hard, sexy, muscular yet still a bit chubby, soft,
warm exterior to his kind, quirky but temperamental personality. And he was the only teacher that
liked him. At first Percy only thought it was a minor crush that would go away in weeks but as Mr.
Neptune was becoming more familliar to him he only liked him more. He haunted his dreams and
daydreams, filled his fantasies, dominated in his doodles etc. Now there were three problems:

1. Would Mr.N be interested in him?

-Percy easily solved this one which explained why he was currently putting on his turquoise speedo
that was just a number too small. It hugged his hips perfectly and it begged people to try to peak at
his pale, heart shaped ass. The moment he had first walked into the gym wearing it Mr.N sat down
on his chair and crossed his legs aka the boner hiding position. Let's just say he was in that position
alot those days.

2. The rule saying teachers and students can't date.

-Like Percy cared!

3. There was a good chance Mr.N would be uncomportable. This was the only rule the green eyed
boy could not find a way around. It had gotten him to stay in the gym after classes most days
and think about finding a solution which seemed impossible. Today was no exeption! And since he was
a 'huge fan' of responsibility he began raising tentactes of water out of the pool.

"Oh my gods!"-Percy heard a voice say. He turned around to see Mr.N.

"Mr.Neptune I can explain!"- said the frigtened godling.

"No need"- replied the coach and raised a water tentacle himself.

"You too?!"- asked the raven haired boy surprised.

"Not exacly! You see Perseus, I am the Poseidon, god of the sea."- said the man. So he was a Greek
god! And just like that problem 3 disappeared.

"In that case I was wondering if it is true that Greek 'wieners' are really long, rough and thick."- said
Percy.

"Perseus I am still your teacher!"- said the god while flushing.

"Oops! I've been naughty, look like I need a spanking and maybe after my juicy buns ger heated you
can put a weiner in between them? Would you like that?"- the boy teased.
"Yes" - sighed Poseidon.

"Good then I won't need this" - said Percy and took off his speedo. He slowly turned around giving the god a nice view of his ass. Poseidon grabbed him in his muscular arms, sat on the pool's edge and laid him on his lap. He initiated the first painful smack making Percy whimper. He continued and was intrigued by the fact that the boy's whimpers only turned into moans as the slaps became harder. By the time Poseidon was done the pale ass cheeks were a nice, deep red and super sensitive. It only made him want this even more. He spread the cheeks to see that Percy's entrance was leaking slick. He placed one of his thick fingers inside making Percy gasp and licked it afterwards. The next time he made Percy lick it. The boy felt the taste of pure sex, it was intoxicating. Then Poseidon brought Percy to the floor on all fours, unzipped his cargo shorts and thrust his 9 inches long, 2 inches in diameter monster inside, deflowering Percy. The boy yelped at the stretch but as Poseidon began moving at a painfully fast pace and hitting the prostate Percy was sent into pure ecstasy. He moaned as his skin glistened with sweat and stars danced in front of his eyes. He was so aroused he did not last long, not long at all. In a couple of minutes he blew his load all over the floor and his ass milked Poseidon of his seed. Both if them laid down on the floor panting before Percy began kissing Poseidon. The kiss was passionate and very demanding like not really giving Poseidon any choice but to kiss back. Given that both of them could hold their breaths like pros the make out session lasted remarkably long and after it was over Percy said: "So first date: where and when?

........

Percy was late. He had told Grover to meet him at the arcade half an hour ago. The satyr was getting worried. Percy was after all his charge, he couldn't let anything bad happen without him even knowing. It was already bad enough his mortal family chose to hide his actual demigod status from him. Just as he was about to leave the green eyed demigod came through the door.

"Guess where I am coming from!" - said Percy enthusiastically.

"Well now I am curious, what could have possibly got you so caught up that you are so late" - said the satyr.

"You know how I've been crushing on Mr.N?! Well he revealed his true identity to me! He is the god Poseidon."

"He is?!" - said Grover trying to act surprised.

"And we slept together and are dating!" - added the demigod.

"You did what?! Percy he is your fa... teacher!" - the satyr could barely contain himself not to spill the secret.

"Like I care. And you wouldn't believe how much we have in common. We both live the beach, horse riding, dolphins..." - Percy kept on going ang Grover just gave him the best fake smile he could.

........

"What?!" - yelled Sally.

"Don't what me I told you that you should tell him about his heritage!" - said the satyr.

"I did not think they would sleep together!" - said the woman.

"Even after I told you about Will Solace and Apollo, Luke Castellan and Hermes and Nico di
Angelo aka the new queen of the Underworld" - said Grover.

"I didn't think they would even meet!" - said Sally.

"Then once I told you that Poseidon was the new coach you should have at least told him about Percy." - said Grover.

"I didn't really wanna see him!" - said Sally.

"Hey mom do you know where..." - Percy stopped talking when he saw his mom and Grover.

"You snitch!" - yelled the raven haired boy.

"Percy calm down there's something I need to tell you!" - said Sally.

"Mom I know what you are gonna say but Poseidon gets me. You wouldn't believe how much we have in common and not just the crazy stuff." - replied Percy.

"Percy he is your father!" - the woman confessed.

"What?"

"Percy you are a demigod not a legacy and Poseidon is your father. I should have told you but I wanted you to have as much as possible a normal childhood"

Percy fainted.

........

When the sea prince woke up there was a blond, wavy haired, blue eyed, sun kissed man with the body of a surfer.

"I should fall unconscious more often" - said the son of Poseidon. He then saw his mom, Grover and his... fathers. This was gonna be interesting.

"OK first who is this?" - said Percy pointing to the blond.

"That's Apollo, Percy and I am sorry for all this" - said the god of the sea.

"Alright now that you two know each other can we try to put all this behind us?" - asked Sally.

"Fat chance! Percy did not faint out of shock, he fainted because he is pregnant." - Apollo informed them.

"I am what? I am a boy!" - said the sea prince.

"Someone's ADHD has been acting up during our conversations" - said the satyr.

........

Thank gods it was Saturday. Everyone had silently agreed to go to bed yesterday without making things more awkward than they needed to be. Percy was currently staring at the window trying to digest everything. His mom walked in.

"Percy can we talk?" - asked the woman.

"I guess" - said the son of Poseidon.
"Percy I want you to know that I love you and I don't judge and completely support you. Now there will be a choice you will have to make regardless if what you decide I will be on your side."- said Sally. Percy hugged her.

"Thanks mom!"- said Percy. Sally smiled and left. Then a few minutes later Poseidon appered.

"Hello Percy! I have an offer for you. I know this must be weird for you but I could take you as my lover. I will divorce my wife and you can live in the palace of Atlantis with me. But your life will never be the same, you will meet others like you and you will also be exposed to a lot of dangerous situations and quests"- said the god.

"To be honest I hate my life here. Between all those classsed and all those bullies, I can hardly find a reason to keep going. So yes!"- said Percy.

....a year later...

Poseidon was moments away from waking up. He felt kinda wet. When he opened his eyes he saw Percy's plump lips around his thick length. The very sight of that made him spill his seed inside the warm, moist cavern. Then the god lifter his lover to his chest and started sucking on the boy's nipples. The pink buds have been really sensitive since the pregnancy so in no time Percy came.

"What are we doing today?"- Poseidon asked as Percy placed kisses on his neck.

"Well we are taking Kai on a playdate with Kol, so breakfast with Nico and Hades then Lai has to be taken to Will for a check-up and in the evening mom's babysitting while we go on a double date with a Luke and Hermes, but be prepared it's gonna be a fencing date."
Part 1: Luke/Ethan
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Aphrodite was a mess. She was looking at herself in the mirror. She had bags under her eyes, was wearing no make up, her hair was as if she had been electrocuted and she was wearing a tracksuit. No-one could blame her. She had a lot on her plate as did quite a few love gods. There was an apocalypse coming and the only way it could be stopped was as if the current deities retired and the next generation rose. But in order for the demigods to rise they had to find their other halves as they were mortal. That's where the love gods had their work cut out for them. It was simple when it came to most couples but gay relationships between clueless boys were giving them headaches. That's where Aphodite's problem came from. All important demigods were dating the wrong people. She also found out from Hathor and Freya that the Egyptians and the Norse were having the same problem. Then someone knocked at the door. The goddess answered it and sighed in relief. In front of her were other important love gods from a few other pantheons. Generally they weren't allowed to meddle but since there were demigods that weren't purely Greek this was an exception. So in front of her were: Tu Er Shen (Chinese), Laka (Hawaiian), Xochiquetzal, Xochipilli (Aztec-Mexican), Mari (Spanish), Gekka-O (Japanese). OK that would only leave her with two couples. She needed to get to work right away but first she bet her guests wouldn't mind giving her a makeover.

Percy could not be any happier. He was living in New Rome and working in camp Half Blood training young demigods, made possible by his boyfriend Luke's teleportation. The two were so in love. That day Percy was moving in with Luke. Ethan, Luke's room mate would stay with them for a while until he found his own place but that was not important. All Percy could think about was how Luke was gonna deflower him tonight. They had taken things slow and now Percy was desperate.
Anyway he had just returned home and the three were about to eat dinner. Ethan had had the day off so he had cooked.

"What's for dinner, Ethan?" - asked the son of Hermes.

"Your favorite! Chicken teriyaki!" - said the Asian, placing some food in the blond's plate and pouring him some juice. This worried the son of Poseidon. He had been observing Ethan's behavior lately and it was really hard to ignore that the son of nemesis was acting like some lovesick puppy around Luke.

"Hey Ethan how is the house hunt going?" - asked the sea prince.

"Terrible! There are very few rentals!" - said the son of Nemesis. Percy knew he was lying, he had checked on his demigod friendly laptop, made by Leo and found out that there were at least 20 descent, affordable apartments being rent. It was obvious that Ethan did not wanna leave.

Percy and Luke were finally in bed. The sea prince had decided that he was gonna simply not gonna think about Ethan and enjoy his first time. A shirtless Luke was about to kiss him but not before saying: "I am sorry Ethan has not moved out yet babe! I promise it will happen soon."

That did it. Ethan was ruining Percy's life even without really doing anything.

"Luke, stop! I can't" - said the raven haired demigod.

"What's wrong?" - asked the blond confused.

"You know how you say that Ethan is gonna move out soon? -That is not gonna happen! I think that he is in love with you." - said the son of Poseidon.

"That is ridiculous! What has made you think that?" - asked the blue eyed demigod.

"He knows and makes all your favourite things, he does everything you tell and don't tell him to, he acts like a kitten around you and he is lying about there not being any rentals!" - said Percy.

"Oh right! And what about Nico?!" - asked the son of Hermes.

"What about Nico?" - replied Percy.

"He is head over heels in love with you! He is always checking you out, letting you sleep on his shoulder when you are tired, warning me about not hurting a precious jewel like you..." - said Luke.

"Luke, Nico is in a relationship!" - ponted out the sea prince.

"So is Ethan!" - replied Luke.

"Not anymore! They broke up and he was dating Octavian who looks and thinks a lot like! Will is nothing like me!" - said the sea prince.

"Oh, please you and Will only look different. Otherwise you are exactly the same apart from the fact that he seems a little bit more reserved!"

"Luke, I don't think we should be having sex tonight!" - said the green eyed demigod.

"It looks like we finally agree on something. Good night Perce!" - said the blond and lied down.
Percy wanted to be mad at Ethan so badly, but could he? Did he have the right to? After all Ethan did nothing wrong, he fell in love. And the heart wants what the heart wants, it does not ask. And what if it was Percy who stole Luke from Ethan? The two had been close and lived together for a long time before he came along. But isn't all fair in love and war? Then again was Percy really that much in love with Luke? The very presence of these thoughts got him questioning that.

...........

Percy woke up early. It was Saturday so Luke was sleeping in. The sea prince had decided the night before that he had to talk to Ethan. Maybe he was wrong, after all. He directly went into the Asian's room. He found the son of Nemesis crying.

"Ethan, what's wrong?!" asked the sea prince. When he didn't receive an answer he asked: "Does this have something to do with the fact that you are in love with Luke?"

"You knew?!" asked the Asian shocked.

"I wasn't sure but now I am." said the sea prince.

"Perce I am so sorry" said the son of Nemesis.

"No I am. I stole Luke from you! Just tell me why haven't you made your move on him?" asked the son of Poseidon. Ethan pointed to his eye patch.

"You are a one-eyed freak!" yelled Percy before saying: "Is that what you were afraid to hear? Well there, it's over! Now man up!"

"You don't get it! I can take it from anyone else but Luke! And I am not one-eyed." said Ethan and removed the eyepatch to reveal an eye under it. But it was not exactly human. It had really short and thin lashes and was a light bronze contrasting his other onyx black eye, had a black outline and was kinda predatory. It looked a lot like a fox eye.

"It slowly grewed after I lost my original eye." said the son of Nemesis.

"You need to be sent to prison for hiding something as gorgeos and unique as that! Now Luke is gonna wake up any minute go tell him you love him!" said the sea prince.

"You are serious?" asked the son of Nemesis only to receive an annoyed look from Percy.

...........

Ethan went into Luke's room. The son of Hermes was getting out of bed. He noticed the Asian's eye.

"Cool, when did that happen?" asked the son of Hermes.

"A while ago but that is not important. Look, Luke I have something to tell you. Luke I am in love with you." said the son of Nemesis. The blond made got a shocked expression before passing out on the bed.

"Oh, I am so sorry!" said the son of Poseidon who had 'secretly' been eavesdropping.

"What are you sorry for? This is great! Don't you know that whenever Luke passes out good news follow?" said Ethan.

"Well then I am going to Nico's. I will be crushing on his couch." said Percy and Ethan smirked
Luke opened his eyes. There was something heavy on his chest. He looked down to see that it was Ethan.

"Hey, you are awake"- said the son of Nemesis.

"Ethan why haven't you said anything all these years?"- asked the blond.

"I couldn't, I was afraid of the possibility of us never speaking to each other again, I still am."- said Ethan.

"Don't be! We will always be together because..."- before the blond could finish both of them felt intense pressure and the next moment they were somewhere else. Everything around them was blue and purple and then a figure appeared. He looked like a middle aged samurai apart from the pastel colors of his Hakama.

"Gekka-O?!"- Ethan recognised him.

"Right, you are Ethan-kun or should I say chan?! There is an apocalypse coming that can only be stopped if the next generation takes over. But since the next generation are mortals they have to find their soulmates. You two have done that."- said the god.

"Soulmates?! And what's this whole thing about Ethan-chan?!"- asked the son of Nemesis.

"Well you know how someone is always more dominant and the other more submissive. This is amplified when someone becomes immortal so that in one relationship it is known who carries the children."- said the god.

"Oooook, but why are you the god of marriage appearing, why not someone else?"- asked Ethan. The god only pointed to their feet. Both boys looked down to see that their feet were tied together with red silk the Japanese symbol of marriage. The Asian blushed. To be told that he and Luke are soulmates and be married by a god was really getting to him.

"One more thing: your husband is gonna become the god of trickery, we need to bend your powers appropriately to his. So I from now on you are a void kitsune"- said the god and then Ethan's ears were replaced by black fox ears and he also got nine black fox tail. Then the god disappeared. The two were back in their apartment. The Asian was checking out his new features.

"It looks cute"- said the son of Hermes making Ethan flush.

"So wedding night?"- said Ethan.

"I think a honeymoon might be better right now"- said the blond and teleported them. Ethan's jaw dropped when he realized where they were. They were on top of kinkaku-ji temple in Kiyoto. He had once told the blond that his father had taken him there frequently before he had died. He could not believe Luke had remembered. They sat on the roof of the beautiful pavilion watching the setting sun shine over the tranquil pond below.

"You were right! Better than sex!"- said the son of Nemesis.

The next morning Luke was woken up by something warm and moist on his 9 inch, thick member. He was wearing a pale pink, Japanese school girl uniform that made the blond's dick instantly erupt in between the Asian's pink, gloss-covered, swollen lips.

"What's for breakfast?" - asked the son of Hermes. The son of Nemesis almost chuckled. He and Luke had agreed that he would only get to cum one third of the times Luke came.

"Reservation at a bistro" - said the Asian. Luke got up and just as Ethan was about to leave to set the table the blond grabbed him and placed him in his lap. He lifted the extremely short skirt to expose the luscious, hourglass ass and the red ribbon tied tightly around the Asian's 5 inch member and balls.

"You've been naughty Ethan-chan! Where do I even begin?! You hid your feelings, you hid your eye and you would have even hidden your kinks!" - said the blond initiating the first hard slap. It made Ethan whimper of excitement encouraging the blond to continue. He smacked harder and harder getting loud, sinful whimpers from his lover. He continued until the kitsune was goo, his ass as red as the ribbon on his member and his pink entrance producing rivers of slick. That's when he stopped and got Ethan off him. He got ready and teleported them to the bistro. Let's say Ethan had a hard time sitting. As time passed Luke moved closer to him. The Asian got the message. He placed his hand through the waistband of the blond's jeans noticing the lack of underwear and started stroking Luke's dick. The fact that he was doing this in public got his small member hard as well and made him stroke faster and play with his husband's heavy balls. Luke must have felt the same way as there was cum on the kitsune's fingers in no time. He pulled them out of Luke's jeans and sucked them seductively. The blond could not control himself. He did not care what mortals saw and immediately teleported them to their hotel room. In a second Ethan was out of his costume and onto the bed. Luke teased him by slowly getting undressed. Once that was done he got on top of Ethan and untied the red ribbon. He started sucking the Asian's nipples making Ethan moan like a 5 dollar whore. His dick felt like exploding. Once Luke got Ethan really sweaty and his nipples rock hard he flipped his lover. Not wanting to waist his time he had told the son of Nemesis to prepare himself with his new tail. He mercilessly thrust into the virgin hole. Ethan moaned in excitement, he could hardly believe that he was gonna carry Luke's child. He thrust his hips back wanting to take as much of Luke inside his warm, tight, velvety hole. The sound of balls against ass was loud enough to break the windows. Luke was hitting the Asian's special spot with each thrust. Ethan was seeing stars in front of his eyes. He soon blew his load all over the sheets. His ass drained Luke's seed from his dick. He could not believe how big his husband's load was after already cumming 2 times before. His stomach was already swollen. He last remembered collapsing on the soft, stained sheets before drifting off into the realm of Hypnos.

Chapter End Notes

Hey guys, I am taking a little break from the requests because my mind came up with
tgis awesome multi-chatered drapple idea. Next chapter focuses on Percy and Nico (and Will).
Part 2: Nico/Percy

Nico caught himself staring again. Percy had been living with him and Will for two months which turns out was long enough for a kitsune pregnancy to come to an end. Luke and Ethan were now the parents of a black, nine tailed baby fox. Turns out natural kitsunes were born in their fox form and would later learn to turn human. Anyway they were really busy, Nico did not understand why, so Percy often took care of baby Eric. He was one of the rare people who could keep up with the energetic cub. At the moment he was putting it to sleep. Nico just wanted to kiss him and hold him for the rest of time. He did not know what he had been thinking when he had thought that having Percy live with him and Will was a good idea. Sure Will was not the jealous type but it was not difficult to see that it was getting to him. Luckily Jason was such a good friend he always found the time to come over and ease any tension. Then a distant voice came to the Italian's ears.

"You need anything?"- asked the son of Poseidon.

"Um... yeah I was gonna tell you that dinner's ready and Jason's here. Hurry up before Will throws a tantrum."- said Nico. He only wished to know what had been going on in the sea prince's head at that moment. He also wished to know what Will was thinking and why Jason always seemed to come here and most of the time without his Latino boyfriend. Oh wait he could!

..........

After dinner which lasted way too long inside the son of Hades' head, Nico began looking at his options. He could leave things take their course or he could enter everyone's dreams to gain some insight. He had no idea what the result would be in either case, but he knew that he was not one to just sit still when something could be done. His thoughts were interrupted by the son of Apollo who just laid down beside him. They have not had sex in weeks and neither one of them bothered, really. The moment the blond head touched the pillow he was out like a baby. Nico got up he went downstairs to check if Percy was sleeping. He was but what had caught him off guard was a snoring Jason on the couch opposite of Percy's. He was staying over?! That must have been one of the things Nico had missed when he had been coming up with his scheme during dinner. OK this was great, now he could spy on all of them. He went back to bed. Now he only had to decide what whose dream to enter first. Like that was much of a decision. A moment later he was inside the sea prince's subconsciousness. He loved how the inside of everyone's mind matched their personality. Percy was a simple, spontaneous and sassy Person so the inside of his head was like an empty, infinite ocean. Any dream appeared in the form of a huge air bubble out of nowhere. The only other thing here were parts of Percy like his lucidity which could not find out that Nico was there, otherwise Percy would know what Nico had done, his desires, his sentiments, his fears, his interactions with the world outside, his darkness and his suppressed secrets, the part Nico needed to find. Now how would Percy imagine his secrets. Then he saw a dark, slender shark wearing a dark blue cape. That had to be it. He removed the creatures cloak causing an air buble to form. Once it popped the son of Hades was transported into a different scenery. In front of him was Percy's projection of Luke. The blond had significantly longer hair and was wearing a pirate costume. Nico hid before Percy's lucidity appeared. The sea prince looked gorgeous. He had a blue-green mermaid tail, scallop shells on his nipples, a pearl bracelet on his hand and a pink sea lily in his hair.

"Luke I think Ethan likes you, his sad eyes are basically begging for your attention."- said the son of Poseidon.

"Oh, please and what about Nico? Ge seems to be having a lot of trouble keeping his hands off you."- said the son of Hermes. Then the sea prince froze. Luke began fading away as a whirlpool
started forming around Percy. Nico was now back with the shark. He grinned. He was sure that the whirlpool meant that Percy was questioning his feelings towards him. OK now it was time to go into Jason's mind. Instantly he was transported to a place that could only be described as perfect, too perfect. There were people walking thought a very well organized Roman city, people Nico knew but they looked much more god-like. Now which one of Jason's friends would represent secrets. His question was answered when he ran into himself. That version of him was wearing a black, skin-tight, leather suit and a cape.

"What's going on? Why is Jason always at my place?" - the son of Hades asked his doppelganger. A thought cloud appeared from the other Nico's head showing Jason and Leo arguing. It was like watching a silly cartoon. Jason was pointing to his ass but then Leo turned his back on him. That scene was replaced by an image of an overly muscular Will and a blushing Jason. So Jason and Leo had broken up and he liked Will, interesting! Now all that was left was to see what Will was dreaming about. He was teleported to the blond's dreamscape. The great thing about children of Apollo was that they had no representation of secrets. So the answer Nico was looking for was right in front of him. It was Will being pulled ti the right by Jason and to the left by another one of the Italian's doppelgangers who had Percy clinging on his arm. Clear as day! What happened next was the bad thing about children of Apollo. Their lucidities were extremely sensitive so Will got a glance at the real Nico. The dream started shaking indicating that the blond was waking up. Nico was in his bed again next to an angry blond.

"What did you think you were doing?!" - asked the healer angrily.

"Deciding that we should definitely break up. You like Jason and he likes you and he and Leo have broken up and I like Percy and he likes me." - said the Ghost King.

"Ok then! Bye Neeks, see you tomorrow"- said the blond cheerfully and got out of the bed to go to the couch in the attic.

...........

Percy woke up at noon. It was not his fault, Luke and Ethan asked if he could take care of Eric overnight and the cub had woken him up several times. Nico walked into the room.

"Hey, did Luke and Ethan take Eric?" - asked the son of Poseidon.

"Yeah, they came a couple of hours ago. Any way I made blue chocolate croissants for breakfast and left you some." - said the Ghost King.

"Wait! Doesn't Will hate those?!" - asked the sea prince.

"Percy, listen! Will and I broke up. He has a new apartment that he had been renting until a few days ago and he and Jason moved there this morning." - explained the Italian.

"Oh, why did you break up?" - asked the green eyed boy.

"He likes Jason and I like you." - admitted the son of Hades.

"Oh! Then why don't you come and get what you want?" - said Percy suggestively.

"Is that so?" - smirked Nico. He then jumped on Percy bed, on top of the sea prince. The son of Poseidon giggled as the Italian's hands fondled his firm, heart shaped ass. Then before anything else could happen pink smoke started spreading. Aphrodite appeared in front of them. Uh, oh!

"Well, finally!" - said the goddess.
"Aphrodite what the heck is going on?" - asked the sea prince.

"Long story short: Unless the next generation rises there will be an apocalypse but before that can happen you all need to find your soulmates. So congrats!" - explained Aphrodite.

"We are soulmates?!" - asked the son of Hades.

"Otherwise those wedding rings would not be on your fingers." - smirked the goddess making the two look at the beautiful silver rings on their fingers.

"One more thing. In each relationship there's a dominant who becomes a god and a submissive that becomes something associated to the god while still retaining its integrity and also gets the ability to bear children. So contrats Nico, god of the dead and Percy you are now a chthonic oceanid nymph." - said Aphrodite and disappeared. Once the smoke had cleared Percy realized Aphrodite had sneakily put him in a short, blue black ombre, waistless, one shouldered dress.

"So shall we continue?" - asked the Ghost King.

"We shall" - said Percy. Nico the retreated and flipped his lover. He lifted the dress exposing the pale ass cheeks. Percy knew what was coming and he could not wait. Ethan had told him that spanking got him rock hard in only a few moments. Percy whimpered loudly as his lover smacked his ass hard. Then there was another slap and another, each harder and harder making the sea prince let out moan-like whimpers.

"What are you punishing me for Nico?" - asked Percy.

"How about for making me wait for so long!" - said the son of Hades. It made the raven haired boy's dick twitch. By the 50 painful slap Percy's ass was as red as blood and stinging like hell. Nico decided that he had had enough. He retreated and was on his knees as he unzipped his jeans. His 9 inch, thick as a baseball bat monster was released. Percy who had by then turned around got the idea and took the whole thing into his warm wet mouth, inch by inch. Hr got it thoroughly wet before starting to deep throat it, burying his nose into the Italian's pubes. Seeing his lovers pretty, rosy lips around his dick made Nico so hard he had to pull out not to cum.

"Turn around"- ordered Nico. Percy did and then felt his cheeks being spread and something wet thrusting through his entrabce. Nico was French-kissing his hole. It felt amazing. The italian's muscle was hitting so many nerves making the sea prince so desperate he began squeezing his nipples. It was not bad for the son of Hades, either. Percy's slick tasted like pure sex, a perfect combination of pungent and sweet. Percy whimpered as Nico pulled his tongue out but seconds later he felt the tip of his husband's dick poking his entrance. Nico thrust in making the sea prince yelp at the stretch. He then beggain thrushting like a rabbit. He was hitting Percy's special spot every time sending the sea prince into pure ecstasy and fucking him silly. Percy was moaning as loud as a harpy. He did not last long and soon blew his load, staining his dress. Nico emptied his balls moments later into his lover's constricting insides. He pulled out and they laid in bed panting before Percy got on top of Nico and made it his quest to kiss every part of the Italian's sexy body. Those croissants would have to wait.
Part 3: Jason/Will

Will was uneasy. Percy and Nico were together and he and Jason had moved out into their own apartment. But now what?

Will knew Jason liked him and was single but he could not exactly let him know that he knows! He had promised Nico that the son of Jupiter would not find out about his little, dream-walking adventure. He decided to Iris message the son of Hades.

"Nico the promise I made to you is basically cock-blocking me! How am I suppose to let Jason know that I know he likes me or that I know that he and Leo broke up."- asked the son of Apollo.

"You know you can ask him if he and Leo are together!"- the Ghost King pointed out.

"And what reason would I hypothetically have for asking him that?"- replied the blond.

"Like the fact that he's living with you instead of Leo!"- said the Italian unimpressed and ended the message. Great! Now Will had to confront Jason. He went to the kitchen where he found the Roman making pancakes.

"Hey, want some pancakes?"- asked Jason.

"Yeah, sure! Jay, can I ask you something?"- said the healer.

"Sure what is it?"- asked the son of Jupiter.

"You and Leo have broken up, haven't you?"- said Will.

"Oh! How did you know?"- asked Jason.

"Well you are living with me instead of him. Is it OK if I ask what happened?"- said the son of Apollo. Jason bit his lips in hesitation.

"Come on, you can tell me! I mean we live together!"- said Will.

"Fine! He wanted me to fuck him and I did a few times but it was so awkward, I guess I am not cut out to top and Leo wants it all which led to a lot of fighting."- admitted the son of Jupiter.

"Wait! You like bottoming?!"- asked Will shocked.

"What?! All buff guys have to be tops?!"- replied the Roman.

"Of course not but it is unexpected. Anyway how long has it been?"- said Will.

"Three weeks"- huffed Jason.

"Wow, you must be as horny as a bitch in heat."

"Will!"- said the son of Jupiter defensively.

"You know I can help you with that"- the Greek flashed his eyes up and down.
"Will, seriously?!"

"Oh come on! Imagine my thick, long dick pounding that tight, juicy ass of yours."- teased Will causing the other blond to subconsciously touch his butt. His hard on made the healer smirk and said: "You know you want it!"

"Fine!"- said the son of Jupiter.

"Oh, no if you want it, you beg like a good slut!"- said Will.

"You can't be serious!"

"You know you want to!"

"Dammit! Please Will! Fuck me till I can't form coherent thoughts, spank me till I am a whimpering mess, turn me into your slave, please!"- said the Roman making the son of Apollo blush red as a tomato. Then purplish-pibk smoke began spreading through the room before Venus/Aphrodite appeared.

"OK boys, I don't have a lot of time so long story short: We are stopping an apocalypse by having the next generation rise but they need to find their soulmates first, congrats, now you are married, Will is a god now since somehow he is the dominant and Jason you are his muse since you are surprisingly the submissive and you can get pregnant"- said the goddess before disappearing leaving the boys shocked. A moment later Jason's clothes were replaced with a white, high low chiffon dress. His cheeks were red instantly but Will was drooling.

"I am gonna go change"- said the son of Jupiter.

"Like Hades you are!"- replied the healer and pushed Jason onto the breakfast bar.

"You are into this?!"- asked the Roman surprised.

"Have you met my dad?!"- said the son of Apollo before lifting the flowy dress and slapping Jason's bubble butt hard, getting a whimper out of the unsuspecting blond. Will continued smacking the perfectly round ass cheeks making Jason yelp like there was no tomorrow. The smacks were hard, fast but not too fast and pleasurably painful. It made his sweaty skin glisten and his pants emitted in between his whimpers. By the time his ass was a nice crimson red Will stopped. He paced a finger inside the warm, moist velvety hole to find out that it was heavily coated with slick. He smirked before lowering his face and pushing his tongue through the gaping, pink, puckered entrance making his lover let out a wanton moan. He was then licking the Roman's slick tasting pure sex. Soon he shed his clothes and replaced his tongue with his thick, 8.5 inch member inside, making the Roman yelp at the stretch. It burned like hell! That was until Will hit his lover's sweet spot. He then increased the pace and began fucking Jason silly like a rabbit. He hit the prostate constantly making the son of Jupiter moan louder than a harpy as stars danced in front of his eyes. The moment Will started fondling his balls Jason blew his load, staining the dress. His ass tightened around Will making the healer empty his balls. Before Jason could catch his breath Will turned him around and began making out with him. He sneakily placed a butt plug through the blond's loosened entrance, making sure his seed stayed inside.
Hey guys a little change of plans! I am gonna continue writing requests but they would be posted before the "Part 1: Luke/Ethan" chapter so the next one will be posted as the 61 chapter.
Part4:Leo/Frank

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes.

Leo was a mess. He has been like that ever since Jason left. But what could he do, they were simply 'incompatible' in bed. He had heard that now his ex was with Will and honestly he felt indifferent. At that moment he couldn't focus on anything else except finding a new roommate. It wasn't something he exactly dreamed about but he would be loosing a lot of cash otherwise which is why today he had to clean the entire crappy apartment and smile while interviewing a bunch of weirdos. The door opened as the first candidate came in. It was one of Aphrodite's daughter. Just great!

"Uh, I can't believe it! What idiot would pair red and orange as wall colors?!"- said the girl.

"Out!"- yelled the son of Hephaestus. The next candidate was a son of Mercury. He was as sexy as hell. Leo suddenly cheered up.

"Hi! I am Ian."- said the boy.

"I am Leo and despite that sexy body and face what else you got?"- said Leo.

"Well how about being able to tell if something's gonna be a success or not?"

"How about something interesting?"- said Leo.

"Ok, you heard about the heist..."- before he finished that sentence Leo already told him to get out. Next was a child of Demeter who hated machines, just great and then the Latino was rather surprised when Frank entered. Finally someone descent. And that's how they became roommates.

.........

Leo just came back home. He had been at the mechanic's shop all day listening to threats of people who understood nothing about technology and just wanted to relax. He went to his room to find it completely clean and organised. The horror.

"Frank!"- he yelled. The shapeshifter was in the room in less than a minute.

"What the Hades happened here?"- asked Leo.

"Well I had some time when I came back from city hall and decided to clean up."- answered the Canadian. Leo give him an ironic grin and in less than a moment turned his room into utter chaos.

"Much better!"- said the Latino.

"Leo I spend an hour tidying your room!"- the son of Mars complained.

"I didn't ask you to and you sure as Hades had not asked me!"- said Leo.

"Dude what's your problem, it was perfect"- said Frank.

"It was, wasn't it? Well I hated it. I mean I deal with all types of weirdos at the garage and I just wanna come home and relax. Instead I come home to find out that it looks like a hospital."- said the son of Hephaestus.
"I still don't get it!" - said Frank.

"Of course you don't! Frank I am not perfect in any way! My ADHD is off the charts, my dating life is awful, I deal with jerks all the time and I killed my mother for God's sakes! But the funny thing is that over time I realized that it's more than OK not to be perfect and then my apartment is all cleaned up and perfect as if that's how it always must be!" - said Leo as tears dripped from his eyes.

"Oh my Gods! Leo I am so sorry! Don't worry we will make this apartment super messy in no time!" - said the Roman. At that moment the Latino came up with a risky idea that he decided was perfectly imperfect.

"You know there is another place we could make supper messy" - said Leo suggestively.

"You are not suggesting what I think you are suggesting are you? Leo we barely get along" - asked the son of Mars.

"We have dated people we have gotten along with and how did that turn out? Come on Frank, for once let's just take a risk and hop into bed!" - said Leo.

"Oh what the heck!" - said Frank and threw the son of Hephaestus onto bed before getting on top of him. Before anything can happen 4 gods killed the mood.

"Let me guess you are love gods that are here to tell us that we are soulmates and Frank is gonna be a god and I am gonna be something else!" - said Leo.

"Percy Jackson!" - huffed the gods.

"What am I?" - asked Leo.

"An imp" - all 4 gods said and disappeared.

"What just happened!" - asked Frank realizing that he was naked and Leo was in short, red, layered dress.

"Ok what the heck is going on?" - asked the son of Mars.

"Can I explain after we are done?" - said Leo drinking a birth control potion.

"We are still doing it?" - asked Frank.

"How long has it been?" - asked the son of Hephaestus.

"Too long!" - said the Roman deceitfully. Leo immediately took off his pants and underwear to lay his eyes on the thick, 8 inch Asian dick. He then took out the butt plug he had been wearing all day and lowered himself on Frank's member. He then started fucking his sweet spot at a divine pace. It got him moaning and yelping and whimpering... Wait that wasn't him! He looked down to see Frank sweating like a pig. Leo got an idea. He clenched his babble butt and milked Frank getting a yelp out of the Roman. Feeling Frank's warm seed against his walls made him cum straight on his lover's abs. He kissed Frank as he collapsed onto him. He was about to fall asleep as he looked around and said: "If this room is clean when I wake up, I will set your dick on fire!". Frank gulped. One thing was for sure, his life was gonna be eventful.
Hey guys this is what happens when you pour all your negativity into your story. Going through kinda stressful period.
Hey guys! I wrote this note to tell you that I am taking a break from this work to write a mudquel to kingkjdragon's "Percy's Awakening" called "Luke's Punishment". In "Percy's Awakening" Luke is punished by Poseidon for trying to rape Percy to be the cyclops' sex toy. I could not stop thinking about what would happen to Luke next so I asked kingkjdragon to write a story about Hermes taking over Luke's punishment. You can find it on my dashboard and in the top notes there is a link to kinkdragon's profile and "Percy's Awakening". Be sure to leave him kudos, he also has lots of other good stories.
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Hey guys! I'm back, sort of! Sadly I am not writing requests anymore until further notice. Requests are great for pushing one out of their comfort zone but I have my own ideas now. Luke fans listen up! Lately I've been writing Luke-centric stories and it made me realize that I've been focusing so much on Nico's sad love life that I have forgotten how sad I was when Luke died. So I am currently focusing on Luke-centric stories and as you may have noticed this work in now part of a series. The other work is gonna be a collection of Luke-centric drabbles. I sincerely hope someone ships Lukercico!
Requests are open

Hey guys! I've been semi-retired for some time, Anyway here's what's happening. Next month I'm going to Spain and I'm gonna be living there for 3 months so I won't be able to write any stories during the summer. I'm also currently in a writer's block and still wanna write as much stories as possible this month so feel free to request but give me a plot not just a pairing.
Apollo has long timed crush on Hades, but isn’t sure how to proceed from fear of being turned into a sunflower by Persephone (unknown to him Hades and Persephone are only friends).

“Would you stop torturing my brother already?!”— Persephone asked her ‘husband’ in annoyance.

“I fail to see a reason to terminate what much be the most enjoyable spectacle I have seen in over millennia.”— said Hades taking a sip of bourbon.

“I hardly call Apollo dressed in booty shorts, a barely there tank top and sandals a spectacle, husband!”— said the goddess of spring, her voice lingering on the last word.

“My niece, I demand that you refrain from referring to me by a title possessing not even a blemish of genuineness!”— the King of the Underworld almost ordered, not amused.

“Well the tell Apollo our marriage is a fraud before he stars going naked to draw your attention.”— yelled the woman.

“I shall not, for that would be a display far too delectable to bypass!”— the god decided. Persephone slapped her forehead. Looks like she was gonna have to get her hands dirty.

Hades was feeling the rise of the Elysian sun on his eyes and soft, warm lips on his neck leaving a trail of quick, hungry kisses. He calmly opened his eyes and that’s when he realized that calm was not at all how he should have been feeling at that moment. His hands were tied to the headboard and Apollo was in front of him snickering, wearing only a gold sequin g-string.

“Persephone has leaked quite amusing information to you nephew, has she not?”— asked the god of the dead in an accent that made the younger man’s cock throb.

“She has and now you’re gonna pay, big time! I can’t believe I was afraid of being turned into a flower by her! And btw do you always sleep in a suit?”— the blond grinned, getting up. He began swaying his hips and twirling his body in an erotic and provocative manner that made Hades suddenly feel his pants way too tight. But the older god had a trick up his sleeve. As expected the sun god had slowly gotten closer and closer to his uncle’s body, making sure to show off his toned body and plump ass in the process. Then as he was about to lower himself on Hades’ lap, the king of the Underworld turned into shadows, freeing himself from his bonds and pinning Apollo to the mattress.

“It appears somebody had been indecent. I believe choosing to clothe as a prostitute, imitating an exotic dancer and demanding so much of my attention is enough reason for me to chastitise you.”— said the hark haired god before using his tie to tie his nephew’s hands at his back and slapping the luscious ass cheeks, making the blond squirm. He smacked harder and harder, getting more and more delicious noises out of the blue eyed man’s mouth. Tears dripped down from those baby blues as
wantons moans raced their way out from in between plump lips. The sun god was being transformed into goo as his uncle turned his ass as red as pomegranate seeds.

The next thing Apollo felt was the older god’s still clad erection and it was a big one. He heard Hades unbundle his belt and miraculously found the strength to say: “No! Keep your suit on!”

The king of the Underworld smirked and unzipped his pants, taking out his shaft and violently thrusting it into the younger god’s pink pucker, making him let out screams loud enough to make the whole chthonic realm collapse. But the dark haired man wasn’t having any of it! He fucked his nephew like a bitch in heat. Any rougher and he would have broken the bed, the 24 carat gold bed. Apollo felt like the sun was being stuffed inside his ass. His prostate took so many hits it made him break all ties with his surroundings. He only came to when he was pushed over the edge and blew his load onto his lover’s expensive sheets. Hades was right behind him. He filled up the sun god’s hole with warm, creamy seed and plugged it upon pulling out.

As the sweating blond struggled to catch his breath, the lord of the dead undid the tie, freeing his hands. He flipped him onto his back and gave him a deep, forceful kiss. Of course the blue eyed man responded. He had literally just been torn in half and he had been waning this forever. Of course there was more to the kiss than met the eye. Apollo realized that when his tongue came in contact with pomegranate seeds. In the state he currently was only the thought of Helios being able to take over his duties over the sun had come to mind before he began devouring the seeds.
“Oh Percy you’re such a slut!” - commented Nico as he finished cumming all over the older boy’s face who was lapping up the white sticky stuff way too eagerly.

That’s when Hypnos decided to mess with the Italian and make him wake up from his wet dream. It was the 15th night in a row that Nico was having a sex dream about Percy and he was enraged. Confess how you feel they said, it would set you free they said, so why was he not free?! The Fates were cruel bitches, he would always be the son of Hades people run away from. Well if that’s how they were gonna play it, so be it! They wanted a son of Hades, they were gonna get one.

Nico got off his bed and shadow traveled to the sleeping sea prince. He took a moment to admire the sleeping beauty before twisting his fingers and taking a small fractal of Percy’s soul.

“Sleep tight, babe! You’ll need your energy for what’s about to happen to you!” - the Ghost King smirked and shadow travelled back to his cabin. He grabbed an article of clothing from his closet he thought would never see the light of day, a black jockstrap and infused it with the sea prince’s essence. He then put it on and proceeded to the next phase of the plan.

The sea prince was having quite the day. He woke up very horny from a night full of sex dreams. The weird thing was Nico was in all of them, fucking Percy’s ass or mouth or spanking him etc. Despite being that horny as a feral cat in heat he could seem to get it up even after half an hour of stroking and then when he put on his shirt his nipples reacted in a way that made his cock throb, although still soft. And then when he was noticed that his underwear was wet. Something clear and sticky was oozing out of his ass. But the son of Poseidon didn’t even get a minute to think about what was going on until Nico shadow traveled in.

“Nico?!?” - the green eyed boy yelped, covering his private parts.

“I see you’re getting adjusted to the changes in your body.” - smirked the Italian.

“What?!” - Percy asked confused.

“You see Percy after you basically said nothing after my confession and me finding out later that you were actually single I once again had problem. But this time I solved it! I now have full control over the way your body works and how you behave and boy am I gonna have some fun with you!” - explained the son of Hades, grinning.

“You sicko!” - yelled Percy.

“That’s no way to talk to your master! Apologize!” - demanded Nico.

“Master, I’m sorry, please forgive me!” - Percy couldn’t believe the words coming out of his mouth.

“Good slave! But that’s not enough! Unfortunately it’ll have to wait until later, I have to take care of your wardrobe first.” - said the son of Hades, handing Percy a bag.

“Replace all your current clothing with this. Then come by my cabin!” - Nico ordered shadow traveling out of Percy’s cabin.
The son of Poseidon could hardly believe it. Just like that all his comfy jeans were replaced with skinny jeans, slim fit pants and booty shorts. All his new shirts were so tight his nipples were basically at war with the fabric and he no longer possessed real underwear.

At the moment he was walking towards Nico’s cabin with his hole being constantly stimulated by his choice of underwear above which he was wearing black leather pants and a white skin tight shirt.

He knocked on the creepy looking door and entered. Nico was only wearing a short silk robe. He sat on the bed and ordered Percy to take off his pants and shirt and position himself on his lap. The sea prince was now only wearing a gold g-string which gave the other demigod an amazing view of his juicy ass. Nico had no problem slapping the porcelain skinned ass cheeks as Percy tried to keep his whimpers silent. He began oozing slick which the Italian more than eagerly lapped up, savoring the sweet pineapple like taste after which he continued the spanking. By the time he was done the son of Poseidon’s ass looked like one giant cherry.

“Slut, on your knees!” ordered Nico, undoing his robe and taking out his thick, veiny 8 incher.

“Choke on it!” continued the son of Hades. Obediently Percy took the ginormous member into his mouth and barely had time to even get it wet before he was nose down in Nico’s pubes. His gag reflex was activating but there was absolutely nothing he could have done about it.

“You smell that skank? Better get used to it!” mocked the olive skinned boy and forced Percy to stay like that until his eyes began spinning. That’s when Nico pulled out and with one stroke painted Percy’s face and hair white.

“Don’t clean that up, let it dry. Now take this bag, it’s full of sex toys and go back to your cabin. Make sure to use a dildo to practice suppressing your gag reflex before bed!” demanded the Ghost King, sending Percy on his way.

The son of Poseidon felt so horny! Saying Nico was twisted was an understatement. He was gonna make him die of blue balls unless Percy got a hard attack first from all the rage he’s been feeling thanks to the Italian. Percy was literally in his bed with a huge dildo in his mouth, playing with his nipples since they were the only thing that seemed to be able to get hard. At first it felt kinda good, then really good and then he squeezed harder until he experienced what felt like a mind blowing orgasm. His whole world was spinning. He couldn’t move a muscle and then he felt something wet on his chest. He was lactating.

It had been a week since Nico had taken control of the sea prince. Since then he had made the green eyed boy announce that they were dating, give him a handjob and slurp up the cum at campfire, perfect his cock sucking skills and wear thick butt plugs to keep all the slick in for Nico to lick it.

And Percy began feeling a huge relief. With him being the Ghost King’s puppet there was no way he could do anything wrong. He could just relax and wait to be surprised by one of Nico’s next orders.

He was currently going through that as Nico had ordered his to take the pants down to his knees and bend. They were behind the cabins where anyone could see them. The fact that Percy was wearing a pink, frilly jockstrap didn’t help either.

Nico rammed his dick into the pink hole, popping Percy’s cherry, making him scream like he was...
being beaten to a pulp. He kept on going, harder and harder making Percy’s vocal chords blow up from all the whimpering which soon turned into moaning as Nico slammed into his prostate. Percy was starfish before his eyes. He hadn’t even noticed that his ever so soft member was leaking a week worth of cum in his panties, relieving his balls. All he could focus on was the younger boy’s cock inside of him which soon erupted as well.

Percy gasped at the loss as the son of Hades pulled out but a potent vibrator took his placed as he shadow traveled them to his cabin.

“Clean it slut!” commanded Nico pointing to his dick. Percy could barely get down on his knees to lap up all he leftover cum and slick. He was then yanked up and greeted by a deep, passionate kiss.

“I’ve noticed how little resistance you’ve been putting. You’re enjoying this like a true whore! This is gonna be so fun and the best thing-it will never, ever end!” said the son of Hades pushing Percy down on his bed. The fun had just begun.
Everyone would consider him a fool, but he didn't care. He couldn't blame them either, not for something they could never understand. No-one could grasp how it was like to be the god of war, to always act on instinct, to be slave to your urges and desires. So there he was, on his bike, driving to the one person he couldn't seem to get out of his head—Percy Jackson. Ever since the first time they had battled, the flame-eyed god simply couldn't do anything without a mental image of the son of Poseidon dancing in his head. The way his body moved swiftly during battle was flawless, his courage was bordering stupidity and his determination makes his eyes change color. It was absolutely crazy that something can be so perfect. So perfect, th good craved it in every way possible. He had masturbated to the thought of Percy Jackson many times but he needed more.

News spread fast and Ares heard about the green eyed boy's feelings for the daughter of Athena. That had been the last straw! He was ready to go get what was his!

Percy was out by the ocean. He watched Annabeth in the distance as he tried to come up with the right words to say how he felt. But no matter how hard he tried it was no use. Lost in his thoughts, he hadn't noticed that someone had been waking up to him from behind until he had a tissue dipped in chloroform pressed against his nose. He struggled with all his might and tried to yell but it was no use. His captor clearly knew what he was doing. His body felt so heavy, yet so light, his eyelids slowly closed as darkness consumed him.

When the sea prince woke up he was on a bed with the god of war right next to him. As if someone had snapped their fingers and cast a spell, Percy was suddenly fully awake and angry.

"I'm gonna kill you!" - he yelled.

"No talking" - barked Ares, smashing his lips against the demigod's. In a moment, the son of Poseidon felt fire, going through his veins as he began kissing back and groping his body against the god's.

"What is this?" - asked Percy, curiously.

"I said no talking! Neither one of us is good with words so let's just do and feel thing!" - replied Ares pulling Percy in for another kiss. It was every bit as passionate as the last one. all of Percy's senses were heightened. He could smell the god's powerful scent, feel the warmth of his hands as they slid below the boy's waist and groped his butt, see the flames in his eyes to the point where he thought he would go blind, hear all the noises they were making... It was like he was in some state of hyper-awareness. It was addicting.

"I need more!" - he mumbled. Ares ripped his shirt in half and got on top of him, continuing the make out session slowly moving from the boy's lips to his jaw making him moan. The sea prince was high. He couldn't tell a second from a century which is why he hadn't even seen Ares taking off his pants and getting naked himself. He found himself starring at the man's muscular body before seeing the rock hard member. It looked like a hammer.

"Whoa! How...?!" - he had no time to finish before Ares thrust deep inside him with no warning, making him let out a scream loud enough to awaken the dead.
"Seriously it's my first time!" - yelled the son of Poseidon.

"A virgin is suppose to bleed!" - replied the God rudely before thrusting inside Percy with the speed of a hundred Spartans. The demigod felt like he was being ripped apart unit hi sweet spot was hit. Then from a state of pure agony he went into absolute bliss as if he's entered the isle of the blessed. He came untouched almost at the same time as Ares exploded inside him. He pulled out, letting the mixture of blood and cum spill onto the sheets as Percy panted like he had ran a marathon.

...........

The god had the decency to drop off Percy at camp again once he had regained the ability to walk.

"We need to do it again sometime! Um what exactly is this we're doing?" - said the son of Poseidon, limping back to his cabin.

"No words, remember!" - with that Ares kissed Percy and was on his way, to return once his lover had healed from their night of passion.
Hey everyone, unfortunately this is how far I'll be able to go with requests. I will do all of them but you'll have to wait for me to return from Spain in August. I planned on getting more done but between exams, flight tickets, the embassy and many other annoyances I just didn't have the time.
Hey guys! I'm back from Spain! And now comes the hard part. It breaks my heart to say this but guys I'm truly sorry to break my promise for writing new stories as I must retire from AO3. The thing is guys I'm gay and I live in a homophobic place and after spending 3 glorious months in Spain I am closer than ever to being free but as moving abroad is never easy I have to make money(I'm going into online translating), I gotta finish uni, look for opportunities abroad so I doubt I'll have time to write stories. It been great being part of AO3, I met some amazing people here but all things have to come to an end. Whether I would return to writing fanfic in the future I can't say but I will sure as hell be reading it, feel free to message me, I will check on my account regularly, you can also send me a message here: des.histoires.des.ombres@gmail.com, If you're an aspiring fanfic writer and would like my help you can also contact me, if anyone want any fanfic ideas message me I have tons of them(I'll probably make a list of prompts and post it). I wanna thank a few people:

Nathanblack- thank you for being my #1 fan

Slysiverslytherin- you're an awesome writer and i wanna thank you for being my inspiration

Brokenasshatteredglass- Thank you for being my best friend and even though leukemia took you from me noting can keep us completely apart

Evilgoodposeidon- thank yu for being one of the best people I ever met

I love you all but now I must force myself to press the post button.

Please drop by the archive and comment to let the author know if you enjoyed their work!